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Chapter 1

THE BEGINNING 0F. "US"

What follows is a phenomenological observation concerning a drug

prevention research and counseling projeCt funded-by the'National Institilte

on Drug Abuse.. Tilis is the final report; ft describes the tumanexperi-,

'ences that Occurred as people joined together to find alternative ways of
101.. 0

helping "self" and others. It is also an attempt,to.analyze and intefpret

the theories.and data'accumulated during the course of the prOject. And

finally, it is a statement of hope and purpose, that this endeavor may prove

able-to help people here and elsewhere, far all ofmus".

The extra effort required by this detailed report has been made" for two

major reasons. First, in both the field of science andlservice,it is

Amportaot to present enough information to allow replication and to prevent

dUalicatcon of Mistakes, in this sense report.is a presentation of find71.

ings. S,econdly, in order to.establish along-term project in this community

and els'ewhere,'it is critical 'to let people know what has been done and what

is neded'. Toward this end, the report is a ditalosure of the "process"

which has thud far been evolving. Its feedback.

Feedback is important becaUse it curtails what one irevention-program
4

director termed "secondary' ignorance" (Sieber, 1974).- ACcording to Dr.

Seiber, there are two types of ignorance, primary and .secondary. Primary

Ignorance exjsts'when a dafum.or concept is.laaing, and the lack. is

-recognized. secondari ignorance'. exists. when an individual not onlyis

unaware of the gap in knowledge or understanding; but also entertains an

ti
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erroneous substitute concept as real. In the,first state the mind is still

open; in the second state the mind is closed. 'Secondary ignorance is the

perpetuation of a myth dr an answer that,mayhave once worked but no longer

does. It is secondary ignorance that besets most peogramsand eventually

halts growth. It can best be overcome by'maintaining open channels of

communication, using fe.edback andcapitalizing on the experiences and

perceptions of others. This is one'df the-chief aims of this report, to

organize and clarify what has beenlearned.

Personal Invoivement,

O

Working within a program such as 'us" meant being involved. A personal

commitment was made by each'individual; when that commitment could no longer
. .

be met, he or she quit or was asked to leave. Sometimes the departUres.were

painful and misunderstood; sometimes they were perceived as they mere, per-

sonal decisions to invest personal energy' otherwise. Each person who stayed

or left gave something to the prOgram aVd was a part of "us". Everyone

deserves credit;.but most of all, thanks to.those who committed "self".

Involvement; Values, Data, and Choice

As director and 'principal investigator, I became existentially involved,
,

;
in the immediate,experiienCes,b7 being-in-the-program. Many times the

program seemed to be my world(' acting upon meeas creatively as I upon' it,

There was no way then, nor is there Row, to assume the role-of an impartial,

outside, scientific observer. I had beelbme involved, and when doing research

,

or writing this report, it was important to recognize that fact. This

involvement produced both a bias and a passion in the search for knowledge.

I became intensely motivated to transcend normal limitations ip the guest

for understaniding, and simultaneously Jost'Contact with some realities,

vCopensation for this bia. s of perception was consciously undertaken

o _LA:se

t
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through the use of oues'iionnairs, journals; oUtsideevaluatiOns, and

observations made-by others. Both normative and idiographic data were
*5.

collected and analyzed. Each piece of data and everyone's point of view

was examl.ned.to find any commonality of process or change that might have
. u

been'experienced. Knowledge from mistakes were considered as important ,as

knowledge from successes. And finally, the report was written not aS proof

for an existing theory or answer, but rather as aohenomenological obser- \.

valion describing what happened during the propraM.

Accordingly, no single methodology was selected-as ."til# way" toward

/ enlightenment or truth. The pumise of the program. was not to support any

particular approach or research tool. The purpose was to establish a

program'and then discover or deielop a tool that would do the research. In

doiii9 this. the Staff examined traditional elperimental and quasi - experimental

methods, a behavioral-social approach, and a phenomenqlogical design. Due

to the limitations in each design, no one methodology was found to give an

adequate guideline. ,Consequenly, rathdr than restricting the questions.in

Order to fit them to a methodology, the methodologies' were modified 6 fit

the search.

Values, whether articulated or tacit, are an inherent feature of the 4)

social services and science because people are inevitably involved. The

researcher in choosing design, the subject in choosing participation, and

the reader in determining what to believe, al.l influence the process and

outcome in accordance. withrtheir sets of values. To the scientist seeking

to reject the Kull hypothesis, significant differences are/ valued and

releVant; tO the subject (or the subject's family) seeking help, significant

differences of statistical nature are not especially'Aralued, and nonsense

(non-sense) about Type I and Type II errors seems totally irrelevant.

Numbers dO not count, people do; To the peoille tt matters is whether or



not they were helped to satisfy -a need or solve a problem.

Values produce change; values also prevent change. Values guide. the

choices man Makes and shape the world he perceives. Within a system of

values man determines which facts and data to accept or reject. Subject to

thq sway of a value system, data maybe assimilated to fit one's own

perception of the world, or it,may be used instead to guide accommodation

and self change. Even when overwhelmed by. cognitive dissonance stemming

from apparently undeniable facts or "proof", an individual may reject the

data because it conflicts with hi's values, thus choosing to remain 'ignorant

(ignore-ant). Contradictory data in this case simply motivate the person to .

seek further defense mechanisms in order to protect his value.system, increas-

4ng investment of self until,he becomes incapable of voluntary .change.

mind becomes closed, and 'nothing said nor read will open it.

For example, consider the plight of the habituated cigarette smoker.

Both physical and cognitive processes have supplied data concerning the

negative effects of smoking. Symptoms of, a hacking cough, short wind, and

-persistent respiratory remind the smoker of the,dangers. Each' pack

he opens is clearly labelled as hazardous, to health. He can probably recite

the numerous diseases associated with smoking, and may express fear that hiS

life will be shortened. Yet he continues smoking. At home, in restaurants,

in nature, at work and at Play, the sMoker's anxious inhalation and calmed

exhalation remain hips trademarks. So deeply invested'in this habit is-the

smoker, that he' thoughtlessly infringes on the rights.of others to eat, sleep,

or breathe in an environment-free of his constant pollution. Giyen more

fact.; or reasons for quitting, and provided with social or emotional appeals

or censure, the smoker may decrease consumption temporarily but then continue

as before. He may ",quit" hundreds of times.. He may deplore himself, his

bad breath and stained fingers,: and His lack of will; yet he continues. His
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mind is closed. There is no chance for real change. The smoker cannot deny

his values and associated life style. Will power cannot overcome the problem.

The smoker himself is the problem.

In 'view cif this relationship among values, choice, and data, this report

is not offered as Proof or disproof. It is instead intended to describe a
D

search or alternatives in research, counseling, and primary prevention.

Factual data are presented as is a phenomenological description of_the

program process. 'Combined; these 'produce a Gestalt, a composite Whole

greater than the surpf the parts,' an expression of group endeavor to

discover,'utilize, test, and record processes that could facilitate self-
,

actualization and self-enhancement!.

Reading the Report

In describing the"e!u program two approaches are used: 1'.(1' analysis
, rv

Of the spedific,stages or Parts', ii (2) description of process. The first

approach produces a more predise, data referenced delineation. Its purpose

is to,induce focal awareness. The second approach produces an overview from

which the program may be defined in terms ofprocess-,.moving from a starting

point toward further development. If the program was truly productive, the

second approach should disclose healthy change and improvement. If the

Rrogram was not, the second approadh should shoW non-change or negative

growth-regression. The.purpose of this second approach, process description,

is to provide subsidiary awareness.

Focal awareness is conscious attention to identifiable particulars.

Subsidiary awareness is non-conscious attention to wholeness and process

(Polanyi, 1964). To explain further, in building a house, a carpenter main-

. tains focal awareness when sawing and nailing botrds. He is being precise

in detail. Sven while,doing precision work however, he also maintains a

guiding awareness concerning the completed, project. He entertains a holistic

1°'
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concept, a structure. It is this subsidiary awareness that gives meaning to

the-elements subject to focal awareness. A hammer is'notjust a metal object

(particular), but a tool to nail boards together in order to actualize a

concept (subsidiary wholeness).

A major difference between the carpenter and the social service person

however, is that the carpenter usually has a blueprint, Whereas the person

working to help people may not. In the latter instance, much depends on the

philosophy-values of the service person. Some people believe that human 'growth

can be mappe0 and defined by referring to objectives, similar to blueprinting
. .a house. Consequently, pre-established goals and_methods are defined, and

numerous "carpenters" (e.g. courlors, teachers, and experts)_are hired,td

complete the design:. Others.though, believe that human growth. cannot be
*

mapped by a "designer" unless the designer is also the carpenter and the

owner of the house (i.e. a person choosing. his, own goals and finding his own

ways to reach them). And of course, between these extremes, along the

continuum of philosophy- values,, remains a mixture ot)views.

People and programs are often guided by an inarticualte subsidiary

awareness. Data, facts, theory, or obtained goals are not enough to fully

depict program or institution. These only provide focal awareness', the

explanation of parts. More important is the whole, gieater than the sum of

parts, disclosed only through subsidiary awareness. Importance is given.not

only to "how" but also to "why ", and not only to the ends but.-also to the

fleans. Understanding subsidiary awareness. means understanding process.

The "us" Purpose

The purpose of "us" was to create a viable research, counseling, primary

drug abuse prevention program. The purpose Was not td.create a research

program, or counseling program, nor simply a prevention program. Each part

16



by itself meant almost 4-thing. Viability came from the unity' of parts.

Research for example, especially in psychology, has been challenged
.-..

l-

. v .recently because many researchers were disregardi.ng the rights an welfare

of their "subjects". often, their subjects were placed under extremely

severe menttemotiona, stress without any prior knowledge or forewarning
- .

of the risks: Some ofthese subjects were involuntary participants such

as college student ( whb were "required" to undergo a certain number of
"

experiments to pass a course, or the person who was labelled insane and

hospitalized to receive experimental drugs, lobotomies,'br electroshock

7

therapy. In a viable
counseling-reseal-prevention programsuch disregard

for the right' and welfare of subjects iS4no 'longer tolerable;

Conversely, many-counseling,proRramt have been questioned because they

' conducted Tin research to prove or disprove what they claimed to' do. Without

data for support, thepolitics of- expediency and popular appeal often

became tools' for justifying their,continuation. Given necessary funding

support and fully believingein thejAcounseling style, such programs
41

"processed" many people. When it was all over `no one kneW, with dertainty
). ."

if anything had really been achieved, not even the One who had'.beeh
4

"counselled ".

Finally, when discussing a viable drug prevetition program both

research And couhselingbecom paramouht 'concerns.! It is essential to

demonstrate that whit an actiVity claims it/prevents is first of all pre-
.

ventablei and then that lt is really being prevented. In the "us" prograiii

For example,,, drug use would be almost imposSkble to prevent, whereas pre-

venting drugkabuse might be feasible. But then, how could prevention of

-drug abuse be demonstrated? It is much easier to prove a significant change-

in an already, established disease or:behavior (drug abuse) than it is to

prove that what 'a program does somehow prevents the disease or problem from

17
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. becoming established. In the latter case Of prevention-research, longitudinal

follow -up camparison's are de rfgeur, and few programs are able,to make

these. In counseling, alternative approaches must be explored, If a univer-

sal solution or "way" already exists there is no need for the research

program. Apparently, though, something needs, change, and determining what
4

change and how to effect it requires the combined effort of counseling,

research, and

)

nd prevention. In the course of such an effort, a delicate

balance must be maintained with continuous,re-evaluation and process modifi-

cation. Each time. a- change is made, a new area of risk or a new possibility
.

May appear, requiring further re-examination and modifitaion, AcknowledgeMent

;--,Of this was a significant guideline for "us ".

The Grant Proposal

The grant project period.was from July 1, 1973 through June 30, 1978.

The budget period was from July 1, 1973 through June 30, 1975. The total

amount funded was $107,006 for the first year and $121,110 for the second
.

(see Appendix, Budget). Initially, two full time positions (program director
f

and office manager), and two half time staff positions (MSW psychiatric

social worker and bookkeeper) were established. Stipends and milegge for,

twenty para-counselors were also, provided. Approximately fifty percent of

the funding was in this category. These served as motivational incentives
.

and income supplements for seniors and adolescents .($200 a month Per, perSon4,.

The stated purpose of the proposal was to test one hypothesis: "Senior

citizens can be more effective than peers in counseling adolescents who are,

. potential abusers of drugs.." The broad concept for testing this hypothesis

was further described:

"After careful selection of trainees (through testing, interviews, etc.),
a training period consisting of lectures, role playing, group discussions,
and films will,prepare each trainee to work'with two target group adoles-
cents for a minimum period of eight months. In the first yeartheremill
be 40 target group adolescents and 20 counselors. The adolescents will be

1 8



. those youngsters in the 5th and 6th grades who have been identified by
school officials as behaviorally aberrant and drug prone. The trainee
counselors will be one-half senior citizens (55 years'plus) and one- '
half peers (10 to 14 years), The.level and purpose of training will
be to prepare Para- professionals to engage in a humanistic approach of
behavioral intervention to prevent target group youngsters from engaging
in drug use. The major objectiv-e of the program will 'be to,redUce the
potential for drug abuse through intervention.in the lives of target
youngsters who have been identified as behaviorally disturbed and
therefOre.drug prone." .

IeitirajltiLiptlmodes at that time were still in gestation,

although emphasis had heen placed-on one research questionnaire series

Testingfrom the Institute of Personality and Abilities Testing (16 PF, HSP, 'and

CPQ). SuppOrtiNie'tangibility indiCators were also considered to consist of

positive changes in attitude toward-self and others as observed by school
1

personnel and the counselor, and adecease or no involvement with the

Juvenile Detention Home or law enforcement system.

The research design itself was also part of a negotiation with an
.

.

outside consultant. It was basiCally A randomized block design of pre-post/
e

experiMehtaT-controlgroup nature. This meant that subActsfwoulldbe randomly

assigned to either an experimental.group (paired with ,a senior or a Youth

counselor randomly), or a control group (not paired with a counselor), pre-
4

,

.tested,and,at the end of he first project year, post- tested, The results

of the pre/post tests would be compared to determine if the experimental

group increased or decreased significantly their test scores in comparison
16,

with the control group, and if the subjects paired with seniors increased

more'than the subjects paired with youths.
C'

The justificatesunuseredictabilitionforary. came

from a Saturday Review article by bRi chard H.'deLone (November 11, 1972) in

which five characteristics of drug abusers'were cited: (l)° they have little

cohesive family life, (2) are alienated from Society, (3) 'they are confused

about values and impulsive -high-riskers, (4) they form superficial friendsAlip

and (5) they exhibit low. school performancetruancy, and delinquent behavior.

10



Locally, these predictability factors applied to many children, and

the proposal described the problem of drug abuse or use as significant. A ,

Jackson County District Attorney was quoted as saying in 1973 (Medford Mail

Tribune), "There has been a steady increase of drug cases during recent

years...Drug and narcotic cases account for approximately 30t of the felony

caseload..." Also, the Jackson County Grand Jury's 4th quarter report for

the year 1971 was quoted as saying, "...if the possession or use of mad

juana was not a punishable crime,, our case load the lat three months would

be 341/2% smaller."

The training was to include a somewhat folal course in general psych-
,.ology (with textbook), 'personality theory, abnormal psychology, theory and

,technique ofcounseling,,and thorough coverage, of alcohol .and drug abuse data;

A reserved reading list was to be made available. Field trips to agencies

and, institutions, sensitivity training, and out-of-the-classroom experiences

(e.g. camping and travel'), were also contemplated. Para-counselors,were to

meet eight to nine hoUrs a week for training. The length- of the training

period was'not yet determined.

The counseling design was to develop a personalized and supportive

relationship between a para-professional counselor and a 5th or°6th grade

adolescent. ,Each para-counselor was to be ,paired with two children. This

would provide low cos i one -to -one counseling resources and involve resources

which had bean heretofqr wasted. Peerswould act as buddies; seniors'as

surrogate prandparents.,. Their funttion was to meet theounmet emotional

needs of the 5th and 6th'graders, and to help during times of normal

developmental stress.

Peer counseling was justified by referral to the belief that children
;.

.

and adolescents judge themselves through comparison to a,peer rather 'than

through an adult,Oarer.a relationship. It was felt that the buddy or gang
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provided "needed self-esteem, social support, and attitude formation". By

providing healthy peer relationships, it was believed possible to guide the .

child 'toward healthier child-peer interpersonal interaction.

Senior counseling was supported by examination of the nuclear family

relatiOnShip.which, in our contemporary society, often excludes the grand-
',

%
parents'. It was believed that youth from unstable nuclear families could

develop healthier interpersonal
Qhild-adult relationships if relatively

well adjusted.surrogate grandparents were available to interact with.

In summary then, a proposal was written and funded to research the

ability of twenty trained
para-professional counselors (ten youth and ten

seniors), to reduce the potential for drug abuse, through intervention in

the lives of fortK adolescents in the 5th and 6th grade's who.had been

identified as behaviorally disturbed and therefore drug prone. BehaViors

to look for in these,children, which might be indicators of potential'drug

abUse were: emotional trouble, marginal adjustment, broken or unstab)e.

homes, alcoholic parent, low socio-economic backgrounds, poor'family

communication, and lack of peer acceptance. It was felt that pairing these
,

children with trained para-counselors in a compatible relationship would add

cohesiveness to life, reduce 'feelings of alienation, and increase self-esteem,

thereby decreasing anti-social behaviors and the use or abuse of drugs.

Assurances

Before the program could begin,'an outline of procedural policy had to.

be completed. Thjs was the "Special Institutional Assurance and CertificatiOn

of Review of Projects Involving Human 'Subjects". Basically, this established

a special Review BOard whose members
were professionaly competent to review

program operation and determine if any activities (counseling or research) ,

unduly risked the rights and Welfare of the people involved.
'A

a
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SpecificalljeLlistss were anticipated by this committee, and steps

were taken to minimize them. Some of these risks were: violation-of confi--

dentialfty, development of dependency by the child upon the para-counseior,
Y .

adverse punitive overreaCtions by the para-counselors toward the child,

mismanagement, of psychological emergencies, intensification of problems,' and

-a lowered self-esteem. Correlated steps taken to reduce these risks were:

a special information coding system for data storage in a locked file which''

was accessible, to staff only, or town individual counselor.c.with staff.

supervision, intensive traWng and, supervision of the para-coUnselors

freedom for the child to discontinue th,e program at Any time, full explanation
.

of the program, including the risks involved, to.the parents and a require-
, ,

ment4tilat signed parental consent,be given for/each child's participation,

screening of test materials and prior approval for major prpgram changes by

the ReviewBoard,' and professional ,resource-counseling support availability.
. flWithih this "'FoCal" outline remained a very important "iUbSidiary"

, 1 .

t message. The first concern should and-must be for the people who were being.
. ,

asked to join an experimental-alternatives program.' Everything possible
/ was done to maximize positive development

and minimize any negative, influ-P .

elites. It Was understOod that mistakes and errors in choice or action could
\ % 4 _
be made. But no error, it W important to. note, would be allowed :to per-\

petuate, itself. Alterriatiyes 'WOuld be developed If-needed. For the sake

of the people involved; the gain (otential) had to outweigh the risk.

Research and experimentation were secondary to "self" development.

Q



Chapter 2 '

QUESTIONS

11 The originaliproposal was written, approved, and the grant awarded for

they original "is" Youth-tenior Drug Prevention,Program months before the

permanent program,director/principal investigator was interviewed and hired.

A new director meint a change in perception, a different way of defining

and examining the problem within theaccepted grant, outlines. Three qUestions

were asked concerning the conFepts discussed by the grant: '(1) What is the

drug probletb nationally and locally, and what is being done presently to

solve'this problem? (2) Is drug abuse predictable? (3) Can para-professionals

.handle such a task as prevehtion and if so, in what kind of a counseling.,

envfronment?

Question 1: What is the drug problem and what is being done?

Locally the drug problem seems fairly representative of the nation as

a whole. Certai1h positive factors are noted, such as the4small rural

community envir nment which curtails, many extremes of thelarger socio-

economic envi nments. In this county (Jackson), with a total populatiOn

of 110,700 (Portland State University's Center for Population Research;
Ao

Census-1975 figure), establishment of a large drug sub-culture, based on

heroin for example, would be difficult, and woul4 probably not be profit-

enoligh for the required black-market efforts. On the converse, however,

certain negative factors make drug use or abuse easier.. This valley a

mid-way point between large metropolitan drug areas, a natural overnight stop



'
tha major in&rsta'te route betWeenSan Francisdo and S attle. A large1

'r,,arkat 1!, not ,nezded to support the drug peddler passirO through.\ Thit ./
r;?.',...es the. drug problem more -difficult to deal with locally because of

ti,;: inv:sibi-Tity and mobility of trafficers. A uryfified effort..at prevent-.

'ing Or cur'cliling drug use seems improbable be1 duse the problem remains

./1.:,); to,mort residents.' This, along with high acceptability and easy

avail ty oC' sanctioned legal drugs, fostel.s a drj.Ag use'problem.
.

The. LOcal Drug. Problem

*'' The lOcal drug problem emerges snot so much from large statistical
,.. .

.nurLers of users Or abusers, but rather from an increasing slumber withi/n an
i. ).

r/v1 ronhlen:t imat afford's few alternati4es nd splutions. In September; 1973,

there wire 2,490 referrals tothe Jackson ',minty Juvenile Detention Home.
I ,Wit .a local school enrollment of 23,080 dUrng that year, this means

- ,that..-
l .

. . ,

:-..,0.::::.i3e 11,10.7 mrcent of the 'student population demonstratedkpro&-lem
-..

. .. .

'-abeviors 't'o..a degree that dictated resort to guidance or legal :intervention.
1:,, ,

,

This vrc-r.',..age 'varied -according to the number of repetitive cases and out

of di,;trict e§' handled. Of these 2,490 .referrals; 97 were for

narcotic thuris, 9 For,c;runkerines's and 233 for possessing or drinking

alcoh,.1. A tcal of 245 cases were referred primarily' for drug use and/or
N

:;e r,port, 1973). No data were obtained to, determine how many
.

r

thc. other re.).er,ri..ls might have had correlated drug .'-usei.abuse problems.

T.he J?lasof. County Mental Healthy Clinic (Family' and Child Guidance

report, 19/2)- reported ,giving.aid..to 789 families in 1972., Family
.

i-oolems 421.:ted tO alcohol and drug use (amounted to 205 cases or about,
,.,

tNenty - :' i \p, i.:dr:ent of the total cases reported.

7 )
,

Frox, a ,,,Lie..s-',.ionni.ire.
distributed.thisOughout the intermediate education

I
,

.district L 1973, various drug useinformation was gathered on a .

3.3Iip":f- of 1137 students' in grades 7 through 12. Their-percentages of students

r.

Zcx
(

54
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who reported using drugs "now and then ,but not too often" were as folloWs:

beer (41%), wine (41), liquor (38Z), marijuana.(14%), hashish (9%), tobacco

,(15%.), opium (3%), ao,ohetamine pills (10%), barbiturate pills (8 %), LSD (5%),

mescaline (7%), glue (5%), and cocaine (4%). The percentages of students

using'these drugs "regularly. once a week" were: beer (12%), wine (6%),

Jiquor (3%), marijuana (7%); and hash (2%) . The percentage of students' who,

reported having used these drugs "regularly at least once a kW' were:
,

. beer (2%),,liquor (1%), marijuana (4%), and tobacco 11 In wbers, this

meant that in a total school populatiOn of-23,00, appr ximately,462 students

reported drinking beer daily, 231 studentS,drank liquor aily, 924 used
N

marijuana daily, And 3,462 smoked cigarettes daily.

'in a normative studyfsee Appendix) done by the "us': \program' in

February,.1.975,Ihe following resul.ts.were reported by -54' and 6th grdders\
in the Ashland School district '(qUestionnaires.were anonymous): 7.7%. ,

sometimes smoked cigarettes, 50% sometimes drank coffee, 20;8% sometimes drank-, ,
--v,

_Wine or beer, with dinner, 13.2% had been drunk, 33:6%.had 'friends who had

been drunk, 23% knew of pedple their own age Vrhb had tiled marijuana, and

3.2% had themselves tried marijuana. ,

As can be observed in these questionnaire responseS , reported use is,.

not always equal to the number of people ,known by others to hive used drugs,

In the normative study'ofor example, although only 3.2% of the 5th and 6th'

graders reported trying marijuana, 23% stated they knew of people their own,

age who had.. ,This difference between reported use and reported knowledge

of use by-others may stem from: two areas: -status accorded to tht peer user,

and fear of responding honestly (even though 'the questionnaires were anonymous).

In any event, using questionnaires of this type, specific conclusions about

use and abuse cannot be drawn. 'What 'this survey does show\ ithe fact that
.

.drug us& and abuse is a behavibral characteristic of some students as early

20,
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as the 5th grade. Even when one considers the distinction between experi-

mentation (use) and habituation-addi'ction
(abuse), this early age presents

,..

a problem.. How many of these users might find drugs an answer 10 the increas-

ing stress typitally encountered during adolescence and aduthood?
'

4

a
4 in investigatingithe drug-usie'and abuse problem locally, interviews

ew
were conducted by 'bus'' in October, 4975, with local agencies that dealt

,

specifically or incidentally With drug problems mental health, alcohol

_treatment centers, schools Juvenile Detention Ce.nterya crisis hot

,narcoiicsteam, and Children' Services): Most agencies did not have
e

supporting res arch concerning the drug problem but they did Share whatever

perceptions they had. Summarized, their information was: (l,), thef re had

been an increase of marijuana.use since thenew-Oregon Marijuana:Law, and
/

users were smoking better quality ColUmbian."super'weed" rather than the

Mexicantfirt\weed", (2) there was a strong trend,back to LSD-7Mostly windOw
-r

pane and micro-dot type;,(3)themescalineand
psylocibin drugs were scantily

.

available,'and mostjMescalqne and psylocibin drgus sold on the streets tested.e
out to be JLSD, (4)

speed-crosstops were'very.,ayailableandbecbmingan
,

increasing problem, (5) cocaine was available and ounce "busts" were becoMing

common, (6) there did not seem to be much illegal barbiturate use, (7) heroin

Was not a serious problem, but it:was available, used.mostly by week-end
f t

.chtpperS, (8) fewer deaths were attributed-to drugs.that yearthanin the

preceding, (9) there was a strong swing back to'a\lcoholic beverages, which

.4 seemed more acceptabieto parents and police ,(hoWeVer: to many agenCies this

represented:a serious Oncern,since
alcoholism remained the number one drug

use and abuse problem), (10there was an increase in youth suicides and

alcoholism during the year, (11) there. as an increase in the number of juveniles!
- .

.driving under the influence, (12) youth seemed to beiess'willing to take
i,. .". .

,chances on buying street drugs, especially downers
a
; (13) the age of the drug

,A

,) ., .

1
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offender was decreasing,, and (14` the, largest numerical increase was among

polytrug users.

Solving the Drug Problem Locally

What was being done locally to solve thefdrug problem was also examined'

during the October ioterview. From the information obtained, the following

brief summary was mad
te

as an outline of available local resources applicable

to drug abuse prevention. The outline w4 brief and not, intended to cover

the programs thoroughly. Each program had its own approach to solving the

prdblem, and no single solution was deemed appropriate for all situations.

The answers to the drug abuse problem seemed as idiosyncratic as the peopl

Stith the problem and those 'trying to solve it. r One commonality did however

prevail; everyone shared a commitment to do something about the drug use

and abuse proble66efore it became too large to handle,

The only primary prevention program in progress was the "us" Youth,

Senior Program. Some local schooli had attempted a start, but this consisted

almost exclusively in providing basic ,drug information to students as part of

their health classes. Only'one school interviewed had anyalternative pro-

gram for known usees,while two o- the schools seemed unaware that a drug

Problem even existed, When an ob,viods
.
problem appeared, the schools often

made referrals to Help Line, the Mental Health,Clinic, the Juvenile Detention

dome, Alateen, or Children's Services. Most schools had been given informational

presentations by the Medford Crime Prevention Unit, and they had access to

other drug education materials thi-ough Jackson County Intermediate ducation

District, which.wel'e eventually to be integrated into the regular sch ol"

Programs as a means of emphasizing' the values decision-making approach rather

than just to impart information.

The local police normally took youthful drug offenders to the Jaenlle

Detention Home unless large quantities of drugs, were found, at which time
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the youth would be detained for questioning. If a youth was in crisis or

needed psychological assistance, the police usually referred him or her to

Help Line or Program Outreach. It was hoped that in December, 1975, a

Juvenile Diversion Officer would be available through LEAA funds. This

person would work closely with all agencies and would design for the

Medford Public Schools a program to replace the current program used by the

Crime Prevention Unit.

'The Juvenile Detention Home usually referred the drug user or abuser

to other agencies, or prpvided counseling to those it co0ld handle. Alcohol

was by far the most common drug problem referred to that agency. The staff

offered counseling in this area and hoped to improve the service with a new

family counseling program. More serious drug users were referred to the

Mental Health Clinic. and the Alcohol Treatment Center.

Help Line (a crisis hot line) provided a caring listener, a referral

system, drug analysis, and the Bummer Squad which helped the drug user through

crisis and assisted in obtaining proper medical help and observation. Drug

analysis was available to anyone (agency or anonymous individual). Referrals

were usually made to the Mental Health Clinic or Detox Center.

The Jackson County Mental Health Clinic provided some group and individual

counseling for occasional drug users, and had also developed two spetial drug
4

abuse prevention programs. The first of these was Program Outreach, a low-

key educational and clinical group counseling effort that worked with the

more serious cases who were willing to help themselves. The second program

Was an alternative to heroin addiction; it maintained a small number of

people op methadone.

The Alcohol Treatment Center worked closely with all agencies, providing

counseling, love, and needed understanding to the drug user. It had in

operation a five-day Detoxification Program, a Recovery House Residential

2
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Program, and a special school ror drinking drivers. 'It planned in the

future to' itablisha program in the schools aimed at preventing the alcohol

problem.

Alcoholics Anonymous was an all-volunteer agency that worked with anyone

who had the desire to stop,drinking. Recovered alcoholics helped those who

were still alcoholics through group therapy and personal supportive inter-
.

action. They had special groups, for teenagers from alcoholic families

(Alateen) and for wives, husbands, and friends of alcoholic's (Alanon).

The National brug Problem

Nationally the drug use/abuse problem seems epidemic in the numerous

alternative environments. The solutions are not able to effectively curtail

the's'preadine disease (dis-ease). Alcohol remains the number one drug problem

in the United States, with an estimated five to six million alcoholics, some

4E0,000 of these being adolescents. These are people who use alcohol to

such An extent that is interferes with their social and occupational behav-

iors; they consume enough alcohol daily so that life adjustment is impaired

(Ray, 1972). Below this extreme of abuse are another seven to nine million

)eople who 12eceuse of alcohol have developed life adjustment problems of

lesser degrees. They are the problem drinkers, and as the alcoholics once

did, they believe thdmselves capable of controlling the intake of alcohol.

t is a commonly expressed belief; yet one person in fifteen who drinks

)ecomes ae alcoholic (Hyde, 1972). Alcoholism is increasing at the rate of

nore than 200,000 new cases each year, and its victims constitute nearly

Wteen percent of mental hospital first admissions (Coleman, 1964).

The reported monetary cost to society for alcoholism in 1970 was over

No billion dollarsi, In industry losses due to absenteeism, reduced efficiency

111 and,accidents cost over one billion dollars, and another billion was spent

)y society for care, treathent, and financial aid to alcoholics and their

2.9
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families (Goldenson, 1970). Yet, in this country of wealth, these material

costs have been absorbed. The personal cost to the individual alcoholic

cannot be.

Usually more serious than financial losS to the alcoholic is the

decrease in mental and physical-health. Some authorities in the"field

consider alcohol a progressive illness that eventually affects the total

individual (Whitney, 1965').' It was officially recognized as an "illness"

by the. American Medical Association in 1956. It ,ranks as the fourth most

prevalent disease in this country, with the life expectancy of an alcoholic

being twelve years shorter than average' (Coleman, 1964). Diseases such as

Korsakoffs syndrome and Wernicke's psychosis are commonly associated with

aldoholism, as is cirrhosis of the liver. It,is a slow form of suicide so

deadly that many narcotics addicts report turning or returning to heroin in

order to:escape the ravages'oflalcoholism (Brecher, 1972). Even abstinence

is deadly for the alcoholic; withdrawal is more severe and more likely to

cause death than narcotic withdrawal (Ray, 1972).

The alcoholic is a menace to self. H or she is also a menace to society.

A clear correlation is traceable between the effect of alcohol and fatal

motor- vehicle accidents. In a New York City study,, forty-siX percent of the

drivers in fatal accidents were found to have very high blood-alcohOl

concentrations (Plaut, 1967). The Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform

Crime Report for 1972-73 reported over six hundred thousand arrests for

driving under the influence. The only other criminal offense that produced

a higher arrest count was drunkenness. Its count far surpassed the million

mark. At,least forty percent of all arrests in the United States aWfor being

drunk in a public place, driving while under the influence of alcohol,.

alcohol-related homocide acts, alcohol-battered children.crimes and alCohol-

related:suicide behaviors (Brecher, 1972).
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A major factor for this high rate of alcohol abuse is ayributable to

the classification and use of alcohol by many ,people as a non-drug. Many

parents are the first to proudly initiate their, children into the drinking

'circle, sharing their beer and wine at first, and then in later life com-

peting to see who can still outdrink whom.' One motive cited by juveniles

in a drinking clinic report was "ta prove that they could drink better thar

their alcoholic parent' (Ray, 1972).. Many parents, police, and school

counselors have expressed relief when'they have found students returni

to alcohol and ho longer using "drugs ".

In this atmosphere, the sale and consumption of alcohol becOmes commor

behavior. In 1970,'Some 40,000 liquor stores, often state supported, were

involved in mass distributionof.liquor to.other outlets and individuals.

More than $250,000,000 was spent that year for its advertisement, designed

to entice new Members to join the already ,eighty million drinkers of

America (Brecher, 1972). In the 1970 Liquor Handbook, It was estimated -am:

in one year over, 200,000,000 gallons of wine, 3,600,000 000 gallons of beer

and 360,000,000 gallons of liquor were consumed in'the United.States. On

an annual per capita consumption basis, this would have provided every man,:

woman, and child in: 'this country with twenty gallons of alcoholic beverages

Per capita consume ion figures are mifleading, however since a majority

of people are not drinkers At least fifty percent of the alcohol consumed

is imbibed, by a small percentage (6.9%) of alcoholics (Ray, 1972).

Alcohol, however, remains only the third most frequently used mind -

affecting drug (Brecher, 1972). The number one mind-affecting drug, is

nicotine. Like alcohol, it is a legal drug for most people, and many peopl !

treat it as a non-drug. The law that person below a certain age cannot

legally buy tobacco is ignored by most businesSes selling this commodity.

Recognizing smoking as such an addicting habit, many schools have set speci 1
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areas aside for adolescents.tO smoke without harassment for being underage.

Of all substances known to man,'none is consumed with such remarkable fre-

quency.' It is estimated that over 542 billion cigarettes are smoked each

414'

year (Brecher, 19.72).

Smoking clinics; aversive conditioning, hypnosis, and mental abuse

(ridicules scorn, etc.), have all been'tri,e0 by people to stop the habit of

smoking. At best these techniques work for-a few. The recidivism rate. for

"smoking clinics" is similar to that found in heroin treatment programs,

eighty .plus percent {Hunt, 19700-, In Germany, following World War II, when

tobacco supplies were drastically curtailed, many-smokers went without food

rather than forego tobatco. People there resorted to crime, begging, ,and

picking butts out of the gutter in order to continue their habit (Brecher,

1972), Possibly the only reason we do not see these beWaviors here toda,

is that the weed is easily obtainable from a legal market. Dr. Jerome H.

Jaffe, an acclaimed expert on drio addiction,-has drawn parallels between

the behavioral traits of narcotic drugs users and cigarette smokers, suggest -

ing that the pack-a-day. smokers suffer from a "compulsive smoking disorder".

Smoking is so similar to heroin addiction, that a study was done in

t1942 by a Dr. Lennox Johnson. He began injecting small dosesof nicotine

solution into thirty-five volunteers (including himself). After each

injection of an adequate dose, -smokers were disinclined to smoke for some

time, and following a course of eighty injections, smokers preferred the

injection to smoking a cigarette. If the injections were abruptly discon-

tinued, 'cra'ving arose until nicotine equivalent to the amount found in one

cigarette was.injected (one milligram). He concluded that smoking tobacco

was) actually a means. of administering nicotine, jus,t as smoking opium was

a means of administering morphine (Johnson, 1942).

For many children, smoking a cigarette is their first experience with

el Cl
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an illicit 604 and mOstedO ;to. believe they will become addicted. Like

Many other people, they feel that they Jan smoke for a few years and then

stop. This assumption 13 erroneous, however, according to Dr. Hamilton
4

Russell. In his study he Youd that it required only a Few casual cigarette

during adolescence to ensete that a persoreyould eventually become a *en-.

lent smoker. Of those adolescents who smoked more.than one cigarette, some

seventy'percent cont;nueo seoking for the next forty years. Theethreshold

of addiction seem', to lie at three cr foer cigarettes (Rust11, 1971) .

The personal loss to the /Smoker is serious, often deadly. InWation

of smoke remains the single most important cause of Tung'cancer and is a

major factor in deats from coronary heart disease, chronic bronchitis

emph,,sema, and ci:herdiseases. Pregnant women wh6 smoke have two, to three tin

as many premture babiee and twice as many aborted or stillbora,(Ray, 1972).
.

.!.et- many- smokers wh-c'ere hospital patients after suffering a hetattack,
e.-

S'''
,.

stroke, hi -_e blood pTessure, or proeressive emphyseMa have been seen smoking

steadily, una)le to quit, even though it is a life and death matter. :They

ofteh a":teena,:z. between a puff of their cigarettes 'and a gasp for oxygen qn

tee reseirator (3rech 1972). r!iootine is the nose frequently used mind-

afi-octIredesea for e re,s,,; once people start most cannot step,

Jeeonc moat wie used mind - affecting drug is.caffeine. Drs. Htigh

Parry eei I; Ci,in lehg-teru (1970-1972) "Psychotropic Drug Study"

fu i.;ed kv t i Nate eal IIsr,lt.Ate of Mental Heal ;:h, reported that eighty-two

perean of 'Mir 'e p nO2hts !-ei,leeen the ages (); 18 to 74 had drunk coffee

and fifty" Le4J r?rc,et tea during the preceding year. Twenty-five percent

c'f than eu,,m1,1-1 y dralk seie ee more cos Aceording to their report,

which ie ,o-ober;:,42d )v U.S. tales figures in 1970, 'enough coffee (excludinc

decatfein te,d) sot,: tc sur,oly every man, woman, and child over the age

of ten with 2.q ceps per day; this is equivalent to" some 180 billion doses
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of caffeine a year (Consumer Expenditures, 1971). These figures did not

include the caffeine consumed in chocolate, cocoa, 'and cola beverages.

Although coffee is today considered by most people to be a harmless

"pick-me-up" 'it has not alwj is been deemed so, In 3502, Dr. T. D. Crothers

classified "coffee addiction in the same category as morphinism and

alcoholism. He reported that in extreme'cases, coffee psychosis caused

'delusional states, destructive behaviors, and recklessness. He felt that

coffee drinkers often turned to other narcotics'such as alcohol and opium

(Brecher, 1972).

More recent research findings report that a certain amount of caffeine

is capable of stimulating the cerebral cortex, producing..a greater sustained

intellectual effort (pick-me-up); although an administration of 150 to 250,

milligrams of caffeine (one to two cups of coffee or tea) can adversely affect

recently acquired motor skills. In very large doses caffejne is a potent,

poison, producing
strychnine-like_convulsions'and death from respir.atory..

failure. A single gram of caffeine (7 to 10 cups) can produce acute toxic
r

effect with restlessness, insomnia, and excitement, while 10 graMs (70 to

4W is.fatal (Ritchie, 1970).

Coffee is the most widely consumed central nervous system.stimulant in

this country. Amphetamines, the cousins to caffeine, are second in stimulant

use. ,Over 36 million prescilptions a year are written by doctors:, many ,of

them for children with the very same behavioral problems considered to be

predictorS of drug abuse. It was estimated in a 1974 report that'150,000
t

to 200,000 American school chile were taking these potentially dangerous

drugs on doctors' orders (Walker, 1974).
"I(

The widespread use of amphetamines has recently stirred debate; especillly

concerning prescriptions for children. Many people are becoming alarmed at

the indifference of doctors, parents, and school officials toward the use of

34
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these drugs as a means of controlling and adjusting the chlld to the school

environment. It should be pointed out that even under the most favOr;able

circumstances of proper diagnosis and follow-up by a doctor, risks are being

taken., Nor is there guarantee of proper diagnosis and follow-up.

This debate centers around the fact that all drugs have possible side-

effects, many of which are dangerous,and yet unknown., Since seventy percent

of all prescriptions written today are for drugs unknown thirty years, ago,

there 'has not been adequate longitudinal research collected to justify wide-,

spread use of drugs .for. support in the socializationzation ofchildren. In

addition, drugs by themselves seldom solve the problem. Much depends,on the

involvement or non-involvement of the individual child, doctor, s,chool, and

parents. Often times special developmental programs need to be implemented

simultaneously in therapeutic drug treatment in order to achieve maximum

benefit, or any.long-term benefit at all.. Yet after the child has been given
. .

drugs which alleviate the child's behavioral problems, he is often ignored,

and-these developmental programs neverget started.

-Drugs are becoming the accepted solution too often, for too many probleMs

by too many people. In a study by Dr. Mitchell Baiter onuthe use of drugs in

contemporary society, it was estimated that some 80 to 90 million of the adult,

population of 122 million had used psychoactive drugs some time in their. lives

Psychoactive drugs have in fact become the fourth most popular mind-affecting

"drugs in the United States. Eighty. percent of these drugs, such as minor

tranquilizers (anti-anxiety), sedatives, hypnotics, and anti7depressantsaige

for the purpose of sedation, tranquility, and sleep. The other twenty percent

accomplish just the opposite, provtirig an increase in energy or an elevation

of mood (Balter,p1969). Considering all Psychoactive drugs, over'260 million

prescriptions are written yearly by American physicianS (Brecher, 1972).

Polydrug use, legal and illegal, has become a major problem within our country

35
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The national diug problem is nevertheless anlndividual problem. People

cannot continue relying on government, or doctors, or pharmaceutical companies

to guide them wisely.
Consider until recently two of the most widely sold

prescription tranquilizers, Valium (the largest selling cOmmercial drug) and

Librium (the fourth largest seller), were refillable continuously without

further follow-up by the physiciap. Many people assumed that since a doctor-, .

had.prescribed these drugs continued use would present no problem. Many.
,were unaware that dependency and withdrawal symptoms similar to those noted

with barbiturates and alcOhol were possible, or that when ingesi& ,ewith ft4

alcohol, coma and .death could ensue. Nor did they know that possible hazards'

existed during childbearing; or that these drugs could produce confusion,

depression, anxiety, hallucinations, insomniaage -acute hyperexeited states,
and other adverse reactions. The people using these drugs continued to buy

them because they were available as a means of ameliorating prob4ms. The
doctors prescribed them because this was the best solution they knew. The

companies sold them-because a profit was involved. /

The widespread use of tranquilizers-by the adult population has:influenced
the use of drugs by their own children. In 1972, the' National Commission on

Marijuana and Drug Abuse reported that elementary and high school students

vhose parents took tranquilizers were twice as likely to smoke marijuana and
three times as likely to use stronger

hallucinogens than those, s'tud'ents whose

)arents'did not. InOvidual parents are, modelling drug using 6ehaviorsand,

their children are following the example.' The on12 difference' noted is the

:ype of drugs used and the reasons for taking them. Adults appear to be
4.4

'turning off" with tranquilizers anddepressantswhile their dilildreh are

'turning on" with marijuana And other hall6cinogens. The 'generation gap,sin

:his case does not seem to be defined by drug use versus non-use, but rather'

ya difference in opinion concerning which drug is acceptable.

3C



Marijuana,rthe fourth most popular mind-affecting drug,in the world, has

become an issue in the United States because of its widespread use among ybdth.

In 1969, Dr. Stanley Voiles, the Director of NIMH, before a Senate OudiciarY

Subcommittee'investigating juvenile delinquency,' reported that somewhere

betWeen 8 and'12 million'Americans had smoked marijuana tt least once. In

1972, the President's National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse reported
.

that 24 million Americans had tried marijuana, and that eight million were

using it regularly. In 1967 a Gallup survey showed 5 percent of all college

students had tried marijuana; by 1972, a similar survey reported,51 percent'

of all college students had tried lt.4 Both sets of statistics showed an

increase but no one knew if this was due to an actual increase in use or an

increase in people's willingness to lit truthful.

\At first
%

the problem seems to reside with the availability of marijuana,

and feelmany-people fee that elimination of the drug would eliminate the problem.

Not so, the problem is the person. Marijuana smokers tend to be users of

other drugs too. According to a 1987 Special House Committee on Narcotics

repprt, alcohol drinking, cigarette smoking, and marijuana. smoking go together.

Of those youths surveyed; twenty-four percent of the cigarette smokers also.

smoked.marijuana while only 5 percent of thenon-cigarette-smokers'had tried

it. Of those students who drank alcoholictieverages, twenty percent had also

smoked marijuana, in comparison to 1.6 perCent of the non-drinkers. (Brecher,

1972).,
S

Smoking marijuana does not mean abuse, however; not all marijuana smokers

become "potheads",lanymore than all alcohol drinkers become alcoholics. As,

with the use of any drug, effect and dependency are functions of the individual

personality and related environment. As Dr, Yolles pointed out tothe Senate

Judiciary SAcommittee,' about sixty-five percent of the marijuana smokers

discontinued the use after experimenting from one to ten times, twenty -five

4e I
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percent continued to use it socially, and teryvercent became chronic users

(Voiles, i969). The point estebli hed is that most' people will discontinue
4 "use if left alone.

This data 'is not meant to negate thefact that there are some real

dangers of misuse and' abuse of marijuana. By 1969 some one million people

in the United States, had become chronic users of marijuana. Extrapol'ated'
1from these estimates, 1972 should see th,ts number well over two million.

And though ''marijuana has not been established' as a cause leadihg. to heroin

.addiction, it does seemdto play a sub'stantial role in initiation to the
3

more potent halludnogens such as LSD and the psychoactive drugs like
"speed" (Hyde, 1972) .

C

`Yet chronic use ,is not.the -real danger. Chronic use is an outcome of

the, underlying ,problem, acceptance of drug use as as means of Solving problems.

Whether the drug is marijuana, alcohol, nicotine, caffeine, or a prescribed'
psychoactive pill, is immaterial. What is of prime significance is that use
of a drug to solve aprobleth, relieve anxiety, or produce a "high", reinfOrces

an illusion that states of 'consciousness and solutions are produced from

external reality''(stresses or drugs) rather than through internaloprOcess"'

,(self). The drug becomes an escape hatch, a scapegoat. It keeps people froM

dealing with situations creatively; and this keeps them from developing' their

highest potentials (Weil,,1972). When drug use becomes a life style, largely

negating the possibility of positive change, the person is defined as an

addict.

/In the public's perception, the term "addict" is most often associated

with' heroin. Heroin is-to illegal drugs what alcohol is to legal drugs, a
symbol for htirnan'Vaste. Heroin is such a symbol because it is not lust a

mind,affectirlg:or mood altering drug; it isc also a drug that captures' and

;contrOls the addiots)s total. existence. As stated by Brecher, an effective

38
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cure for heroin' addiction. has not been found, neither gradual or rapid

withdrawal, drug sanitariums, tong terms of imprisonment, the Lexington

program, the California program, the National Addiction Rehabilitation

Administration program, Synanon, nor any other therapeutic Com,-.unity. An

effective cure has not been found becauSe iheroin really is addicting..

Heroin addiction s not controlled, nor, does there seem to be "an
'

answer", or even a workable number of possibl answers. Heroin addiction'
4

is, in fact, increasing. In 1969, coMputations from thedeath Statistics

related to heroin, indicated 'that there were, about 200,000 addicts (DuPont,

,x 1971). By 1971 the number estimated by the National Institute of Health

wi,s 250,006 (Apy, 1972) . And by J972; the National Institute of Drug

Programl repoi-ted the Bureau of'N.Ircotics and,Dangerous Drugs figure'for

heroin'addicts at 560,000(National Drug Programs, 1973).

Heroin is' becoming a national concern, but not just because numbers are

increasing. i Heroin. addiction is reaching home, anyOne's'home. In the past,

mos-6e1leessociated heroin abuse with the lower socioeconomic environment
. ,

or site t'eas. People could'ignord-the problem; the problem was 'out there"
.

somewhere. Siflce it was away .froreisiiiiple1olutions of increased laW

N ,enforcement and stiffer penaltiesyere supported as a,means.of,control.s:
.,

Many people found;it easY.'to rationalize sending others. to jail, until it

hit hOme. More recently heroin has becpme a white middle class drug 'too
2

' ,

(Shepherd et al., 1971). Sending one's own child to jail no longer appears
,

0 4

either an appropriate or an,easy'solution.:'And making the Oroblein even

harder fo ignore, heroin has become a teen-ager's drug. In New York City,
1

the majol'; tenter for heroin use in this countryi.the'Board'of Education
Mu.

reported 22,000 heroin users in the public-schools. One eighth grade tad

to be completely closed,due to :illegal drug traffic and use. Heroin use; in

that city-, now kills more teen-'agers than anything else, including automobiles.
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Half of the '.deaths .attributed to heroin addiction in that pity are Of

tndividuals do older than twenty-three (Ray, 1972).

More and more people nationally and locally are seeking better' solutions
.

to the heroin abuse problem. ;Quick s.olutions are being demanded, which no

one can,produce. It has taken centuries for the problem to develbp; it may
'

take the same amount cif time fo solve it. The drug is not the only probtem.,'

i may in fact be only a part of'the'problem. People, acting out.of need,

avarice, ignorance, and outright unconcern for their:"rellow man, have created

this proillem. It is people who must change in orderto create a,solution.

Heroin provides a perfect example of how people Lean' nadvertently create

a drug abuse problem. In 1850-1860, opium was introduCed into the United,
4-*

States on a' fairly wide scal'e through the importation of Chinese brough.here

to work as cheap labor building railroads and mining gold/ By 1875, after i

public outcry over thOncreasingnumber of young men-and-women-befng
,

. ,

"moral,1Y:ruined", state laws, were ,passed to outlaw "opium,smoking des"

This expedient .soluti oh of passing! lAws failed however, and the increase of

dens continued. The media presented the problem nationally, and again public

outcry demanded immediate resolution. Congress, following the failure's of

'the states, raised tariffs on opiuMn 1883,1-prohibited. the 'weaker opium from
1,

being imported in 1887,,prohibited the Chinese from importing opium altogether

and.passed,a law that only American citizens could mat tfacture "smoking

opium" in '1890. Finally, in 1909, after a sevenfora increase in opium
a

,

smoking had developed,, the importation of "smoking 4i:we' was prohibited

altogether.' When none of these measures' worked, Congress in 1914 passed
P

the Haerison Narcdtic Act.

Meanwhile,, the patent medicine industry had begun to use opium, as a
c s

cure,all in its tonics'. Due to the profit motive, improper governmental,

regulations, a low.le'vel of medical edUcation and treatment availability,

and widespread prescription of opium, By the early "1900's thiS country had

4 0
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developed a,major opium addiction problem. The'drug was
available every -

where, des iteC. tariffs. epium.heA onjy thifted, from the smoking den

to the doctor's o.ffit.e.
According to a 1918 government

report, the physician

and the patent 5edicine industry
became a major cause of addiction in persons

"good socici6
3tanding" (Ray, 1972).

Upon this scene entred,heroin;
hailed by the patent medicine industry

as a .ion-addicting
sub5r'tute for opium and morphine.

Discovered in 1874

by Bayer laboratories,
heroin had been studied, and reports stated that tolerance

and.habituation were only minor problems. Marketed in 1898 by the same Bayer

Laboratories, it became an answe to the opium problem, one drug to replace

another. Through wfdeipread
prescription and use, over 200,000 people

had betcve addicted before the Harrison Narcotic Act and subsequent court

decisions ,lade possi.ssion of
heroin a crime. Overnight, what had become a

way of life for n.any people became illegal (Ray, 1972), This Country has

never undone that damagt:,.

Solvituthe D-ud PrOblAm Netionalli

Unt :1 the Parr; son Aarcotic Act and numerous court decisions ensuing

from its applicztion, tns
heroin user was

normally seen as a victim of the

drug-, mu the Occholi,-; is seen today. In 1915 a pnited States Supreme

Court Tlecision
mAe it 4 crime to possess smuggled opiates of any kind.

Unless Lhqi ,plum u4er could otain the drug fom'a physician, ie or she was

-a crimina In.1926. ,r1(1 1922, the Supreme Court made it. illegal for doctors

to presoribe these
dmos For an addict unless the ;addict was institutionalized

and withdrawal bong intiateri.
'These two decision were later reversed In

1925, but the (ffect had already taken its toll. The opium or heroin addict

was no longer a. victim but had become a criminal. To further exacerbate

patters, in 1924 importation of heroin,
even for medical use,

was made

illegal. The addict now had no place to turn, except to the black market.

4 1
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No longer protected by the food-and-drug taws which had previously controlled

contamination and adulteration of market drugs, further quality deterioration

ensued. People had stopped caring. The heroin addict had become a social

outcast. The channels of comanication and understanding had, for such pariahs,

always been closed..

Labelled a criminal, the addict was made a sacrificial victim by society.

Stiffer law enforcement was recommended on the state and national levels;

and by 1970 over fifty-five federal drug laws had been pased to supplement

the 1914 Harrison Act. The penalties for narcotic offenses were increased

from a maximum of two years imprisonment during 1909 to life imprisonment

or death sentence in the 1950's. Later amendments mandated minimum sentences

equalling the previous maximums. In Connecticutt, life imprisonment was a

mandatory punishment for the third offense, even if all three were merely

for possession of .a narcotic, even marijuana. In New York, it became

illegal to possess a hypodermic syringe or needle which could be used for

administration of narcotics. In other states it became a crime simply to

be an addict; whether the person possessed a drug or syringe was immaterial.

The whole process became such a witch hunt that in 1962 the Supreme Court

called a halt, ruling imprisonment for merely be4:1g an addict to be cruel

and unusual punishment prohibited by the Constitution. State legal systems

persisted, finding alternative methods of arrest by confining addicts in

rehabilitation centers through a civil commitment process. The federal

system persisted too, obtaining by 1970 through the Nixon administration

such methods as the "no-knock law" and special "night-time warrants"

(Brecher, 1972).

The emphasis on law enforcement did not stop narcotic addiction and

may have caused only more damage to the addict and 'the society than might

have been sustained had there been fewer controls and more emphasis on

4 ti
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prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation. For example, Dr. George

Stevenson, in a 1956 British Columbia study of narcotic addiction, stated

he could find no evidence of organic disease resulting from continued use

of narcotics although psychological and social damage was evident. Dr.

Harris Isbell, a director of.addiction research, confirmed these findings

for morphine in 1958. And in 1967, Dr. Vincent Dole, a specialist on human

metabolism, reported that he found cigarette smoking to be unquestionably

more damaging to the human body than heroin (Brecher, 1972). All these

studies point out that the major deleterious effects associated with heroin

addiction are 'not caused by the drug per se, but by the life style of the

drug addict. This style has been directly and adversely influenced by the

legal system that defined the addict as a criminal.

Stigmatized as criminal and left to obtain narcotics only through

illegal means, have borne out a self-fulfilling prophecy, and many addicts

turning to.crime and the black market. Estimates reported by the President's

Strategy Council on Drug Abuse in 1975 place the annual crime cost from

property loss at 6.3 billion dollars. Given an annual. average of 380,000

addicts between 1969 and 1971, each purchasing forty milligrams of heroin

a day for twenty dollars, over 2 billion dollars.a year has gone into the

black market to buy illegal drugs; this amount iS twice the amount spent in

1974 by drug abuse programs to find a solution to the drug abuse problem

(excluding alcohol).

In contrast to this desperately illogical state of affairs, the

British treatment and heroin maintenance system provides an alternative

approach for comparison. In the British system an addict can legally obtain

heroin or morphine by going through proper channels. Heroin addiction is

treated as a medical problem rather than a criminal one, and emphasis is placed

on medical treatment by professionals rather than law enforcement. Only

4 tj
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specially designated doctors in clinics may treat addicts,'and withdrawal

is encouraged, although the choice remains with the addict. Effort is

placed on defining the addict as a person.

The British system was designed during the same years that the United

States was emphasizing the criminal nature of the addict (1912-1925). The

British system e'stablished a committee in 1924 to thoroughly investigate

alternatives for dealing with the addict, This committee concluded that

morphine and heroin should be administeredo'the addict during treatment

by withdrawal, or if attempts at Cure had proven unsuccessful and dangerous,

or if the addict was leading a respectable, normal life while maintaining a

minimum dosage and showed incapability of doing so when the drug was entirely

'discontinued.

The concern of the 1924 Rolleston Committee was to help the addict

receive treatment and maintain a normal life. In consequence, drug

associated crimes did not become epidemic in Britain as they did in the

United States, chiefly because there was available heroin at legitimate

prices. The black market was unable to establish a strong business

foothold sincb it could not compete with legitimate drug prices. Both the

individual addict and society ben fitted`,

As with all programs like this, some cases of misuse did occur. In

one situation ,a medical doctor was found to be prescribing sixty percent of

the yearly heroin, in extremely large dosages. Some addicts were receiving

these doses and shearing them with friends, thus nurturing more addicts.

Hence, in 1964 a committee recommended revisions, and laws wets passed to

organize treatment centers. It was only at these centers, by authorized

doctors, that heroin could be given. Notification. and registration of addicts

were made more stringent, and thorough investigation was required where

addiction was in question.
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In 1968,,sventeen such clinics existed. The average number.of addicts

treated remained around 1,400 (approximately half of these were on methadone).

Even when the peak statistics for 1969 of 2,800 addicts are used, the total

ts surprisingly low per capita. The Great Britain per capita/ratio of

addiction isabout 1 person per 3,000; the United States ratio is about 1

person per 500.

The American treatment system during 1912-1924 also began making ,

ventures similar to that of the British system.. A small number of clinics

(44) were opened throughout the country, dispensing heroin, morphine,' or'a

prescription to obtain these drugs (Brecher, 1972). Most of these clinics

were equivalent to the British system in success, 'especially at first; and,

as,in the British system, some of the drugs were being over-prescribed and"

used to supply outside addicts. In contrast to the British procedure though,

no committee was formed in order to correct these mistakes. Instead,

through a combined effort by the Narcotics Unit of the Treasury Department

(later to become the Federal Bureau of Narcotics) and news media, these

clinics were 'closed down. The addict was forced back into the black market

and illegaldmig traffic spiraled.

Later proponents of legal heroin (1936-1965) tried to bring the clinics

back into operation but generally failed. Most advocates for addiction

treatment had learned already that heroin maintenance would not be acceptable

in the U.S. and something else would h'ive to be done. The answer, methadone

maintenance, was established by Drs. Vincent Dole and Marie Nyswander. Meth-

adone did not need'to be injected, it was inexpensive, and it was addicting.

It also tended to block the effects of heroin and stave off withdrawal trauma.

Methadone offered the addict a legal course of action, allowing him or her

to begin leading .a socially sanctioned existence.

By 1971, the n nber of addicts on methadone maintenance was 25,000,.with

4t)
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an expected increase of 50,000. An unofficial newspaper report stated that

that there were 78,000 addicts in methadone treatment during 1974. Combined

with rehabilitation and counseling, these programs have shown some positive

results. One five year New York study on 1,230 patients revealed an increase

of employment from 33 percent to 64 percent. A summary of Methadone mainte-

nance programs in 1970 stated that eighty percent of the patients who started

methadone maintenance remained in the program, free of dependence on other

opiates, and that most of these people had resumed productive lives (Kramer,

1970). The results are not conclusive and further research, especially

longitudinal, must be carried out. Nevertheless, in contrast to the failure

of most other heroin treatment programs, with recidivism ..rates of up to

ninety percent, methadone does show some.promise.

Extinction. Methadone maintenance does not extinguish the addict's

drug use; it simply substitutes one form of addiction for another, simply

the lesser of two evils. Other programs have been tried and are still the

focus of major emphasis in drug treatment. These programs strive to extinguish

the drug abuse behavior completely. The only flaw in them is that they simply

are not effective enough to stop the problem nor even curtail it. This has

been demonstrated by the law enforcement approach, which tries to extinguish

drug addiction dr abuse through punishment and regulatiOns. It has also been

made abundantly clear in the multi-million dollar programs for rehabilitation

in Lexington, Kentucky, and RiVerside, New York, where eighty percent or more

of the addicts treated were found in prison, hospitals, or on the streets

again within three years (Brecher, 1972).

Heroin is not the only addicting drug however, witness our hordes of

alcoholics, Alcohol and barbiturate abuse establish addictions-which are

often more deadly and severe tart heroin. In Great titain for example,

where heroin addiction is at a peak level of 2,800, there remain 250,000

alcoholics\(Report Stries, 1973). Numerous clinics and programs have tried

4C



to'find suitable approaches to solve these abuse problems, for the numbers

of people abusing these drugs, are increasing.

At issue, with respect these extinction programs; is not the fact

that they are failing completely, they are not. The issue is again people,'

including the addict. When the addict comes intq'these prograys motivated,

requesting treatment, chances are favorable that something can'be ddne to

help. The probldm is that many people simply do not want to be rehabilitated,

or if they do and can be, they cannot maintain'the new life style in their

old environments. As in counseling, Dften what the addict (neurotic) is

seeking is not a cure but a way of being more content and happy with being

an addict (neurotic). Drug use and abuse is a national prcblem.because

people enjoy the effects, of drugs. This was especially witnessed in the

Prohibition era when the government tried to control alcohol abuse with the

same approach used for heroin addiction. Prohibition did not work because

a large number of people wanted to drink alcohol and would do so at Great

risk to themselves and society.

When the decision to stop drug abuse is made consciously and total

commitment by the individual is when he or she can be helped. Until the

addict's decision is made to alter a chosen self abusive life style, most

programs remain unable to rehabilitate, and can at best only contain the

problem (e.g. methadone maintenance). When this decision is made, often no

program is needed; spontaneous extinction may occur. This happens with

heroin addiction in both the United States and Great Britain, usually when

the addict is in the late twenties or early thirties (mostly among males).

This maybe attributed to physiological changes or stabilizations. Today,

half of all addicts are thirty or younger; this means that most addicts

started in their teens or early twenties. And this age correlates with the

time of physiological upheavel in adolescence and-puberty. As this period

4r
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period passes, varying in length for each individual, the inner stress

(psycho-physiological) lessens and heroin abuse maY,spontaneously subside.

Qutte possibly, in these cases, heroin sublimates the sexual drive,

acting as a substitute for pleasure and release. For example, in order for

vasodilation of the genitals'to occur, the autonomic nervous system, specifically

the parasympathetic division,,must"be excited. This creates a-state of

sexual readiness, producing a pleasureable feeling in itself (much like

methadone does ar the addict), but does .not produce the euphoric peak

of an orgasm. In order for an orgasm to take place, the sympathetic division

of the autonomic nervous system must be triggered. This produces an orgasm

much like the explained heroin "rush" associated with an injection.

Th&heroin,addict decreases his sexual drives in two ways: (1) he

stimulates sexual readiness and orgdsm through the use of heroin, and (2)

he reduces sexual tension in consequence of his addict life style. When

-the physiological imbalance has passed (usually in the 17 twenties or

early thirties), the need for heroin is reduced and extinction takes place.

This assumes however that the social environment has not placed the addict

in a rigidly-defined position. If by this time, he has become characterized

as valueless in our society (labelled as an addict or convict rather than

. a person), little chance remains for spontaneous extinction. These and other

environmental factors must be considered for each individual, not after cure

has begun, but before an ill-conceived approach to solving the problem does

more damage4than can be eradicated.

This, brings society as a'whole into fobus, and the general attitude of

people toward drug use. According to, the statistics compiled thus far in

this report, drug use to alter mi4crand mood is generally acceptable. Many .

people,,when they feel'anxious, tense, unhappy, overactive, underactive,

depressed, troubled, or bored, use a drug to relieve the symptoms. Drugs

40
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provide a solution, and for that they are willing to pay the price. Each

time a drug is used to ease the psychological pain o' crisis, the propensity

for seeking external support or solution is reinforced. People begin to

rely less on self, and they model that same behavior to others, especially

their children. These actions deny the person the possibilities that might

have developed had the facile answer of drug use not been accepted. Drug

use becomes a response, a habitual way of coping with the environment,\ind

when a true existential crisis .does come, the Self-strength required to deal

effectively with it is not there. '6rug use easily becomes abuse.

Abuse simply means, to cause* physical or psychological injury. What some\
people label drug use is often,.abuse. Over-the-counter and prescription drugs

(today's patent medicines)account for more victims than cancer -of he breast,

rank among the top ten causes of hospitalization, and interfere with proper

diagnostic testing and treatment to such a degree that the patient's health

is impaired or worsened (Orenstein, 1975). Aspirin alone poisons almost

13,000 children under.the age of five each year; of these about 100-die (Ray,

1972). Yet people continue to abuse these drugs. The gross income for the',

businesses that proVide these drugs in 1972 was over 14 billion dollars. ,

'Drug use, is a national norm, and anyone who deviates does not fit. There'

are a few alternatives available for the person who wants tq find other wayst)
to change mood and alter consciousness. There are less alternatives avail-

able for those who'would chooseeto use drugs as a life style. These reasons

alone make the extinction'approach untenabje for solving the drug problem.

The educational approach'. In this society, a major concern in defining

drug abuse is the pseudo-distinction.. between temporary use that solves a

temporary problem and 'prolonged' drUg use which 'leads to habituation-abuse-

addiCtion. This has been the.idea behind much of the educational effort to

solve the drug abuse problem: It was originally hoped, that with knowledge
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about drugs, effects, and 6nsequehtes'1, people might make better choices and

abstain from wertmenting_with addicting drdgs. The educational effort was

"usually undertaken in a tlasSroom, and was aimed primarily toward adolesdents

' and older children. The appr4oach focused on youth for two reasons: (1) know-

ledge worked best in helping guide future chi:ites, not in correcting earlier'.

ones, and (2) knowledge alone seldom helped. extinguish an already established

drug use or abuse behavior.

The inability of,knowledge alone to extinguish drug abdse behavior is

evident with nicotine habituation-abuse. The same appliestO heroin, alcohol,

and barbiturates. People can know the possible negative consequences, fear

them, yet sti abuse the drug. The same applies even morelso to the non-

additting drugs such as marijuana. Knowledge per,sse does not change an

established drug useThehavior, especially the knowledge being used by most

educational approaches to date. Over 2,000 films and 800 writings in this

field have been examined by th.e National Coordinating Council on Drug Education.

One third of the films aQd published matter contains so many errdrs that it

is classified as scientifically unacceptable. The.council could recommend

only thirteen films and;_possibly thirty pieceS of literature;the'res.t,do 't

more harm than good. After a year-long a tudy, the National Education

Association has made these comments concerning the materials used in the ..

educational-prevention field: (1) the greater percentage of existing programs.

are super vial and edutationally poor, (2) false"stateMents made by

formed r uninformed educators in these programs may have contributed to an,

increase in drug usage,,(3) educational money is being wasted on poor materials

and misinformation, and '(4) using false, poor,.emottoballY oriented,,,and

"judgmental Materials is more harMful than using no materials at all (Drug

Program 4Review,, 1973)

Not only were the programs ineffective, they were also making the drug
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problem worse. /Research began noting that the educational efforts were

helping people make future choices,,but that these choices weret;toward more

use and potenial abuse rather than less. As one overview on educational-
/

knowledge prevention programs put the more knOwledge pe6ple possessed

about drugs the more their-attitudes.favored drug use (Walter, 1974). These
.4*
efforts at overt persuasion were not working as hoped. Some schools and

programs, gave up; others tried new approaches.

One/alternative educatiOnalapproach tried combining a* more open class;-,'

room format.with discussion related to values and attitudes. The design

was tote student - centered, and directed, rather than wholly teacher conceived.

Rather than Ueinb talked down to by an instructor, the students were begin-
,

ning to share in the cla sroom process, at least i.n discussion. This pro,
, N

vided for exploration b decision making.skills and supportive reasoning.
1

. ,

But as research soon dilscovered, the .values the students voiced were not

always the values they expressed in real action, Students were mimicking

values that theyfeltiothers would approve. ,They%were grit being open and
1

/ho est, but then nelherwere their teachers and eduCatiOnal programs. In,

aintext of purported! decision making free scope, students still were pre-

'cluded from decidin Who taught the class, hoW the class was designed, how

t o find their own,:linformation or do their rtn. research, or.how to make .actualf .

lilife choices,in th here and nbw. The students were still not "doing" but

Were being "done ', guideduided toward making others hoped they would
.,

make. Focal awareness, through data,end discussion of values and decision.
,

making processes, informed' the student that he should make certain ,choices.

Subsidiary awareness, through being "done to, informed the student that he
,

itas capable of not really making a choice and directing his own life. Answers

still came from "out there ", not from self... This not-too-subtle manipulation

masquerading as a method of enhancing choice and freedom, was passing the

same message that druguse modelled.
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The educational approach did however. help bring forward the question

'of preventing, drug use and abuse. People began asking'for tangible `results

from programs, not just emotional enthusiasm. Research 'has' demanded to ''

demonstrate effectiveness; and researdh disclosed that the results were, not

always encOuraging. What came to light wasthat no one'really.knew how to.

extinguish or prevent drug uSe or abuse. Little longitudinal research of

validity was offered, and not, even the experts seemed to agree. Bit people

did not want to wait. Their children, parents, or friend's could become 'addicts .

before help was available;.they wanted to stop the problem beforg it started.

Prevention became an important concept.

Prevention. Three types Of prevention are recognized: tertiary, secondary,

and primary (Caplan, et al.,.1967). Tertiary prevention is amelioration of

an'established disbrder and restoration of equilibrium in the p,rson,who is

in crisis. Often this means continuous or intermittent help th oughout the

person's life. -.This is the approach presently being used by mOstmental health

and helq clinics. : it is very similar to extinction, if not the same. People

come.toithese agencies because they are unable to cope with the problem.
i

They at in crisis and despair. They are seeking a "curb" th t is much like
. 1 '

arresting or termlnating an illness,, rather than like attemptI ing healthy

grbwth}.

Secondary prevention is similar to tertiary in that amelioration-and
.

I

.

restoration of equilibrium are emphasized, however earlier diagnosis, case

finding, and intervention are prominent features too. The.condern is to

bring the,disease or disorder ,rapidly under control, preventing, any major

negative impact on the sick individual. Most non-crisis,preventfve efforts

in mental health are of this type. Mental health, though a More pleasant

euphemiSm, is still:a misnomerin reference to contemporary Clinics, since

the focils reMains on preventing mental illnesi rather\ thah enhancing health,

of
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Prtmary.preVention is anticipation of disorder and disease befOreAt

, has become manifest in any way. It ivthe ideal mmdel for assuri3O "menta0
4

, .1,

health, since a shift in thinking is implicit from a focus on aiSease or ,..
5 1

.
,

prevention of diseaseto one of enhancing health.- Primary prevention is'

method of assessing the. environment to determine the stresses :and negative

contingenciest.the positive resources, and then developing. alternatives

which will enhance normal healthy groWth. To do so requiresarrawareness
;

both of factors which contribute to mental health and normal development and

factors which 'contribute to disease and crisis. And finally; in cOnjtinction

with assessment and widespi-ead intervention through preseriting, Alternatives,.

primary prevention requires extensive research, especially, in the form of

longitudinal ifollow-upi

Primar y'prevention has implementation difficylties not s;nily to

secondary and tertiary prevention. ''.:'Most of theSe difficulties stem from the

inability of conventional diagnostic. and treatm'ent methods, which work with

'established disorders and crisis, to provide 'teliable methodologies. These

'difficulties must be overcome. Primary prevention is needed, especially in

such areas as juvenile .delinqUency and drug abuse, wh

exceed the ability of secondary and tertiary methods

ere established 'diseases

to deal effectively.

This need to prevent the problem before it is established can be seen.

locally in the Jackson. County Juvenile Detention Home report of1973 and the'

aforementioned drug use questionnaire of April, 1973. According to the JDH

report, there were 131 delinquency and: home involverrent cases in one year

for the combined ages ten to eleven. The case load for twelve year olds that0

year was,131 cases (an increase of 100% from.-ten /eleven to t elve). In the 4

thirteen year old bracket, there.were 274 official' and unoff cial cases

(another 100% increase)..' In the fourteen year category there were 344 cases;

at :Pfifteen Yearstit Was 455;' and at sixteen years it'was 536 cases. Between

53
1/4.
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the years twelve and sixteen, there was an increase in caseload of 409

percent, and between tenibleven and. sixteen years a possible increaseiof

827 percent.

Responses to the drug.use-tiuestionnaire revealed a similaraincrease in,

problem behavior when data for 7th gaders to 12th gaders were compared.

When the'question 'Which drugs -have you used?" was tasked 'of 7th graddrs

"Never" replies:included: beer 41%, liquor 65%,0imarijuana 89%, hashish 44%,

opium. 98%, amphetamine' pills 90%, barbiturate'pills'90%, LSD 93%, mescaline -

93%, and injected heroin 98%. In the 12th grade similar "Never" responSes

were: beer 32%, liquor 38%, marijuana 55%; hashish 72%, opium 91%, ampheta-

mine-pills 79%, barbiturate pills 87%, LSD 87%, mescaline 81%, and injected

heroir06%, Thus between the 7th and '12th grade increases "in reported drug

experimentation and use were:. beer 9%, liquor 27%, marijuana 34% hashish

22%, opium 7%, amphetamine pills 11%, barbiturate pills 3%, LSD 6%, mescaline

aho'inSected heroin 2%.

What this data indicate is that as the age level increases so.does 'drug,

use and the number of problems reported. As the cases continue-to increase

in number, available guidance or assistance becomes more burdened. At least

12 percent of all yoliiig people are, likely to be referred to the juvenile

tourts'before the end of adolescence;,many of their problem behaviors,ctdally

started during middle childhood (Mussen.et al:, 1974). Possibly by, starting

at -earlier age levels, 10 to 12, many of these problems ,could be revented,

before they became an establiihed disorder. 'This, in turn, would Novide a

healthier-environment for other children and establish a positive attitude

toward mental health. This is primary prevention:

Question dru abuse predictable?

Presently, an effective method of identifying people who will ;resort to

5,
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drug abuse as a life style does not exist (Kohlberg et aid, 1972). If such

a method did exist and if the same reasoning used to solve the heroin problem

were applied to preventing future drug abuse, potential risks and damage to

individuals, hence to society, would far outweigh the possible gain. Pursuing

this line of reasoning, the person who could not control self' and might allow

self to be controlled by drug abuse, would instead become controlled by others.

Support for such an approach would be provided by statistics pointing out

the billions of dollars purportedly saved and the numbers of people "helped".

Prediction of mental disease would become a covert mechanism.for taking away

individual rights, for the "good of the individual and society". Happily,

no such method or tool has been devised to effectively predict drug abuse,

especially to a degree which might justify such social control over selected

individuals. (7.

The witchhunt for heroin addicts by state law enforcement systems, which

has finally been ruled unconstitutional by the U.S, supreme Court, has

nevertheless afforded us.a preview of the potential dangers inherent'in this

area of drug abuse prevention. The present social system in this country

is not'inclined to understand, or even tolerate, certain "anti-social"

deviations. People whose behaviors lie outside the pale, so to speak, 'of

what is broadly sanctioned are easily labelled "abnormal" and are treated

accordingly. The labelling process in itself may produce irreparable damage.

Such was the case with one prevention program conducted in Pennsylvania,

later ruled by a federal judge to be unconstitutional (PhiDelta Kappan,

January, 1974).

,In this, the Merriken vs. Cressman case, the prevention program had been

designed to aid local schools by identifying and,intervening in the lives of

potential drug abusers, training personnel, and evaluating results. This

"Critical Period-of Interiention" (CPI) program was designed for eighth

r
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graders. It claimed an ability to identify behavior patterns similar to those

of marijuana, LSD, barbiturate, or amphetamine users through the use of test

questionnaires filled put by teachers and students. Neither student nor

parental consent for participation was obtained, and the collected data on

individuals was made available to teachers, superintendents, principals,

counselors, coaches, social workers, PTA officers, and school board members.

In short, there were no provisions for adequate confidentiality. Some of

the dangers discussed in the hearing were: self-fulfilling prophecy (the

child becomes what he is labelled), scapegoating (the child is unpleasantly

treated because he does not cooperate, or he is negatively labelled), and

loyalty conflict (the child is confused about being honest with his answers

about family questions). The judge ruled the program unconstitutional

because it invaded the rights of parents and children. He stated that as

the program stood, the individual lot more than, society could gain in the

fight against drug use/abuse.

False Assumptions of Predictability.

Much*Of the justification for predictability derives from present

concepts of mental health (still perceived more often than not as manifested

as mental illness or disease). Further, competition for limited research

funds abets the tendency to make hasty claims for predictability,. By focusing

on the area of abnormal or deviant behavior, claimants find research support

to demonstrate the need for special programs. Those who describe an especially

high level of need, extremely prevalent deviancy, or an apparently workable

approach, usually obtain the funds. Such prevention programs are frequently

based on fOur major assumptions: (1) childhood characteristics or traits,are

relatively crystallized in early school years, (2) children with poor adjust-

ment characteristics are likely to evolve into disturbed adults if not treated,':

(3) children'are more amenable to therapeutic intervention, since their
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behaviors have not been stabilized, and.(4) treatment will prevent later
,of

disturbances.

The fallibility of these assumptions is that their validity in all areas

of human development simply has not yet been demonstrated. The assumption

that treatment will prevent later adult disturbances has not been verified.

The- required research has not been done. Service programs are infamous for

processing numbers of people, but when asked who or whether the program has

actually helped these people, they offer. little follow-up and made available

even less data. This is true in the drug rehabilitation programs in which

large masses of people were tallied as having been "treated", thus claiming

justification for further funding. When one large group (247) was later

followed through in one hospital program (Riverside), only eight people

remained alive, unaddicted, unimprisoned, and unhospitalized three years

later (Brecher, 1972).

The same putative certainty of effect, and related justification based

on numbers treated, is characteristic of psychotherapy as a whole. Research

reviews by,Levitt (1957, 1963) and Lewis (1965) indicate that little hard

evidence is found to support the view that clinically treated children are

helped any more than children in a control group who are not treated. Fog

both groups, control and clinic-treated, two-thirds to three-quarters get

better. Whether they receive treatment or not does not matter in most cases.

This spontaneous improvement of children (and other people with problems

like drug abuse) points out the possibility of improper diagnosis and the

inherent risk. The forementioned children had all been diagnosed and

labelled as'needing treatment, yet two-thirds to three-quarters of them

improved throUgh the process of natural development: Had they been placed

in a program which did not enhance this natural developmental processes, or

a program that actually thwarted normal development, these children might
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have done worse rather than better. It is'alarming to note that ill many

cases the program would have had no research or feedback systems through

which to become aware.of these errors. Still worse the child might have

been further labelled as an incorrigible.

The assumptions that childhood=personality characteristics are

crystalized, and that children with poor adjustment behaviors are likely

to grow up distorted if not treated, have not been demonstrated to be

universally valid. Nor is the assumption that the child is more amenable

to therapeutic intervention than an adolescent or adult. In therapy, there

is not a clearcut difference between the ability and the willingness of a

child or an adult to deal with problems. The issue is more one of readiness
a

and availability of-time or resources. Certain difficulties during childhood

cannot be resolved until the child's maturational level is equal to the task.

Physically, a child cannot learn to walk until his psycho-physiological

system has developed adequately. Mentally, a child cannot learn to be inde-

pendent until self has developed adequately. No amount of practice or therapy

will help until the child is ready and feels a need for independence. In

contrast, most adults have reached a maturational level adequate for the t k.

Motivation and personal limitations are the issues rather than readines

There are critical periods in childhood development during which the

child seems particularly amenable to certain influences. After these pivotal

periods, it appears more difficult to produce equally beneficial -ffects. It

is in such a period that the child may need more attention or upport in order

to overcome negative influences, e.g. the typical "eighth mo th anxiety" phase

shown by infants. It is also at these times that the chi may need positive
-'

input or alternative resources in order to develop. optii ally. Critical periods

are not points of fixation or negative beh4oral hab4uations. They are

just the opposite, being phases in development that provide opportunity for

Maximizing human potential and growth.

.56
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Self Fulfilling Prophecy.

An important issue when predicting negative outcomes is the erroneous

belief that psycho-social maladjustments are of a medical-al lopathic.nature

(Weil, 1972). Prediction becomes a means of pre-testing illness by counter -

acting symptoms present within the child.. To counteract these symptoms

allopathicaily, tiny doses Of "medicine", information, value-discussion, and

therapy are dispensed to stimulate the child to react against the potential

illn ss. Homeostasis is restored and the child has become-innoculated; In

doing thiS however, the child and homeopath have both focused on the symptoms,

the problem to which future diseases like drug abuse are allegedly due. The

child is told he needs help or guidance and that the homeopath has the ability

to solve the problem. The child is defined by others and self as a failure

and a potential drug abuser. He becomes anxious and afraid, not wanting to

become "sick". In his fear, the child pays more attention to the symptoms,

anxiety .is further reinforced, and a self-fulfilling prophecy is. established

(much like the medical student syndrome in which a person begins having all

the symptoms of diseases studied). Thq child becomes subsidiarily aware

that others are defining hid] as incapable of solving the problem. He begins

to depend on the. answers of others, looking for the "right" way of behaving

and thinking. He comes to believe that experts and external sources can

solve his problem. What is done in the name of prediction and prevention

becomes the druup.mblem.

fl9111CILYPResear.
Prediction entails serious risks, and as in the Pehnsylvania federal

court case, risks to the individual must be examined against the potential

social gain from preventing drug abuse. It is especially important to

examine each claim of predictability and to demand that adequate research

be conducted to substantiate or refute these claims. It is important to be

5
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patient and persistent, to realize, that the drug abuse problem has developed

through centuries of-ignorance, and that overnight answers just will not do.

A long-term commitment must be made with long-term follow through.

This commitment is especially necessary in research of prevention and

predic ion. Many of the erroneous assumptions in these fields are based on

short -tee research experiments that do not have the validity of a life-

history research design. This becomes clear in analysis of follow-back and

and follow-uP,research design (Koh)berg et al., 1972). Follow-back research

is designed to Select certain types of adult adjustment or maladjustment

outcomes and analyze adolescent/childhood records to identify traits or

symptoms associated'with these outcomes. Follow-up research selects types

of children (or children in general) and follows them into adulthood to

determine outcomes.

Follow-back research does not normally provide knowledge usable for

individual prediction of adult outcome form previous childhood behaviors,

yet much of the data claiming predictability is based on this very same

sort-of research. Such Predictions are given in the form of a statement of

probability that asserts that children with given characteristics will tsplay

certain adult outcomes significantly more often than others who do not have

these childhood characteristics. This data is Considered valid by virtue of

the fact that certain childhood to adult behavioral connections have been

found predominant in an experimental group as compared to a normal base rate

or control group. An example,of this is a follow-ba4 study which claimed

that truancy constituted a predictor of alcoholism (Kohlberg et al., 1972) .

Follow-back analysis indicated that seventy-five percent of all the alcoholics

studied were preported as former truants, in contrast to a twenty-six percent
.

truancy incidence among psychiatrically healthy individuals. This difference

was statistically significant, so truancy was considered-predictive of alcohol

ism. , In later,-follow -up studies however, only eleven percent of ttlechildren
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who were truant were subsequently diagnosed as alcoholics, compared to eight

percent of the children who were not truant being later diagnosed as alcoholic.

Even when this follow-up study determined the eleven perckt to be signifi-'

cantly different, it did not make truancy a useful predictor. The risk of

individual losS from stigmatizing truants as potential alcoholics still

outweighed the possible social gain.

Erroneous predictive claims are often\derived from other designs also,

designs like the concurrent study. This study contains two kinds of information

concurrently and compares them for significant correlations. One such popular

test is the Strong Vocational, which compares scores of a subject's interests

in various vocations with the scores of individuals who are acknowledged
.

successes in that field. If the scores tend to correlate, the subject being

tested is said to have similar interests. This concurrent correlation between

two measures, however, is not by itself firm evidence of predictability.

The subject may change in time, so may the vocation. Follow-up is required

in order to support or refute the assumed stability of interests and traits

(Strong did a follow-up for twenty years or more).

One concern with concurrent studies is that an assumption of stability

and validity is made, and is often not clearly stated as an assumption.

People begin believing in the tests before long-term follow-up research has

been accomplished. Used to make predictions, these tests may be damaging.

One such example may be seen in the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Test,

which in one study, of the concurrent research design, was used to determine

predictability of schizophrenia in high school students. MMPI test scnres

of hospitalized schi2ophrenics were compared with other patients and normals,

yielding a Schizophrenia Scale for prediction of schizophrenia, In follow-up

research, however, high school scores on this scale turned out to be negatively

predictive of schizophrenic outcome, just the opposite of the stated assumption.
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Had these researchers claimed predictabiltiy and established programs to AY,'

prevent schizophrenia among high school students, the cost to individuals

might have outweighed the social gairi. "Experts" would have labelled normally

healthy high school students as potentially schizophrenic and might have

created a special curative program that at best would have done little

good, and at worst would have made the students feel very unhealthy.

The real benefits of follow-back research and concurrent studies,

such as these are heuristic. These tests illuminate possibilities and

questions which, excite other efforts. in the field. Theycgive support and

justification for follow-up longitudinal studies. The danger in follow-

back and concurrent studies is that they are often used as proof of predict-

ability and as justification for funding prevention programs like the one

in. Pennsylvanid.

The Continutiy of Persomlity Adjustment.

To further coffiplicate the understanding of the prevention field, there

are not only follow-back, follow-up, concurrent, and other research designs;

there are also three separate theories normally used to explain the continuity,

of personality development and to justify claims for predictability. These

three theories are: trait stability, stage-sequential developmental invari-

ance,and idiographic stability (Kohlberg et al., 19.72). In trait stability
.

a. correlation is examined between an adult behavior, personality trait, or

symptom, and a similar childhood behavioral trait. Trait stability is found

predictive primarily in tle area of temperament (genetically linked style

of response to stimuli), and age developmental trends of adaptive signifitance.

The best known and established of these traits is general intelligence or

I.Q. °Invariance of stage-sequential development is based'on the assumption

that personality development occurs as an orderly sequence of changes, with

earlier points being related to later adult stages. In short, early experi-
.
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ences determine the sequence of developmental changes which are cumulative

and irreversible. The stage approach is used chiefly in studies of ego, mora

and cognitive development. Idiographic stability studies the organization

of traits and behaviors in an individual, focusing on the indiVidual style I
or Manner of expressing th6se traits. This apptoach recognizes that individuals

have certain psychological
characteristics and behavioral mannerisms which

are unique and are discernible from early childhood through adulthood. After

examination of idiosyncracies of the total person responding or acting in

various situations, prediction of adulthood behaviors is assumed possible

for later similar situations. This method is used mainly in studies of

behavioral-learning and personal-perceptual development.

Positive Predictability.

Given this minimal background in research design and assumptions about'-

personality develop ent, the 'question Of predictability, especially for drug

abuse, can be re-ex mined. ,Even though no clear -cut' method ofpredicting

drug abUse as an adu t outcome of certain childhood behaviors exists, there

is yet one way of employing the concept of prediction in primary prevention.

But this requires a shift.of perspective and a measure of rethinking.

Prediction may not be possible from childhoodto negative adulthood

outcomes, but it may be possible from childhood to positive adulthood out-

comes. That is, It may be possible to efficicently predict health., en though

prediction of diseae or abuse is thus far not feasible. What would

examined in primary prevention would not be the negative symptoms or develop-

mental problems, but instead the preSence of various forms of competemce and

maturity. 4

In considering delihquency, adolescent nondelinqUency/ is' found to be an

almost perfect predictor of adult noncriminality, while serious.adolescent

:delinquency is only a moderate (twenty-nine pet cent) predictor of adult

6
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criminality (Glueck, 1966). Predictability of'positive change is also more

accurate than predictability of negative adulthood outcomes. In children

referred for school misbehavior, ninety-five percent werecorrectly predicted

to have no later delinquency, while only thirty-six percent of the children

predicted to have later delinquency were identified correctly (Tait, Hodges,

1962). What these studies point out is the fact that nondelinquent children

usually remain nondelinquent, and delinquent children may become,nondelin-

Oent through normal development. In- brief, healthy children remain healthy

and troubled children may-become healthy through normal development.

The concept of' spontaneous recovery of health through normal development

employs one assumption which does not always hold true. This is that normal

development is possible within the individual's environment. In order for

the delinquent child to make pos.itive change, both personal and environmental

alternative resources must be available. If, because of choice or the'influ-

ence of already negative behavioral hierarchies, the child cannot break free

to re-initiate personal development, much less chance for positive change.

remains. The same-applies if the environmental conditions are too oppressive

and continually stifle positive efforts made by the child. Healthy growth

Can become blocked.

The same need for a conducive environment corresponds to thd.healthy

nondelinquent. Even though the healthy child's chances of reaching healthy

adulthood are much greater than the problem child's, he may still confront

'insurmountable environmental difficulties and, personal limitations. For

both types of children, help of some kind may be required, even if only to

supply alternative resourcesThis requires some means of assessment for

determining arrest of normal development. Often children do not know when

they need support, or do not know who to ask, or are afraid to ask. This

may be where predictive methods can be used, to ascertain which characteristics
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are critical-to development and which are impediments. Predictive methods

° may also determine critical periods of growth where crisis i& more imminent,

or where positive input may maximize development or ease transition.

Positive Predictors. One test given to school children aged 6-12
.

predicts overall adjustment better than most, if'not all, personality tests,

This 'i's the intellignede quotient or J.Q. Test; Havigurst and his associates

(1962) made a longitudinal study-of si=xth and tenth grade variables relating
,to Young adult adjustment. -:The measures Of adjustment were derived'froM

interviews and objective data, job success, educational progress, marital

success, and personal competence andvaatisfaction. The best sixth grade

correlates of these adjuStment-variables were: (1) I.Q r=:48, (2) leader-
,

Ship ratings by pOoled peer and teacher,,r=.52;'and (3) socioeconomic status

of parents,,r=.48. Another study by Terman and Oden (1959) followed up

gifted children who were socially, occupationally, and maritally' more success.-

ful. In adulthood, the gifted children were also Tower in deviant4behaviors

such as alcoholism and homosexuality.,

Socioeconomic status and cultural" richness also peedicted healthier

adulthood adjustment better than most personality tests, As noted in the

Havigurst et al study, the socioeconomic status' of parents correlated to

children's later adjustment as well as to their I.Q.'s. Even better pre-

dictors, found in the same study,were leadership ratings by ieachers and

peers. CoMbining I.Q..and pee2L-teaftellraIinamight provide greater pre-

dictive.power if peer acceptance, not peer-rejection, were the Criterion.

Peer acceptance provides a fairly substantial assurance that healtily adjust-
/

ment will continue, while children who are re acted by peers may change and,

do better over time. Peer rejection does not necessarily correlate with

laternon-healthy adjustment.

Certain variables are most related to peer acceptance and offer further

6 "
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basis for predittiOn. According, to Kohlberg et a'l, these are: Anielligence,

control of antisocial behavior, attention, or control of distractive behaviors,,
/

,mo'ra'l behavior, and capacity for cooperative interaCtion. Intelligence has

/ken discuSsed earlier together with peer acceptance. Attention, with

interest in learning, and a sense of competence combine to provide. the major

influences for :achievement iii gchool.' This ill turn Provides for further

7
success by facilitating entrance into college or a vocation. Moral behavior:

/ combines,with other variables. within the developmental sequence theory or

personality. These would be measures of cpinitive-structural levels,

cagnitive st e and attention, and ego or self-conceptual levels. According

tekohlberg (1969, 1971) i all of these measures have been shown to function

independently of I.Q. and be concurrent correlates of social maturity..

Cognitive develdpment is a precondition to ego development and ego, development

a precondition to moral development. Finally, control of antisocial behavior

can prediL that almost no children who control antisocial behavior will

become antisocial in adulthood.

Indicators of Arrested Development

Antisocial behavior is a variable that can be used to ascertain arrest

of normal development and the need for'positive input. Antisocial behavior

seems to be one of the most significant predictors of, adult maladjustment,

including alcoholism and triminality. Robins (1966) found a number. of striking

differences in adult outcomes of antisocial children and normal children or

children with other types of problems. Two-thirds of the children referred

to a Clinic for antisocial behavior had 'later adult arrest records:, 'Cass

than One-quarter of the children referred for other difficulties had later

adUlt arrest records. Antisocial children were found'to be more sociopathic,

psychotic, and alcoholic than either normal chfldren or children, referred

for other reasons. If a child showed ten or more antisocial symptoms, he

BC
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could have as little as a five percent chance of developing frith healthy

- A fairly clear age period appeared.in'the Robins study
A*

in which

children displayed most of their predictive anti-social behaviors. This

is the period from 7 to 10 years. This is at the same time twoother

childhood transition periods -become critical: (1):the age period frOm

6 to 9 where cognitive
or;.entation, interest, style., and attention are

major concerns, and (2) :the age period from 9 to 12 when moral development

and interpersonal relationShips with peers and adults, becomeMajor concerns,.

Antisocial behavior may be an indicator of inability to accommodate to

these new demands, or 'changes, ;the child becoming bj,ocked in development

during the transition periods. With positive intervention, the'child could

be helped,through these periods toward healthy adult development.

Underachievement in school may be ?another such predictor of arrested.

development. This is typified ira child with a high or normal 1,p. whb

functions poorly in school. Problems l \ke this may reflect a brain dysfunction,

or maladjustment, or may be an indicatdr of an-inadequate educational system
.

(e.g.- poor grading criteria or lack of positive alternatives)
.

ment stands separate from low achievement,',,for low achievement

*Lew correlations with- most adult maladjustment (Robins, ,1966)'.

Underachieve-

shows fairly -

Low achie\ie-''

ment may be an indicator of other causative variables such as truancy or

antisocial behaviors, which could provide a basis for' assessing developmental

impediment.

Underachievement and antisocial behavior are nevertheless*neaative

variables and by "themselves 'poor predictors of later adult maladjustment.

Of children who display frequent and serious outbursts of itisocial behavtor,

thirty-seven percent experience serious adult maladjustment. Among children

without frequent and serious outbursts the percentage is five cirless.

6'7
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Consequently, these variables are best used as indicators of possible arrested

development, not predictors of "adult maladjustment.

The predictors of positive, healthy adulthood-reniain the most practicable

for primary prevention. These are: socioeconomic status and cultural

'richness, peer acceptance, attention or control of distracting behaviors,

moral behavior.and development,' cognitive-structural level, cognitive `style,

ego.or self-conceptual level,,and control of antisocial behatvior. These

positive factors are not guarantees of healthy adulthoOd, but instead stand

as "necessary but not sufficient" conditions. NOt all of 'these factors are
_necessary either, depending on the individual child and the environment.

A receptive and supportive environnent will allow healthy developniental

"process better than a rigid, closed, .and rejecting one. And a child more

highly developed inhe'positive predictive levels will be more able to cope

and grow beyond th9 environmental limitations than the child who is less

devel oped.

The focus becomes not one on preventing negative behaviors,*but of

developing healthy children who will become healthy adults. In doing so,

prediction by positive variables will provide information regarding the

progress of health, and combined with the negative Variables; point out;

specific transition perfods or points or arrested"development at which there

is need for a )more supportive and facilitative envi ronlnent. With these,'

-necessary conditions met, the child can face normal difficulties and create'

or find solutions which are not abusive to self and others.

Positive primary prevention would need to focus on the total child,

including biological heredity, idiosyncratic and interpersonal growth, and

the environmental influences such as, school; family, and peers. These factors
4.

must be observed and an6lyze'd to find out what is being offered to the child

and what may be addeecomplementartly to assist healthy development. It must

68
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L'e realized that many of the acting-out behaviors displayed by children

o' defense mechaniscefiecting impaired Self-concepts, feelings of

adequacy, emotional Tejoction, and frustration of self-expression. They

are indicators of blocked growth. These behaviors are observed by family

'aid teachers as early as kinJergarten through third grade. At these early

ages, the child appears poorly adapted, less liked, lees responsible, and

more anti-social than other children. Without help for the child, these

behaviors continue; by the sixth grade underachievement becomes evident

The child suffers from peer rejection, his own uncontrolled anti-social

behavior, and develops a closed resentment and rejection of authority. He

adds new defenses, making it more difficult to reach through and re-initiate

growth. By the ninth grade, adolescence and puberty changes add to the

dilemmaireating a developmental point of maximum acting-out and juvenile

delinquency. By now., most classmates will have adjusted and continued

growth, constructing positive interpersonal relationships and building

self-esteem and competence. The troubled child finds it more difficult to

do.the same. For him, peer relationships are'poor,Ilis work is far below

his capacity, there is a lack of self-confidence and.self-respect, and his

attitude toward authority has worsened. Many of these adolescents come

from disturbedhomes. The parents, who might provide a major positive influ-

nce toward development, do not. The chlIdbecomes_iselated_in a_state of

non-growth-M.3er et ai., 1974).

Still, with all of these factOrs already conspiring :against the child,

t is not bZiTleficial to predict he will oecOme an abuser of self or others

in adultho.A. The adol,,sceht may grow beyond these negative characteristics

in early-idddle -adalthood, mai-ing large growth changes within a very Short

Nimr tie. Labelling a child early (through prediction and legal definition),

placing him in a position of.dependency on an "expert's"- focus on curing his

4
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disease, or molding him to fit exPectations of school-family-peers may all

destroy the child's later ability to change spontaneously.

Labels, dependencies, and unreal expectations add'to the already

existing negative self-concept evidenced by the adolescent. Even special

programs desigred to offer more individualiied.attention and more caring

may be perceivedsas still another "put down". The child must-first"be ready

to accept this help, feel motivated toward growth, and choose to reach out

for, the assistance being offered. They he can overcome the fear of being

labelled negatively because'his definiton of self is one of the person who

is challenged, but who is self- motivated toward :positive growth.

Question 3: Can para-professionals help these children
and in what type of environment?

The myth of professionalism has been prepetuated by schools, the

established professions, and by society at large. With special licensing

procedures, by limiting access to degrees to a selected few, and through long

internships, the professions have relied to create virtual monopolies in

their respective fields. Even in the field of drug abuse prevention, there

has been a movement toward establishing special curricula and degrees for

"experts ". Their credibility thus established, these few bepome the major

perpetuators of what they were taught to by solutions and thereby attain

enviable status and income. Reinforced by status and the relative security

of affluence, it becomes, more difficult for them to challenge the system

which has bestowed such security and power. A self- perpetuating, closed

system becomes established.

This is not to deny that these very same licensing procedures, academic

requirements, and internships have made, major contributions in modernizing

'the services being provided to society as a whole. Little more than one

hundred years ago medical doctors were prObably responsible for as many deaths
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as they were for lives saved. At that time, pus was considered part of the

wound's healing process; doctors operated with,unwashed hands and unsterilized

equipment. Even when the first few doctors began introducing innovations,

by washing their hands and instruments a solutions containing chlorine,

they were not hailed as saviors but were scoffed at by fellow, doctors who

continued to follow tile then standard operating procedures.

As with physical illness and health, the same painful updating also

occurred in theJield of mental illness and health. The works of Johann

Weyer, an early founder of modern psychiatry, were seized by the church to

prevent dissemination of his ideas that many so-called witches being tortured

and burned were actually mentally sick, not evil. Freud in the late nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries was highly criticized and condemned by

his fellow professionals who opposed the subsequently established unconscious

realm: Today, at least, society no longer chains mentally disturbed people

to walls, nor charges admission for the curious who have come to see the
I

carnival of Misery.

Nevertheless, the medical professionals still have their drawbacks,

and a major one is professional elitism. What was once a positive guiding

force toward enhanc'ng services, has become in some cases "a means of limiting

competitors in the field and justifying exhorbitant fees and personal salaries.

Every economics student knows that the best way to establiSb a monopoly or

oligarchy is by either increasing, demand or by liMiting supply. The medical

profession has done both. In accordance wi,h the concept of "specialization",

people are taught to befleve more and more' in the infallibility of the expert

who has a "magic orb", rather than in their own abilities to find solutions

or maintain health. Emphasis is placed on the reduction of crisis, not on

primary prevention, and the professional is perceived as an overworked,

overdedicated'idealist who is conducting at least four major operations,
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mental or physical, at once. Certainly, this may be true of some practitioners.

But there are also many who over-schedule their patient load, processing

people as so n)any "Cases", performing inadequate diagnosis, prognosis, treat-

ment, and follow-through, not because they are dedicated, but because of
4

their needs and greed. There are those who,find their work simply a job,

replete with tedium, in which they can only prescribe pills or follow

technique, hoping the problem or patient will eventually go away. Some

make Mistakes that do more damage than the disease might have done. Some

manipulate their patients for self-gratification.

The remaining majority of professionals do care and do try to enhance

health through extensive effort and a constant search to find better ways.

Yet, they are limited. Many who are providing services do not have the time

to update their own skills, nor do they have time for research to advance

the "state of the art"'. They rely on other "experts", ofen falling into

the very same trap, that snares their patients, relying 0.-a select few, not

questioning fully, or 'remaining hesitant to believe anything not first

accepted or done by the "experts". This is easily obsehed in the field of

cjrug use and abuse treatment and in the often careless prescription of

tranquilizers and antipsychotic pills without proper diagnosis or follow-U

Many doctors depend On he company selling the drugs to supply them with

information _the drugs. CoMpanies give free samples for doctors to try

on their patients. Contraindications are not studied thoroughly in relation

to patient hi/story. Side effects develop from prescriptions,' and patients

are not forewarned of these possible effects and dangers. Drugs are given

to counteract thenegative effects. of drugs already given, and a fine chemical

balance is established that can confuse and exaggerate the symptoms to a

point at which individual loss outweighs any conceivable social gain.

The point here is that a degree or-a license does not guarantee
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professionalism, not even the ability to do an effective job of helping with

individual diseases. A degree or license' indicates that the person so titled

has managed to make it through an established, self-perpetuating system.

That system,represents a certain philosophy and approach: to problem solving,

within prescribed areas. It is an established way of thought and definition

which continues because there are certain workable "secrets" of knowledge

handed down to a select few, much like the secrets bestowed shamans in

primitive societies.

Two Approaches: Cure and Growth.

Like the shamans and priests of our first civilizations, experts perpet-

uate.certain myths. The'most notable one is the belief that their way has

a solution for most problems the
average person-confronts; tied to this belief

is the assumption that the average person is incapable of discovering answers

or of using knowledge if it should be freely imparted. It is the same message

given today when a person goes to a medical practitioner for help. Seldom

is the person shown how to solve his own problem, nor even-informed of the

true nature of his problem. Usually the doctor makes a diagnosis and pre-

scribes a 'remedy. Few tell why or how to prevent the disease from recurring.

Few patients are told that half of what they 'feel as a physical sickness

is really a psychological problem., Patients come'for a cure and theylexpect

one. The doctor may have found it easier years ago to perpetuate theImyth.

At least two'dichotomous approaches may be used. The first Orestibes

a cure, defining objective steps toward homeostasis. The second assists in

helping the person by removing obstacles that are blocking healthy devIelop-

ment, thUs motivating the person to find a self-chosen solution. Both

approaches are valid and both are essential in the health field. The first'

is a means of.dealing with crisis and fighting disease; the second is flor

preventing the crisis before disease is establishod. Experts'in the on

rye6
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approach are not always capable in the other. Each has a way of perceiving,

and few schools of thought provide access to both. The two approaches are,

reover, often contradictory the first emphasizes expertice; the second

emphasizes perception of the person. One seeks to provide soluIions; the

other seeks to reinforce the person's belief in self and his determination

to devise his own, solutions. The former returns a sufferer to strength by

. 4`"topping disease (weakness).; the latter builds strength by helping the

`person challenge his own disease.

There is no one answer for most problems. People continually search

for the ultimate "gurU" to make life better. While searching, they develop

1 i,ttle- or no inner strength, and when confronted with crisis and pain, resort

to
/

the expert, reinforcing their belief further. They define expertice by
/ ' `, .

,degKees and titles rather than knowledge and personal abilities. This in

turloleTands of those who want to help others,, that they force self through

",sySt&I'iafter system, obeying, believing, regurgitating,. until they have\ k

becomeperts by degree. They have become$roducts of a system,.. often

unable to determine their own life directions, but now ready to lead others

They .believe they have an answer; they have the "magic orb".

Growth: Focusing on the Person.

In the field of mental or physical health, the above reasoning'is anti-,

thetical to the purpose of primary prevention, and antithetical.to

the puiToses of health. What is important in mental health is not the

practitioner's' degree, but rather the level of health he has attained.

some cases degree obtainment and higher levels of health may even be in

opposition. Pierce (1966) found for example, that graduate students are

less capable of empathetic understanding after completion of their studies.

and internship than when they first embarked,-on the traditional course of
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psycnoanalytic studY. It was also found by Bergin and Soloman (1963) that

those graduate students who communicate on the highest level of understanding,

and whose patients might benefit most from therapy, receive the lowest

grades in counseling training programs. In short,..the potentially better
A

counselors have less' chance of negotiating the system and getting a degree,

than do the least competent.

What many people are buying therefore, at thirty to eighty or more

dollars an hour, is not necessarily the service of a better therapist than

one who charges ten to twenty dollars an hour. They are buying into a

"myth", a magic cure provided by someone they assume has more power, or skill

than another because of his degree, license, or special technique. And it

works. It makes them better, or so it seems, until one remembers that both

children and adults with mental troubles are as likely to be rehabilitated

if left alone as they are if treated in professional counseling and psycho-

therapy (Eysenck, 1952, 1960, 1965; Levitt, 1957, 1963).

A degree may in fact mean nothing. What counts is the:person, both the

client (seeker) And ther;apist (advocate-helper). Training programs have not

conclusively demastrated their efficiency in terms of constructive client

change or benefit. They"often, as noted earlier, detract from the trainee's

ability. Student-trainees may be facilitated or retarded in emotional and

intellectual growth, depending on the level of healthy functioning they have

attained, the level the program is capable of facilitating, and the functioning

level of their teachers
(Aspy-.1966, 1967; Aspy and Kratchovil, 1966; Carkhuff,

1967a) .

Technique's or therapeutic styles stand the same as training prograMs.'

Often what is done by non-degreed people to obtajn status and respect, is

. training in one approachthat is. particularly
lucrative or popular at that

time. After so many weeks or watching and following the "master" (often a

sub-master, or even a recording of the master), the person learns all the
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behavioral techniques and is supposedly, capable of "doing to another". People

hear of the style through reported successes of the "master" and look for

people who have learned tiva, "way'. People go to the "trained-counselor"

not because he is healthy and capable, but because the counselor has been

trained to use a certafin therapeutic style they have been told works.

Myths develop in service programs too, and are perpetuated when the

program tries to produce a training manual of methods and objectives. By

following these guidelines it is alleged,: similar success can be realized

in producing "trained counselors". The training manuals fail to point out

that .what worked for one group, led by one person, according to a certain

program philosophy, might not work for another program for other people.

This failure to work elsewhere as especially likely if objectives are

rigidly prescribed, forcing everyone to follow the same schedule and.trace

the same path.'

. It is people who make programs, techniques, or styles work ef1fectively.

They do ,so because they are capable of transcending their own egos momentarily

and are capable of reaching out to others. Each must do so in his own way,

not according to a given school of thOught or technique. Alternatives and

resources must be available to these helping people when they reach out to

others. Alternatives are'what programs and trainin can provide; establishing

an environment conducive to icurthering healthy grow:

'Para-Professionals as Advocates.

To teach para-professionals how to effect,cure during crises,maynot be

feasible. It is difficult to trust many of the professional§ even after

their years and training. It would be more *so/to trust someone with little

training (e.g. for heart surgery or paranoid schizophrenia therapy). - In

dealing with crisis, training often appears a. necessity.. It is necessary to
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provide the practitioner. with skills and alternative *roaches for dealing

with,the immediate emergency. In these emergencies, the patient has lost

control of self and no longer has the ability to deal effectively. 'He needs

help for which certain training seems necessary. However, training' is not

always sufficient, nor tiiesole.prerequitite. Training provides skills and

technique, but seldom compastjon; alertness, awareness, or a healthy psych=e

from which to operate. These, by providing the patient with volition and,

will to withStand the crisis often make the difference.

Some crisis moments are more.obstacles to growth than dangers to life

'or psyche. A crisis may be a subterfuge, a symptom which if cured, -leaves

the problem still intact. A crisis may offer a chance for self-examination,

for life-style change, . If experienced rather than cured, it may prpvide

self-direction and understanding. To assist others in healthy development

may mean helping them deal with crisis, rather than solving crisis for them,

People need to learn self-responsibility and how to maintain healthy

development. This means".people must learn to dealeffectively with pain and

crisis. If over protected by experts. (e,g. therapists, parents, and teachers

the person's growth maybe stunned and the myth of self-helplessnest may be

accepted as fAtt. Similarly, if ignored, eft with no advocate to help and

understand, the person may be overwhelmed in the early stages of this_learning.

proces . 'Experts and advocates must know when to intervene and when to assist.

Th re is an important distinction among crises. One crisis is a life

and death struggle (or psyche and death); the other is actually a deterrent

(often temporary) to the urge to pull toward health. Both are pleas for help.

The first however, asks that an expert help by curing sickness. The second

asks for help from someone who undertands thd disease and will help the

person find his own answer. The second is a cry of self. It cannot be

answered by cure. Both crises d.qPlay 'symptoms.
4
In the first.crisis, symptoms

77
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must be cured as part of the procestemergency measures to restore vital

activities must be taken. Symptoms of the other type are usually dealt

4th best by restoring healthy development rather than trying to cure the

symptom. The first crisis is illness. The second crisis is a 'sign'. The

person has stopped or retarded healthy growth and needs 114 getting re-
ilstarted.

An important criterion then in examining the concept of para-professional

.counselors facilitating the healthy growth developMent of children is the
ti

definition of crisis. When crisis is defined as'a life turning point in

an acute disease, and cure is required, the, expert would appear more`'

competent. That is the role and.purpose of to expert who has supporting

skills and techniques. When crisis is defined as an event of ,great

psyche significance for the individual, as a point of choice and change, then

a trained para-counselor acting as helper-advocate deems equally competent,

in some situations even more so than the expert. \\

Teaching para-professionals to assist others in set -searching, main-

taining health, and removing obstacles to growth is feasibl This is

primary prevention. But teaching'these paraprofessionals to b' advocaas

or enhancers of self requires a different training concept and app each.

Somehow the subsidiary message must be different; it must incorporate trust

in the capability of individuals to solve their own problems, rather than

a belief that experts must provide the cures.

The healthy parleprifessional. The most important question of relevancy

for the para-counselor is not one of having a degree or not, nor training

versus non-training, but rather, the level of health-development 'attained

by that person and the direction of growth. As Carkhuff, Traux, and others

have pointed out, it is not the degree or training programpthet makes the

difference in client or, patient gain. it is rather the ability of one person
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to relate to another along certain interpersonal core dimensions of genuine-

ness, positive regard, empathetic understanding, and concreteness or
I

specificity of expression. Related to these dimensions are such characteristic

behaviors as self- disclosure,
spontaneity, confidenCe, intensity, openhess,

flexibility, and commitment (Carkhuff and Berenson, 1967).-
In the helpeNadvocate role, these core dimensions and related charac-

teristics combine too complement skips and. techniques, thus providing growth

opportunities for both the counselor and'the client.' The higher level of

self-growth attained, the more capable the counselor will be. Growth of;

the counselor becomes a prerequisite for helping others grow. It is from

this location in that.the interpersonal processes of facilitation

and communication evolve.

A five point scale has been designed by Carkhuff (1967)/ to assess the

facilitative dimensions related to interpersonal growth., )3n this scale,

level 3 represents the mid-point at which minimal facilitation and inter-

personal functioning occur. At this level the client is suffering from

situational distress or crisis, and the therapist is able to communicate

1on an equal level: Below this level, facilitativd.functioning decreases t9

a poiryt at which it becomes poteniialfy damaging. Above level 3, facilita4ive

functionjng becomes highly .effective. representing more of a sharing in

self actualization than therapy.

CarkhUff used this scale to measure the levels of human nourishment

available in various environments.
In general, he-found that most environ-

Merits. cannot sustain an individual in crisis or trouble. He and his associ-

ates found that most people oPerate midway between levels 1 and 2.- Rere

most pcople.are obliyious the feelings and experiences of the persons

beforetheth. They are immune to constructive eneounters, remain superficial,

ignore deeper feelings, display a lack of concern and respond mechanically.,

Carkhuff found that such people, even if they are in helping roles (serVices),
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still tend to functiorCat these levels. Best friends tend to interact

between levels 2 and '3. :Graduate students inn psychology average 2.35, and

experienced counselors and therapists 2.13.

Carkhuff emphasized that, in.pneral, most people do not have in-depth

relationships conducive to self-exploration: .When people reach a point of

growth crisis, they usuallY have no one with Whom to. share. They therefore

seek help from various aeenciee, often encountering the same aloofness.,;.or

they turn to a professional wh;) nay or may not be. capable of facilitation.

A best frienOigh.t have been the wisest.choic6, but then, many do not have

in-depth .best'friends. This is the role-a para-professienai advocate-coun-

selor must fill.

Para-professionals.. The advocate-counselor.mustbe operating on leVq.

3 in order to provide the facilitative interpersonal relationship:that caner .
enhance self-exploration. If.most beginning advocate7counselors are oper-

,

ating at or below level 2, then they obviously need training to help them

attain an,effective level; Carkhuff and Trabx (1965) tried doing this,

training a ..grow of7lay per,sonnol-for a period of 100 hours. Training con-

sisted of a combined didactic (shaping behavior) and experiential .(slf-
r 1.

growth) approach, that focused equally on core dimension and technique-
..

S011 development. Following their training, the para-professionals

worked with an experimental :Iroup. Carkhuff and Traux noted a significant

improvement in the experimental group as compared to a control group.
.

Trained lay personnel. had been .able to help others significantly.

Traux ',(1970) examined lay-counselor. effectiveness Nyther by comparing .

rehabilitation counselors:and untrained aides. He-found effectiveness to

be independent of the counselor's level of training and theoPetical orientation.

The greatest clientimproemenli attributed to aides, aides sppervised by

counselors, and counselors, came from the aides supervised by counselors.

oU
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Aides were given individual responsiblity for the client, while t a counselor
,

provided.consultation and supervision.

Years earlier,4 complete counseling service in Australialiad 6en
'

staffed along the designs explOred by the 'Traux study: Harvey (1960 studied

this and found the para-professional auxiliary counselors as effective as

professibnals. The pare-professionals had been selected on'the basis of

their sincere regard for othem, acceptance, tolerance, healtW.self-regard,,,

warmth, sensitivity, and empathy. The para-professionals received 15 to 24

month's Of training, meeting two evenings a week, and were closely supervised

for two years. The principal training emphasis combined non-directive cog-
,

nitive and experiential learning.

'It appears lay, personnel can be trained as effective para-counselors;

Training can assist the para-professionals` in experiencing the very same

i 0growth process they will,later,pifer to Clients. Training'Wouid model -What

the para-counselors would be required to do when helping their clients.

The environment most conducive to training and* supporting para-professiona

,becomes the same environment conducive-to client self-exploration and -,

development. Training is self-enhancement and growth.
1 1
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Chapter 3

PHILOSOPHY

As a whole, the philosophy which guided' the "us" program was not

consciously established prior todesign implementation. Partly'defined

fragments of the philoSophy did exist, but it,was the program's process of. 4

trial and error, accommodation and assimilation that synthesized these'

into an understandable conceptual whole. The philosophy emerged is an

''identifiable\qntity out of collected observations and awareness. It remains

incomplete; being the articulation of a tacit subsidiary awareness, like

behaviora observations trying to capture the essence Of "psyche".

Whi follows then is the present stage of developinewt, an accumulation.

of theories and data which describe the guidip philosophy, the "why" of

the prograp. These are the parts of foCal awareness, designed, to capture,

Alithpses-of subsidiary awareness. As Michael Polanyi-0962) stated man

knoWs more than,he- can-tell and can tell nothing without relYing'on awareness'

of things, he is' unable. to No knowledge can be.made.wholly explicit,

and the knowledge man does mapage to a,rtiCualie is based on particulhrs of

that which-man comprehends through being --in- the- world.

In refle,Nctio./n, the program philosophy evolved frOm-four- major areas of

I

concern: mental health humanistie "self"-development, analysis ofthe
.

,environment, and creation of complementary alternative resources. When

decisions about "hoe were made, they were made in relation to these concerns.

47i
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Mental Heairtl

te1,2, eNblei,e faced ,),7 o ocejee'e such as this, that focuses on

oeevont4.on, is.the 1ck of knowleuge in the field of psychology,

out :oental health. :sycholony has traditionally emphasized either a

Leral-scieetific or clinical-abnormal approach in trying to understand

es. Lerle velueles i data concernino tne.laws of behavior and methods of

eonditionng are available, as are various works on diagnosis, prognosis,

end traatmena of mental illness. Butlittle exists in the way of describing

evel deciring nealth.

In enalysis, mental health clinics are misnomers. They do not fOcus

oi health. but rather on crisis and 'illness. No one goes to the mental

nealth clinic to maintain or improve health; one goes to the' mental health

clinic to end disease or stop abnormal behaviors. If a person did go to

improve nealth, he would probably not be seent'except perhaps after all the

crisis cases had first been seen. And if the person did get an appointment,

.

iIt is doubtful anyone would really know What to do. The-hurried approach

of prescribing a drug and making a later appointment would not work. Giving

tests and questionnaires would only confirm the person's health. Free

association and cartharsis would seem wasteful. .Reflection, encounter,

behavioral modification, and analysis of the adult-parent-child roles would

All be conspicuously dficient. People who are healthy and not suffering

from crisis do nOt usually go to mental health $linics- Mental health clinics

nave traditionally not dealt with the concepts of health, and are, in fact,

unprepared to do so.

For this reasovi, earents frequently will not take their children to such

clinics. \ tiq:a is associated with doctors, diseases, cures, illnesses,

drugs, enrt ,anJ re-Aetivc labels. To children, psychiatrists are still
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"shrinks" and psychologists ,test Ao ask dumb questions. Changing

the name from ental hoitai or sxhLitric ward to mental health clinic

has not chaw,),ed the i;11:JQ. it;nut could cngo it would be a change in emphasis

and approach. Health must actual iy become the main concern. Concepts like

primary prevention and self-enhancement must become more prevalent than

those of extinction and trevient.

Sore i".3Vi.:11 and .-3y.c,ilatrists when asked to define mental health

cannot or.qili not; stating it is 7.!Y too ambiguous to define. When it is

defined, it i done in mcny wa. n negative terms, mental health is

defined as ,An absenLe of symptoms that interfere with an individual's sense

of 1,vell4eing and ability to meet the demands of life. In'a neutral sense,

mental health is defined as a process of adjustment, homeostasis, or release

of conflict and tension. In a positive concept, mental ea10 is defined

as the process of maxplizing: (1) meaningful relationships with other

people, (2) releasing inner sources and .potentialities, (3) accepting one's

self, and (4)maintaining a symbiotic relationship wtth the environment

(Goldenson, 1970),

The definition of mental health that is selected raises an important

concern, for it. becomes a predominent factor in whatever philosOphy guides

a project. P:efining :aeotal health a, an absence of negative 'symptoms would
04.

best. fit the "cur. mcdel emohasizin9 the visitive would hest fit a' primary

prevention program. It was the ltte i! definition that emerged as acharac-

' teristit of "us" Trogrom.-idlary tt.dreries, and which helps to explain

"why" various chi ces 41 e6 I th beame synonomous with

meaiingfui re 1 a ti h ips ,."-aftualization, self-worth, and synergy. Any

activity or concept thee uai ties valued above the

*\\.,

others . ctrlourltor, orecl us ion of

filnotj 9fli pr,-;11,7 and 4.-.1i7!)7.t-., a ent. drtat nd ad'ustment

84
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toward confo i tv and cenventiea0114e,. Any ti viey or concept that empha-

sized the euelitiee TAhis re;re t0 or later eliminated through

feedback ,ed modficatien.

,Ictt.el health in thie, priviary orevention program meant that people

would ee required to 4lake ective efforts to conmunicate genuinely and to

reach out to others. It, meant tnat everyone involved would need to make an

effort to be open, spontaneous, trusting, flexible, and committed to enhance

it o self and others. Mental ,eal th also meant that these efforts would be

cede in relation to the environment. It was recognized that the environment

could be destructive or supportive. Choosing to be a healthy person in an

unhealthy environment could be self-defeating. Mental health 'meant analysis

of the environment, determining the detrimental and beneficial qualities of

"what is" and creation of complementary qualities to establish "what should

be". Mental health was defined as positive growth for self, others, and

increasing integration of the environment.

Mental Health and Crisis

Mental health presumee coneine ng encounter its di crisis and inner cone

flict. These are characteristics of iluman existence. They are a part of

the growth :process and aro in fact often crucial. it ie the challenge of

crisis which provides tee ir,ipevas for change and renewal in the normal .growth

process. Crisis, rather than c!ing a oegative disease that must be feared

and eradicated, lgn s-ignainc; the need to re-examine one's

life space. TT forces 1 i:,rea:' in the pattern of hani'cual. non- awareness
1, k

thrustinn the self ineo Turo: dem:sion, anxiety, feet, and pain

are all aspiacts ei tnat..nm.t.

Many people refjarti these aspects #a n(1gative and :2.o whatever they can

to evade theiie flreqs provide .1cl.aidiat rplief, doni'al, Cr any .other

8
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workable defense mechanisms. hese methods eaee the pain; but unless the

problem is resolved or the crisis is only situptional, 'the pain, returns. To

avoid or escape the pain, defense mechanisms need to remain intact. If

the defense mechanisms remain, parrot self becomes guarded and closed.

Energy..ls channelled into this guarded area from healthier areas of the

psyche, and positive growth- slows down or stops. ,Even after this clos,ing

down, 4he persons not secure. If the problem is initially severe enough,

then is triggered again by a similarsituation, Qr if self-resistance is low,

the pain recurs. Increased energy must then be re-channelled for further

defensive maneuvers. More of sell'clOses'down. This,involute spiralling

intensifies until -an explosion point is reached, and,the person is forced

to deal with the crisis. Or the spiral degenerates to a point at which the

healthy system, entropies. A crisis of existence develops when lesSer

crucial issues are not positively resolved.

People always have problems. As one need is fulfilled, others become

,predominant. Pretending they-do not exist, or wishing them away does not

wor'k.'A pel-son's psydhic system needs to be used and exercised in order to

remain healthy. If it is not, this system, like any-other organ part, atrophies.

If it is weakened further by defense mechanisms and-blocked capabilities,

the psychic system is unable to .cope wi,4 the problem when finally called

upon. The longterm consequences of denial far outweight any short-term gain:

This difficulty is inCroaeed when people adjust to a lower functioning

level and become re-habituloed. The qtdte ol "less health" becomes normal.

"Normal" becomes cimeo, eed to maintain this state of defense, the person

establishes certain rules of conduct' and communication to prevent intrusion.

Unwillingne'ss to discess, en er,authoritative replies, and emotThnal outbursts

evince these rules, and people soon learn which taboo areas not to trepass

upon. Other penple closely associated with ti.o ,individuai in question
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becoming closed in these same areas. They add,their own defenses, establish-

ing more rules and behavioral signals to represent the taboo areas, until

shortly such a complex system is woven that its rule-bound members are

incapable of enhancing self or others.

Should one of these people in the rule-bound group seek outside help

and begin behaving more healthily, the other
members,apply-increased pressures'

to return everything to "normal''. The rise of the healthy person threatens.

the very existence of the group and its members. They cannot understand,

the change that has come over the person struggling toward healthy existence.
They have forgotten what health was like. They can only recall the pain.

Mental Health and kejqrgeLth_Cyclle

The added stress caused bY denial of problems, can be prevented. Mental
health can. be re-defined as a

)

positive process of problem solving and growth.

Crisis and problems are catalysts for learning. .Crisis forces a person to

attend reality Problems help a person learn Survival skills and methods

to fulfill needs. They give eXercise to the human psyche, providing challenge
for self-development. Whereresolved, new problems or,crises form,' demanding

further -learning and growth. In doing so, they become a stage in a.larger

cycle, keeping each person psychologically fit, healthy, and alive.

Illness is no a simple caceeffect
relationship stemming from invasion

of -outsicie germs. 9isease an6 teq,igerms o s'ickness are latent in everyone

all the time. It i.;-when,thE pereorebecome!; weakened that these or newly

invading germs bogn to veeeil. Survival in not caees depends on'the

original state of health. TN:: !itorc energy availaifie to handle problems, the

more chance of recovery.
atrophic enter; ha=; Itttle chance.

Healthy growth is a prPrtiliis4te for mein1;elnine he *Gmwth cot'
ee--

dealing/with oroblems and When healthy.geowth stone, atvophy

-
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illness prevail; when growth resumes, health does too.

Health is not constant, but fluctuates in cycles. The healthier the

system to begin with, the more able the person is to withstand stress and

disease during the "down" phase of the cycle. It is during the down phase

that resistance is the lowest and illness can take hold. People are more

sensitive to respiratory diseases at night than during the day; they suffer

more illness during the early days of a vacation or holidays, or when a. task

has just been completed, or immediately following a crisis. They have worn .

body and self down. If the system does not have the necessary reserve strength
/

needed for coping during this rest and recovery down-phase, illness takes hold.

ti

Understanding the health cycle may help prevent disease and promote

growth. For example, in the field of drug abuse, it may be this cycle of

high/low energy that accounts for overdose deaths. In heroin abuse, according

to. Brecher (1972), a search of the medical literature- failed to find one

scientific paper reporting that heroin was actually causing the overdose

deaths of addicts. No one Seems to really know how much heron or morphine

is required to kill an addict, although estimates for the lethal dosage for

non-addicts .have. run as high as 500 milligrams, Since addicts are even more

resistant to overdose, it appears puzzling to find so many dying fromthat

putative cause, some with the needle.still in their arms.. A few of these

deaths have been attritnted to the effects of 'mixing heroin and depressants

alcohol and barbiturates. Suicide, violence, and infection have also been

factors; but all ,in all, they only, provide 'a fraction of the answer., Most

of these deaths remain unexplained.

A plausible answer to the mysterious overdose'problem May be the health..

cycle: restoration, :homeostasis, and growth. When the addict is in a state

of 'hoMeostasis; ordinary to large dosages may not dd harm. When he is in

the. trough (restoration) of the,,cycle, even regular doses may be too much for .

I
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the already weakened system.

It may also be the health cycle that makes prediction of drug use and

other negative behaviors so difficult. A change iheither the environment

or the person during the peak of the cycle could provide impetus for life-

style change. Like germs, opportunities.for change are presented to every-
,

one, and if the -phase of the cycle is propitious, the chances for beneficial.

change areare high. If a person accepts and works with these opportunities

(often disguised as problems or needs), in a positive- enhancing fashion,

growth resumes.and health is re-established. The once negative behavior is

is surpassed, Or it never stabilizes.

This is also why focusing on disease and cure does not solve the problem

completely nor prevent new problems. Cure provides only a state of homeo-

stasis and balince;.it does not re-establish and confirm the growth state of

the health cycle-. If left without positive alternatives, when the situational

or existential crisis resume s,..the.person is forced to resort to the only

behaviors known, the negative self-d ;Eating ones. Mental-health cannot be

established_jn the individual 'or ce ture byfocusing.on illness or cure:_

Mental health.is a by-product-of huMan.deVelopme'nt in a conducive.

emvironment. It is a state of "being" which most people are born into and

which ill must struggle to maintain. Depending o,the environment and

inner resources, this struggle may be,mere difficult for some than

Mental health i'equii-es'hetive, purposeful commitment, often Ceyond,the "normal ",

especially when "normal' 415; synonomous with non-growth. The struggle to

maintain health is often Nainful, frustrating, frightening, and lonely.

Mental health is demanding, being determined Tess by what a person claims

to and more by what' the person is: The opportunityJor mental health is

not always available;Nh'en:it is; not all take it, and not.all _make_ it.

Mental -health cannot be created through fear, force, or coercion. It is not
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correlated with vocation, power, de'grees, fame, or popularity. It is corre-

latedwith physical health, social health, an atmosphere of love, need -ful-

fillment, freedom to experiment, choice, caring, responsibility to others,

competence,-opportunity to express feelings and emotions freely, the courage

to be "self",asensitivity to others, availabiltiy of adequate resources and

opportunities, and a positive, constructive.philosophy of life.

Mental health varies'in degrees yet what matters is direction rather,

than degree. A person just beginning renewal of healthy development has a

better/chance of maintaining health than one who is presently healthier but

has stopped growing. Each person and growth cycle must be examined within

these parameters, the degree'of health, and the direction of "self" development,

Self-Development

Mental health is from within, the outcome of disciplined fdl lowing of

a life paththat most enhances self; not from the discipline of forcing one's

self to folloW another's path. It does not come from "proper" behavior,

nor appear in response to external definition. it cannot be,programmed by

objectives nor be established alike for everyone. 'There is no One technique

or "way" to-save-the-world by making everyone healthy. Each person.must do

his part, by doing'all he can to establish a supportive environment, with

optimum opportunities for others, (thile continuing positive self development.

.Like happiness, joy, love, subsidiary awareness, and many other positive.,

expressions of human existence which come and.go without the person exercising

full conscious decision in the matter,,mental health emerges, strengthened

through commitment to seeking,healthy particulars.

This is a 'crucially important issue, self development from within; for

now not only the degree of health and direction matter, but also the means.

MOntaining health requires disciplined self confirming growth, which. in

GO
a
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turn demands an inner strength. This inner strengtivis built through making

one's own choices and accepting the consequences,. being strengthened through

positive reinforcement or picking self,up and trying again. With each choice,.

the person learns to depend iiore and more on inner resources 'and self deci-

. sion. Competence and self-worth increase as does.the ability to transcend

envrionmental limitations. Questioning, intuitive thinking, problem solving,

and creativity become dominant Over conformity, methodology, data collection,

and technological copying. Subsidiary awareness emerges, providing a phil-

osophy which gives meaning to life.' Sensitive and responsive to this meaning,

the person gives in turn, developing arconducive environment and allowing

others to build their own. inner strength. This healthy cycle of individual

growth has produced humanistic sharing and synergy, Enhancing self has

enhanced others.

Contributors-to Humanistic Psychology

Humanistic" is a term used to desk ibe an orientation based on the

understanding of man and his relations with the total environment: nature,

society, humanity, and the universe an orientation that enceurages
o

asearth for meaning in life, with the recognition that this urge is,basic

to-the essence of man This humanistic orientation has Eve basic postulates:

Cl) man excedes the sum of his parts and must be studied as a unified organism,

4' (2) man has his being in a hurlan context, within a matrix of human inter-

actions, human objectives, and human values, (3) man is aware, (4) man has

choice freedom, and control over his own life,land (5) man is intentional,

seeking variety and disequilibrium (Bugental, 1964). Some of the people

who contributed to this orientation were William JaMes, John Dewey, Sigmund

,Freud,)Cari dung, Alfred Adler, M3x-Wertheimer, Kurt Goldstein,.Karen Homey,

Harpy/Sullivan, Erich Fromm, Gordon Allport, Carl Rogers, and Abraham MasloWo

Each perceived man within a humanistic orientation as follows.

91



William James (James, 1962). Man has choice or volition in an open

universe. Through will an decides A-ich thought, action, or object he

will consent to and givehis undivided attention. Those phenomena man

chooses will prevail in thought and behavior. A habit forms and will is

freed for another choice (choice or partiCulars). Man has other processes

beyond will or volition.which guide action and thought. One is the process

of "a priori synthesis"' (subsidiary awareness).

John Dewey. (Dewey, 1957). Man is the reformer.of his: own evolution;

his very actions and thoughts are instruments developed to creatively meet

, 'and re-shape the world. Life is not a series of reactions but rather one
O

of interactions, with man choosing his own behaviors, truth, and destiny%

Essential to Nan is freedom from authoritarian rule, ignorance, dogma, and

mechanistic views. Man requ,res an environment condicive to experimentation,

interaction, exploration, and -practice.

Si2Tund Freud (Ellenberger, 1970). Mal has a part of mind which is not

conscious but which influences his behavior and thought. /

Carl Jung. (Goblin, 1971). Man has two factors Within the unconscious,

the personal or individual, and the'collective which provides a natural

growth tendency toward higher values aild harmonious relations with the

universe. Man seeks growth, unity, and wholeness through awareness and

transcendence of opposites.

Alfred Adler (Ansbacher, 197n. Individual man exists in a social

context chaA'Vteeizedin part by an innate capacity for increasing cooperation,

participation, and integration. It is the healthy individual , with the/

ability to ake his own .choices,-who expands society. Man is .more motivated

'by future expectations then as experiences and wiT1 create fictional.

goals to guide his own. thinkin9 and b

Maxyertheim-r (Waoe,

922

t:ian is'a whole w?lo0.existence is 'not
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determined by individual elements, but who influences the part-process by

the intrinsic nature of the whole. Man is also a part of another universal,

whole.

Kurt Goldstein (Hall & Lindzey, 1970). Problematic behaviors are more

than mere symptoms; they are an individual's way of adjusting and ;coping with

his world to the be 1:b of his ability under the circumstances'. Each individual_

continuously strives-toward self-actualization, toward realizing his inherent

potentials along whatever avenues are open.

.Kurt Lewin (Atkinson, 1964). Psychological studies-should focuS on the

individual interacting within a field of dynamic relationships, rather than

on !statistical averages, Even a unique event may be lawful, and; such an

exception should be studied. The study of individual ,behavior must be

broadened to entail the total situation; it must see the person:in a context

or fi ld of experience. Each person. has a unique "life. space ", definedas

a psych logical representation-of his immediate environment together with

alternatIves or P'arriers which act upon him at any given Moment.

Karen Homey (Hall & Lindzey, 1970). Toknow another perSon requires

getting beyond his pseudo-self tb, the real self. The difference between a

normal person and one in conflict is a matter of degree. Social conditions

can either enhance growth or produce conflicts that halt or delay growth.

Harry Sullivan (Hall & Lindzey, 1.a70). Man cannot be separated from

the interpersonal situations which characterize human lifen !The idea of an

individual or "PersoOlity" apart from his relations with other people is

more an illusion than a. realii:ye

Erich FroMm (Matson, 1967). The life of an individual,is the process

of giving birthto'self. Man has choiCe and strives for fr'edom. In aware-

ness, man faceS loneliness and the void. .This helps unite him with other

people and nature. Society has a responsibility to provide the conditions

9 "
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necessary to fulfill man's essential, inborn natures -a nature basically

healthy. amd striving for growq. In return, ..the individual will provide
. ,the conditions necessary for otherr and the society to fulfill their

potentials.

Gordon tilport (Allport, 11960
. Psychology needs to stop restricting

and studying man within the confines of negative and pathological conflicts

and categories; instead the more positive aspects of love, health, friend-
r

ships,..aand values heed to be examined and emphasized. Man should be seen

less as controlled, and more as expanding toward freedom, choice, and self-

responsibility. Man is more complex than an be represented or measured.

Man operates inathe present, not the past, choosing future goals. To

understand man means understanding what the individual is trying to become

and do. There are two componentscof behavior: 7coping or adaptive and

expressive-or idividualistic.

Carl Rogers,(hgers, 1961). People can solve their own problems given.

the proper milieu,. because change and growth are implicit in the normal life

. process. The human organism'haS a positive basic tendency-to, actualize and

enhance self. Self is the way -a person perceives, values, and defines what

he iss within a, changing process of awareness; differentiation, and the phenom-

enological field. the organism is influenced by the environment and signi-

ficant others. Self-growth can be,enhanted or halted. If conditions are

imposed on self-worth the individual develops an incongruence between the

real self and pseudo-self.

Abraham Maslow (flash*, 1962, 1970). Man has,a higher nature as part

of his essence. This is best understood. through a holistic approach emphasizing

health and growth. Human psychological growtis- similar to other maturation,

processes; certain prerequisites rust be satisfied before natural development

occurs. How, a person satisfies his lower needs or prerequisites determines
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the possibility for later actualization ofahis higher capabilities. Man

has the potential to experience an understanding and aeceptance of self and

the universe. This is revealed'by his life-long effort toward mutual'growth.

Man is basically social and good, and is negativeonly'when normal growth

is denied or frustrated. The best social,environment is one conducive t6

growth and natural unfolding of inherent potentials, one which not only

tolerates but fosters individual choice and direction within the concept of

health and high.synergy (helping self helps societyOh'ich provides a more

conducive environment to.help serf). "')L,

Humanistic Developmental Theories
aa

Each of these contributors to the humanistic orientation perceived man

as struggling to maintain healthy development. Varying potentials were seen

within each individual, and given the resources and alternatives, people

were viewed as capable ef.enhancing self and 'society,: From these definitions,

and through research .emphasis on humanistic- individual growth, developmental

theories have- been produced in. the:'areas of -values, conscious awareness, synergy,

personality, cognition, motivation, and counseling, to name a few.. These are

further discussed-in an effort to clarify the humanistic orientation.

Values (CRM, 1971). Values according to Lawrence Kohlberg are both

relativistic and universal... They are reiativistic in the sense that each

culture. has certain norms, laws, and rules differing from those of other'

cultures on hiti to best guide individual behavior. What is legal (sanctions

in one society is of6.n not in another. Thete are'oarticulars of how,. like

'techniques in counseling, and provide focal awareness. Values are universal

in the sense that all cultures and individuals pasS' throUgh certain stages
o

or levels'of development. There is a universal pattern of growth from ego-

survival bound values to ego-transcending, universal 1,alues. This' development
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tOwarehigher, universal values evidences subsidiary awareness (why), like

the purpose of counseling.kto enhance life) which transcendS therfunctien

of the -parts (to facilitate counse i ing). Each culture therefore, like a'

cOunselar,..may use different palts (techniques), giving different solutions

and providing different 'Understanding, but all share the same purpose of

herlpingman live-in harmony with the'uniVerse. ,Peohlburg has described this
$1.

develOpmentarprocess of'values by delineating six stages and three overall

levels (see Summary Chart, infra).

Conscious Awareness (DeRopp, 1968). J. KriShnamurti (1972) asks if the

mind can empty itself of the known. Can a person empty his mind of the

answers already accepted In order to allow new learning to occur? To J.

Krishnamurti this- is the"impossible question".; for if a person says.yes or

'no, an answer has been given and the m!nd is filled agairi."

Children are taught early in this country to grasp fof. answers, to
.4o4

memorize, data,' and to'respondwithout Cluestioning'. Thjs provides, the

child-adult, With heeded itiformation for coping with the environment, but it

does not help th4child learn to retain'an 01)6 mind and create answers of

his own. 'Consequently., the child becomes an adult computer', filled with

.endless pages',of historical data often no longer appropriate to the changing

environment." A major salvatfpn'for the child comes from the normal mind'

limitations and' the easeO-rfn'which data "learned'' through. rote' memorization

is forg9tten.: Some freedom and flexikilitY is maintained thr(Sugh this

inherent Rind mechanic;: wn'ich 'refuses to retain. irrelevant data.

., :---

The mundane experience of everyday liviTtahowever,.sis habitually
.-,,,:

',-,

performed though'answering patterns taught years before. This is a sur-

vival mechanism. The mind cannot eradicate all data totally, for-',peOple

depend on past knbwledgc for survtvalmid sanity. Rather than to Focus on
.

. .

, ,

achieving a blank mind`, thd-r0Ore, it seers more aonopriate to seek an
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Expanded' awareness. To da this, to become more aware, requires an,opening

of mind, to see what is, not what people have believed or, alleged Was.

Like Mental health, this opening of mind cannot be forced or programmed,

though conditions may be established to enhance the process. AP atmosphere

of questioning and searching to understand, rather than Memorizing ansWers,

must be provided. 5'elf and the world outside must be're-examined, and past

definitions cast aside for fresh views and more positive feelings. The mind

must move away from analysis .toward,a higher state of consciousness, where

the mind clin be still, not analyzing, not grasping,,but allowing life to

unfold. The process is long ancr difficult, and few. attain beyond the first

staes. Robert DeRopp -defines five stages of consciousness (Summary Chart, 2,

infra) but in doing so points out that these stages remain only theoretical

possibilities to people who have not experienced them. No one can communicate

to another tra feeling of the.bigher levels of consciousness (subsidSary.

1

awareness). EacFi stage must be obtained to be fully understood.

Synergy-(Hampuen-Turner, 1970). In almost all of what man does, from

dreams to everyday liv.ng. he is, involved with other people.. Froubirth to

death man is surrounded by hundreds. in a world ofbillions, yet each person

remains alone. During man's host trying moments of life's process, and

especially at death, man -is alone, unable to share the 'experience within,

Some of this aloneness is due to huIan existene, the singularity of which

persistS despite the species' gregaripas nature aloneness, however,

is due to man's inability to interact synergistic manner with others

and-the environnient.

Attainment.in synergy-. rEguires a change io awareness and emphasis. Syn-

ergy means being-able to develop one's own -potential,fully and while doing,

, . .
.

.

so, toisimultaneously help'others and the group or society. to Which one

belongs. Accordingly, ,,iris concept holds that the strongest or healthiest

- 9`r
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group is not one which has a,sqngle leader or guru with numerous followers,

but instead is a group.of self-directed people working together: The road.

to synergy is the road to,freedom from fol °lowing and from belief that another

person has "the answer". Each person must choose his own path, finding

individual meaning during the travel (subsidiary awareness unfolding). There

is.no one personloutside self who can be a guide, for the real journey lies

within. It is from this journey within self that synergy emerges, paths

cross openly, and people meet. Hampden-Turner outlined the'process of

synergy with five levels and eight stages., Each stage has certain character-

istics related to development of the larger levels. ,eDevelopmeht of lynergy

does not require satisfactilin of all characteristics, but instedd requires

that growth i5 occurring in these areas and basically healthy functioning.

is in process., According to Hampden-Turnep, the individual first becomes

aware, reaches out, makes a contact and consequent impact, thus evoking an,

energy-joining response; this person then integrates the process and begins

again'in more depth (Ch'grt 3, infra).

Personality (Erikson, 1968), Personality is not born at full bloom but

must develop and open slowly, exposing self toeghe world like a rose t6'the

bee, for sharing and fertilization with others. Yet-Unlike a rose, which

tunity

%.

"is what it is", man. must learn tobe a human.irvan often far more complex

environment. As the child progresses toward adulthood, and the adult toward..

death, certain.capabilities o, int)erpersdnal. and intrapersonal sharing must

be developed in the proces'e Oftecoaiing a healthy human being. Often some'

of these capabilAtto are not developed and the person is forced to go on,
4 . .

slightly less actpjlized still somewhat potential. Other pebple do not

continue on, but bec me fixated in conflict, overcome by despair and defeat.

Growth slows down, health decreases, growth stops, until arpositive oppor-

is chosen and development begins again. The stages-missed,.however,

98
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cannot be returned to. The healthy body and mind that recovered from disease

and nongrowth still pay the cost of missed stages through the loss of

ignored potential.,, The healthy life process passes through eight stages as

depicted by Eric Erikson (Chart 4, infra).

CusitIon (Isaacs, 1972;- Pearce, 1973; Orensteirf, 1972). .The mind is
4

defined as man istperceived, and is nurtured accordingly. Platolbelieved

universals of thought were giver, from innately common origins. Through

dialectic questioning these universal ideas could be brought to ccinscidus'

mind. John Locke considered the mind to be avtabula rasa to be written

upon by the environment and lifers experiences, the'person becoming a

collection of reactions. Through programmed instruction, kAWledge could

be obtained. Leibnitl regarded the person as a source of Action, purposive,

and striving to learn th'rough.self-realization;'cognition was a part of this

process of self-realization. Cognition bebam'e the process and product of

knoWing and learning, enliaocod thr -ough a harmonious and resourceful environt:

meet.

It was -Jeah.Piaget who fin,ally anrived at a humanistic definition of-
.

Cognitive development within established "levels.of "how". He also wentta

t

step beyond to examine whY people learn atAll. He felt that mental. processes

were intrinsically. motivated to-function 'at a higherlevel. .Man, through

equilibration is always- seeking to actively adapt, and understand. self and

the envii'opment. Pi''aget described this process af-inward building-up in-

four stages, arriving at. a fin'di level depicting abstract reasAing And

rational thought..

.

Robert'.; Orenstein and Joseph Pearce feel there is more to thought than

captured by Piaget. To Orensteincognition as an act of knowing does not

stop,with abstract thinking, but hoes one level further- to'combint analytical

and hoTi-;stthinking or.intuition. Orenstein feels that ft was not the

9 .0
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analytical thought pebcess'ffiat allowed'Piaget to derive equilibration as

an answer to the question of "why" man thinks. It 4 a combined effort of

,

analytical and intuitive thought. Analysis imparts claritx to the problem .

and a Thod of search for an answeri intuition leaps the gap between

questioliand answer to create a highurlevel'Of knowing (Chart 5, infra

Motivation (Maslow, 1970). Humanistic pOchology believes man has the

ability to free himself from environmental controls through understanding,

awareness:, and choice. Humanistic motivation asks not only how particular

people learn or grow, but why.(inner subsidiary awareness). According to

this concept man is more than his behaviors; he is rather a highly complex'

creature of,many parts'. No mere physiological construct, he is endowed

with a psyche.

The environment is important in providing necessary resources for

healthy growth. If it does not,the frail humaR being in the early depend-.

ency and coping stages may falter and-stagnate. The child without love and

nourishment Is.like tA acorn without sunshine and/water; both-remain:

I.

"potential to become".

If given the necessary resources', man will unfold or actualize. Man

has within his essence an innate capacity. for.creating a synergistic relatton-
i

shiwith.the environment. Like an acorn, the child need only be given the..
. -4,

nutrients to become a healthy.dAdult. Neekess manipulation And control,.

'disguised,,as concern, get in the way. It is in the unbloeked'path of devel-
.

Opment that man pasSs through.a number of stages. These are described within

two categories of human interaction: basic need-coping and expressive self-

actualization.

The basic needs described have been found to be common to mankind, and

represent stages which man passes through in development toward higher, non-.

coping interactions. ,,true
to numerous self and enxironmental reasons not all
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individuals, in fact few, reach the highest expressive levels In most situ-

ations, until the lower expressive levels are reached and their needs'ful-

certain degree, man is not able to move or 'grow beyond. There

are however alternatives to fulfillment such as Man's awareness and choosing

to forego,fulfillment..of a need (Summary CFart 6, infra).

Counseling .(CarkhuTf4eBerenson, 1967). The ability of a counselor to

help people is frequently more hypothetical than real, as is the belief that`

counseling necessarily helps or enhances another person's growth and devel-

opment. In many cases, if not most, if-the client or counselee had gone

without counseling, equal change in healthy process would have occurred

when compared to being counseled. Change,does not rest with the counselor,

but within the counselee. ,In crisis,, or through choice, each person

determines hisown return.to health.

4 In this concept, the counselor becomes a, facilitator or advocate to a

person who has chosen to make changes in self. A criticaltfactor to look

for in the facilitator /advocate role is the level of functioning the

counselor is on. A counselor who is funCtioning at an ineffective level,

with distorted perceptions and lack of personal fulfillment, cannot-help

others find .a means to hOpiness and satisfactton in living. rp such a situ-

ation, the.counselor may,, use both his techniques and "his" client, to ,satisfy.-

o

counselor, egocentered needs rather than the self needs of the

Both the, level acid the direction- of counselordevelopment areiimpOistant

:Factors in the therapeutic 'endeavor. A counselor progressing `to higher

leVelsmay often model for and provide impetuOT the counselee-client,.,

while Ounselor who is regressing may pull the-client along with him to

unfathomable depths, losjng,beth selves within,a.quagmire of confusion

labelled therapy.

1

The leviel Ind direction of facilitative growth are critical to the

,
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counselor and counselep, Together they represent a core of interpersonal

dynamics in specific areas of ethpathy, respect, gendineness, concreteness,

and overall ability to assist self-enhancement. these core areas there
f4)

are five levels of functioning.. in order'to facilitate effectively, the

counselor/advocate must be on thesame level.or higher than the counselee

(Chart 7, infra).

Synthesis of Developmental Theories

These different deYlopmental theories any their related levels giVe

an indication of the vast resources required by human individuals in thel"1-

process of healthy growth. The levels provide a co n reference point

-,for understanding a process which continually changeg when the organism is

in a state of healthy growth. These theories provide instr ents for

examining the positive development of people through the whole ge spectrum.

These theories and their levels or stages have been combined the

"synthesis chart" to show the interrelatedness of the variou.s. areas'Of
,

human potential. Certain levels tend to correlate'with others. Using this
0

chart analysis, of a person.. and the environient can be made to ascertain

..

.what resources need to be provided: The. ,chartipay be used todeEermine

,when development has-been retarded or when tore'-initiate or enhance.the nor-

, mai process.

The chart is arranged in five levels. The first,three are considered.

"coping" levels, that reflect behaviors and aspects related to:defciency

needs. These need levels offer:a perspective of man viewed in normal,

everyday operation; they hint at,how he spends the major proportion of. his

time and energy. These needs displ'ay certain characteristics: (1) they 4

represent the unpleasant and undesirable; (2) they press for .heir own

elimination, reduction of tension, and restoration of equilibrium; (3) satis-'

fying them avoids illness but does not necessarily produce. positive growth;

9
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(4) satisfaction provides relief rather than pleasure; (5) they are*episodic;

(6) they are shared by all memb'ers of-the human species; (7) they dictate

dependence on others and the environment; (8) they demand problem-centlred
A

attention; (9) learning to.satisfy them is mostly habitual and reactive;'

and (10) they create need-determined or categorized perceptions of others,

and-the,environment (Maslow, 1968).

The fourth level is a transition point. It is here that the individual

person or group must go beyond everyday- habittial living and begin transcend-

ing normal limitation, creating a new "world-view". Terms such as analysis,

pOtency,,double awareness, and transcendence of dichotomies describe this

r;ealm. People,begin,to be humane and humanistic, going beyond satisfaction

Of loWer, basic needs, while harmoniously' striving to enhance others and

self .(synerNtgy).

The fourth level representS at once both a baiic need and a higher

need (fifth 4evel). It is ,a zone of transition in which the ,person chooses

to make a shift in life style and, World view. Here,:previous methods of

sa,tisfying lower needs no jonger.WOrk'effectively. -It is at this'stage that

'most people.stop. Thekdo not change, but .continue rather, using previOus

ill- fitting solutions, Unable .to make thii most- important shift, they dis-
4

continue growth. Their energies remain devoted to lower need satisfaction

..-4coPingliith the environment. Only occasionally do they experience a peak

moment, whelFa creativea,expression breaks' through. 'They have learned no other0.
a

way.

The fifth 'level comes from a, change in life definition and direction.

E.

° It is thle highest level, emphasizing self: At lower levels, following other

people's paths to knowledge (conformity) sufficed. On the fifth level, the

opposite'holds true. Here the person continues growth through self-derived'
t

choice and unfolding, rather than pre-deteinin d guidance and constraint.
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At this levc1:' each person. l'irldF 'the uniq,;e%le::s of self and 'begins expressing

it. Expression, creativity, 'life Apanded consciousness, and uni-

versality of the proces the e-ifo;-t's of man on this developmental

level.. These characteristic:; emcrg! froM the transition, dosFoing 'forth

,

like a .flower from a s.eed,cr butterfly from cocoon. Each person buds

according to his on spetlal\ -itrioutes when the 1i'fe-space is condUCive to

doing so. The environment mtKt to one r.'4f frecom, self- direction, responr

sibility to self and others openness, genuine-carinc: nd. loving understandin

The fifth level brings sef-actualizaton.
A,

In a health y environment, people are%carSable of reaching the fifth
.

level. in general, people have the potential' to continue growth even

beyond these ,conceptpal limitations, Man has, produced language, technology,

and other miracles. 'fan-can actualize sqlf A shift must occur in thinking
,

and approach. Societies, like man, may. reach,the transition Stage and grow '

beyond. Or they may .bece6le trapped by trying to use the old answers that
,

no long.6r fit. As in Zen_ the first importan.L- iS learning' to give up
. .4

the typical way cf thinkin and ei.isting.. A radical transformation is

requi red .

,z

511yinaa Chart ,.,-.1obmental.Theox'4As.

1. 'Values

s

1. Peconventiona7 Level: Right or wrong behavior is determined by
-6-dThra17-1E-e7Ts -enfOrcod pcver and reinforcement.

a

based on obedience and punishment.
Csurvi ) .

. . . .

Stu* f'. Moral rricn.'-eti-n t: based on instrumental satisfaction
t ofne' 3 cwn private neds (ego-centered) .

... -..,' ..

. 4

11. CorivrtiOnal.v,7.11: 'local .onder is determined by conformity, loyalty,
identity wiU a gT-Oup: .family or nation, Iiihtch is pef-celved as sig-:-

nificantly valuable in ils own,right, by maintaining group exPectations .1-

v
regardless of conseoo,,,,nces.

. (

1 0.:6'
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Stage 3 Moral orientation is based on being "good" by pleasing
and'conforming'for the approval of others'(pseudo-self
approval by others).

Stage 4:, This orientation'is based on "law and oroior", rules, duty,

I authority, and-strict maintenance of social order (authority),
1

II.1.' Post Conventional, Autonomous, or Printipled Level: Moral vaTues
and prinitples have validity and justification apart from the
authority pf groups. .

. .

Stage.5: Mora) orientation is based on social contract or legal-
istic free agreement, defined V. individuaq right and
agreed upon standards (code'of ethics and constitution).

Stage 6: Moral orientatim is defined by selfLchosemprinciples
of universality and consistency, based on reciprocity and
andequality, and the dignity of the human being as an
individual person. It is a level of respect and awareness
for life and the life process (universal-ethical subsidiary
awareness). ,

2. Awareness A

.Stage 1: Dreamless Sleep - Deep sleep without dreams.- Stimulitare
registered by the brain but the mechanisms. that render these
stimuli.cOnsciouS are completely inactive (recharge state).
Charact&istics of this stage are somnambulism and sleep
walking.

Stage : Sleep with Dreams: Nobsene, revelation, and fantasy cOmbine
to forma drama where the dreamer expresses versatility in
knowledge., capabilities,,and talents; he may be a playwriter,
producer, scene'painter, and actor - impersonator simultaneously.
The dreamer may remember these dreams,oi- forget them, not
'even being aware he liad dreamt three or four times during the
night. Those who do 'remember add another role, that .of
observer, watching "self" dream's unfold.(this moves awareness
to stage 4).

.

Stage Uakinsg Sleep-Identification. The-individual has no separate
awareness, but is lost in whatever he happens to be doing,
feeling, or thinking. Habituation guides daily existence
(becoming conscious of the .habitual pattern automatic ally,
but only momentarily activates the next higher stage).-

. ,

Stage 4: Self-Transcendence (self rememberifig). Double awareness of
being actor.and observer, an objective awareness of self,
'separate and outside the physical self and the-normally defined
limitations of/Mental-psychological self. SuccesS in awareness
at this level is not measured' by material, Outward achievement
or quantitative analysis, but ratierin terms of inner aware-
ness and quality of understanding.

7°
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Stage 5: Objective Consciousness-Cosmic Consciousness. An awareness
of life and order in the'universe; dualisms are destroyed.
"Taoistic" seeing is Predominant.

3. Synergy?.

Level 1: AWareneSs: of the environment, self-worth, and the perceived
ability to react anti act in order to make impact.

a. Perception: being observant, sensitive, empathetic, reality-
based but also seeing possibility of change, awareness of
others, and ae,Sthetic appreciation.

b. Identit being self-accept4g, haVingan honest'reality-
base perception of `self ", having self-insight and,.under
standing.

.

, .
.

c. Competence: satisfying the needs for mastery, willingness
,to act And take responsibility, anticipation of success,., not
afraid of,failure or set-backs, ease in maLing friends, belief
in ability to in'flyence events, and'a mission to' improve self
and the world. ° ,

,Level 2: Reachig.Out:' to otherS by activelyprojecting self with,
authenticity, intensity, and genuine risk.

d. Invests: with intensity and authentici ty, having charac-
k teristicsof.selfdisdlosure, biing straight- forward and direct,

less pretentioysicomthitment to larger' meanings,.self,expressiOn
easier admit'sioh of weaknesses and mistakes",. great powers of
work'and Concentration, depth of feeling and spontaneity,
naturalness, strong motivation, autonomousith divergent
thinking, involvement.

e. Suspending and Rfsking: susp&ilding self-contern,.toleration
of insecurity and existential anxiety, being more adaptive and'.
:spontaneous, capable of long-rangd risks, Osking, disapproval

.

"from others, objectively self-critical, greater\trust and faith
in others, undogmatic, liking ungttuctured situations and
ambiguity,-can face the unknown with less fear,,has flexibility.

f. Bridging the Distance: more loving in signifiqant relation-
ships, capabll'of open conflict, able to relate to all ages
and kinds of'people, able to experience the needs of others,,
concerned with international assistance, having a feeling of
identification with all humanity, andseeRing to discover
novel areas in life.

Level 3: Impact: A person's efforts at reaching out are received and
responded to or acted upon by being shared o' denied. This
is the level of confirmation or rejection, success or failure,
where self-confirmation may be found and new meaning is
invested into the environment.

o



g., Self- Confirming and Self-Tray eitkjigi Impact: the:indi-
vidual ,at this level excites a d d Curbs ,people, is behavior-

has little self-ideal discrepancy, is fair minded, a 'leader,
skillful, influential, and values self- realization. This
,person now' helps others "unfold" rativr than imposing, and is

:aware there is no guarantee of success. He transcends ego-
personality and raises 'the self-condept others with self-
disclosures. He has a high. capacity for frustration and
deprivation, and is1capable or achieving self-need gratifi-
cation.

/

: ally controlled by self-cOncep er than another.,`,'s perceptions,/

Level 4: 'Vitergy: . This level provides reconciliation. of apparent
opposites following impact. Through dialectic confrontation
and a struggle to, understand, a relationship is created where .

-the whole is more than' just: thesum of parts.

h . Hi her S ner : characteristics of'better problem solving,
transcendence of dichotomies, .insistence on self-rights Ai-16
respecting _the rights of others, influenced more by equal status
associates rather than authority, greater involvemelit, cooper-
ative,-friencily, firm but. just, close relationships, with signi-
ficant others', nurturant, dyadic leLding of oth's to mutual
help , wi 1 i.i ngness' to fight for What- is right, capacity to
withstand...situational hostility, and likeable.

Level 5: Integration: This ;level provides feedback, ee-evaluatioii of
the environment 'and self-image, and Integra-C.ion of experiences
by using unifying concepts which emerge frOrn the dialectic
encounter to *expand consciousness.

. ... .
i. Inte 'ration of Feedback to Form New Com lexit : character-
istics.are expan e consciousness, more inc usive perc tion
and 'integration, more understanding of di lemmas , mista es and
conflicts, rbutual disclosure, creation of a private, u verse
of meaning, greater valuation of intelligence end e atio,n, A

greater ability to abstracts wider frame of refe , ce, autonomous
yet universal code of ethics., new capacities further .work

° and .grOwth, More .self-uni verse responsib411. y, and -More complex
_.' yet simple, ..

4. Personality
.

Stlati...: Trust- vs. Mistrust (Years 0-1): D.uring this year the -child
is very. dependent on the parents, especial ly the. mother. If
the mother's care is qualitatively dependable and predictable
with concern and love,..the child develops a'sense of trust.
Trust development is the first requirement to beginning an
interpersonal relationship.

.

Stage 2: Autonomy ;is. Shame and Uoubt (Years 1-4): Having achieved
trust the child begins to develop a sense of autonomy or

' -independence. He begins to explore, to move away f.rbn the
constant need for parental securitY,e,and.ts assert a grow:ing
self more consistently. if the parents,,.lovingly.i-eassure the



9
child, anti 't,:cingflune methods qf
guidaoce, this i-utqnorri is -:-'osterod. If discipline is too
severe, okfaii-u;e occ!:,s toe often without redSsurance,
the child d6ve3 ops ,i)Cxtt. self.

.

Stage 3: initiative 'Mi..; is the stage where
.

the al Ldrbegirs.- sncntuneousl explorwing expressing-
his npttWal ',:trivins-in novel v.-apf, if control is. tto rigid
or severe the ci',11O m,:ty develop guilt, giving up and submitting.
to parental-socic copformjty. If parental- social,
contro4 is not 1.:e forceful and does not produce fearof,making.
mistakes, the -,A,balance in which he can test
reality (as seei:. his or perceptions and thinking), and
can accommodate t-o demand.

Stage A: Industry vs. Wec'io1-1,y (Yea 6711): Secognition is gaihed
from ledrningte produlto accompl'.'s4 things, to attain
goals,,: and comp fete to If th.d euirenmeht is not
overlYdemndiqg alt tics net challenge beyond the child's
capabilities, a see of self-osteeMbegins developing as
.he Completes the 7e'cc.,':ed vcjects in life. At this time
peer-relationships also begin, and much of the opportunity or
non-opportunIty to develop friendsHps is based on the child's
ability to perom industriously. It is in this stage that

. the child be9ins .learning.meanIncful adult roles to be played
later and.n,nds hea';i:hy guidancE, and -iris els to observe. If
the-child is unbr*arer!-, let developer, or unable to observe
and meet,peer-a-ental,stndards, he develops. a feeling of
inferiority.

Stage 5: Identitj DifFusion (Years 12 -15):
By now, skills :ann taIontsinve.Eegun oBlossom, 'along with
sexual- maturitl =aid social roe learning.. Peer group infiu-

. ence- is pore important: the 'adolescent is less dominated
Q by parents. , Relation hips lyith the opposite sex increase in

importance, iAC the der;th o'F love and friendships, with signi-
ficant other provides reflection and clarification of one's
identity'... if identity cafinot-be achieVed, or roles not easily
tried-dnd discarded to find:the-appropriate one the person
may mairttain 4 ':,wstsnt effort to be exprienced by others,,
told who he ie IthDuA bc.

c .

Stage 6: Intimacy ql.isok-,ition, ;Adult Life):-- The person must first
have !7ense of identity, From this base, '
he begins ',:oncern yond extending. to others.ra With 'Awl:if:cant 6tners.the.pon is able.to commit self
more successfully. rm ionjerneeding to seek relatienships.
that,will idoti'ty as in adolescence., The commitment
is one .in deem, with tn experiericrr of ego,abandonment, often
producing amtioty unless the peyson has developed a healthy
identity of .self. This is a staoe of tremendous mutual trust'
and sharing Cr finding- melninc; in lite, finding occupatfon,

1

and taking on civic responsibility. If there is oo much .fear
involved,inself ahatIdonment, or if ones identit, is not firmly
established, anXicty may induce an isolation and .reoccupation
with
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Stage 7: Generativity vs. Isolation (Adult Life): This stage shows a

further extending of interests' and ego-transcending., A
creative and productive urge in family and work begins 'to
evoke selfless caring, concern for otherS, the world, and
what can be given or left behind to mankind. Relations of
family increase in depth, financial security is gained, and
leisure time provides new areas for personal expansion.
Inability to 'find one's work or calling, or unhgppiness in the
fanfily relationships , may lead' to feelings of desr5air, stag-
nation; compulsive ltexuality, and a sens'e,of Interpersonal
impoverishment.

Stage Ego Integrity vs. Despair (Adult Life"): .Here the person finds
fuller meaning in life, iixpAnding his concern to embrace th'e
communitp-of mankind, universals: The person accepts life
and self for what they`are and have been, knowing changes
have occurred and may again, he recognizes the validity of a
self-chosen life style, and sees the perspectives and life2 styles of others as having meaningful validity also. One
can look upon life's process with memory, accepting the. pain
and' !dichotomies, knowing it was all meaningful, because in
self-reflection the person is satisfied with who self -FS.
With this, the person can openly face the existential void
of nothingneiss and death. Inability to see life's process as
meaningful and valid produces a possibility for existential
despair.

5. Cognition

,. Level 1: 'Sensorimotor (0 to 18 months): At the outset of this level,
mental processes are centered 'around reflex responSes and
and isolated schemata. Within a month or two from birth these
schemata begin to come together. This associative quality
allows the child to be less at the mercy of impinging environ-
mental stimuli and more able to initiate self behavior. Objects
at first'appear ephemeral, no longer existing after being
removed from physical sight. Later, permanency develops and

'the child searches actively to,find what was once there. The
learns to think about things no longer there, to invent;

c crat'end use imagination.

Level 2.: "Preoperational- (19 months to 7 years,): Imaginative play combines
with exploration and experimentation, providing_ enriching exper-,
iences that. hel'p organize and re-organize the child's, already
established world view. Symbolic thought provides a means of
active mental, manlpulation. "Things" are sti,11 in a state of
flux and non-constancy since words and images are not clearly
articulgted into* concepts and rules. The child remains ego-
centered, unable 'to anticipate how another person might per-
ceive something.

Level 3: Concrete Operations (7 to 11 years): The child in this stage
is able to form mental representations of, actions in series
and can distinguish qualitative relations as nod being absolutes
but rather comparisons -(e.g. darker, noisier). Planning to
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group organizations, or submttsion to authoritarian rule.
It, like all basic needs, is satisfied according to individualand cultural means, 'healthy or not.

LeVel 4.: Esteem Needs: The last basic need is self-esteeM and esteem
for others. It is a mutual high evaluation, a feeling of
adequacy, achievement, and mastering of the environment. It
is often synonomous with respect, status, attention, recunition,of feeling dignified. It too; however, may become unbalanced
when self- esteem becomes secondary to beinTesteemed by others,
or experiencing the here and now becomes secondary to being
experienced.

.94+

' Level 5: S Tf-Actualization/The Hi her Nee /Ex ression of Self: Thisnext nee pro uces a ra ica c ange in e person, or now 4
is. operating on a level of psyche fillfillment. Here man
b.egins, the, search fulfill his own nature, to answer .his
calling or to actualize his potential. it reached by a.
small percentage of people; however, many peoplearm in the
process toward this level. These self-actualizingjpeople arenot without faults. They are often cold, angry., lonely, filled
with conflict and fear of the existential void, Their perceptions
often extend into realms of reality Impenetrable to others.

7. 'Counseling.

Level 1: Discussion is nbt about persOnally relevant Material. ,7he
therapist retards the growth of the'client by trying t6 satisfy
his own needs. The client is severely disturbed and is

.

essentially,immune to constructive human encounters. Extremelylong term assistance is probablp.

Level 2: Personally relevant material is discuss 0-in a mechanical
manner. The therapist is still damaging or may detract fromj. healthy problem solving. The client is distressed and his
perceptions of the world are distorted,

evel 3: The counselor is.minimally facilitative to the usituationally"
distressed client. Voluntary discussion of personally relevant.
material is evident with increasing emotional prOximity .(begin-
_fling to feel what is said).. This is the minimum effective level,at.which most people operate during mopentsofstress.

.. .

Level 4: PerS'onally relevant material is introduced freely with temotioIlalproximity. A person on,',thislevel has ch,d'acteristics of 'pofrancy-
impact, relates effectilely, and facilitates others. Many 1.

counselors do not operate on this leVel a* cannot-help othersdo the same. i.

. .
.

.

.

0
.

.Level 5:
,

On'this level, personal disclosure is associated with aspontaneous,active, inward probing about the feeling or experiences 9f self,
others,,and the world. The person on this leVel is invoWed in
sharing a lifelong search for actiolization of self end others.This is a rare person and postibly even rarer counselorl

A
116
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Analysis of the Environment

Awareness, choice,. wholeness, unity, self-actualizatibn, synergy, and

personal interaction are all concerns in the humanistic orientation. The
a

focus is on growth and positive human charac risticswithin an environment

conducive to selfenhancement. the search is for alternatives which might

help people place more emphasis on health than sickness, cooperation their

competition, and on choice rather than control. Allowing real;self to

emerge over pseudo -self, rather than trying toforce its characterizesotte_

humanistic approach to helping.others:
,

,

Underlying thise-qualttfes is a generalotheme of inherent goodness, Or

at least!neutrality;-in man. tiin is not seen as a7 negative, uncontrolled

svabe'who must be prodded into sharing with others. Threats, control, and

I

'over-emphasis on socialization Weaken thisolnherent ability to maximize the

positive abilities. Mdch of what Is wrong with man has'its origin in presently

acceptedolegative defimitions of him whIch.imply a need to shape his life

toward a pre-established goal.

No one person or culture knows what is best for everyone. There is no

way to determine what characteristics best fit an indivi-dual to become

capable of benefitting self as other Mott people are unable to deterMine
.

best characteristics to benefit themselves, let alone decide for otheq.

People are individualsO-each in some ways different from everyone else, yet

sharing commonalfties too. Urged,by this uniquenesS, man reaches. out to
. ,

explore his commonalities with others",
. Freedom to fol3ow this tendency is

ionatewith the humanistic 1

nistic environment. It fosters individuality and it,

affords freedom to choose modes of aftaining,the common goal of living

together as a true community o4eople.

A humanistic environment is a concept,.not necessarily a reality. fl.t

I 6
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stands as agoal yet to be acnieved'within institutions and in this nation.o

Its weakness rests not with the philosophy but rather with the means being

used for its iMplemeptation., People cannot be free, learn to make choiceS,

or become.self-actualized in a system that is prejprogrammed and inflexible

Control by a-few who .claim to:know what is best i not self-Choice.

Desipning a humanistic environment requires a radical change. It cannottl
b6 done through token efforts. To attain the higherlevels (fifth levels)

of the human developmentrprocesses
requires a shift ih thinking.-.A world0\

.
view must be sought from new perspectives. Ikperson cannot develop intuitive-.,.

.

* icreative thought processes through memorization of data nor with a totally.

technical mind. Creation impliek A shift and break from the mold. So, too,

do self- actualization.; synergy; and transcendence beyond the egoorealm. So
.,

does hilmanisticgrowth. .

Regretably, the environmenttoday in mostApstitutions is not conducive

to humanis.tic growth. In mAt cases uie opposite is true. The environment

today 1s shaved too restricti'Vely, in accord with.behavional concepts, focus-

ing on.Conditioning, consequencbs, and control. It is an environment that

owes too much to the'Darwinfan c6i;,Icept'of competition and sureKcal of the

fittest. Men emptlasize coping, and define fitteet accordingly in terms of

power,'status, wealtn,'and oretige. The irititutions toe, relfect this9

Man issr operating 'within a conducive er,vironment. He is busy being

inanipulated and controlled and is grossly unaware.
co)

People in gene,-al do riot know how to crea',.e a humanistic environment.

O

They must learnvhow through trial n, error, feedback, and change. From this

process `of trying, they could learn. But' to do. sd requires freedom td.

experiment and'to make mistakes. It requires an environment that in'itsel.tICS
V7

- definOs ::hie mistakes as st4s toward a 'higher state of Understanding in

the n &jai gr ith process. Thus far thereare feweinstitutions which ,offer



this support. Instead, institutions tend to Verbalize a humanistic philo-

sophy while using behavioral and social control Humanistic philosophy

becomes little more than a disguise for perpetuation of simplistic, Unpro-

ductive techniques for rendering humans amenable to control. The transition
A

does not really happen; the institutisOd says one thing and does another. A

1975'sehool paMphlet on student rules and responsibilities clearly illustrates.

this duality of philosophy and performance. The philogophy in the handbook

emphasizes the importance-of choice and-responsibility (acceptance of conse-,

quences) , as determinants in providing the'bavis of human dignity and worth.

Choice and"responsibility are propdunded as rights of the students, which,

if usu ed by any person or system: would contribute to the destruction of

human dignhy. The duties'of:students, however, conflict with these rights.

The duties of students e to "comply" with the rules, to "pursue the

prescribed course of tudy" by using the "prescribed" textbooks, and "submit"

to authority. The transition from verbaliZtng a humanistic. philosophy to
. e.

cyatin a humanistic environment is not made. . 4

'IL

Culture

A cultbre, like a person, is 4. moi'e or less consistent pattern of

thought and action, with particular goals and a conglomeration of experieices

(Benedict, 1934). If the-culture is genuine and viable, it demonstrates aatr

unified and consistent attitude toward.the positive, unique, end intrinstc

worth of persons and life. A genuitne culture meets the standards of achieving

human. (humane and humanistiO ends, encouraging liberation. of human spirit

(psycho) individally and collectively, of technologies being subordinate to

indispensable huMan services,and of its. institutions being harmoniously

designea to -produce both the necessities and the estence human"

existence (Morris, 1961).

In this sense the United States does not yet have a genuine and viable
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. culture established. It has Only the potential.- Growth and progress have

occurred in some areas, bOt not in otLrs. In general, the culture has

developed to a point at which transitions are needed. For the majority of

people, basic needs at the lower two lerls have been satisfied.- Our people

and their institutions are now at the threshold of the third level. The

culture'is searching to develop love and belongingness, identlfication,

mutual trust, and social order. But this is also a country ofhabituation,

conforMitY, authoritarian control, and exploitation of self and others.-

Belongingness often becomes ownership and control; identification becomes

ego= mutual trust becomes over-zealous dediCation to others and justifi-.-
.04

cation of any means; and social order becomes slavish obedience.
,

PeoplJkneed to learn healthy ways of interacting with* opers and with

the environment. Synergistic behaviors must be modelled, and circumstances

favoring emulation of the models must be acilitted. Each person must'be

responsible for his own growth and positive fulfillment of these needs..

Perhaps then a unified culture of many parts couhd form and endure, o.0aible*'

-
,

of.making the-transitions because healthier-attitudes and methods had been
,

developed. It is people,myriads of persons; who have designed and executed.

what "is" today. Their prOblems, drug abuse included, are symptoms of thdir

culture. When this country has 560,000 drug addicts-, 9 mil1ion-alcoholics'

and problem drinkers, 4 million people considered antiesocial,,5.6 million

emotionellYdisturbed,children and teenagers,' 10 million neurotics, and 6.5

million pebplf considered mentally deficient, there is a reason (Coleman,

19;2). if In:roneyear we have 20,600' murders, 55,210 forcible rapes,

441,290 robberies, and 542,720 assaults, there is a reason (Uniform Crime

Reports, 1975). When over one million children suffer and 2,000 die each

year from abuse and neglect, there is. a reason (Besharov', 1975). That

reason is pedple.

116
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People react aggressively to others and to thelenvironment when healthy

, growth is frustrated or stopped., They, are on a "down" cycle and-can't find

, P)a way back "up". They perceive "thee s.vste m" as one wnith is hostile and

uncaring. They have learned much from abuse by others and..the3i. retaliate.

Many resort .to. self-abuse throUgh drugs and psychosomatic.physical illness.

Many retreat, choosing "insanity" over facing the pain involved in non-,

growth.. Everyone is responsible. Each person eitablishqs an environment

according to hi's own world view, The culture will chan§e as people change.,

There is rho excuse for this culture (its people) not to make the necessary.

transition. The previous stages have been negotiated. Positiye growth. can

continue., The resources and ,knowledge, are available. But all this 4requi res

shift:' Different priorities.%hiust be adopted.' Humanistic ends must be

envisionid and means by which to realize' them must be created,t The envi row-

merit must be clearly perceived as it now is; then the alternatives may .be

conceived.
) ./

The Environment

.
.What gi ves marl- freedom in -any 'environment ii phoi ce. Choi ce# is an

.,. ... 0. .,
. .

inherent characteristic of man'. Unlike the other enimals, he 'is provided'
. .

s'

with few, if .any, instincts that. might...guide and, cOntrol- his .bdiavi ors. He
, ',-- ,

has' been. freed to' learn, and forced to make choices; Eveniqo refrain from, .
. , c

choosing:Vs a emi°, a choice of relinquiShing the selfdecision-m'aking

capability.

In. ordel".to-,,choose, Man must, first be aware of alternatives. ..irhee.are.
a

al ternatives-I.within himself and 'in the,. ertvir.onment. He must know his own
..d. , '

.).:
. 'c omp e ten ci e s :, From the. learning produced during \tria1 and.ertor problem.

N ,
tsolving, He must tie skilled i'n zis'sessing reaiity..ariO, if necessary,, in,

,s

cNtting possibilities that did not before exist. For his choices must provide

more than adaptability; man reshapes himself and the world through choice.'

11 7
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The environment provides this learning.
o

But choice may become illusionary.. When alterpatives Are only

variances of sameness, or,when enticing consequences. establish habitual-
,

108
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selection, choice becomes respoAe, a reaction to conditioned stimuli: This

is no longer choice, nor even a semblance. It:is,an illusion, maintained
.

through positNe:reinforcement, designed to keep man operating within pre-
1

established limit,. As longas man behaves according to. prescribed social-
. .

ization,'he sustains this illusion of freedom. When he does'not.behave

- accordingly, %tie faces nAative consequences and punishment (Skinner, 1971).

-Phjs has become.the "American way"; TOday's institutions are based on'a
a

dpmbined system of punishment and positjve'reinfvrceMent. For man to be

freed, he must understand how he is controlled and seek alternaties.;
..

. .

`PunishMent. PunishMents may be overt or'subtle; ranging from jail to

placement in'a,hursing'home, from-lots of material possessions to denial of

opportunity to earn a.living, from death incapacitation of psyche. Norms,

rules, and laws are supported by punishment.: Seldom, if ever is aaperSon

praisedfOr obeSiing.the law, but he is punished when he knowingly. breaks

Nor is the law "fair": It issacohtrolling device, designed to meetathe

needsof the majority. Norms, rules; and lays operate best in A culture of

lower level development; they eventually :conflict and detract from higher

levels, of development unles:s they are etremely, flexible and susceptible to.

change:.
a

Reinforcement: Positive rein,o.cements in this cqltu 0 are fpr the

MOst part external. .The ;fritri rsjc. reinforcements ofhappiness, satisfaction
(1

off, t riosity3 self-g'rowih; and Jove: .have.beeratoo little used as natural.
. 0,

positive, contingencies, Instead, they are mimiikied, becoming pseudo-intrinsic

motivators useq in negati-ve reinforcement or control through threat of denial
a

06thdrawal, The intrifiS,ic reinforcements thus imitated can, like the
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lower needs, becuile substitut.n preventing positive growth (e.g. happiness

beeomesoleasure, loVe be-..;gmes rixoactati)..

Extrinsic rPinfOrCeMCntS cocrae pursteant to four .major .5.chedules

'Some schedules control the pAson's .)ek'iavior quickly hut must be continued

to keep control in 4.3ect-(continui reinforoement).. .0thers are. more subtler

andslow in deVelo3ing,
potilnu-extinct-,on throughout a:lifetime, the

..persoCremaining unaware of.the..control or unable toperceNe any alternaT

tives.(intermittent reinforcemen, Aist- institutions use the latter form.

The foUr basic schedules.are: (1). xedinterval, (2) (variable- interval,

(3) tixed-ratio, and (4.) Variable-ratio,
I 4

.

The fixed-interval provides reinforceMent at regul,ar time intervals,

regardless of the number of emitted respoilSes. This is exemplified in the.

weekly wage, quarterly grades, yearly vacation, and twenty-year i'etirement.
. ,

The behavior resOlting'froll th:s schedule Is.esPpecially s,table, varying only,

with th'e length of the the type and amount of reinfuecement,

'emotional circumstances,'ed the deprivation level of the 'organism.' In this

schedule the rate of response tends te be low for a period Of time .after the
,.

reinforCement, accounting for low production on Mondays., .ol,lowing:a.vacation,

or at the beginning of a new school quater:
tl

The variable-thtenal schedule-elimnates this low'probability of,response

following reinforcoMent, Here, reinforcrent OCCUfS at different interval,

'based on an.., average or nr time elapsed. One interval may be a day, another,

two weeks, diving an.averaifl.wCe0y reinforc :tent. This is charaCteristic:.

of on-the-spot evalu'atcons. fir raises (...-reneWa: of contracts or surprise

bonus quizzes school. Th;:; 'eadtly associate&with rein-

Xorcement thrt,ugh ounlshment avcid,?.vce. Withrs3 quality control inspections,

tax audits, and unexpected parental visitations to see if the children'ae
P

hehavinproperlyi Tnes
checP.-points to find out if a person

has maintained the approprial behe.viors. fhe nershn neyer knows what to '1

11
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expect or whet.e. Under kis schedule.mest peop ,'s performance is remarkably

stable, uhform, and restant to et'nction,
_ .

A third schedule no. longer concerns 'itself Wien time ihtervals,but

focuses on or a qe'rtain number of responses.; The fixed ratio",

reinforces the person after a..icertai !rmber of appropriate responses.
'1 4.

jenerallythe' ratio is small at first (-115 or even 1:1) and then increases

to make phenomenal deman.t. be rate of response is limited only by the,

eventual fatigue or train imposed on organism: In the everyday world

t'his rat a is )!tsee in piecework Salaries,"CoWhisSion on sales, and points
d

or partial grades giVen on papers-phd,completed parts Of projects. As krith

the fiXed-i,nterk?all schedule, one Weakness is evident. Pepple find it diffi-.

c4ult to get started at first, and -usually m9st' pour in make-up efforts as

the rethforc,-.rells pair;':, draws nearer (cramming for exam) .

e
The varia!ple-ratic -Iminates the flat,spcts encountered-with

the fixed-ratio sthedule, thus hair e;n4ng an extrem6y high rate of response,'

which often occurs eves during rbihiorcemn . This schedule ,varies the ratio

bver a consikWra...,1 range 1 2 : tqrst,.then 1:50 or 1.:-/'5 or IO.W.', The '

person is unable t:o pr till.:'; ken roloreement will. ocdUiYhence responds

indefinwly 311itewaitio.;4i h,,Timi ..

, Evy hapben an moment. .GaMblerS'are

typical,responeeNts to this -edule a-::: at? .lany. extern,allY. Motivated or

materiel istiJ mot5vetd ts 7,!os(ciant-. Gold.miners, buSiness.

entreplim-,.;, t1W1 sj:are sch4dule, each taking

hisehanGes tr,ying and nev!..:r in becoming a

, .

succesc. Oftenz.4rne this s ...) ;he scnedW, .e for drekers, risk-

take-rs, :;-,d, tfahs4tion-qtcd,:-!(;,,,
. ,

Usua,1.; 0-ere than nh'..,,,..hedul',1 of.rt,ie,urcenent. E.: opratingto condition

a ?erson. Se.ha4o1r,s 6,-6 cobibin-!d 00 e,;-en other. or nay be combined with
. , i

puhishnlent: The nerzloo is reilforetd t, do ,-:11,1t i . expkted and Is punished

1 2
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If he does not. The choices become what type of reinforcement? flowmuch?'

When?

Schools

iSchooli. are perpetuators of knowledge and data. The knowledge comes

through the process, of learning, problem solving skillS, which in .turn gives

rise to motivation for tprther_search:

Answer, and communicate the findings..

,Knowledge is learning to question,

Knowledge is the process of problem

solving that is, leaAed,throu'gh'identtfying a problem, seeking'alternative

solutions, ,creating newintegratibns; researching, Communicating, and re-

designing the problem. Knowledge exercises subsidiary awareness, 'Data is

. .
, the final product derived from knowledge. Data strengthens focal awareness..

It The American" schOol system generally emphasizes focal awarene%S. Schools
,

..teach data; they' require stild4nts to memorize data; and they measure regurgi-
, 0

tation of data. .The Pt;.tducts derived from knowledge are often viewed as more

important than the problem solving protess:. Schools in,thissense°teach-a

"history' of the learning process, not the process Itself.-,It is',a lower,

level of learning similar to the,lower levels of human AneculturalTrewth.

It teaches-ways of coping and adjuSting to the controlling envfronment

5Frather than how to express self ondtrapScend'imposed limitations.
, .

Aosi,schoolsare institutions of control. They emphasiie obedience,

conformity, security, socialization; habituation, mechantcal interaction,.

authority, and competition. School is compulsory for most youth and is pre-

designed to generate adult-chosen competencies'. Degrebs and grades are

offered as,teinfOrcements; and denial of access to certain vocational goals

is.iheld up as a potentiT punishment. When the, child cannbt adjust, it is-
.

viewed as the child's,problem, seldom the fault of the system. If students

ar'e truant, they are threatenedth punisliment and forced.to return.

12.,
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The schoolsehave become a self-perpetuating
system using control as a

means of maintaining this perpeUation. Wh,ep Students rebel by dropping

out, or by purpoSeful detruction of the systerri, further control has been,

. *the answer. In general the schools fatl to realize that the rebellion may.-

be healthy frustratibn
expressed by4eople who are constrained within a system

that neither listens to nor cares about-the person.

For example, in an dsse'E-sment of loca:1 needs for counseling in elementaiv

schools (Ashland'- June, 17.5, teache'rs reported the following problems most

frequently Manifested by h'ildrenrwi0 probleM,behavi rs: poor peer relation-.

ships,',,poor 'sel.f-concdpts, aggression, hyperactivity, lack of,self-control,

withdrawal, lack of motivation, and lack of persoPal'responsibility. An
.

. /verage of 3Children with, major p?''Oblems .and 2.5,With minor Problem were

reported in each Classroom; The most frequently suggested solutionetodeaT

with these prodl6ms was the services of a counselor. Less.poptilar solutions

were lower cldss' loads,. more aides, more remediation, more tralliIng more

physical educatfon., and vnoljcrchanges. Here, as tn most schools, the

problems of these children
were considered solved by counseling or teaching

the child to adjust better to.the school system. Counseling these children'

meant further adjustment-ef
their selves to fit the 'system. ;It was not

recognized that poor peer relationships and
self-concepts might be ettrIbUted

to the competitive nature.of the system; or that aggression could stem from

frustration of self7growth;'or
that hyperactivity and lack:of self-control

and responsibility Weredisplayed because the children were bored.-

Students (and teachers) within the School system have become mere

products. To be properly stamped with approval (degree), they"must demon-
,

strate pre-determined competencies whether these are relevant to real needs

or not: To facilitate implementation of the required data and competencies,
';7

the school-S have been diidedeinto grades, the v into-hours', and kn6wledge
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divided into parts. Behavioral management plans with specifically selected

reinforcement schedules are iMplemented to further persuade students to

become competent products. Counseling is offered to those whO are'at all

recalcitrant toward moving in these dictated'directions. And finally,

special classes are forced upon many whc are not learning as the schools

expect. ,Should all this fail, the student is expelled, dismissed, and

labelled a failure.

The schools do teach students certain cognitive skills and data. The'

education system provides the student with the proper socialization needed

to survive and cope in this cultural environment. Schools offer students

a common place to meet and interact. As an institution of continuing study,

it keeps students out of the work force, away from home, and off the streets.

It provides opportunities.

'.Emphasizing cogniti/e-focal learning, however, the schools provide few

alternatives. Students who choose to develop in other areas of human growth

suchas self or the'creative arts are left to find resources outside.the

system: Teachers tend to teach the way they were taught and to'teach only

what they know. Seldcm are they capable of preViding alternatives. Seldom

are they encouraged to do so. They are hired because they fit within the

existing structure.

While training the mind, the'school is stunting the self or psyche.

:It is doing so because of the means t uses to teach. It is doing so because

v.the subsidiary message with the focal data is telling the studemff that they,

are incapable of guiding. their own liye and of learning to learn. Students

are being taught to be passive recipients' of data accumulated and,taught by

eXperts. They are being "cured" and tree ed as though they were diseased,

rather than being viewed as healthy, needing only alternatives and freedom

to choose for self.

rU
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To most of these students, learning, as it was "done-to-them", stops

after school. Without.the system to reinforce them and control their choices,

they simply stop trying. They do not believe in their own abilities to

learn without a teacher or'class model, nor do they have the original child-

like motivation and desire to know and understand. They have been taught

the data focally and taught dependency subsidiarily.'

Learning has stopped for these students after they left the system

because self growth stopped for them while they were in the system. The

emphasis in school was on the "mind". The psyche had been ignored. If

given the freedom after school they no longer know how to respond; they have

never learned. They have been taught through word and action that learning

takes place in a highly structured pecial environment away from normal

experiential situations. They have been told that teachers know best.

They have been told their attention spans do not extend beyond forty-five

minutes. They were told that a degree is prerequisite to being "OK". They

have been separated from others-of different ages, been taught to compete,

and have learned to ignore their peers who sat beside them. They have been

reinforced, punished, and shaped into learning and being what' others have

chosen for them.- They have seldom been asked what they wanted, nor given the

time to find self.

Families

What is wrong with the schools is wrong with families and with every

institution Of this culture. At, one parent-school administration meeting

in this local area, adults had gathered to determine what was wrong with

the school system. The parents felt that students had not been given enough

responsibility. Locker areas had been closed to students in the early

mornings. There had been a lack of communication, lack of a challenging

and stimulating curriculum, too much emphasis on competition, a lack of

1.2'1
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homework employed to teach self-discipline, and a lack of trust. The parents

wanted a.certain type of education for their children. They had spoken up.

But in all this, where had been the students, the children? .1-lad anyone

asked what they wanted? Why had they not been involved in these discussions?

If the students had been asked to participate, could they have done so?

Would theyhavehad the necessary skills in decision-making and communication?

It is doubtful. It takes time and practice to learn self-direction, and

students had gotten little opportunity for these at schbol or at home.

They hesitate when asked to make self decisions, being confused and unsure.

This hesitancy is used against them, defined as a state of, inability to

learn how to guide self rather than seen as a temporary hurdle daunting

them because choice is seldom offered. As one parent had put it during the

same adult-schuol meeting, a person does not allow the Inmates to make

policy and run the system. That, regretably, to many parents, teachers,

administrators, and students is how the child-student role is defined.

One of the reasons schools have a hard time changing is parents.

Parents are over- critical of innovative efforts and are usually less,con-

cerned over inadequacies already sanctioned by tradition. They do not

expect the school's philosophy to differ greatly form theirs. They expect

the child to learn the same values and the same ways of, thinking. They

expect their children to learn what parents have told the 'schools their

children should learn.

While parents then blame the schools for failure to make good "students"

out of their children, schools typically perceive the home as the source of

the child's problems. In the needs assessment,survey discussed earlier,

teachers stated overwhelmingly that home problems were the majoriconcerns

for students, including neglect, broken homes, and overly or underly protective

parents.
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In the same survey, most children, when asked how they could be

helped, stated that they would like to talk with someone, ifthe conver-

sation were confidential; but home intervention would be unacceptable.

The children did not want the school involved with the home probleffs

chiefly because they believed their parents might become upset. They were

hesitant to openly discuss their problems for fear that their own strivings

toward health might somehow anger their parents. The fear-could have been

real or imaginary, but the fear itself prevented the child from reaching,

out, especially in the school environment.'

It is the parents' attitudes toward school and life that determine in

great part the healthy growth of their children. Through parental modelling

and a democratic home environment, the child can learn to develop independence

and self-direction. In an authoritarian environment the child learns to obey,

be dependent, or rebel. It is the parents who help establish childhood and

early adolescent values. It is the parents who significantly influence the

adolescent's vocational choice and interest in. school (Muisen et al., 1974).

Parents must acceptthe blame as readily as the credit.

' Above all, what is important in the family is communcation and facili

tation. The authoritarian, inflexible parent approach works on children

until a certain stage of development during youth and then no more. If com-

munication has not been open up to this point, the adolescent pulls away,

seeking elsewhere for self growth; he does the same in school. He will

probably do the same in life.

Communication is difficult for people. As Carkhuff pointed out, few

people genuinely share or can develop an'interpersonal relationship beyond

/the 'second level of mechanical interaction. This includes parents and

children. Perhaps the parent-child role makes this more difficult. But

many parents seldom communicate in depth even with each other. Without
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modeling, the child knows no way.

Communication requires effort and risk. It is,a learned process. A

major part of Communication is listening and trying to understand-the other,

notjrying to convince theA)ther'what is best or right or what should be

done. A child or adolescent needs a sounding board, to reflect what he

says. He needs someone to care and give support. These children are people,
.

struggling to become self; they need permission to grow and make mistakes --

to be human. Parents must communicate that permisSion.

It is in fact non communication (non - permission) from the parents,that

begins to close the child. He learns what notto discUss by observing what

is taboo. SeXual intercourse, self, and drugs are typical interdicted areas.

Non- discussion shuts down the communication but not the human drives and

curiosities, nor the experiences of life. If the youth ventures into these

areas and becomes Confused, where can he turn if the parents will not listen?

CreationCreationtof Complementary

It is not that today's schools are bad, or that families are incapable

of providing for their children. There are some exceptionally'cOmpetent

schools and families, as well as many incompetent, and many above average.

Most schools and families do what they have been designed:to do. The families

provide a basis of trust and interpersonal sharing modeling, language devel-
--

opment,'values, motivational attitudes, and support. Schools provide-cognf-
__

tive development, socialization, and personal.interaction. Both provide

skills and teach coping.
/,

Families and schools have been designedto do just that, to teach'children

to learn to cope and adjust Within a social environment. In this culture,
p

they have combined to give an immense amount of opportunity to people. The

positive far outweighs the negative. But they have.been designed to go only
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so far. Beyond that pat, a transitionmte:/be made to help the student-
child go further toward the more expressive, self, developing needs. The
concern is whether or not these institutSpns

can make that transition.

To develop self .requires mental health, a process of maximizing meaning,.
ful relationships, releasing inner potentialities, accepting one's self,
and maintaining a symbiotic relationship with the Ovironment (synergy).,

To develop self requires choice, freedom, awareness, and control over one's
. /own life. To develop -telf requires a conducive

environment which is itself
seeking alternative ways and resources for enhancing positive, healthy growth.-

Schools and families5,can do so much, If transition were undertaken,
they,tould do more. To make this transition, however, requires an enviyon-

ment conducive to their growth and resources':
Schools cannot change for

the positive as long as they are imprisoned in a hostile environment, nor

/can recrimination facilitate
cohesiveness 'in families. Fear of making mistakes

prevents learning and growth. Something must be done beyond constructive

analysis ak criticism. Systems are comprised of people, people who need
to learn to make the transition for the sake .of their own selves. To help
the systems means helping people (teachers,

students, parents, and adMinistra-
"tors alike). When each person has made the transition, he will be able to

,
help others do the same,

In assisting system growth then, the focus is not,on saving the world

/or the system,all at once. Xoing'so.might actually produce more. fear and

less openness to Change,.
Institutions do not need to be saved or cured; they

are hot ill or diseased. They are instead. at 'a certain place of development
and need alternatiyes', a conducive environment, and support. Analogously, a
gardener does not destroy ,the seed to create a plant. The gardener nourishes

the seed and through thi care, a plant emerges. In both methods the seed411
is gone; but the first approach leaves neither hope nor life, while the latter

-1 2 13
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actualizes existing potential.

Analysis of the environment and systems has shown that cultural, school,

and family development is generally ix) level two.. The major emphasis remains

one of coping. The means of providing'growth is Darwinian, based on behav-

ioral-:reinforcement schedules, punishment, control, competition, and sur-,

vival, People within the system are at a developmental stage in h they
.

.

,

are ready to grow beyond. Wnat is needed is help.

As already noted, p ythological knowledge has focused on abnormalities

, and behavioral laws. Li tle vat known about mental health. It may be in

this field that the transition must'come fir3t, Psychology is the study
, of the psyche, the self, not the study, of

behavior,..thbught,'emotions, or

parts (thymology). Helping others achieve mental health means achieving

mental health and knowledge first. Risks must be taken, trial and error
,

must ensue.- Learning "to be" and_express self means breaking away from

established security and going beyond, toward further maturity. *

Maturity means being able to give and receive love, work productively,

grasp reality, accept retponsibility, have a non-destructive. positive attliude,

being flexible and adaptive, capable of using leisure time, and being creative

(Saul, 1971). Maturity means having these'attitudes; and enjoying being who

one is, not controlling or forcing self and others to display any precon-

ceived charaCteristics. Maturity, mental health,and self development come

from within, as a.process of normal human unfolding. Trying to force this

process destroys the potential.

what is needed then as a complementary alternatjve is'a means of aiding

people to beCome mature, healthy (physically and mentally), and self-actual-
,

izing. A condueive environment is needed to provide alterna,ives,and

resources, including people who are in the growth process and can Model

'transitional development The means must be an end in itself. The mean

129.
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must equal the humanistic philosophy. If the means do not fit, new ways

must be created. This implies flexibility, ope'nness, feedback, and willing-

ness to change.

The environment (system, program, means), cannot be pre-determined.

Overall goals such as health and self-actualization may be chosen, but pre-

established competencies and step-by-step objectives will not work. The

humanistic environment in essence, is people interacting with the universe.

It is their needs that must be met, according to their own unique life

styles. From their struggles to continue growth will emerge the. design,

which will change continuously. There is no one set pah for everyone,
k

no "Answer"., There is only a process of which people'are subsidiarily
6aware.
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Chapter 4.* ,A

PHENOMENOLOGICAL PROCESS

4

The "use' project created an environment `of, alternat6es that in return

aided people to become mature healthi, and self-actualizinOthuspreclu'ding
o.

any need for drugs). It was developed through procesS and change, and tt

came to have a Gestalt personality greater than the sum of its parts (indi

vidual people). The project embraced three main areas of concern:. counseling-

prevention, research, and administration in,that'order of..priority People

came first (counseling), then. knowledge (r search), and finally, fedin these
,,,,. f ', ,

concerns came institutional- system support d gain (e.g. fulfillment of the
.

proposal).
.

,,.

These priOrities were established by the philosoPhy and
,
ratiOnale of

the,proposal, and by the granting, agency. The prevention branch within the'

Natiohal Ipstitute on Drug Abuse(NIDA) was intended to help develbp drug

',abuse prevention methods.' The'institute's.purpoSe was* is to help people.

To help people nationwide requires that locally developed 1(nOOledge be

disseminated. This requires research and education. NIDA supporti and funds-11 ),

research and educational efforts. In return, NIDA expects certain guidelines

tobe followed and certain recognition bestowed. That is, legislattrsand,

6

the executive branch dust convinced that-what NIDA does is worthwhile.. This,

is the,institutidnal-system support and gain (a priMitive form of synegy).

People -- Counseling

I

The program was,a Micro-4) ture of generations. It became an extended6 u
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family with children, adolescents, young idults, hand older adults (seniors),

Fulfillment of needs according- to a limited age category,would not prove ,

sufficient. The prograM was required to nurture everyone involved, Healthy

122

people helped others become healthy. An environment was required to benefit

*pie from the ages of 9 to 77 (the youngest and the oldest who were in the

program fbr at least three months). Age, dietibt.count, self-growth did.6

The program could not be a nursing hbme no a chiTdren's center. Everyone

had to find a place and a feeling of useful,belongIng according to his or
t

,her individual developmental, stage:. This required an understadding 6f the

different people; it required "growth-counseling" and "growth-training".

Children (9,12), I-.

According to Rosen et al (1964), referrals to mental health crinics

tend to peak for children aged 4 to 7 years and 9 to 11 years, and for

adoleScents aged 14 to 4 years. These seem to be transition periods when

special resources and alternatives must be made available to help healthy

developMent.unfold.' The "usi children were in the 9 to 11 years transition
, a

peried.. Those whose growth had been blocked displayed characteristics of'

personality and behavioral problems,,school. failure, learning difficulties,

delinquency, aggression, anxiety, and drug use or abuse.

TheSe symptoms, as discussed earlier,, are best used as indicators ofor

`blocked growth; not as predicts of future probleMs, They are the child's

wayof asking for help beyOnd what is bet offered. 'The child's environment

it, changing in this period. Play groups that provided learning and sharing; ,

no longer do so. Newer-groups are forming. Boys are pairing with boys,
,

girls with gils and therecare,:feweechances for different sexes to communi-

cate. Sexu,0 identities are forming; for slome, puberty is starting. Younger,

,% girls are outgrowing their male counterpartS., changing. The children

need to discuss ,this process with ol8er peers and adult models who,Will listenA

1.3 2
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and UnderstId.

Frequently, parents do not perceive the problems within their children.

They assume their children will ask them for help.. Or they assume the schools

will handle the problems. But) the schools are overloaded with children.

They are not designed to deaLwith-these issues of self. Many schools at
+this age- ,grade level do not have counselors"."

Many counselors aresonly

truant- disciplinary officers, who help the teachers copect*adjustingthe

child to "fit" without fUrther distUrbance,
rather than help the child develop

self. His peers cannot help. They tbo have their difficulties, or they

have become judgmental and their acceptande of others relies on school ant

parental values.. These peers cannot understand the troubled behaviors that

signify blocked growth.

Children at this age are shifting self-deVelopment levels. They are

moving from leVel two (see synthesis-growth chart) to level three in most

areas. The child's values are changing from moral absolu6tes based on sur-

vival 461 ego=need satisfaction toward moral relativism based on social

order and mutual. agreement. Identifjcation and self-awareness, are beginning;

Industry and competency are important factors. The child wants to learn to

create works that make him feel capable: Cognitively, .the child is beginning

to use concrete operations that require accommodations rather than assimilation.

At this stage, increased experimentation and trial-error occurowith the

child learnirf awareness by experiencing the nat4ral consequentes. Getting

beyond the fear of trying remains .a cognitive and,self issue at this agg..

Motivation is toward others and developing interpersonal relations, toward
'love and belonging. The childreaches out genuinely 'discloses self volun-

tarily, and begins having an impact on his world.

The above factonsare positive development characteristics. As the child

progresses toward healthy adulthood h actualizgsithe third level potentials.
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If, however, access to health is blocked,
frustration pyshes',the child

'toward less healthy'avenues.
Values may 'remain based on moral 'absolutes,

shifting, froM parents to kers q authority: fdentification, becomes confused
,

f.WithAefinitions imposed by or sought from others, ,Competitive oneupmanship
replaces competence. Conformity- outweighs love and belonging.! rowth

b:Pcomessi4tracked and the lOwer'stage transition is thwarted. If no one

actively reaches out to the child, he may stay 'at this level,'using whatever

methods he 'leaned to satisfy his 'needs. Thwarted frgrowth, he'May .resort'

to- etdape, through drug Use.

Adolescents-03 to 20),'

% When children have finished their transition from-level tato level
three and havestabilfzed,

another transition- period begins. This,is early

,adolescence, the period from 14 to 16 years. At this stage the transition

is_more subtle-, not so much a change in levels as a change in approach and

world view. At this age, the third Level is established,.and the third level.

needs are being fulfilled, in one way or another, healthy Or otherwise. In

most cases, the,person'is coping. _Identity is, forming, along with.aooncept

of group status, 'awareness, and rational, thinking. Cognitive .development

has advanced, providing another prerequisite forrfurther ego (self)and

value growth. The adolescent i ready for change.

It is here the adolescent chooses, his definition of self an& man. He

chooses lltween a life'style Of coping within environmental, controls supported

'

by reinforcements and a life style-of healthy
self-expression beyond-pre-definedAL7

1
limitations. Both choice's take the,addlescent toward the foUrth level, blit

the former stops 'there while 'the latterr, continues to seek beyond,. It is at
..,this adoleScent,
atransition stage-that person decides to stand firmly for \..

..
, .

.

.

self and risk the consequences gf failune, or toconform and adapt self to.,
0

..., ,

the social environment. Neither chofte guarantees success., but the sborterm

fl
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rlsks'seem fewer when self- adaptation occurs..Most people chOose the

conforming path, whde society provides simple opportunities and,reiriforce-

,.. Ments to enhance "further developMent toward

A minority of adolescents however choose to risk. Thy remain open,
.04

..

. v.

searching, questioning, and demanding seff,resp'onsibility. They\expect

freedom^to makepstakes, to exercise control over Self, and to find ,a :on.--
, .

. ,

ducive'evironment. When these are denied, they rebel. They look else-
.

,.,
.

where, creating their own environments if need be With help-, they reach

the fifth.level. Without help, they may not,reach even the fourth. They

may become society's heroes or society's rejects. En either case, they

stand apart, 'having tried to grow beyond the cultural.grow6i,parameters:

The turmoil,demonstrated in adolescence comes from the transition. It

is a turmoil of choice or non-choice. Adolescents are its 1imbo, at an

impasse. They,seek solutions to ease the despair;- they follow the methods

modelled by.their culture; they act out the symptoms displayed by a culture

trapped within its Own morrass of confusion. _They developWni-cultures
I '2

s

within their schools, focusing on status, social cliques, sports, heroes, poll-

tical populArity, ,gossips hiistrust, drug use, and willful destruction of

others. 'It is a,miniature of their perceptions of the N';orld. What is

wrong and'risght with adolescents is what is wrong and right 'with their

'culture. They, are tr0ng out the roles, making ready for choice.

Self becomes critical at,this stage, for i't sin accordance with

'-definition (concept) that the adolescent makes final choices. If the:self-.

c.

concept is negative and low, available opportunites-may be ignored, considered

beyond reach., Pf the self-concept is unrealistic, he may. -hold uncompromising-

expectations. If the self-concept is positive and realistic, he has a chance.

From this base he can- make potential choices, assessing his own competencies

from.his past experiences and successes.

13.r,
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Here,.theenvironment cap facilitate,or preclude healthy transition:,

The adolescent ts struggling tO break free from previous chtldhoOd'behaviorS

and solutions. The adoleicent needs.freedom to make self-thosen changes,

facingthe consequences,learnfng7and grouting beyond. If this freedom is
.

not given, if he is continually controlled and-trmstrated, growth Is blocked.

The adOlescent is forced to resort to earlier Childlikerbehyiors or to re-,.

linguist, self.

If the environmentlprovides the adojescent With s'upport and freedom,

healthy growth continUes,and healthy choices can'be made., Ideals can be
. ,

tested', freedom enjoyed,, and controls charrenged. The adolescent becomes

self-motivated, requiring less -external impetui. He.,wil1 pull''his behaviors

r up to fit his realistic ideals. The search shifts.friim rebellion toward.:

positive change, helping self and others. It is-7th'ese people who challenge

)

their own culture and system, critically questioning prejUdice pollution,

diShonesty,closedness, loveless marriages, and meaningless.existence.- It

is theywho canpull society: through the transition toward healthy groWth.

Adults. (20--)
_4 .e. , .

Children and adolescents need healthy models to.obsenveand learn with.
,

Thesemodels; in order to pull
,

the younger person toward health,'Must,have
.

,

already struggled through.the transitions or be in that process. They will,

need to model selected Cho4ices and paths, each fitting individual needs and

motives. These are t e adults

k
Adulthood is di vi Tnto three stages: yoUng adults, middle, and senior.

Arbitrary ages may be set from 20 to 1p for young, 35 to 50 for middle, and

50 plus for seniors (theproject proposal defined'Seniors as 55 +). Each stage

allows cf;anges, different, not because age, but
,

rather because.of develop-

mental progress. Young adults .are experimenters, seeking to try.their compe-

tenoies in society. They begin vocational careers and establish families



with a zest unmatched in later years. They are seeking fd$ the,most part

the fourth level
characteristics of self-esteem, rational thought, geneea-

tivity, ego-transcendence,
world concern, individual rights, and self-aware-

ness. At this stage ideals are challenged by realities, and self-accOmmodation

is required.
Living within a society while indeidendently surviving on'one's

own abilities-becomes
the challenge. Added responsibility is accepted,

This is a period of hope and striving; of acting out earlier adolescent

choices.

Toward the end of the young adult period, the person begins to know

whether he has Made the right choices during adolescence.
For most, the

choices have allowed them partial attainment of the fourth level or have at

least established
satisfaction on the third level. They are basic:11y between

levels three and four and will vacillate
throughoUt adulthood.

A large per-

centage discover that their choices were erroneous,
that the security once

afforded by the more conservative,
accepted path of development

is now not

important.
They have another choice to make, a difficult one. By now they

have established
their niche in the environment, with

family, vocations

and interpersonal
ties. To change may mean to disrupt these areas.

Middle adulthood is the period in which the individual
chooses to

actualize earlier decisions, in so.far as
possible, or to make a radical

change. For the former
choice, society

provides the most promising rein-

forcements, and in return, this person spends a solid few decades giving

energy and productive effort back. The latter choice brings
upheaval, a

radical change
bringi g temporary and,possiblipermanent

set-backs within

the societal environme4.
Many of the valued reinforcments previously

sought must be abjured. Self growth becomes a focal concern.

To most people, radical
change at this stage is not easy. Vocational

shifts, family separations, environmental relocations,
and instability of

0
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world-view are typical consequences. If transition occurs, these efforts

and losses seem worthwhile; if not, the question of doubt remains. Mary

people suffer these losses without even finding the understanding and guid

ance to grow further. They just "feel" everything is wrong, but do not

know why., Others choose and paths open easily, but the people they leave

beh$nd do not understand. Pain is part of the' growth process and change.
A

The person who perhaps advances furthest during this middle adulthood

stage is the one who ,chose during adolescence to follow .the path of greatest

risk, toward self-unfolding. For him the start may have been slow, but It

was continuous, and an inner strength has built, giving further impetus to

healthy process. Significant relationships have been firmly developed, along

with self-esteem, synergy, and a concern for others. This person can con-

tinue toward the fifth level.

Senior adulthood brings the final major transition period in life

(excluding death). This stage provides the most individualistic adjustment

challenges to the person, according to previous life style and development.

It is a transition similar to adolescenCe, with hormonal-physiological

changes, a search for meaning, a quest for Iiving,'a struggle for financial

and self-independence, security, and a seripus 'looking" within. Self-

actualization, universal consciousness, sharirg of inward search, integrity

and meaning in life, universality of.human dignity and worth, and intuitive

thinking become lie concerns,.

This transition may be either the easiest or the most difficult of all,,

dependent'on the person's previous life choices and the environment. Previous

health is a significant factor for tranition. Individual behavioral and

emotional strengths play a crucial role ,for most senior Adults. They are

"thrown" into a place of existential choice, being cast out of vocational

roles and family. If they have previously learned to make healthy choices,

1-3C)
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be open, flexible, tolerant, genuine, understanding, spontaneous, questioning,

and self directed, transition is not difficult. If they have not developed

these qualities, transition may bring "crises".

An important factor is the environment, including significant individuals

who can provide support during transition. In this society, senior adults

do not have clearly defined roles. Culture has previously reinforced the

roles of motherhood, sexual symbol, productive worker, and consumer. In

senior years, with today's typical nuclear family, aging physical body,

lessening of drive and capacity to produce, and consequential reduction in

spending power, these roles become useless. If the senior has previously

depended on these definitions and not on self growth, when the roles play.

to a close, emptiness remains. In the subsequent loneliness, confusion,

despair, and self-ego-centeredness, seniors may develop compensating habits

of overtalking, forgetfulness, and dependency. They become labelled and

cast aside. They stop trying and growing, the self, mind, and body all

deteriorating through a lack of exercise. They becdme less sensitive to

others, less able to communicate and reach cut, less capable of growth and

transition.
S

Just as they are for children and adolescents, alternatives and advocacy

are needed here. With viable resources and interpersfnal sharing, growth

can be maintained. Through a process of remaining worthwhile to self, others,

and:culture, the sinior, adult can retain dignity and worth. Yet is must.be

at a self-chosen pace, fitting to senior yeacrs and needs. It Is a special

time in which quality of effort, not quantity of production, is important.,"

Numbers and years,no longer countl style of life and people do.

ilGrollLSkynsejingand Training
ti

In order to help people develop along their own chosen paths relevant!
.

ti) their own age and place of development, an environment offering numerous

1.39
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alternatives and positive supports is essential. Activities that reactivate'

self-motivation, curiosity, an urge to explore,, and.risk-taking need to be

provided. These activities must be intrinsically reinforcing and self-

chosen, rather than externally reinforced. These activities must.be of

various degrees of complexity and difficulty, providing an increasing*

challenge to competency and growth. Play must be a key focus, instilling

joy and zest for living.

)
Counseling in this environment is not to be cure oriented. Counseling

bdtomes advocacy, supporting others as they learn to choose and act in a more

open environment. Counseling facilitates change in the person who seeks

less dependency and more independent responsibility. Counseling in this

sense is reality oriented, based on allowing the person to choose, make

mistakes, and face natural consequences in ,a non-additive, non-punitive

environment. In this milieu the person dan reflect and examine the process,

learn, and make better choices, allowing self to unfold. A special disci--

pline must be learned not from being rule-bound, manipulated, or "will"-

directed; but from becoming inner directed and excited about finding one's

own path toward self-Actualization. It is a discipline of inner guidance

capable of rejecting, external control and reliancemon external answers.

The child, adolescent, adult, and environment must always be ready to

risk failure in order to allow success. Pre - designed objectives cannot be

established a?, criteria for everyone to follow. Fears cannot be permitted

to produce rules and limitations,vhich impede choice and learning, People

can suffocate under controls; growth can be arrested; oy in sharing can

be destroyed. No one knows the,best way for all. Each must decide for self.

This requires' risk by everyone.\ Risk Often produces 'patn. Pain provides

impetus for growth within the proper environment.

Guidelines should be created when needed. Helping others unfold in an

s
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atmosphere of advocacy does not mean laissez-faire ego-fulfillment,without

,concern for others. People need to develop positive synergistic attributes.

,People peed to learn to communicate. Until they do, negative' behaviors can

remain detriments preventing the healthy growth of others. \Blocking these'

,negative behaviors and attitudes must take place. Feedback and challenge

may'be essential. But in all cases, positive. alternatives and loving concern

must be simultaneously offered.

By,combining different age groups, an extended family and microculture

are developed. No dli.ergroup can be ignored nor freed from responsibility

to the "family". -In-depth interpersonal
relationships require effort by each

person involved. The joy comes after the risks of self encounters, as fruits

of labor. Self-growth becomes analogous to physical health, reqUiring reg-

ular exercise that might4at first be "coached", or externally motivated, but

becoming instrinsically motivated as the reward of feeling healthy unfoldS.

As with all growth: regression can occur. People who are healthy

physically and mentally will deteriorate if regular exercise does hot con-

tinue. Physically, this means remaining active; mentally it means making

choice. It becomes essentials therefore, *that people learn to rely on

inner motivation rather than dIxternal prodding and reinforcement. Schools,

parents, bosses, and coOgfOrs may not always be present to make choices

and determine "best" directions; but others will come to take their places,

selling commodities people do not actually need, "selling water by the river"

(Kennett, 1972). Self-direction and healthy growth is already within, needing

only to unfold and be realized.

IrailLag_ means providing a conducive environment with numerous alterna-

tives, advocacy, and teaching people to do the same for others. Training

teaches people to help self and others. This means that trainees experience

first what they are going to help others experience, including joy, pain,
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despair, hope openness, disclosure, frustration,
problem solving, and

growth. A healthy person is an advocate, one who understands because he

is living the Proce§s.'

Counselor-advocates help others by modeling healthy growth, yet it is

critical they do not become bogged down in their own problems. A shift must
occur, from ego-centered

self-transition toward high synergy sharing of

transition with others. Trainees need to learn awareness, to listen, to

observe, to reach but, to give an.d receive
feedback, to assist in crisis,

to be responsible, and to care. They need both a focal awareness cf

competencies and skills, and a subsidiary
awareness of philosophy and the

humanistic world-view. A balance must be found between self and others,

philosophy and skills, and didactics and experience.

Modeling healthy growth assumes self-development it in progress.

,Counselor-advocates model health after they have found their own paths and

ways of helping. Some may prefer to share.in quiet, others in active

challenge. Some may be cognitive centered With clear insight, others emotion-

ally centered with clarity of feeling.. Each person develops'his own

superiority and methods of reaching out, according to self-potentials and

previous environmental resources.

Life counseling anfteining are outgrowths of finding self within the

world. These outgrowths come from experiencing openly what the life process

offers,. making the'best out-of what is, Growth of this type requires more

than pseudo-experiences created in artificll settings. Learning to live

fully comes through the existential knowledge of defining self through real-

life experience with the world and others. Quality of life counts more than

itluantitiofexperienceslespecially pseudo-experiences.

. In, training and counseling, it is not only what the person does, but

how' he does that matters. Training and counseling can be empty techniques,
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insistent On method rather than purpose, stopping healthy growth. There is

np set way to produce healthy human beings. Life evolves out of choices

and chances, there are -no guarantees. The best a person can do is to be

responsible for self and to help create a supportive environment in which

others find their own directions, learning to share the process wild high

synergy.

Research-Knowledge

Research is a studious inquiry into problems that beset mankind. The

researcher,seeks to discover and interpret new facts that might revise and

strengthen traditional theories, or that might inspire more fruitful ones.

Often, the results from research are heuristic, requiring still further

investigation before the knowledge can be applied.

Research is inspired by both a curiosity to unravel the mystery of

life, and an awareness of the ignorance that yet remains. Each answer in

itself may add to ignorance while satisfying curiosity, being considered

a "truth", until research later challenges that false assumption. Or an

answer may be rejected because of vested interest in the status quo and ,

fearful distrust of new ideas. Research and the data produced, may in itself

be used in a positive or negative fashion.

When research does become misused, -it is too frequently done so because
7

.people have placed science in a position of worship. Research becomes

the end to justify the means. An absolute awe of science replaces the mystery

of life and recognition of remaining ignorance. When this occurs research

becomes dispassionate and "objective", no longer able to affect the researcher

by process. The dispassionate researcher cannot feel the effects occurring

within the individual experimental subjects; there is little empathy and

understanding.

1.4 3
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Not being involved in the proceee, places the researcher outside, as

an observer. Knowledge of the pAlcese becomes secondary, based on personal

perceptionS, w; ther"measured by research tools or subjective insight. IfT

other people o serve the saute phenomenon, obtain the same results, and

interpret the same, this fi!rovIdes consensus. But it remains only consensus,

not truth, especially when researching people.

Knowing people means being a person too. Researchirn people means.

.being involved in the process of experimentation, together with the experi-

mental subjects, obtaining the-intuitive perception of what they, as people,

have experienced. This. involverneiit provides a new dimension, and a safe-
.

guard, because the researcher can feel and understand the effects the exper-

iment is having on the living organism. Being-in-the-experithentmeans the

researcher is changeb and affected equally by the experiment others, and

self.

Becoming involved in the p ocess produces biases however, which must

ry//rbe compensated for by obtai ing the perceptions of others.- Test, qUesti6n-.

noires', observational collections, and outside evaldationS prpyide these

perceptions. That is what they are, perceptions and concepts created by

other people, used to help the involved researcher clerify and compare what-

he has experienced. No one test, Method, or design for observation catches

all there is to know. Each provides a glimpse of focal awareness about the.

subsidiary whole.

A counseling program like requires two types of'reSearch: . one to

explain the process people. experienced (e.g. change in self) and another to

explain the process the program went though .(e.g, meeting grant objectifves,

goals, and timelines) To explain the processpeopleeXperienced two -forms
/ an,

$of research - perceptions arc obtainable: nomothetic and idiographic (Rychlak,

1968). Nomothetic perceptions give general facts for general applicability

144
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from several members. Idiographic perceptions give particular facts that

emphasize the uniqueness of self. In programs concerning people, both

nomothetic 'and idiographic are essential. What happens to the overall

group is important, and equally so is what happens to each individual.

In idipgraphic and nomothetic data collecting, because it concerns

people involved iN!perimentation and risk, confidentiality is critical,

as is concern that this data does not label anyone, except insofar as it

identifies a point or stage of growth. Statistics are static and dead.

They often impute, or even impart to people the same definition. A

casual test score and label may cause serious and unnecessary damage to a'

person. Growth and potertgal for change are'essential human qualities,
a

often antithetical to the purpose of tests or questionnaires which seek

to establish predictability.
°

In most situatirs, the best way to understand the human being in
o

depth is to follow ti4person and others through'the life process (longi-
.

tudinal. follow-up study): Using various perceptions (including those of the

sbbjects').data can be analyzed td reveal important factors in human develop-

ment,(healt4y and blocked). Regretably few such programs are initiated,

and even fewer are funded, Follow-back longitudinal, short term experimental

and- quasi - experimental research are used instead. The results do po provide

answers, but offer, rather, justifications to search further, perhaps to

create and fund .a longitudinal follow-up design.

, These short term projects often preordain program failure, especially
P

the' case of research into alternative methods for helping people. It

takes time to establish a program; time which is not made'thilable., 'conse-

quently many programs do not research the process that people experience,
,,

but focus'instead on explaining the prodess the program went through,

.
.,

..

. I

including numbers and kinds of people "processed". Objectives. and goals are

140
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. defined and worked toward.f The evaluation-research determines if these were

reached and gives feedback for improvement. Outside evaluatiOn in this area

provides'coordination to the management-administration of theoprogram, help-

ing complete the institutional-System responsibility and gain.

Time, energy, and money are all factors-that determine results in

counseling and research. Changing people, or cr4ating an environment which

allows them to change self, taffies time.. Some may be ready'and need only the

proper milieu; .others need asicstance to take the-leap. Short-term research

discovers only the short -term changes,' eaving the more important long -term

gains unknown.- These are realities a program must face, a result of

societal, priorities for allocation of money. Too often it appears that

people and research-are placed after Institutional-system gain..

o
a

Institutional-System-Administration

An a project'ofcounspling, research, and primary prevention that

entphisizes self-enhancement and healthy growth, the environmental conditions

must be established so as'to allow freedom, for exploration and self-,Mscovery.

This includes the management, counselor-advodates, and people seeking help.

PeOple must bhoose to make a commitment toga job that they feel is wOrth-

whi)e, let work become like play, and accept pappiness and reward that come .

as by-products of meaningful labor. Money and external reinforcements must

come last, The' commitment must come from withinobecause-what is being done

is perceNed as worth.doingi not because thp job, provides security, money,

status, or power.'

The aim in management design, then, is to establish an environment

con6Cive to self-actualization and to fulfillment of institutional-system

purposes as well.-.An important high-synergy balance must be attained in
o

order to maintain an open, flexible environment while still retaining a-focus

14 G
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on objectives and goals that provide cohesive order.and)airection. A general

focus (subsidiary) must be provided to guide particulars. As people create

their own ways to enhance self and others,-they must so within this

guiding focus.

In:a project such as this the funding agency (NIDA), grantee (OVCA),

and community are intertwined. Each sAtem provides a basis for support

and controls. The granting agency above all supplies monetary resources'.

These resources must be ytilized, however, according to specific guidelines.

It is the responsibility of the'spoosoring 'agency to assist the project in

maintaining these guidelines. In doing so, the grantee'agency provides admin-

istrative expertice and decision making skills which free the major project

resources for counseling'and research purposes. This counseling and resear*C1

is done within the community. It is the community agencies and individuals

which must supply the people. This remains the .most crucial resource, and

often the most difficult to obtain. A community must first be positive in
,

belief that the p'roject's_ design and purpose are akin to its own. The project

must first prove the potential.benefits far outweigh the possible risks.

It therefore remains the responsibility of the program director to

coordinate these'focal parts into the subsidi y guiding awareness. In a

covnseling-resbarch-prevention program, th s,person must be an advocate-

counselor and a therapist, a researcher a trainer, a director-designer, an

administrator, and a perion in the p ocess of healthygrowth. He must be

capable of providing direction when needed, but also able to aljtaw healthy

change in self-as others arid the program reveal to him need for change, He

must 'commit self to being-in-the-program, risking and trusting in the process

as milch as everyone else.

The program. director is required to be democraticauthoritative but

not authoritarian, knowledgeable, capable of shitting roles, interested iri

rt,f 1 4
p"
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people, not overly ,concerned With selfproblelils but willing to disclose and
,

change within the growth process, able to maintain an open but direct:Ing

envirbnAnt, an committed to whathe is doing. The directorwill'be more
nti

aware of,purposeAhan any other person inidlved,. yet will needto allow
;

others to struggle and stumble as :they find their own paths whicii enhance

them and the'program. He must allow failure, butno deStruction? He,will

of :confusion, allbwix

Hewill need to,,aVoid

need to tolerate lack of Structure during moments

the program 0 emerge from its own.se)f-search.
.

.

being overwhelming and overpowering, but will at times need:to make quick

decisions which others may not always fully underStand. He will need at

times to withstand hostility and unpopularity;; he' 41 need to learn totsay

line and "Iws wrong".°. He will need to*reach out snore than others, model

the growth proces,:including pain and sorrow, and depend more an self
,

resources than others. He will need to trust others, yet know that not all

. will achieve full commitment in the 0.rogram. Jle is a part of the ,guiding

force and is the one who must try.tb clarify the Subsidiary process.

The people a director depends on most are the, staff. These perscinS

must be seen as trustworthy, achievement oriented, able to identify with the

program goals and philosophy,. possessed of good will toward others, committed,

teamwork and friendship group spirit, open, expressive of praise and

with high synergy, Thealthy,:grOwing toward self-actualization, able to enjoy.,

reactive hostility, able to withstand stress, ,prime movers, improvers,

childpke in seeking novelty, exploration, and change, dedicated to work and

play,.preferring responsibility, creating and loving, and able'to respect'

and work with the director (Maslow, 1965).' The staff is,a-part of the guiding

'force,:and a lot depends on

If the fOcal guiding elements0he funding agency,. the Sponsoring organ-
,

AZation, ,)Community, director, and staff can combine into a cohesive subsidiary

0.
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whole, a potential program is created. An environment that will all free-
/

dom for self-realization and healthy 9 r tfl 'can be established; Environment

and potential theres-.the.rest depenos;on the people within 'the program; as

they'benefft,"SoWill the institutionsyStem

NT.
n

------*-291j/gtCL2S11Phenine

, A director's log, was kept thrgughou the progra as'a means of recording

observations on the program process. ollka, log serves as an outline, providing

coliesiveriessito the perceptfonfs of others ,(other journal-logs, questionnaires,

and evaluations). An outline is,-shown for each of the two research years:
, !

,Year 01 (July 1, 1973 tosSeptem6er.g,' 1974):, and Year 02 (October:1, 1974

to September 30, 1975). Three phases are covered each year: preparation,:

training, and counseling:-

Year 01: Preparation-Program Implementation,
1 1973 to Februar .23 :197

.ctingn2laailLnlih1D1016:

-July, 1: runding begins. The Program Director and original grant designer
officially resigned, Anew grantee executive director was hired.
A half-time bookkeeper was hired.

Sept. 19: .tpecial' assurances were requested by0HEW (see Chapter 1).
Nov,. 14: NIbA requested a quarterly report. The prOgram had not started,

nor had ,a Program Director been hire.
Dec.. 1: The,Program Director was hired. An.Advisory Board meeting was

held'to explain the program direction.
3: Special assurances were sent to HE1OithAhe consent form to be

used by the program. A letter was sent to the originalesearch
desjgher requesting an outside consultation\dontract.

7: The secretary/dffice' manager and half-time MSW were hired.
.20: A change in research design was implemented to allow more flexi-,

bility.
Jan. 1: A multiphasic outline of the program, with established timelines

was written.
2: The training philosop y and selection outline were written.
7: The Program Director oined the Phoenix High School Counseling

and Guidance design c mmittee.
8: "'IS" met with,5490 (M dford schools) and Phoenix School committees

to discuss the-yrogra. ';The program name was changed. The
Southern Oregon stato College computer'system as made available.
to the prograth. ,
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\Jan. '9: "us staffattended-a 549C principals' meeting:about the program;
10: The search for the "us" house in Medford started:
11: the Medford Schools (549C) reported geperalacceptance of the

program.
14 The quarterly report was *t to NIDA.
15: M6etings were held with local agencY'direcidrs to explOin "us"

and obtain feedback.
16: Research re-designstarted. The.,"us staff attendeq its first

RVCA Review Board meeting. A new Review°Board member was selected:
18: A Review Board meeting discussed research re-deiign.
20: "us" staff attended the local drug forum which emphasized:information

and fbcus.on the problem.
24: 549C Junior High School meeting to'begin youth pars- counselor

selection.
28: Medford-Drug Commissioh meeting. :Traditional approaches were

emphasized. The Sociogram and Rating Scale for tiara- counselor
selection was designed .(see Chafter 5). .

29: Interview for senior para-,counselors started.
30: Meeting with young adults. 'started search for,potential young

adult para-counselors.'
31: A house was located for the orogen, but the neighbors refused to

allow the program to obtain n-4 conditional use permit.
Feb, 6: "us" met with Junior High potehtfaI.youth para-dbunselors (75'.

youths wanted to enter the program),. The'final selection of 12
-seniors was made. r,

7: Questions were given to the:Junidr High youth Para-'couilselor poten
tiols to help limit selection.

8: The Phoenix schoolg reported they would work with.the program,
School counselors started selection of potential youth,para
counselors. 4

'12: The-Program Director attended a conference in Washington, D.c.
on training-Prevention'in drug abuse:- The first meeting with
the NIDA grants management specialist.

19: Review Board meeting; discussed traft..design, young adult para7
counselors; and bUdget changes. Meeting with parents of,the
potential youth para-counselors.

21: .RVCA Board meeting; general explanation of the program. Final
selection of youth para-counselors at Phoenix High (12).

22; Research. tests were selected. r,

Administration

Resignattam of the original program director and executive director

created a time lapse in the program implementation. Ihe'project had been

funded.for a fiVe month period before another director was hired. During

this interim rumors began throughout the community, Wei no one ,to explain

the purpose of the program, these spread. People in the community formed,

erroneous beliefs (e.g. the program would hire and pay youth drug addicts'

to work Witfj younger children), and the primary effort of the pewly, hired
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.
director became to explain the program concept and re-establish positive

community relatiohs.

Community Agencies

The first step in re-establishing community communication was taken

at an Advisory Board meeting scheduled during'the director's first working

day. Board members were twelve community leaders (e.g. school,- health, and

other programs), who had been asked to support the original grant concept

and had done so. Most members had not been contacted subsequently and were

conf-sed about what had developed. Everyone's feelings and beliefs were

openly aired and a'deciston was made that the program director would meet

individually with them and seek their input.

Through these contacts, helpful suggestions were obtained about how t

best implement the counseling aspect. of the program. Many agency leaders

were du'bio'us about using para,..-1refess-tbnals to work with children, and at

times this skepticisth became somewhat vehement. Some people had previously

tried training and.hirfng para-professionals and had been disappointed by

the results. The value of feedback became apparent immediately; in order to

use para-profeSsionals successfully, a major training and supervision effort

would be required.

Though skepticism and some concern over the large sum of money awarded

this project were apparent, all agencies pitched to help during the initial

implementation.
Most needed at that time was a working knowledge of the

helping-service activities of agencies in the community. The program director,

seeking to broaden his grasp of community activity, was Aided by opportunitfes

to work with several local committees that met periodically to discuss what

was being done in the community and to, plan how to do better. From these

u.

meetings further contacts with agency leaders were established, and useful

dyadic.discusslons were conducted.
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Meanwhile, informal exchanges with two local school districts had

begun (549C-Medford and Phoenix-Talent). In the Medforddistrtet, contact

was first made with the superintendent (and assistant superintendent) to dis-
%

cuss ,possible program involvement with the schools. The reception was open

and friendly and therewas an expressed desire to support a program which

could provide alternative learning and social experiences to the students.

There was a valid concern on the schools' part, however, that the program

might create confusion' mong teachers and parents; hence, it was decided

best to disclIss wlh each principal the posSibility of receiving support.

The most important factor brought to light during these meetings with

Ute superintendents was a need to present a coherent plan of operation. They

wanted to know as specifically as possible what their involvement would be.

They were clear in explaining that many programs came to the schools for

suppak, or to work with and study or research the students. Only a few

programs could be accommodated; selection must be based on the benefit that

might be conferred upon students versus the extent of friction and turmoil

parents, teachers, and administrators might generate.

The Phoenix-Talent schools were approached differently. The program

director first worked with their counselors in designing a counseling and

guida,nce program for grades j(-12. In this committee, "us" was able to learn

more about their approach and concerns in working with students, and was able

to explain hew the "us" project might be of benefit to them. A working trust

established at this level spread from here to the principal and superintendent

level.

The schools and agencies generally provided important ideas to help

improve the program design. They rightfully questioned the concept of drug

abuse prediction through behavioral observations, tegarded labelling as a

self-fulfilling prophecy, and maintained reservations about traditional

i 5 2
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counseling as a way to help young children. It was from their feedbaCk

that the dec4sion was made to change the program name from the "us" Youth-

Senior Drug Prevention Program te the "us" Youth-Senior Program, in order

to prevent labelling and any restriction of possible approaches. In response

to their challenge, a clearer perspective was sought concerning drug abuse

prevention, prediction of problem behaviors, and pars-professionalcounseling

(see Chapter 2). It was they who literally opened their doors'to provide

resources and local support, without which "us" would not have started.

A clear example of this assistance was their willingness to allow use

of their facilities. The "us" office had been temporarily established in

a small three room office space that did not provide roomfor large meetings

with parents and para-professional candidates. Looking for a house in Medford

had become depressingly frustrating. Rents were either too high, or zoning

codes restrictive, br nei0bors unwilling to allow a drug-related program

to move in next door. The schools, YMCA, Help Line, and others,6ame to our

aid helping us locate space when needed, until program facilities could be

found;

(VIDA/Nat. Throughout this gestation period, the National Institute.

of Mental Health. (NIMH)/National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) representatives

remained especially concerned. Their feedback from the prpgram was, for

sometime, minimal. The project was late in starting and remiss in submitting

required reports and administrative communications. In an effort to remedy

this, a timeline and multiphasic operational chart were sent tp them immediately,

giving a rough outline of expected objective accomplishments: (1) selection

of pars- counselors was expected to be completed by February 15, (2) training

would start February 19 and would end April 1, (3) the 5th and 6th grade

target population would be selected by April 15, (4) the first year'model

would end September 15, and (5) a final report would be written by September 30.

15 3
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Their patience and continued support during this time were crucial in

maintaining program staff morale.

Much to the benefit of "us", a drug abuse prevention training conven-

tion was held February, 1974, in Washington, D.C., allowing opportunity to

hear ideas from other projects, and also to meet with the grants management

specialist responsible for direction of the "us" grant. The convention

provided insight into the use of special training methods and equipment such

as video tape and group encounter. The convention, in consensus, expressed

many doubts about the ability of the "system" to solve the drug abuse problem.

However, NIDA was new and still struggling to develop into a cohesive unit

of positive effort, and it ,was at least trying.
6

The visit with the grants management specialist proved the,most bene-

ficial time spent during the convention trip. An update in project progress

was given, and open communication was established. NIDA was still concerned

about the slow start, but flexibility was allowed to get the program operating.

NIDA/NIMH had funded "us" to research an alternative way to help people and

was willing to risk in order to obtain results.

RVCA. All of this.progresS with the agencies, schools, and NIDA/NIMH
,,

0 was reported to the Rogue Valley Council on Aging directors. They listened

with interest and asked questions. Except for the exemplary concern and

interest. shown by the RVCA President (who went through the "us", program

training to find out first .hand about the program), the executive director,

and the Personnel Committee members (one of whom %4as an "us" Review Board

member), this type of communication established the precedent folilowed by

the sponsor throughout most of the project.

The RVCA Board was willing to do whatever could be done to help in

implementation, but the "us" project was and always,remained on the periphery

of its primary area Of concern. The RVCA was organized mainly as a service
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program to help senior. ,citizens; not to do research in drug, abuse prevention.

Not once did they ever close their door to "us."', yet fitting '''!us" into

their system was noticeably awkward. These were, however, people who cared

and who did their best to help others.

People

One noteworthy characteristic of the original grant proposal was the

limited staff it proposed. From the information obtained during agency and

school contacts, the effort required to establish, maintain, and research

a para-professional counseling program would demand untold hours of personal

service. The people selected would have to make a strong commitment, since

the expected strain would be great. Adequate and appropriate staffing for

the program would be critical to its success.

Regretably, the time allowed for selection of staff was all too short.

The program was late starting and action was being demanded. Also, the half-

time bookkeeper had already been hired months before. This left only one-do

and-a-half positions to be filled according to the program director's choice.

Both people would need to be capable of working with people, even though one

was identified as a secretary. Each person would heed to be capable of inde-

pendent work and able to give, direction toward the program goals. These

Jobs required dependability, trust, intelligence, openness, dedications

ability to transcend ego, flexibility, independence, and experience. The

secretary/office manager hired was a young adult female (early twenties)

with a B.A. in psychology and two years experience working for a company

that produced the "Psychology Today" magazine and books. The half-time.

psychiatric social worker hired was a young adult (thirties), male M.S.W.

with several years of experience working in counseling and the drug abuse

field.
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Review Board. Three ReviewBoard members had been selected prior to

the hiring of a program director. One member was also a member of the RVCA

Board, a clinical psychologist, and.a professor at Sourthern Oregon State

College. The second member was an M.Do/psychiatrist and member of the local

mental health clinic (this member died, and the leader of an agency for the

aging took his place). The third member was a school psychologist who directed

an alternative counseling program in the District 549C schools. Two members

were later asked toejoin the board upon request by HEW to Increase the

membership to five. The fourth member to join was a director in the Inter-

mediate Education District, and the fifth member was an M.S.W. counselor.

In addition to insuring safeguards for the welfare and rights of

Individuals in the lirogram, the Review Board provided a professional committee

to confer with concerning program changes and difficulties. The Board later

officially replaced the original Advisory. Board as a resource group. Their

:voluntary involvement played an essential role in implementation and direction

It was this board that insured the importance 'of "pople" as .a first concern-

in the "us" project.

Para- Professional. Counselors. -Originally, the selection of para-

counselors was to have been made through the use of personality questionnaires

(IPAT series) which had. secondary factor scores for profiles on counselors.

Those Whp had ."counselor profiles" would have been selected. ftese tests

would have also.been used'to seen out people whose scores indicaed serious

psychopathology. Due, however, to the questionable validity of this approach,

the selection method was changed. Four different approaches were used the

first year, to provide a learning process for use in later selections. The

IPAT series tests scores could then becompared later to ascertain whether ,

corroboration for their validity was found. In short, it had been recognized

that an effective selection process for para-professionals had not been yet
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established. To adhere to a single approach would have been to fit the

program into a methodological straight jacket, rather than to use research

methodologies to understand program process.

Senior para-counselors were first informed about the project through

the newspapers, the RVCA bulletin, and word-of-mouth. The program was

explained as as counseling program inewhich they would be trained to work

with youngshi 4ren having behavioral or emotional problems. The proposed
a

. stipend was not mentioned until after final selection had been Made. Most

seniors who came to the prOgram did so because they wanted to learn counseling

and work with people rather-than supplement their income. (This same non-

disclosure of stipend was used in youth para-counselor selection.)

An interview method was designed to select twelve seniors for train-

ing in the "us" program. Two of these twelve would be on stand-by if all .

twelve people completed training. If all twelv4e did not finish training,

there would be two people to compensate for normal attrition (year 01 called

for training 10 seniors and 10 youths). Group meetings were held with 6 to 7

seniors and the "us" staff. These meetings lasted at least one hour and were

similar in design to a basic sensitivity group. The staff facilitated and

observed interaction, trying to help each person disclose as openly'as possible

his or her interests in helping others, their life styles, and general world

,views.

At the end of each group session the candidates wereasked to fill out

a sociogram. (see Appendix--"Sbciogram"). For each question, they were to

place the names of each senior present in order of first tO last choice.

They could use their own names in the choice hierarchy if they felt they

would first depend on self (in-scoring, this use of own name was not tallied,'

but rather acted as a.feedback device indicating how the senior perceived

self and others). These sociograms were later tallied (questions 1,5,6,7,8,9)
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to yield a hierarchy of selection as perceived by senior peers'.

The staff, after each group session, rated individual seniors according

to the "tentative criteria for selection" scale's (see Appendix), providing

another hierarchy. This criteria selection was based on observed qualities

'which the staff felt important in helping others, such as genuineness,

sensitivity, awareness, openness, self-acceptance, ability to listen and

communicate, and willingness to risk and become involved.

By combining the "peer-selection hierarchy" from the sociogram and

the "staff hierarchy" from the tentative criteria sheet, a list was made

from which the top twelve applicants were selected.

yiAtithpliraLdalatidT1were informed and selected An two different ways,

depending on their school (Medford Junior High or Phoenix - Talent Junior High

and High School). Phoenix-Talent students were seleeted by the school

counselors who had been involved in the guidance and counseling committee

mentioned earlier. Relying on their knowledge about the program and their

personal contacts with students,. two school counselors selected five youth

whom they felt would be capable of hefoing others. The criteeta for selection

remained those listed in the tentative criteria scale, not grade's or social

status.

Medford Jtinfor High students were first informed about the program,by

a homeroom notice which explained that a coMmunity program-was seeking warms

sensitive people to work with young -people in the 5th and 6th grades. They

were told that training would be conducted for 8 to 10 weeks on Tuesday and

ThUrsday evenings and all dray Saturday; transportation 'would be available,

and there. wereno grade requirements or schbol restrictions. A meeting we's-

held two days after the notice waskead, and all interested students were

allowed to leave class to attend a briefing. Over seventy-five students came

to the first meeting,(the program needed to select seven).

Lit)
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These students were informed more specifically about the program

(excluding stipend), and were told they must first receive parental permission

before going further. It was made clear that only seven people could be
sk'

selected. Two days later the staff met with fi'fty-five of these students.

Students were given heven queitions to take home and return answered the

next day. The questions asked why they wanted to be par4-counselors, what

their own 5th and 6th grade experiences had been like, Aat kind of growth

problems they had now and expected to have in the future, their ideas on hpw

to help another person, and a description of an ideal 5th or 6th grader.

The students were informed that all answers would be kept confidential, and

that spelling and punctuation did not matter.

Only one day was given for answering. these queStions in order to prevent

too lengthy answers and to find out which students were serious enough to

actively "tie,what was asked.:' The staff rated the answers according to insight

and disclosure concerning positive school adjustment, peer and family inter-,

actions, and self-expression. A hierarchy was constructed and from this,

the top fourteen were selected for interview..

During the interview the students were facilitated in the same way the

senior group had been; "however, because of the larger group and .-p,ke younger,

ages, this method did not work. The staff explained the dilemma openly,

and decided it best to allow the youth to determine which seven would be

a:llowed to enter training that year. The staff then left the room. In about

ten minutes, 'two youth left the room and Informed the staff that they would

wait until next year and try aaain, rather than force out others who wanted

so badly to begin the first year. They explained that the youth in the room

were becoming argumentative and hostile.

The staff decided tilA the two youth who had volunteered to try again

next year had demonstrated a maturity and concern that were desired in the

1.5
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program. They chose to select them and any others who left the room for

similar reasons. Six students did so. The group was then re-formed and

told what had happened.
Everyone understood and agreed to the decision.,

The group discussed the learning that had taken place. They then chose one

other person to join the program, one who they thought best displayed

similar qualities but had not left the room.

Young adult Para- counselor; had not been considered in the original

research proposal. The idea of training young adults came both from contact

with the local community agencies and the realization that the contemplated

staff-was inadequate for the monumental tasks ahead. It was agreed by board,0

members and staff that training young adults as,para-professionals could

enhance the program through'
providing alternative human resources. This

addition would also provide a microcosm of generations within the culture.

The "us" project could become an extended family model, representing alrages,t44

and associated world views.

The selection of young adults was made through staff interviews, with

final decision by the program director. All the young adults were selected

according to their potent:als for working with people, and all except one
oo

.,commanded some skill (e.g. karate, yoga, crafts, music, art, and trades like

carpentry, and photography). Six young adults were initially selected for

training.

People-Counseling:

,
With th4 addition of th:_ young adult

para-professionals and. the consequent
increase in resources, came a, spontaneous shit't in counseling design. Origi-

nally the proposal had intended 4:oprovide one -to -one (or two) counseling,

but the overall unity of a microcosm of generations had not been considered.

There was originally no means to establish a family atmosphere of sharing

that would allow the full use of the different ages and groups of people,

1 G 0
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The 5th and 6th graders not only needed a grandpareat'sUrnogate- or a peer

buddy, but also needed to relate io other 5th and 6th gradersand Young

adult models.. These opportunities were now availablee Tie more opportunity,

the child had to contact healthy people, the more'his growth could be posi-

tively stimulated.

The additional.resources.(peeple and activities) also pravided'a means/

to help tftse children become motivated and interested in the ,program, added

mew for establishing initial contact, and greater likelihood of common'

interests between Counselor-advocate and c6unsgeeechild. Most important,

alternative ways of counseling could be employed. Rather than having to

focus on counseling in the traditional manner, in which pseudo-realitj is

created in group encounters,and dialectic interchange about problems,

counseling based on real-life, real -time activity could be created. By provid-

ign activities the children and para-coiinselors could spontaneously become
3

absorbed 'jn, a reality based environmpt could be maintained, one that would

allpw normal interchange and unfolding of problem and positive behaviors.

These behaviorscould then be dealt with accordingly as an active process

of participatory choice sand rnatural consequencei.
. ai

Parents.' Without consent and support from parents, the, youth para-

counselors would not have been able to join the program. It was considered

important,therefOre to-inform parents about.the programin detail. Hence,

a meeting was held for parents, para-counselars-,.and staff. : For the most

N4 part, the parentsemed enthused about the opportunities th0ir children

would have, bIlt there was alsd a hesitancy by many because the program was

new and experiimental. They understood the i0Otement that the program_
.e-

required, yet :felt concerned thattfeir famfly interactions might suffer.

Confidentiality was_ discussed with this eitup emphaSizing-the need

for parents to not pressure their chqdrenInto disclosing information about
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other people in the *gram, including the 5th and 6th graders they would

be working with. If parents had questions concerning the program, it,we5'
, .

preferred they centactthe staff, giVing us feedback on their neetIS as well.

In this meant the parents had to be fairly understanding and healthy too.

Thy would have to trust their children and allow independent growth.

9

People-Training

,training during this preparation phase was' directed chiefly toward the7

`;taff, especially the program director.. Every effort was madeio'research

'the available literature concerning the drug abuse and prevention fields:
,

Immediate training and selection procedures were required in order to

implement an already late starting program. Much of what` had been first,

outlined constituted not an alternative, but rather a traditional approaCh

to an immediate problem. The purpose was to get started, and remain flexible.

The training philosophy recognized three types of instruction: (1) didac-

tics aboit drugs,,, use and abuse, the'legal system, community analysii, and

prevention methods; ('2) grc.up process emphasizing exercises in role praying,

psychodrama, and personal interaction.; and.(3) 'experiential, on-thejobi,

supervised.training in local agencies. Didact'cs were to require 30-50 hours,

group 30-50 hours1 and experiential 210-50::hoOrs. In this outline, drug

knowledge was a major focus, as was emphasis
traditional.Counseling tech-

niques, therapeutic methods, and group dynamics '!gameS"

. ,
The design itself reflected a modifiCation of the original proposal

which.hademphasiied academic instruction using an introductory psychology

textbook and didactics on abnormal psychology, personality, and drug.abuse

data; however, this newer prodedure would have still continued to focus orL

problems or the negatilo, aspects ofhuman existence. This was the same

teaching-training/method used in ()the?. prograMS and in the schools,. which

was not. doing the Sob effectively. Further modification was needed.

1 6 2
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(3,

c.., .

Wheh, the proposal Pw_originally conceived, it had looked toward a

`five-year period. When the grant was funded, it was for a ,two-year period.

This raised some basic questions about'the.research concept. The original

research? design had been developed as a five year prligram with the capability

of buying computer equtpment and treating links with other computer banks.

The short twct year funding period eliminated thesevossibilities.

The five-yeardesign had also provided for semi-longitudinal studies ,

on experimental subjects. This too was eliminated-with the two year funding.

A shorter, prototypestUdy.WoulA be required, possiblyr a mean's to obtain

further funding should the effort prove worthwhile. Starting five months

tate also Complicated the problem, as-did the limited staff, and the diffi-

culty in locating sufficient senior adults to provide a control group.-
,

Pursuant.to recommendations of. the Review Board,, changes in research

'Were i'mplemented. The first year woul4 be a "model" year forithe project,

,used, to acquire'ATeLessary knowledge and feedback for,implementing'a more

viable research - service program during the second year The second year

would in turn emphasize research and data collection, since the service
, 9

aspect of the prograM would have been already stabilized.. The paraecounselqrs

would be trained in research data collection, easing the staff load a'fd
t.

e

providing additional idiographic material. Additional tests would be, tried'
0

the first ye&r to help select second year research tools. The original

hypothesis would be examined:int additional questions would be considered

such as.para7professibnal s'e)ection methOds, characteristics, of4ffective

Counselors, and ways to determine healthy growth in the 5th and 6th grade

children.

Philosophy'

Basically the " " project as a whole or Gestalt was operating on the

,

1. 6 4"";
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beginning growth level (see Synthesis Chart in Chapter 3), The main objective

in this preparatory stage Was' survival. 'There was awareness, that long term

assAstaKce would be needed. :As depicted in the synthesis charthe roject
A

was not as yet capable of helping dihers, and a long training period ould

be needed for it to grow beyond this potentially damaging, chaotic atmosphere.

In the community, with NIDA/NIMH amd RVCAt and all individuals concerned,

the focus was on building trust and'coMmunication. The first,effort were

diredted toward becoming aware of the environment, of what was presently

available In both reality and-potential.. Learning had been initiated and

the "us"'project was slowly moving from a preciperational state toward creation

and fulfillment of, dreams and hOpes.'

During this stage in the,process, little of the guiding philosophy had

yet crystaPzed. Aroposal outline and a.huManistic background combined

to give the prograM director enough 'knowledge-to describe the program's
,

purpose. Changes infkrocess were being continuously made, and the main con-

cern of the moment was to maintain flexibility and to grow. As With a child

only months old, stimuli impinged unmercifully on the organism. It'was not

a time to become resistant to the input, but to sort through experience and

allow an unfolding protess to'occur, absorbing what was real, while actively

creating what could be.

Year 01; Training 'ebrtme 9 13Y4

Chronology of

Feb. 23: The first training day. Pre-testing of para-counselors.
26: Continued house hunting in Medford to no avail.
27: 549C. (Medford) meeting about the program; started ,determining hew

to select 5th and 6th graders. Consultant in for 'training.
28: Alternative schools, meeting. Local agencies are seeking ways* to

-41elp those students who do net stay in the edUcational system.
March 1: Consultant in for training. NIDA approved a budget transfer to

lease a van arideurchase more resource equipment.
7: The "us" staff decided to meet every Thursday to discuss what has been

done and what was\left to do. Half time posiYions present problems.
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March 8: Meetings started atith prineipais arcs teachers sin the individual

Medford elementary,schools to observe their resources, explain

'us', and get feedback.
12: Review Board meeting concerning "training and ways to select 5th

and 6th graders.

15: Talent elementary school meetings.

18: RVCA changed executive director; meeting to explain "us".

-20: Tested first control group youth.

21: Review poard meeting discussed control group concept in research,

leasing a vehicle,'and outside evaluation. RVCA Board meeting.

25: The beginning of the grant proposal re-write to update NIDA on

changes and obtain approval.

2C: A four month carry -over extension was granted by NIDA.

27: A van was leased. Year 02 continuation proposal was sent to NIDA.

30: A Concert; visiting day was !)e!ci for the para-professionals, parents

and friends.

April 2: The first senior pars - professional leaves the program.

3: An outside evaluation team was .,elected..

4: The video equipment arrived; first major resource equipment.

*6: Southern Oregon State College leased "us" a house in Ashland.

8: Zoning regulations and .special requirements almost prevented leasing

the "us" house. S.O.S.C. and Ashland community planners contacted.

15: Building.permit issued by Ashland to remodel house.

22: First contact with local craft stores for resources. Ashland

commissioners meeting; "us" house okayed for use.

24:, The-first "us" paper was printed and distributed'in the cpmmunity.

25:e "us". booth at the S.O.S.CS educational fair; pour turn out

Consultant. in for training. 0

May An "Us' variety show was held at the Medford Junior High for 5th

.

and 6th graders to attend and learn about- "us ".

9 :. A youth ran away from home and became the first youth to leave "us".

15: Visited the 549C elementary schools to pick up the lists of.5th

and 6th graders, who wanted to join "usa,. Four out of six schools

had not made lists. .

,

18: Open house for "us" parents and friends.

21: The Review Board met. to discuss the addition of a research consultant'

staff member. .e

24: Senior and youth grobps selected their own leaders, ran'their awn

groups for the first time.

27: First young adult left the program temporarily with aback injury_

28: Parents, from5th and 6th grade name lists were contacted for their

consent in.allowing their children in ,the. program. Mid-testing

started on the pare-professionals.

31: Year 02 continuation grant was awarded to "us" NIDA.

June 1a Year 02 started, ,

.

`4: The'idea was discussed that the vus" design could someday become a

supplemental or alternative school with learning and teaching for

all ages.
8: The last treining day.

Administration

Finding necessary ralcources bec6lo one of the Thrgest administrative

problems durintl the training phase, 11- house was desperate' v needed to provide
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a family atmosphere, a place for treining outside the school system:a

craft and sIdlis center -0, and an always available place for use by advocates

and friends. The project had already obtained suppoet from the Medford

schools aid it had been hoped to find a place in Medford for use, but for

one reason or another, this did not happen. Consequently, Southern Oregon

State College in Ashland was queried concerning a large house they had not

been using. GenUine concern by a few outstanding administrators moved them

to grant "usn'permission,to renovate and use it.

This brought on the next problem in finding a home for the Nis" program,

the city regulations. Beceuse the program worked with people, special

'electrical wiring needed to be installed, changes made in plumbing, pro-

tective railings'installed on steps and windows, fire protection devices

obtained, and thorough fire, health, and safety -inspection passed. These

requirements met, a special usage permit had to be obtained from the city

(inability to hurdle this obstacle nad precluded using a.house in Medford).

Again, had a few city administrators not Opened their minds and hearts to

the project and given. the extra effort needed, the project might not have

gotten beyond the training phase.

Locating a house in Ashland presented a new problem, transportation.

All our youth para-counselors were from Phoenix-Talent and Medford (7 to

20 miles. distant). The ccunseieee, too, were come from these towns.

Many parents would not have .available vehicles, and the community' boasted

no public transportation. A van was .needed to get this widely dispersed

group to and from .the house.

It was at this point that tHDA/NIMH was contacted. They had already

approved a large budget, allotting substantial ..amounts for travel. With

commendable flexibility, moneys were re-budgeted and permission was granted

to lease a vehicle, renovate the house, and purchase crafts equipment.

6
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Again, had this federal support not been given so readily, allowing local

needs to be met within established liraits, the project could have been

stopped by administrative difficulties.-

By this time, the decisIon had been made to begin renovation and

furnishing of the "us" house even before final city approval for special

use. At this point the city had to be counted on to come through. It was

a last chance effort and the crafts -skill equipment had to be ordered and

purchased before it was too late. The 5th and 6th graders would be upon

"us" soon. Contact was made with local stores for assistance, and again

local merchants cooperated, diving helpful advice, training, and offering

discounts. They taught "us. that certain businesses do care.

Meanwhile, the fourteen elementary schools in Pheonix-Talent and Medford

had to be individually contacted concerning their interest in helping locate

children who wanted to be involved with "usu.. At each school visited, .the

project was explained in detail, and suggestions Were sought as to how it

might be improved. Two schools had alternative programs. established and

these were visited in the search for further ideas. Almost all the princi-

pals expressed a need for, help from sources outside the school and were

pleased to do what they could in return. Some, however, balked, delaying and

being passively resistant.

Most schools were helpful. With .their help a method was devised for

selecting 5th and 6th graders. The program would hold a variety show to

inform the children about the .program. The schools would tell children about

the program, and a name list of those children who wanted to join=would be

compiled. at each school. If teachers or students wanted to recommend children

who had not volunteered, they cpuld do so by writing that student's nameon

the list. When the "us`' staff contacted the .parents, the latter were told

their children's nastier: had bean written on the list (by-self or others), the

program was dificussed, and tl(nn Lftily were isked if they were 'interested in

1.67
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having their sons or daughters join. If they wore, t.le, were asked to come

to the "us" house foe a personal interview.

At this point, the staffing problem became critical. Both full time
cestaff members were working 55 to 70 hours per week and becoming drained.

The half-time bookkeeper was rarely seen, as this person was also working

half time elsewhere. The half-time psychiatric social worker position

provided some help, but because the person.Only came during half the week.

for every other week for a full week), continuity could not be maintained.

The project was making changes ac a rapid pace and required a full-time

effort just to keep abreast. The0re was top much to do and more coming up.

It was here that the staff began shifting
some'responsibilities to the

para-professional counselors, especially the young adults:- It was these

people, who with an extra, dediceted eUort, readiedthe"ps" hOuse; they

found and purchased the crafts and skills equipmedt and supplies, helped

contact parents and children, provided transportation (fncludingdriving

the van), brought in ether re ,ours: people, helped write, print, and distri-

bute the "us' parer, did research, and geve undeestanding to the staff when

energy was low. They had become pare-staff and paea-counselors, helping

"us" happen.

People

Twelve youth, twelve seniors, and :ix young adults entered the training

program, Another young adult joined "Us" three weeks later, The youth
ranged from 13'to 16 years old, with a mean of 13.8 years. The mean

educational level was 8.2 years with 3 seventh graders, 6 eighth graders,,

1 ninth grader,and 2 tenth grdere. There were three youth' males and ,nine

females. Nine lived with both parents; three lived with the mother only.

Nine were from rural backgrounds and three from urban-rural b -11rounds.
one of the yo0th sad phyeieal defects. :very one had a le Lime sibling
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one had .five. The mean foe .-:61- Their parents had a mean

education of 11.85 years, with ci role from 5-17 years. The mean parental

age was 39.8 years, ranging from o 8 years. Their occupations were

for the most part sk lled or Nhitecoliar positrons.

The seniors ranged from 54 to ri years in age, with a mean of 61.67.

Their mean educational level .ees ?3,6, with a range of 8 to 17 years. Four

seniors were married, five see reted or divorced, and three widowed. In

all, they had twenty-six children, with a range from zero to six, and a

2.3 mean. Everyone had lived ir thi!; area at least a year, one for/sixty

years, iving An 18 'year mean. Eight had no physical disabilities, four

did, ranging from a bad bacK, to sight. dIfficuIties'. Them were seven females

. and five vales

presidenta, one

Most eeme from

in this age'grotpa six retired, one farmer, one

housejife, and three not employed, norretired,

rural beckgroundse

agency

nor married.

young.laulti ranged in age from. twenty-one to forty-three years,

with a means of 26:3. Th&e, edu-ation was 15.4 years with a range from 12

to 17 years. The young adults-were iearriede one separated, and four -were

single. Only one had any children. 'All had liVel inethiS area fon at least

One year, one for twee4...v-two years, giving a 15 yea'r- meal. There were three

females and four males, three of them students, two Musicians, one businessman,

and one secretary. One had a e!(ysicei'disability. Pll were highly skilled

in crafts, spo'rts, the arts. or, coalmun,t relations.

The staff ranged -,"rorr, ti e ty- l ve tnn forty -eight `,years in age, with a

34.5 means. Two were mdrrioi and two were single, One had children. Their

education ranged from 15 years to 20 years with a 17.0 Mean. Three had lived

in the area for over six yares, one ,lad not lived here previously. .There.

were no physical disabiltticse
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People - Training

Between the time a training outline had been written and actual training

started, a change in focus had developed. Through further literature research

in the drug use and abuse field, it had become clear that drug knowledge

dissemination and emphasis on problems (i.e. the abnormal aspects of human

existence)Wasr+//orking effectively. Rather than continue this pattern,

the staff and the:Review Board decided'to search for alternatives. This was

an experimen 1 research project designed to do just that. Training broke

away from exclusiVe cus on drug use.

What was tried instead may be regarded an open-structure training.

Rather than pre-establish goals, follow an tutline, and "process" people,

training would instead emphasize being aware of the trainee needs, growth,

and directions, and providing resources to enhance the'proCess. To do this

required observation and feedback,

The secretary/office manager became a major observer, recording events

in training as they happened. This role prevented her full participation

with others, and.some alienation became,evident. Her effort and persever'ence

at this howevr, allowed the other staff members to become totally immersed

in the training process.' She was thus able to offer another perspective on
/

the training process. A training log which included observations by the

secretary-observer was kept by the director.

These, observations were employed jointly with the pare-trainee ibumais.

These were cumulative entries made in personal, diary form by each trainee.

In these entries, their ,personal feelings, suggestions; and comments concerning

the training, self, others, and life in general were made. The director

would read'these biweekly and respond in writing, thus establishing an

ongoing written communication channel., for everyone. Often this was where

personal problems were fire disclosed and then later brought up before'thee
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group. It was a testing ground for disclosure with someone they could

trust fully. These journals were also a major source for process feedback,

and were used to determine what was needed in training.

The training period lasted fifteen weeks, totalling 207 hours. Training

was held on every Tuesday and Thursday night for three hours, and every

Saturday for a full eight hour day. During that time the "us" members

shared in everything from lecture and other formalized training to:personal

disclosure and informal get togethers. There was only one major goal, to

help people relate to and care about other people by becoming aware and by

healthy development. This process is reflected in the following chronological

training summary.

Chronological Training Process Summary

February 23 (Saturday): Self introduction and then pre-testing. During
breaks, age groups remained together with some young adults inter-
mingling. pools formed for transportation. The journals were
explained. Smoking was discussed with a decision to be open about it
for all ages, rather than hiding it. Dyad discusSions (senior-youth)
with each partner telling the group what was learned about the other.
Discussion about Doer listening, one-sided value laden perceptions, and
communication followed.

Tuesday 26: The large group discussed the Saturday dyads and the problems
associated with not listening attentively to another, implanting values, /

and memory laden perceptions. Used the ambiguous old woman/young girl /
picture found in general psych books to show tow individual people
perceive differently. Went into triads, one person taiking, one
listening, one observing and giving feedback, after ref=lection by the
listener. A, large circle was formed with a dyad in the center, everyone
else observing and giving feedback. The youth admitted being afraid to
be open, fearing being put down by adults,

Thursday 28: cancelled due to snow.

March 2 (Saturday): Consultant in today; talked about helping others unload
the buckets of pain, doubt, and expectations which prevent healthy growth.
Had people pair and try to lift another when help was passively resisted
(by being lfmp), showing 'how people must first want to be helped. Trans- .

actional analysis was explained and triads used to learn further non-
judgmental listening. Small groups by age, with youth especially being
open about datInv, sex, family, drugs, and expectations. Most youth
felt unable to talk with adults, including their parents because they
feared not being able to meet expectations by being human. Wrestling
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by the youth to unwind. Large group meeting, and the youth closed off
again. Drug use and prevention discussed with value-laden debate on
all sides, especially between youth and seniors who were having a
difficult time relating.

Tuesday 5: Collected journals to obtain feedback about training thus far.
A task oriented group was designed to determine methods for selecting
5th and 6th graders to join "us". Split into three groups of equal
seniors, youth, and young adults, being sure to split cliques. L

. of chatter occurred in groups by a few, and a rule was set that eac
person could only contribute three times. This allowed others a chance
to speak. A large group discussion was held about chatter, which was
considered nervous release rather than thoughtful interchange. The
importance that everyone's ideas be heard was discussed, elds helping
otherslearn to think and communicate, and the need for silence in
groups to allow time for listening and thought.

Thursday 7: Returned the journals and the Importance of writing immediately
following training was explained. Divided into small groups by age -(
to design what to do with 5th and 6th graders. Most people remained
locked into traditional counseling approaches which focus on doing
something to others rather than helping others find out how to do for
self. Large group discussion abeut learning how to help others achieve
health by establishing a healthy environment. Explained the "white
rabbit" written by R.D. Laing, where everyone is asked to not think
about the "White,rabbit", yet they must do's° as they try to forcefully
not think about it. This was related to the problem of focusing on
the negative rather than the positive, allowing people to unfold rather
than trying to block problem behaviors. The youth discussed the fact
that they seldom are hugged or shown affection by their parents or
adults. People huggedeach.other good-night.

4

Saturday 9: Drug lecture, questionnaire, and attitude survey With dis
cussion. The youth became bored and disruptive. breaks became the
most sharing moments. A parent called later to express concern over
what his child h d learned about drugs which did not agree with his
values. These v lues and closed expectations were discussed openly
and the parent re lined how this was blocking communication with his
child. Spontaneo s touch is occurring in the group, mostly between
youth and young ad lts (who are reaching out the most).

Tuesday 12: 'Talked abou the drug attitude survey results, the large
differences between outh and seniors in attitudes, and the reasons
people use drugs. S ught solutions or alternatives and people became
task oriented to est Plish crafts and Skills which would provide exper-
iences that might replace drug use or abuse. The youth in a private ea
group were asked why they did notehUg and touch the seniors; they were
afraid and uneasy. They tried hugging seniors, and both ages responded
positively.

Thursday'14: Skits were designed, written and acted out to depict: senior
life, young adult life, youth life, counseling, and the program, people.

vUarious roles were played such as a'senior widow, married healthy
couple, protective parents, "macho males, flirtatious females, stern
parents, a moralist, a psyehiatrist, a wall flower, and a female prude.
Everyone enjoyed the process with late of spontaneous laughter and joy.
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Discussion, followed.` The seniors talked.about loneliness and, separate-
ness from youth society. a

Saturday 16: A free for all day with only one rule, that everyone stay within
certain areas and reach out to others. Lunch at the park with everyonerelaxing, Trust walks in the park fbr a dozen people became an opener
for seniors and youth to share. In the afternoon a small desensitization
group was held, learning how to relax and shut off conscious mind.
Seniors and youth are still having a hard time spontaneously reaching
out to each other,

Tuesday 19: Talked about how to observe without making inferences. Broke
into age groups to discuss what each person observed Saturday. Youth
reported they were tired of hearing senior stories about the past, were
still afraid to speak to or question seniors, were avoiding conflicts
rather than dealing openly, were Unable to understand the adult vocab-
ulary and desired more young adult contact. Seniors reported they were'
unable to use the non-structured day and felt they should have been
doing something educational, were hostile and would not listen to each
other or the youth, and were afraid to 'reach out.. Young adults reported
they' were in the center, able to mix with .both ages but being depended
on too much, and that no one many communicated;

Thueday.21: Tempers flared in two separate groups. as the staff challenged
the para-counselors each time the conversation headed away from talking
to each other "here-and-now". Youth members tearfully expressed jealousy
over some young adults and then discussed the problem openly. Seniors
expressed concern over the openness in the group, emotional outbursts,
and swearing,' A tremendous amount of blame and pre-judgment went on,
was challenged,. and people began to get their feelings in the open.
A lot of spontaneous huggimg by all ages oocurred at the end.

,Saturday 23: The "impasse' was broken through as a carry'over from Thursd0.
One young adult.breke into tears, disclosing a marital crisis. A youth
disclosed inability to talk with parents, breaking, into tears. Seniors
challenged each other bringing unspoken feelings to the surface; they
are having a difficult time accepting each other. Talked about swearing,
listing and defining swearwords, finding emotional and cognitiVe differe
enceeebetween2yeuth-and seniers., Talked about 'being non-judgmental and
the"fthpotance of being open, especially to 5th and 6th graders (non-
parental). Discussed the fear of being too open, the risk and potential
pain., Sat in a circle holding hands-and being quiet together for 'a
long time.

Tuesday 26 and Thursday 28; Practiced the. skits which were to be presented
to the elementary schools as an intreduttioneto the "us" project. High
spirits

Saturday 30: Concert end open house for "us" parents and friends. Practiced
the skits which we. mostly judged as bombs by everyone. Humor helped
everyone relieve the tenseness caused from trying too hard rather than
being spontaneous and relaxed. The decision was made to not present
the skits to the schools but to do a variety show.instead. People are
mixing more. The skits prOvide a more natural. way for sharing.
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April 2 Ctuetday):' Announced the possibility that S.O.S.C. would' lease a
house to "us", Everyone felt excited because the Classroom atmosphere
could be left behdInd, A senior left the program because of value con-
Mat', having felt the project should enforce 'rules against swearing
and!shauld instill religious values. In the large group this was
dis ssed along with the importance of finding a way to be accepting
of thers while modeling positive behaviors. Began the case studies,
pal filo youth-senior mostly, giving each aneoPportunity for learning
abOut the other in detail. Expressed the importance of confidentiality.

Thursday 4: Continued the case studies. The video tape came in today and
everyone filmed each other and later watched themselves with intense
interest. The youth became somewhat hyperactive and rowdy and had to
e challenged. Made plans for cleanine.theflew "us" house.

Saturday 7: 'Everyone was excited about the "us" house. In somewhat chilly
/weather, with no heat or hot water, the cleaning,beOn. Spontaneous
/joining of the youth, young adults; and seniors occurred throughout
the day. Qne senior became ill from exhaustion, and others realized
the joy had\pushed them beyond normal limits, A lot of hugging,
laughter, andesharing in readying the home for "us'''.

Tuesday 9: Theyouth diScussed not having any real in-depth friends and the
games peoplb played at school, their needs 'for love, and the effect
us" had on, their peer relations...They,felt they were becoming more

aware but were note sure they liked-what they'saw. Everyone talked
about non-comaiunica ion, superficial relationships, and'how people . ,
smooth things over r ther than confronting honestly. Some young adults

/ reached out to each o erand demonstrated openness and risk.' Case
studies resumed and a senior pushed too hard on a youth to.disClose,
the youth left in tears. This was talked about when the youth returned,
as was the importance of 'sterling rather than pushing. Young adults-
youth pairings were discuss= they were becoming closed to ethers who
wanted to share. The realitywas emphasized that they were here, to be
para-counselors as well as frie dse and would be required to' reach out.

Thursday II: .Tried to continue case at les: The youth began, flirting with
other nonrproject youth,in the<hallse(still at schools for training,
due to difficulties in getting use Approval for "us",house), the ,seniors
disappeared into the teachers' coffee-smoke room, and the young adults
were scattered. The program director exploded', called everyone together,
and explained how he felt abort the whole si'oation. Everyone seemed
relieved to be "called" on misuse of free environment, and began to
realize the staff had feelings too'.

Saturday r3: Repercussions came_ from the echOol for the chaos Thursday.
.

...Teachers: were righull.y angry about thEe;r coffees chocolate, and.soup
being used and that a table had been beokene ThieeWas brought forth s
and everyone decided'on ways to repast the schopl, for the "us moments

vof non-awareness-and carelessness'. It eras realized many of these problems
would .be eased if and when the "us" houee wasenade,available. Discussed
smoking aoain and everyone voted to allow no smoking inside the "us" house
(even -thersmokers agreed) in order to respect. the rights of others to
breathe clean air. This broughtsarealization that the mistakes Thursday
had made "us" more aware through tie process of natural consequences,
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and everyone up,LTFAed 11;1, ord needed to encounter
problems to help fos.tar ;:n ope3i ;:nvirnmeTt in'which.tO make
mistakes .and learn we requieea,

Tuesday 16: Case studies.were-irished, Artk.les were collected for the
"us" paper. The y0uth pr;nented feedback, reporttng some of their
grades had improved, better reechino oit and cemmunication with parents,
and interetin helping: others. Physical and behavioral changes in people,
were noted and discussed.

. Thursday 18: 'Consulta t in tonight with emphasis on theory. Peeple became
bored and would n rt Speak up.- This was brought into the open by staff
and people began communicating again, ...4The 'fjshbowl" (each age group
talked for a select time while everyone eiseelistened) was tried and
'people began expressing their fears about pairing with 5th and 6th
graders; Seniors were afraid the children WoUld not like ethem,'and
youth, felt they would not know whattoado. The young adults were cone,
fused about their roles. A. decision was made by everyone to try pair-
ing by.interests (e.g. skills, crafts, sport$). A' youth was made
assistant.editor of the paper because of her interest and effort; ghe
had become a- major article- writer (she had hated .schobl and had not
written much before)

Saturday 20: Today was painting day for the "us' house. The city had still
not okayed use but everyone decided to go ead with preparation anyway.
A large group was held later, discussing honesty' in feedback'and reaching

.

out to others. People talked about the unity of the "us" family and
joy caused by different generations workinci together. People' discussed
the direeto role and their fears in reach ng out to the person beyond
the role

Tuesday 22 Tonight eveeyone folded and stapi0 2,000 "us" -papers to.be
distributed throughout the coirmunity. T4 idea for a camping trip was
presented, but theseniors rejected it due'to the required physical
exertion. Tt was determined to find eltOnative ways for camping tha
would not be as rough on seniors but woulld allow youth to explore fre!ly.'
As a senior wrote in-the 'us" pat,r-r: Tirs is a new kind of all-ages

.

group, preparing 'qua the N(3,4 Ago of Manwisharing together with love d
understanding. Thls is mour dr:!, our meal; we are 01 trying very,
hard to make it wool , together tss a big amilv."

Thursday 24: Consultant in and O'd supe-b job at motivating everybody!.
He talked about askieg "what ina',ead o "why' when talking about
behavibrs and attitudes; finding : ou7' whit. has been done before trying
to do anything ele,es'aid creatiee a pia h that might work or might not
The youth opened egain, with rg oay.ing Problems with family
ceiiimunication. Somecne in thr oecgealioi:1 been telling others in school
about personal di,,iThBures f't *it ane this brought up the .

importance of t.onfluent'ir;ity
I

Saturday 27 . Consultant. h,o :!:0A;v;1 r :=-In with a vcioo-tApe demonstration
of a therape,u0G !nto triads again for,an in-

4 depth session abOet ae7f-disclosu, in large group the issue,of
responsibility CajTin coft`:esng the furnituree!and chairs in the
"us" house which were riopNL EyeryonT decided to be responsible
for reminding others ratite e :;:le staff to do. :it 611:
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Tuesday'30:, Finished the-house painting and readied for inspection by the
city. . ,

May 2 (Thursday): Planned,the variety show fbr the 5th and 6th. graders.
,Some seniors felt hesitant about having to give up a'Sunday for the
variety shoW, but the youth enthusiasm` carried them on. Broke into
small.groups, The youngeadults really opened up, reaching out to 'each
other and the seniors. Personal. problems were disclosed and support
given. The young adults told,, everyone how they felt about -each person;
opening further communjcatfon specifically with one senior-who had
been blockihg all efforts.

Saturday 4: The groups continued from last Thursday. The seniors began
relating their feelings abbut,death,. aging, and health.. SOmeseniors
disclosed phySiCal problems they had been hiding. The youttLWanted to
experience the feeling of being handicapped. physically, so they were
blindfolded for most.of theAay,,remaining'dependent on etherslfor,
assistance. When the blindfolds were removed,ithe youth told about their
experiences, awarenesses (seeing What-others could. not)-, peak experiences,
and drug. highs. The group. did aetrust.walk with youth` guiding the
seniors, then everyohe sat on the.grasS andetalked-about their first
sexual experienCes, with the seniors opening up beautifully, recalling
their fears, dreams,. and loves.

Tuesday 7:,From.the groups last Saturday, it was decided to talk more about
,sex. In the large group, topics covered were masturbation, V.D preg-'
nancy, birth control, orgasms, and sexual health: Questions were asked
and answered.on methods of foreplay, erogenous zones, and sexual inter.-
eourse. At first the seniors appeared uptight, but then a senior female
told of her experiences (good and not-so-good) which-opened others'ato

,do the same. Young adults told how their parenti had treated the matter
of sex, and youth talked about how they had learnedor not learned
about sex. Everyone decided the prOject should locate more literature
on this topic, The tonic shifted to love, marriage, and the realization
that both were not always one -in -the -same thing.

Thursday 9 and Saturday 11: The family experienced crisis when a youth ran
away fro home, thus leaving the program. The "us" family decided to
put an article in the.paper to the youth, letting her-know she could'
contact "us"for suppon without expectations. Talked about synergy-
and growth levels for the first time, and people discussed what level
the program might be on. Two-senThrs spoke up, saying the sexual dis-
cussions had been too frank. efor the youth. They were asked to check
their statements out with the youth. The youth felt it had not been
too frank, but. honest and open, w!'etch was what they desired and needed
at this point in their lives. This brought the realization that the
youth were not botheredAout these two seniors were and were using the
concept of protecting youth as a way to protect themselves, which
carried into how may adults-parents are doing the same. .

Tuesday 14: ,Began preparation for the ''us" open house. ,The.house had at
this point a video-newsletter room, crafts room, music room, quiet room,
group room, kitchen, bathroom, darkroom -',Or ohotograpny, and lapidary
room. People began calling ethers, coliect.'ng ).:urniture and dishes,
odds and ends. Ever "one was posltive, hugging, ard smilinh.
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Thursday 16: Rumor wasAhat therun-awAy youth was in town and this brought
discussion about youth. and parents. Many youths were having difficulties
communicating with parents and their commitment to "us", onlyesadded to

. confusion. .SoMee parents'were using The threat of pUlling the youth but
of the program in order to get, the youth. to meet parental expectations.
Some youth. were takingthe initiatiVeto talk to their parents and the
parents in return were responding more or less positively.-

Saturday 18: Open .houseeedays A youth was-hurt while moving the, pottery
. wheel and the immediate support given bythose involved was overwhelming.

The "Us" people were becoming capable in stress moments and definitely
showed. caring. A few parents diScussed their concerns that their
children seemedto be morcattached toethe "us".family than their real
families. The parents were hesjtant about talking.with their children
about this'll-lett& butt werd endouraged to:do.so whenever possible. Most
parents were strOngly supportive of the program and remarked about the
positive changes they had see'ein their children. Quite a few parents
expressed a desire for'a-parent group and to also learn some of the 4

crafts being taught.

Tuesday 21: Everyone Went.to-visit the young adult whb wat'in traction\with
a back injury. Later, they all talked about what changes they had gone
through since beginning training., Some people expressed concern that
they had come to enjoy the '!ut" family sharing too much and,depended.
on-the high energy to, keep them goin

ThurSday 23: Ole waiting for their ride.to ethe."us" house, five girls
witnessed a dog being run over by a'car, 'The driver at first did not
stop, although the youth girls yelled at him.- Then he stopped and threat-
ened the girls. The "dog.control",came and', threw the dog casually into
the back of a pick-up. The girls felt that no, One cared. They Came
with this to training, So eVevone focused 'on trying to help them
understand this.part of the.world, and.the reality that "Us" existed
as a separate program because people neededetbelearn how to care about.
life. Life was not viewed as fair, 'hut earh person hadto db his or
her own Dart.

.

,
t

Saturday'.25: Today the steer and yang adults pialled back to let the youth
and seniors design their own gro4stand milieusdforworking with the..
5th and 6th glders, within certain time and location restrictions. Pande-
monium broke loose in the afternoon aMong th6 youth who felt lost.

t Tempers flared against the Staff but subsided when two staff and young
, Adults refused to be brought back into the yputh group. Theyrhad to

work it out forethemielves; they did so-eventually. Both the senior
and youth groups made good suggestion's and planS for making and
taining contact with the. incoming children.

-Tuesday 28: Post testing 'started tdnight, then everyone went to a party at
.the' horse of one, of the young adults.

. ,
.

t , ,

Thursday 30: Preparation tor the IncoMing. 5th and 6th gradershe seniors
were doing much better than the youth. Youth were still dependent on
the yoOng adults. Young adults were busy dbeigning the overall groqp-
a"ctiVitiey they-would offer and direct similar to workShops, allowing
the -youth and seniors to establish relationships wi*the children.
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June 1 (Saturday): Another preparation day foa th, soon to happen, pairing,
,The young adults taught crafts to anyone interested; others cleanedthe house. So much loafing occurreiPthatia special group was called.
People have becomd frightened a,bout MC-pairing and have started pulling
back, almost unconsciously trying to delay the process. A youth was
appointed supervisor and this, helped get activities started, but many
people continued to resisS: getting involied. A very heavy: mood today.

Tuesday. 4; A movie was shown on the Eskimo 'fife style. ' Visitors came to
"Us" from the nearby hills to talk about their egistence whiCh was
independentfrom themainstream of culture (self-sUfficient) The
youth. were relaxing more, but the seniors appeared' even more nervous
as the pairing time drew near.

.

Thursday 6: .The issue of fear and pairing came into the open, relaievingtension. To distribute responsibility and ease the-transition, the
seniors decided to make the initial contacts with the parents .(rather
than let the staff do so). This stave them a chance to be with:the
5th and 6th graders away from the young adults and youth. The seniors'
espec'i'ally feared rejection by the children (and society).. A graduation,
ceremony, with 'everybody hugging, ended the night,

Saturday 8: The. last training day, and eVeryone appeared relaxed. People
gave each Other massagesa The staff .and young.adults began W'ri-ting.
workshop objectives. The para-profesSionals have redistributed
resp6nsibility and energy fairly auccessfully. Lunch at the park, and
a quiet afternoon resting together.-

Pe s:arch

The para-counselors
i-aaaininga By

spacing the testing tilae with brrak tests

were completed.. The (16-pr and r' PQ) were
.

gi Tay along al- of Values

feon of tr:ese testF,). in the saw.: day,
5 for .a -more detailed -expla

self-diSclostrg questionna.ire oyS16ney .acarartywas give:n in order to deter' ine

',possible stated 'changes in diwlos!,1r,,. worzki money -personality,'
I

and body that gicht oc!...i.ni ,we..-, the 1. ,,, (.,,-,,unselor nd parlimts, sibling!".,.

and friend:-,. And a I'cw cL.lys.;ater, aWy bel:.orTie drug lomir,

.kndwiz.,!",e d qu,.23z :!ven.

Testing proved to !aaaa &allef,7e

01
because it rcthinded Evil
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because tseemed tJ them a wzi.tc t and 6nercit, and was,. moreever,

confusing. ..7.'ten the young adult!_
rebelled it points. All this reminded

the staff that future difficulties were in store-when the children were to

be tested. It was assumed noweve),, that as training progressed, the pares

would understand the research purpose more, 'aid cooperation would be easier

to obtain. This proved true at the end u.7 training.

The control group testing started, but stopped after the first efforts,

due to labk of time ano energy. Mother tactor was low motivation in those

. to be tested, The contrbi gro,Ipsaw i ttle purpose in putting forth self,

though some did in order to obtain the feedback that was o fered. Chasing

each individual'down became impossible. A special work-study person from

S.-O.S.C. WAS hired to try to complete the testing. This task, in the end,

had to be given up. The problem of havinq toe much to do, with too few

staff had become evident. The research effort was weak. To improve this

area, a young. adult was hired a5 r recearoh consuttant.

Quite possibly however; it was this lack of research emphasis during

the first year that allowed the counseling,service thrust of the project to

emerge.: Perhaps programs like this one should be permitted a year or more

Gt

to establisl'. a sound program bvtfore research uhd evaluation are undertaken.

That ts,a project should have someth rng to research
before research becomes

a major effort.

'On the other .hand, .an e.)Litside obsrver could be used to provide i9slght

into the on-going pr ces',. ch the involVed staff could not see.- This was

a special :concern in the huf'," proect, changes wet* being made rapidlyt

In as much as the pnj c-ii to foI' t. antinq agency guidelines.

and meet minimum reCirement,s was needc.!d. A comYined decision was

made by staff and the iew 6Ocr.r:

The may, oc lv.

;in ev,41uater.

whtt 4a,; acr..et :det,crih,d the

0 a
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evabation teams -Function ao moeitorine preorawi dctivity and effectiveness

through observation, so that the ovaluetoes zooid make appropriate and
'1>

regular recommendations to the board forpOicy changes and to the project

director for operational changes which implement these policies,. thus pro-

viding a source of management counsel and technical assistance for the

program director. To accomplish :these essential activitiesthe evaluation

team would act as an independent body. They were contracted to observe and

evaluate, helpins to provide Infomation so that program weaknesses could

be corrected early and program serngtns enhanced.

Philosoolm

Like training, the "us" philosophy began to change from a focus on drug

abuse and problem prevention to one on enhancement and positive, healthy

development. This was a shift from secondary prevention toward primary

-prevention.

It was with this change in philosophy that emphasis on alternatives

came. Crafts, skills, sports, video, and an "us" paper,Were all Chosen as

positive alternatives. The search wos on how oo ffnd.positive ways to help.t

.people become alive and feel good about self, rather than how to stop problem

behaviors. To do so meant prbvid4ng ee. wyeresources as possible, tncluding,

people of different ages.

It was this change thee Jude the project more acceptable to parents.4

Even though they were aware it was 'nterd ed co find a means for preventing

. drug abuse, and had been ft:.r:CIiby'lipAiNIMH, the parents felt their children

would not be labelled. tread mhumenely, o henmed in any fashion. They

came to understand that i;eeeeepose ,inaace the child, not io shape

or control.

During 'raining, the ,--war, lt.vo! :..hrflr- on vic developmental

chart. Most pa curs c.v.rEt th th t o and achieved

1'60
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eeeieine derloe. By acquiring

a house and resources, the DrOCX0 ied bee(we incurely oetablished. Dreams

were becoming realities to be leeeWied. Attention was no longer on ego-

need or program-need fulfillmone, out rati. s en helping others.

It was through combined efCurt and sharing by the staff and para-counselors

that the program reached level ,:hree. It was the people who made the impact

of successful reading out become evAent, wa\ they who created an

atmosphere of love and belonei it -re;, such as intimacy, identity, mutual

trust, and facilitetive tharnef ciceieed the neocess as formal training

neared its end. The "us" project had coma a family.

With this closeness came special 'problems also. The family would soon

be split, each age grOup going a somewhat separate way when the pairing was

completed. The research design that year called for separate age milieus.

A let-down was anticipated, People had.become habituated to the "us"

atmosphere, seeking it often in preference to that of their own families

and friends. A mini-eulture with its own social order had developed. But

now, this had to open, haCto,allow the incoming children to become a part,

and not demand to much too soon.

Year 01: Counseling idune'91,1974 to AdTgtellj1721L

Chronology of Events

June 10: The first youth milieu counseling day.
11: The first senior milieu ccurseling day.
15: The first serious injury, the pe'egram director gashed his forehead

while playing.
16: .A senior dies while sieepinerai hone.
17: The runaway youth retu-nei to the ero!iram.
20: rho first paren'; allowed her chlid to s'.r.,p taking prescribed amphet-

amines during the surruer opere.ion
24: Pro- testing sOyted for the.ehildren.
26: The "us" paper /as 'Estributed in :tit: conlmoniey its rtfcles written

by para-cour.;ulors and sif:
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July 1: Ayoutn para-counselor leaves the program; her family 'moved.
: Review Board meeting to discuss activities-schedu14, the procdss

research concept, phenoMenological observation, and the possi-
bility of%shifting tome young adults into staff positions.

3: Minor damage to the program equipment was noticed.
4: The staff hikes into "hidden lakes" areas to explore the possi-

. bility for program outings in nature. Can the children manage?
8: Young adults learn how to do their first basic phenomenblogfoal,

observations.
11: The first home-parent counseling session, with request from child

and parent.
17: Behavioral contracts were drafted by pares and children. Oh com-

plete wall was covered with newsprint to allow anyone to vent his
or her feelings by writing on the "expression sheet".

24: The first part-time jobs were given to children upon'their requests
fo earn money for crafts supplies.

30:, The staff visits the Oregon Research* Institute to consult about
behavioral observation methods.

Aug. 2: senior,- child -young adult coast trip foritwo days.
4: Youth-child-young adult coast trip for two, days.

6&7; Post-testing and feedback from children.
8: Confidential questionnaires sent to parents for research on their

observations.
12: Young adult feedback day about the project and self.
14: Youth feedback day''about the prdject and self. Post-testing.
15: Senior feedback day about the project and self. Post-testing.

AdMinistration--The Environment.

In the counselfng phase oi'this project, a shift eras required in direction

and emphasis. Previously,' the developmental process had centered around

project and para-professlonal improvement. This was an intake of energy and

resources with little or nothing going toward actually.helping others outside

the "us" family nuCleus. Now, with the children joining, energy and resources

thus far accumulated would have to be used.

It is hard for any system to make this shift fr.ni self-concern to concern

for others, and "us" was not an exception. Simple incidents like careless

damage or misuse of equipment triggered Proprietary protective responses from

the "family". It was easy to resort to the. authoritarian model and to pull,ss

back. Equipment had been purchased to help create a desired environment.

These material objects. were significant tosthe people of "us" to a degree

the children did not yet comprehend.

ss-s
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For the children, to develop this simple respect for community property,

they. too would have to become part of the "us" family, with the same sense

of belonging and appreciation,'a transition which could not. be accomplished'

over night. The program had taken in many children who had not developed

any firm sense of belonging. Many were highly destructive at home and

school. A few were-known to take possess- oo and keep what was not theirs.

.Others simply never learned to be concerned. Losses: therefore, had to be

considered a part of the process.

The equipMent was there fir all to use. They were asked to reimburse

the cost of used supplies. The'children were told they ould use whatever

they wanted,without having to ask. The para-counselor and staff were

there to help them learn only if the children wanted o learn., Workshops

were scheduled in photography, darkroem, video, leather, pottery, weaving,

. music, batik, beadworki jewelry, and'other
selected handicrafts: Sports

equipment was available and workshops were Field in karate, yoga, volleyball,:

and gymnastics. Allf of this was theirs to share.

As a result, minor damage bjcame evident immediately,eflostly through

carelessness and neglect. :At or point even the.para-cdunselors were foUnd

to be a major factor in this type of misuse. A family discussion was cone

ducted in order to communicate the.concern, but not to.punisheor ake away

what was theirs. It helped the children become more aware. 'they were

excited about using what was available and wanted to experiment freely. They

had simply been forgetting to finish one task at a time.

The result of this simple administrati've decision was positive. At the

end of this phase, only,a'few tools and a tape-recorder were missing. Nothing

other than a few bean bag pillows needdd replacement.. The expensive cameras,

which the children Gould take home after undertaking two workshops, needed

only surface cleaning. The equipment had all been used, but in general,/had

. sl4.)
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not been abused.

--Another de6ision that helped insure the equipment and "us" house were

maintained, was the part time job system. If the children did special chores

to help out, they were given.money to spend 41 supplies. They were not

expected to moW the lawn or clothe dishes just because they were members of

the "us" family. Instead, they were given a job to do, if they asked for

one, and were paid, because like anyone else, they had earned it.
.

thecchildren were not asked to be adults, nor expected to take on

adult responsibilities. Rather, they were asked to he aware. They could

wrestle and play physical games in the house, but they were asked to riot

disturb others who were involved elsewhere, and to take precautions if

/necessary (e.g. move the things which might be destroyed). The hduse itself

had large.windows, plants, and a l'ish tank, as well as many other breakable

things. Yet.only one thing was broken, a small bedroom windOw pane. A

youth para-counselor threw a ball through it.

This awareness helped everyone.'physically, too. The only injury pf

any severity was sustained when the program director hit us -forehead on the

'outside fireplace--reyindino him too that awareneas must also be an. adult

. Characteristic. The seniors did very well, some bouncing on the trampolin4,

playing basketball, and going campleg This extra awareness offered a stable

model. Each person wes responsible for his Or her (yen conduct within a

fairly open envirohment, which inouded everyone,

122.21Pie

. Thirty-four children joined the "us" family Bering the first year, most

from the Medford area,, Five children were femalee; twenty-nine were males.

There were one fourth grader and twe seventh graders. The rest were fiftb

and sixthgraders. In all but eight cases, either the parents or schools
.

ha) noticed previous behavioral and attitude pret;lems (the program made-the

8 .4
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final,selection of those children who Host needed the help). Twenty -fiveee

out of the thirty-four children finished the sumther phase.- Everyone who

did quit, 'did so during the first few weeks of turmoil.
k-

Althou9h the projeCt sustained little material damage, the abuse to

people ofterl ran high. Most of these children simply did not know how to

interact positively with other people. Nor did many Para- counselors know

how tp help bridge that gap. Due to the established research design, the

seniors had been separated from the youth, the young adults were acting

only as activity resources, and the staff was trying not to interfere.

The purpose was to allow the Para- counselors to solve the_problems. The

result was less neficial than rnignt'have been had more intentional support

been given.

it was a .Screening process for the counselors, staff, and children.

The more suitable survived. Those who could withstand the stress, mnained-,

and eventually gained. Others did not. Nine children, two youth counselors,.

and two senior counselors left. In all cases, there were in their lives

stresses. to which the program was adding. They could not handle it all- at

once. Much of the difficulty for the children and youth. came from the

family situations. This. was especially smmong paraecognSelors One ran

. away, mother moved with the mother after a family separation. Much of the

difficulty for seniors stemmed from poor phYsical health and unresolved self

conflict. One senior (not one .of the two entfoned above) died one night in ,

her,sleep.

What must'be understood is that stress will occur, especially ih.the

first year of-any program. The same is true of any family.' That is why

child abuse is more common in younger children.; The
)
program was trial and

'error, 'adjustment, a period of growth and change. It was dn\eyolutionary

process of adaptation and creation,. shaping the environment as Well as the

18
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people involved. it was Out of this apparent chaos 'of unloading and un-

leashing that self-choice and direction emerge. People in this situation

were asked not jutt to quietly conform and obey, but to explore, to seek

alternatives5 and to risk.

The counseling design called.for two separate milieus (for research

purposeS), requiring that the senior and youth para-coUnselors meet with

their children on separate days:, The seniors met on Tuesdays and Thursdays,

and youth on Mondays and Wedneidays. During these days, the "us" house

was open from,10:00 AM until 3i00--PM, with workshops held in the -craft

rooms or in the S.0.S.C. gym. The children ,came to the program on the

'days they had been assigned, and became part of either the senior or the

youth milieu. Transportation was provided ko and from the house, and When

- ' the children arrived, they were free *r choose whatever activities they

wanted.

Since not all activities. were offered every day, the children Oere

expected to be flexible in choice. Para-counselors often helped them get,

started in an activity, but the children could also initiate their own

activit s. the para-co.unselors were required to remain at the "us" house

fora minimum of three hpurs to. be with the children who usually stayed

.five hoLrs. The children were not wred with any one para-counselor at

firsts but were instead allowed to meet everyone. They-were later paired

according to feedback from they para-counselerS and children to the -staff.
O

Usually, two children were paired with each Para-profel:.sional. The following

chronology of.counseling shows the process.that evolved.during the milieu

days.

gET91..9.91glillseiirla-Ert4ss Summary

June 10 (Monday): Theefi-st'Youth day with 5th and 6th graders, The youth
were extremely high in energy. One youth pulled back with personal
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probleirs .i.rt yht. nerVot4

True child r7= w'.dr ici l c ut wrreOs° ob;;c.rviro .)!;;Y:t.i, I yJr1j today.,
ftiesc.4a,2\11.1: Schic,e' riay ,:entered theirarer,,i%.f; ar.fuvid NI;o focu:.;.ed f.*=n sponn.he sif;:10Y'S Pnotoqraply d cateraclas,s today went

1:?:o4.<,

W:sc1y 12: Youth day
atteaci:ed irrametill..:..1.
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goofed off'all day. This brought up the issue of bringing friends.
Pottery was taught today, a sUccess.

Tuesday 25: Senior-day with a special meeting to discuss their pull-backproblem. Rationalizations abounded, were listened to, and direct
feedback was given by the staff. Suggestions were given in order toget things started; but mostly the seniors needed to risk and reachout. They were still afraid they would be rejected and were thus
causing what they feared. The Seniors each selected two children towork with. They have at least tried pairing. The children startedbringing new members who, they felt, needed help in an environmentlike this.

Wednesday 26: Youth day again,with a special staff-counselor meeting todiscuss problems. Direct'feedback and firm deMands were made by staffto some youth who had.completely regressed to childhood mannerisms.Two youth mentioned dropping. One youth had done most of-the work andhad children all over and was concerned about overloading. Flyingagain today for those who did not go Monday,

Thursday 27: Seniorday started with an exceptionally rough basketball
game. 'The children ere very edgy. The seniors had paired and sometalking bcCurred to ase the tension: Flying was the main attraction.
Due to.the slow start in reaching out, some children pulled back. A'few more aggressive-m les were beginning to be, physically abusive.
More parental poSitiv feedback came today.

duly 1 (Monday): Youth day. One yopth decided to take a three-week vacationand was dropped from the program because of his lack of commitment,
The youth were again talked with about responsibility. They had been
having a difficult time adjusting to the project shift. Previously,the focus had been on the pars- counselors; they Were a little jealous
and upset that the focus was now on the 5th and*6th graders.

Tuesday 2: Senior day and fighting. A large group'of .children who were
being ignored by the seniors started fighting. Staff, their counselors,
and the children sat and talked. The project and purpose were-explained,and, the responsibility everyone had. A contract was formed by. all
these children to hassle each other Tess and try to find .a more positive
involvement. One child made a headband and gave it .to the staff memberas a token of.thanks for communicating.

July 3-7: Holiday. The staff explored they hidden lakes" area to find a,possible place for a camping trip. The para-counselors were free to
contact the children on thetr own, without project supervision. Onlya few did.

Monday 8: Youth day with'the first phenomenological .observations tried,
notes were made for feedback to the pares. A meeting was held by staff-
cbunselors. The atmosphere was less job oriented and more relaxed and
open to problem solving. The youth were told of the problems noticed,and they were asked how these might be solved. They accepted the responsi-
bility. Most of the feedback was on a few youth who ignored their coun-selees and did their own things, while others wee overextending.

186
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Tuesday 9: Senior day and observations. The seniors pulled back*aga/n and
the children ran wild. The staff remained more or less observe
trying to get the pares motivated. They refrained, though, from
interfering with the process. The children appeared relaxed by after-

;, noon and were working together, often without seniors.

Wednesday 10: During this youth day,,a general atmosphere of baby-sitting
Prevailed. The youth and children were not making friendships, but
were still staying with their own age groups. A few youth were doing
exceptionally well without structure, but others were lost.-,

Thursday 11: The children learned to jet along with each other better. They
formed their own groups which seemed open to the adUlts, if tfiey joined.

Saturday 13: The "us" para-counselors and\staff met to find solutions to
the non-reach'png out problem. The seniors and youth both mentioned
missing the total family feeling experienced during training, and were
having a hard time re-initiating the effort and risk. Relaxed a lot.
The group decided to try using contracts and goals to guide direction,
with each counselor and each child writing their own and making self-
choices, while at the same time evolving some plan.

Monday 15 and Tuesdaye16: An observer-consultant came these days. His feed-
back was basically that people were/taking advantage of the open system
and were not being held accountable enough. In'order to grow Within
the free environment, some structure and outside direction was required
to guide them toward self-capability which would enable productive
use of the environment. This included the para-Orofessionals too.

Wednesday 17: Youth day. The contracts were finished and taped on the wall.
The "expression sheet"), a complete wall, was full and a new paper-wall
was put up. From the written comments, less outburst and frustration
were being vented, andjmore joking and positive hints of "liking" Were
.being written. Used the weightlifting room today, which the children
eepyed. The young aci0,1is and staff use contracts more as a way to solve
problems, giving the person involved a means to assess and correct the
problem on his or her own.

Thursday 18: Senior day. A senior, spanked a child today and a special
session was held among staff and counselors. This action was a carry-
through from the baby-sittinge parental attitude being defensively held
by a few counselors. Because of no reaching out the tension and
problems built to a point of explosion. It was unanimously dedided
that physical punishment was hot to be used in the project again.
Restraint could be used to protect someone from injury.

Monday 22: Youth day, with staff not going in, allowing the para-counselors
more self-direction and responsibility They carried the day fairly
well, sparked by the trust given. One youth called about taking an.
indefinite vacation and was told to either choose to stay and remain
involved or quit. The youth decided to stay ano disclosed her frustration
and fear of failing.

Tuesday 23: The seniors were still, divided, with most reaching out but a few
not. The staff stayed away today. A few sepiors have become very close

16
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With their children. A lot depended on their own attitudes and self-,
images rather than training. Those who felt good about life in general
found it easier to withstand the initial tension and risk.

.

Wednesday 24: A few youth scattered their own ways and were reminded of
their contracts. The young adults and staff began to reach out to
the children in'greatest need trying to model a sharing concern. This.
has helped a few youth join the process, though the more active youth
at first felt threatened.

Thursday 25,: An example of underlying tension between children and a few
seniort,occurred today. A senior was overly parental, and the child
ran away from the area. A small group was held when the child came '
back, .and issues were brought into the open. The children distrust
the parental-aUthoritarian approach. They also fear being open with
the seniors who will not relax and be open. At least the children and
seniors,Were communicating about-the problems. I

Monday 29.& Tuesday 30:' Planning was started for the forthcoming coast
trips. During this planning the "pull back" paraecounselors tended
to be pastively resistant, finding rationalizations and excuses for not
going. The other, more involved pars - counselors found ,any way possible
to get beyond the barriers. The "pull back". counselors tended to be
ineffective because they did not give willingly, but rather still sought
to be given toe they did not 'teem to love or help, but rather sought

,approval from the children.- HoW do we teach clove?

August 2.& 3 (Friday and Saturday): The senior-children-young adult coast
trip was held.* Being together in the open brought about an explotion
of negative behaviors at first, almost forcing the pars- counselors to
reach out and deal. The4foungfadults and staff,videotaped the process
and took.observations, while also trying hot to intervene unless
necessary to prevent physical or menta3 injury. The children worked
out many pf their own problems, but unity was totally lacking.

August 4 & 5 (Sunday and Monday): The youth-children-young adult coast trip.
. was held. From the observations and discussion of the previous senior

trip it was decided to plan more activities, using the young adults to .

help eln this area. The children were given camp responsibilities, as
were the youth. .A large meeting was held to coordinate the daily activ-
ities. The trip was far more positive in nature, with almost no friction
among the children. Some youth became hooked on their own needs, but
the group activities covered for them.

.4

Tuesdai6.& Wednesday 7: Large groups were held with the children these days
to obtain feedback about the counselors, staff, and project, and.to post-
test. All the children wanted to come back next summer and most would
11k4 to continue during the school year. The verbal feedback Wat'Posi-
tive,about,the seniors and youth in general. The children seemed to
understand those pare-counselors who pulled, back. There was very little
blaming, but a realization by'the children that they would have liked
more contact and reaching out.

Friday.9: Water skiing for a day for anyone. Everything went wells with
the young adults stabilizing the environmeet, giving more support to
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te para-counselors through planning and guiding activities rather
'than pulling back or providin counseling. Being in-,nature seemed
to help.,

Research

' This yearehad been designed accordihg to the grant proposal hypothesis

and research outline. The hypothesis had been written to find out whether.

or not senior ,para-coutiselors could be more effective than youth pare-

counselors. The.retearch outline. hdd separated the para'ecounselors by age.

In accordance, the projecfprovided two milieus; one for the youtKto be-
ce, ,

'' - /
' involved wit a certain group of randombedistributed children (from the

selected thirty-four), and;one for the seniors. In general they met on

different days and chose their own activities, from the alternatives offered.

The first yearwas an experimental model from which feedback- could be

obtained. A second year re-design based in part on this feedback should/

be more productive. From this separated milieu process, serendipjtous

knowledge emerged.' First, as the proeess,continued, the Staff realized .

that there was not: an effectiee means available to observe and describe the

process for individuals or for the project. Most"of the attentionArds

directed toward the chaos and requisite problem solving, rather than toward

the healthy thanges that were more subtly developing. Problem nenegative

factors became the focus, From this began the search for obseriational

methods.

This search dictated another ehifttowardactive research. Before,

only passive, pre-pest, static research had been in'yo)vede This measured d

behavior (answering the questionnaires) and -related attitudes/perceptions ate.

two points 1n the process, the start and the finish. If change eccurred'ari

was measured, this stil4 revealed nothing about the proeess The

to the of using phenomenological observatiohS; desribing

eearth led

the process

of what happened as it happened, not from an outsider 'S viewpoint, but,from

1
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a viewppint located within the process.

Stillstatic research did produce ce'rtain worthwhile resyltkas followst

(A) Senior Para-Counselors showed no Ognificanedifferences in the

perAonality)series on the prOpdst tests'(16 PP); no significant differences-
.

4 a.

in self-disclosure; no significant differences in drug knowledge. 'On a

self-evaluation,courdlor questionnaire, the seniors evaluated their home

lives as betterbecause of the program, their behavicirs toward others as

slightly' better, effective,developmeni as al'erson better, add themselves

as happier, more confident, and more self- liking. They reported being able

to get along better with yo g adults, but noted -no change with peers and

children. Every senior reported an increase in awareness, feeling for Others,

other
-)

people's'problems,,and problem sOlving metecis. EiCh senior felt the

paired counSelets opened' up. Seven4 percent felt Pleased with the jobs they

did. All of them would join the program again if they could dot over,, and

fifty. percent would do so without -a stipend, Every senior wanted to continue

rduring the next year, would consider helping in the community Outside the

program, and wbuld bnsider as A Vocation.; being a para-Counselor.'

(B) Youth ParaCounselors'showed no significant differences irrthe",IPAT.

:,persbnality pre/post series, although some variations were...found in preimid
.

e
.

test Scores. There was no significant difference in self- disclosure, .nor

ih drug knowledge. On the self-evaluation counselor questionnaire. the-youth,
4

reported an increase in positive interactions at pome, healthy behaviors,

and Perso al development, stating they felt more confident and self-liking,

.They felt .they got g betterewith peers, children, young adults , and

seniors, Ninety-percent repbrted. increase&awareness ofethe feelings of

others, .other people's problems, and,cohscious problem solving. Stay percent

felt the-children really opened up to them,, and:eightypercent were pleased._

wfth the jobs they did. Eighty percent would join the program agaih if they

9
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could do it all over, and would do ,so without a stipend. Seventy percent

wanted to continue,the next'years Ninety percent wanted tq work as

counseloys in the comunity, an8 eighty percent considered counseling as a

possible vocation.

(C) Children-5th and 6th raders. Two factors in the'IPAT personality

(CPQ) pre/post series were significant.(p4.05). There was an increase'in

the ego strength (emotionally MatUre, stable, and able.to face reality), and

a decrease in guilt proneness (less apprehensive,,sel'f-repy:oaching, insecure,
,

.
N. .

or troubled and more selfassured and serene). On the self-evaluation*
,

. /
.

. .

Cognselee gestionnaire,:the children reported a positive change in family
, .

and peer interpersonal relations, and an increase in self-worth. The parents

.reported that their children behaved slightly better at home and. with other
1.

'children, that the program had heleed the 'children. develop as PeoThe to a

higher degree than expected, that home life seemed somewhat. happier, and

that the children appeared more confident. All the parents questioned

stated they would send their chjldren to the program again, and ninety-four

:percent said they would like then to continue the Autumn. Most parents
e .

preferred that the progam complement the school a.tivities rather than

compete for time. Ninety-four percent said that weekends would be accept-

, able times during the school year, and fifty percent agreed to the children

attending the program for one-half school ey a week.

Feedback from group discussion with the childeen ;"'rid cute :': (a) both

seniors and youth counselors were liked, bile the youth more for'aetivities

and the seniors for discussion (paradoxically the youth contacted the

children more after the program ended and during the vacations than did the.

seniors); (b) rapport or liking was'lese dependent on age than-on the indi-

vfdual counselor and. how that counselor acted toward'the child,' (c) their

favorite sports were gymnastics, karate, and basketball, (d) the favorites

t.)
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crafts and skills were leather, pottery, and,photography, and (e) the
.

favorite evelits were the coast trips, flying; hiking, and visits to the

counselor's hoMes.

The only difference between youth and seniors in effectiveness (the',

original hypothesis), was that the parents whose children were paired with

youth paras reported significantly more change in thd childreni.s happiness

than did the parents whose childrenhad been paired with seniors.

O

Philosophy.

As had been oticipated, the "Le family regressed during this counseling

phase, at least at first. The level three characteiaistics had not been

stabilized during the short training period, nor were they expected to be"

so. Values, motivation, awareness, all major: italms:ih-human de'velopment,

ab not, change quickly, nor without fluctultion according to the environmental

contingencie., ;

1

What might 'be examined then, i5 not whether the leVel three character-
,

istics remained, but howrapidly and successfully the newly expanded "us"

family could return to the higher level , helping the children along the sway.

As noted in the chronologica) counseling entries, not everyone was able to

return to the higher level, Theienvironment waS far less siupPOrtive for

counselors during the counseling phase than during their training. As in

normal evolutionary process, those who had,not developed aAility to consistently

mach the thi'rd leyel were the ones' whe were unable to 'adapt to the changed

envirohMent.,

What happened was a-downshift and tha gradual return (similar to the

groith or health'curve), but not quite to the 'same level. Grahted more time,

perha4,-the 'growth would have continued. Perhaps change in pdrsonnel was

needed, letting those leave who could not-adapt, ,vet allowing them to go

*knowing they had ne their'beit, even: in leaVin. As it was, the project

194
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Tunctioning returned to the second level when the children joined the
.

faMily. Ego-needs became predominant, along with mechanical 'interaction,

need for.security, testing of reality, and dreams rather than actualities.

e, For some pe6ple, this functioning returned even to the first level,

IS%character Id by survival behaviors, somnambulism) awareness of the environ-

ment,ment, need for trust, physiologicil concerhi'and potentially damaging

relationships. Most people in this state made a -healthy choice and lift

the family.,Others stayed 4dIci continued trying.
a

A few.more self-developed people modeled second'level functiont that
\

neared third' level characteristics. They were the ones who usually reached
F

out most; played, touched, loved, and had impact on:.the children. They

kept the 'Process alive and healthy while others struggled to return to a
0

higher level of funttioninge Very few escaped the pains caused by grewth.

By the summer's end, the family was functioning between levels two and

threF. A social order had been firmly established in the youth Milieu, and

some semblance Of one was becoming,aparent ih the senior milleu,althoUgh

the senior'milieu children used majbr energies to satisfy ego-needs. Security

had developed, and a feeling of belonging. Nearly, everyone wanted to return.

Mutual,trust nad developed only sporadically: Suddssful impact odcurred

',occasionally, as did normal facilitation. An."us" identity was;Nrming, but

more'time, energy, andchange was needed.
4

OutIrdly,.the indicators of healthy development were sporadic and
1.

.constantly vacillating. Before the outSide,'observable'manifestationS could

,
stabilize,the inner cohesiveness of family feeling, caring,. andlove needed

. .',. .

. f

to be communicated aneestablished. From the 1-esultingtase, the children

could solve their own prObl ms, a point they demonstrated repeatedly. It

was from this base-',"that each,person,.no matter how old, reached Out, and

in return for risking, more firmly established the joy witthin. As the senior
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who (tied wrote_ in one .of her last journal ,"I.feel it has really

given me a whole:new outlook on'life,.a priceless experience,. and I feel.
6

there isn't a person in the group that I couldWt really.,,be Close rith...

life is really beautifully full,'and so many people feel this way, when you

reach out and'accept their reaching. back..."

Year 02: Feedback and ReAugust

074-6 October 4

-Desi n

CtnrAroloy_oLUienti

Aug. 16: ,Coast trip .with staff and young adults to evaluate the program
and begin re-design.

19: Thd staff and young adults designed the Counselor questionnaire
for program. feedback.

20: Youth para-counselors did questionnaire.
21: Senior para-counselors did questionnaire.
26: Young adult para-counselors did question ire. Data tabulation

started.
Sept.' 9: Planning for next year started, with guidance from'feedback data.11: The young adults.and staff encounter-growth group started.

15: Began analysis of Year 01 pre/post data.
21: Began writing Year 01 repprt.

, 26': Young adult and staff marathon- seasin.
Oct:. 1: The youth para-counselor group met to discuss who would return'

to Ahe program for Year 02.
2: The senior para-counselor group met to discuss who would return

to the program for Year 02.
8: The selection of Year 01 para-professionals who would return Year 02

As made by the staff,.
10: The selected para-professionals and young adults were given the

responsibility tpolook or people who would bd potential counselors.
16: The youth and senior groups met to begin relaxing and communicating

again.'
24: One staff member arid four young adults left the program.

"125: Film of a birth'shown.to youth-senior Para -counselors and discussed.
29; ,The para-counselor groups held their first interviews to select

new members for the "us" family. Each group selected a leader
and directed its own session.- with` staff and young adults observing.

.Administration: Feedback and Re-Design

Eight objectives had been established by the grant proposal for the 02

-year. These pre-selected indicators of program success were (1) enhance,-
.

merit of counselee social and psychological fun'otioning and adaptation, (2) pos-

itive change incounselee behaviors and attitudes, (3) detection and

190
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reinforcement of counselee positive change by significant others,.(4) demon-

stration of an alternative para7profesional* model that might potentially

prevent drug abuse, (5) determination of differences.in effectiveness'
.

between senior and youth pars-counseld;..s, (6) prevention of peer para-

.

counselor drug abuse and maladaptive behavior,; (7), enhancemept of senior

para-counselor feelings about usefulness and worth, and (8),training of

;pars-couneslors who would be'employable in future counseling projects.

general these'objectives had been reached.

Attaining objectives, hewever can be misleading, just as pre/post data.

may be. Attempting to reach objectives focuses attention on final ends or
4

`goals, bUt usually pays less attention to the means used to obtliplIrate

objectives. A person's negative behaviors. can be prevented or:extinguished,
.

thus fulfilling a pre-established objectiVe; but if the' same person has

simultaneously lost several healthy abilities through the modification .

, process, the overall dfft may be detriMental. The means or process is as

7-'4- important as theE'ultimate obje'ctives.

The analysis of Rrocess, according to.the synthesis charts showed the
At

project
;to

be functioning betweenlleVels 'two and three. :Development was

continuing when tht summer ended, and it might have been possible to reach

a solid level three fUnetioning: had more time been available. The data was'
/-

supportive. The objectives had been met. '1(et something qualitative was

lacking. Time was needed to pull back'from project operation as established

byfobjectives, tQ gain new perspectives; Feedbacki discussion, brain-StorMing,

and re-designing,were.crucial to project growth.
,

\Evaluation feedback. An important source of feedback was from the

outside ev\autitiont team. Their information pointed 't strengths and to
/

several weaknesses,especially in project administration. Some'of this

feedback and the project'changes induced were:
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. Finding: Inadequate documentary evidence existed showing NIMH/NIDA author:°
ized changes in programmatic thrust.

Recommendation: Write a document showing these changes and submit %this to
NIMH /NLDA, the Review Board, and RICA.

Changes: A project summary grant was written to shoW.programmatiO thrust
differences and was submitted to NIMH/NIDA for approval.

Finding: The' management of all research, managerial, planning, training and
counseling components of this project is monumental.

Recommendation: An assistant to the project director should be, employed.
Changes: An increase in staffing was requested.. The. half-time positions

would become full-time,.and three new full-time positions would be created.

Finding: No concise sequential written document describing the ratio le,
objectives, plan, direction, and activities of the. training componLpt
is in evidence.

ReCommendation: Prepare and distribute such a document, Outlining the
previous year training component. Prepare a projected training
document for the second year.

Changes: A training philosophy describing the developmental stages,'
together-with a synthesis chart was written. Traihing objectives
were specified.

Finding: The use of extensive individual journals and case reports imay
cause the research to substitute quantity of paper,(evidence,Of activity)
for quality of analysis (evidence of accomplishment):

Recommendation: Substitute or add some form of criterion-refereneed tests
so that program success can be empirically demonstrated,

t ta
Cnanges: An increase was made in objective questionnaires and observations'

(see Chapter 5).

Finding: There. appears to be a very limited amount. of data collected on
. drug. usage or drug usage patterns among the young,

Recommendation: Collect and compile this data.
Changes: A normative questionnaire was developed and used.

Finding: No written project time lines exist.
. S

Recommendation: Establish and relate these time lines to obJectiVesa
Changes: A time line for the previous year had been outlined in the,

multiphasic This was increased to.outline Year 02 also.

Finding: No longitudinairesearch'followeup study has been designed:.
ReCommendation: A minimal seven year longitudinal.Oudy should be initi-

ated. a

Changes: Before longitudinal research follow-up study could'begin, the
project would need to,be firmly established. According to NIMH/NIDA
communication, funding was for two years only. If the short -term
model and research justified followeup research, another *feet
deiigned for that purpose would be initiated. Within funding and
staffing limits, the most feasible way to. begin. establishment of
longitudinal research was to further strengthen the counselthg and
research abilities of the present two-year program. -

196



finding: No inventory of projpett apparatus exists.

Recommendation% Establish an inventory file And check-out control system.

Changes: An inventory was made. The check-out control system was developed

very lOosely to allow the same responsibility and freedom to be given

totthe pars -ecounselors and children. A controlled, highly structured
check-out system might have been detrimental to the purpose; this might
have separated the project's material possessions from the people. As

-long as the equipment wk's theirs, they appeared to care for it.
' .

Finding:. AdcruitMeht of new students to,be counseled sh'oulq be effected'
with greater speed. ,

e. c. Recommendation,: A list,Of t et counselees should be created and handled .

with utmost care so as to of infringe upon the rights of the,students.

- Changes: A ,special 1.-ecruitme procedure was established With a list of

volunteers, who-wanted to join the program. Ng behavioral problems or
labelling descriptions were alloWed on these lists, oily names,
addresses, and, hone numbers. When a. child and his o her parents were

interviewed, a-special referral worksheet was used to guarantee all

procedure's were followed.

189
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Finding: The.Rview Board and Advisory Committee do.not appear to contri-

i bute anything to the program nor meet often enough. .

Recommendation; The people should meet formally on a minimum basis or be

disistmded. "' , ,
,

ChangeS: The Review Board had never been desigped to meet frequently. Its

purpose was...to protect the rights. and welflaretof subjects by periodic

,
.rev,ew,of the project. The advisory committee had only met once, at

the beginningof the project. It was basically inactive. The Review

Board decided to meet' monthly during projecj operation and to act as

an adviSory board when requested. .

. .

,

.0 I

People'

Although the evaluation'h d'helped tO strengthen the administrative

and:reseanch components bf the project, it had not given feedback necessary

forvimproVement in the counseling andtraining aspects. This area rightfully

belonged to the peoRle who had been involved in.theactual process. It was ,

. .

4.

4ese people whq needed to prOfIde both the 'feedback and the, re- design,

,
according.to thelr.peedA, potentials, and abilfties. Interviews and a

'questionnaire were, employed tO obtatn this feedback Appendix e 'Near 01:
41,

Feedback Questlennair.e'Results"):.

Overal

,because of

1, the parietounselors had felt

experience intprOblem solving.

they had gained in

Most had felt thei

,
had opened up to.theM, end that a mutual, sharing relationshi

1.90

p,rsonal.grovi0

r coungelees

p hadedeveloped,



resulting in a positive change 1, the counselees' behaviors. Parents, sib-.

lings-, friends, drugs, and sex were some of the topic's covered in discussions.

The counselor-counselea relafionihips appeared quite positive.
;

The qualltative lack was net in the interactions between the-para-
. .
e

profesionals and the children, but rather the'training, and irr project

structure.. Caber three-fourths of the questionnaire respondents .stated theya .

felt uncomfortable undercurrthlts in the program,- especially in the young

adult and staff gr011p

should not be ini the

/

were +epeetedly/named as problems within and between age groups, and as
.e .

major negati ve/ influences on the children. Approximately two-thi rds" of the
.e

yoUth and seniors felt training was adeqUate, but not one young adult agreed,

About three-fourths .of the pars-0-ofessionafs wanted to learn more counseling

techniques pr skills; half felt the could have been better prepared to be

counselors. Mostcwanteed-traininl!to continue after pairing. :Few people felt

the program had let them down; however, three-fourths wanted more structure

.and feedback. Only thirty...nine percent had felt. they fully understood their

jobs..

Sixty -four percent felt some of their felloq counselors

program. Poor communication and personal conflicts
8

From the-interyleivs;,journal , and essay questions concerning the program,

terms such as rigid; self-.Centered, non-coecerned, non- committed, ho-
e iss'r

.caring, closed, bos'sipy and disal were used to,describe the problems

faced by'people. Man-handling, sexual games, bribing, coddling, smoking,

and bad modeling were behaviors which Were cited as evidence.of the problems.

Competition. rivalry; bad-vibes ,- ego-problems , and lack, of chesiveness and

direction often des*cribed the negative aspects 0 the groups. Lack of direction

and excessive expectation defined the problems'in struture..

The qualietative problem as becoming evident. People, ,training, and .

4°-

structure, were.weak in development. The project represented the problems
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inhek.nt in most embi;yonic systems. It was an average project, Teoresentam,

410 tive of the larger organizations ithin the bureaucracy, within the national

system. And that Itself was a qualitative poblem. An alternative*modeI

designed to prevent abuse and enhance mental 'health required a project which

went beyond what already existed. This project had\not yet grown beyond,

as its process, data, evaluation, and feedback :emonitrated. It was doing

just about as Much to help people as any other proje'ct.

Before any further efforts at helping others could be made, therefore,

lt Was essential, to first strengthen and develop the project. As in the

case of a individual, self-growth is a pre-requisite for helping others.

t
The three week areas were focused on ,and rea-designed.by everyone 4nyolved.

'her

Those who had been in Year 01 had given feedback. Vho'se who stayed for

Year 02 ;would use this feedback to guide changes.
71

people-Re-0n. The group that appeared to be having the most dif#i-e'

eulty,in the project was the young adult (including the siaff), It was

this group that reported the highest interference wtth jobeeffectlenees,

from personal rroblema', the highest need for mktings,with Fellow.counselers

the nilhest eed for structure, the lowest eatisfactioe tft training, and,

the least amount of job-role understanding. They had been trained as para.: a
, -

counselors'buthad in effect become para-staff.rescurces. They had been

.asked to ass°i'st the youth and senier,coueselors with the children, but to
. . ..

not interfere needlessly.' They had encountered a special :stre.s..sa caused

by changing- roles- and ambiguity. The. were also in limoloith.ndplaee to. .

belong.
. Ar

,.,

As e grdup, the young adults no lodger fitted into the pyogram.. Some.'

had been able to adjust:to the changingdefinitioms, otherephad net. Communi-

cation-among the.members had become blocked, focusing en external problems

in the project, rather than realizing a major problem of the project was

201.
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evasion, aafiilure to be honest and open toward each Sher. The pr'oblem,

as much as they-could do to chandelt,mas theMselvepa as,it was with the

"Youth and senior paraeceuntelors. Only if each person-in each group tpok

the necessarystePs to create.healthy self-development, would the project

itself be healthy.

In an'attempt to reduce this nexus, the young adults formed a girth

encounter group. ;Their purpose was to do things together, to communicate,

openly, and to find alternative methods for enhancing self and the group.

this group met twice a week for three to five hours and held two Marathons

lasting three days each. The interaction was intense and demanding, at times

producing such extremes of joy and pain as to,be etched in memory, forever.

Undercurrents emerged into. the open,.and people did their best to under-

stand and facilitate the process.

From this Six-week long interaction, two groups jamervd. One` group

chose to.leave the project, seeking to satisfy their Rther needs and interests.

The other. voilo chose to stay, determined to contieue pulling together as a

,

team, When they nad decided to stay,ethey had been'told nothing coald)be

promised. 'They .choseato remain and put forth the effort because they be-

-lieved the "us" concept had potential and because they had foudd a meaningfel

way to ehhance thisepotdntial. This group designed the. second year prograMs.

and, when NIDA accepted and .funded the 'design, became staff.

Meanwhile,'afteroa:Monthlong pause, the youth and senior'paracounselors,

had started their groups, on a much less intensive level. They had always

had roles in the.project and had been able .to try them out Most youth-and
4r

senior par-coOnselors knew whether or not they could or wanted to continue.

,Some decided to not come back :when the second year propets started. Of those

semi :tning, six youths and six seniors were selected to continue. a

SOection of new para-countelors during this phase -was made 6), having,.

20
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:these six youthS anti six seniors bring people they "thought Would become

paracounselort. These indiViduals were interviewed by their

respective age groups and selecte0 on the basis' of peer-evaluation. The

youth selected seven new members, the seniors:, three.

TrOningeRedesign,. Feedback' about training indicated many para-

co6nelors.felt a needjor more'skill and counseling technique development.

According to the observations made by therstaff, ,most paraecoqOalors also

needed to learn howeeto apply these and other already learned skills and'.

techniques.: Getting beyond Of-exploration anal. growth would be a must

for this training session. They woad also-need to learn how to actively
""?

help others.

A training philosophy was written rca provide,an overview of the develop-
,

mental areas and levels found in hUManistic ptycholOgy (see Chapter.3). Also

training objectives in group "interaction, counseling competenctfes,.researcb,

paper work, skills, crafts, apd general knowledge- levels were,formulated

(see Appendix "Yeas 02:. Training Objeives and Levels").

Structureedesign.''The actual redesign of project structure resulted

ftom a major effort, on thg part of:the young adults-and staffs in response

to. feedback.and evaluation by the youth. and senior pora-counselors. Para-
a

doxically, in view of the discomfort somehad undergbhe in an unstructured

environment,. more responsibility. and freedom were provided, allowing

. the Para-counselorsimore time to ;be with their chtilkiren on their dwn rather

than in the program:environment. Even the alternative resources became less

structured, shifting.froM daily alterhatives be$Woffered to the children
.

is choices, toward having the para-co6eselors. and their children request

and design the activities they wented.
ee

This pendimical solUtion lavolved out of further discussion about the

structural problem. The previous counseling environment Chad been semi-free
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and semi-structured, hence had.provided tralpees a less-tham-stable environ-
.

meat within whIch,,,to Adjust. Th para-counselors had been told they.were

responsible for the.011dren,..but'had Oso been required to meet, usually,

within the 'progr'am environment,. where they were giyen little.free.one-to-.

one time'away-friom the group, They' had thus become dependenton tpe environ-

mental structure and had'growns hesitant to take the initiative in reaching

out or following through.
.

-On this problem came to'Tight-It was clear that what,they reafly

preferred was less environmertal structure impinging on their responsibilities,'

and more freedom to do what was chosen and designed by them and their

cOtnselees. To give them the needed support-that structure might-have pro-
)

vided, thby wanted instead to have more meetings with staff and among them-
.

selves to discuss problems' arid feedback, and suggestions.

Research--Redesign

r Althtugh\the researn component . the "us" project h& been week during

:the fist year;.it had done what it .10d been designed to do., The*tests.that

had been suggested by the grant ptopsa CIPAT series; had been used; togethep-

with several others. The data from tnese.tests captured the program pre/post
.

gain fajrly welldanOgreed with theprukcss-analysis according toltthe

A

synthesis -chart There smply rirld not -been 'Vary muth .change to measure.

Before a project'llke 'us!' ewhasizes rF,searth: it must firs t -be oper-_

;

ating-oh-a 4evd1 which an prodi4ce a change to be researched. Few projects

. ,

can do so during thee- trial priod, for it is then they must concentrate

7 k

on developing an effective process--anits supporting system. This was what

"us" had done,

Now, with the .7.irA year cxpdyiences to gukie the second Year -redesign,

with more time to prepare and follow tol'ough in the-counseling- phase, the

project appeared capable of enhancing develop4nt:11 change. The second year

1
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,should produce more to be measured; and,ft would need more tools to'do so.
It :.r

.

And, shifting young adults to paraeprofessional staff poSitions, more time

and emphasis would bec2me available for conducting research. Tn copsequente,'

additional MeasUrement devices were. addede SemAntic Differential qUestionnaire,

school:home-counselor referral behaVior ch,ecklists, school -home adjective,

checklists, Piers-Harris Sel.-f--Conciept Scale, normative Study.(with'a control

population), teacher-home progress reports, counselee sociogram, Walker.

Problem BehaviOrs Identification Checklist,, activities hierarchy, tentative

criteria hierarchy, and a counselee inventory cr' counselors (seethapter 5 -

for explanations and Wilts).

Philosoplv

!dften the most difficult action to take ihtsuch a project is to abandon

an accepted-timeline in favor of an unproven redesign. Yet, such a radical

departure, deSpite its moMent'tri.unproductivity,.is often crucial. It is
f

from such periods of conscious silenee that solutions to problems emerge,
.1

Habitual patterns can be disrupted, energy levefs can be rechariled, and a

more conducive path toward a high4r ievel of development can be,. chosen.
.4 .. ),.

The4Weedback and d6ta decumula,teddi,iring the "us" ProjeWs redesign

period indicated that not all,nieds of the"third leVel had been sattefied.

This further verified, the analysis made about the program development during
1

.

the Year 01` counseling phase. -' The prOgram wasrl astu between level two and,

three,' not yet ablecto make the transitions. is a result, the unfulfilled
2.Z

.needs, cletest ;to atWnment, and therefere most often eit.or mentioned;

were the third iievel.

-,Pe2ple were seeking wads to %eommunieate and be genuine with each other

within a relationship of mutualtrust and belongillg. They wanted to make a

successful impact upon the orogram' and aeon the children with whom they had

-been paired. They were trying to create asocial system, identify with a

2 054(
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larg0 prOcess, Make -plans and follow throu0, .,7zribilie parts and the whole,

and trying tOfaOlitate It-hers' efforts to 0 50.

For thei)roject to help them.achteve this meant first, taking an honest.

look at what the project had or had not become, listehing to feedback, and

admitting mistakes. ,Frowtheree.change and redesign could evOlve naturally.

This period wgs'painful for many peoples but as in any birth, the result

was .worth the pain. _Everyone had done his or her share in making chbices

and following through.

Year 02: Training _October 3a, .1974 to FebruarL1L_IIIP1

Chronology of Events
.

t

Oct. 31: Staff and young adult (para-staff) planning and project redesign
continued on,a daily basis.

.

Nov. 2: 'First fail day of training. Pre-testing of new para-counseloft.
9: The staff an Oregon Pvchological Association-meeting to

-search for project ideas in research, training, and continuation.
19: The behavioral and phenomenological Observation methods were

decided upon as further research and feedback tools,
20: Research starter in the LRIC reports' system- for literaturLie concerning

similar,para-professional counseling/prevention programs.
22: The staff apd para-staff vistted comunity agencies that,dorked

with children with problems. A community, resource outline was
being rd' for use in training. , :

23: The trainirtg c',6jectives ad Ailmophy were formulated and, iven
to the btra-professiona4.

Dec. 3,: Thu t..:,:if .thorl 549C school strict iWreafmA its willingness to
all ' tie nt"," av'ogrAm to oo-k"yith 5th and 6th graders.

4: Tbe Pshiand schools gave .perlissio -7or the rus " project to work
with Sth 6r6".! Sth graders.

a' 6: The Yr 02 gt .e.-/inn was clulleted and sent to NrOA wlth an
1 a7.)ruri bA change an,-', renuest for new staff.

7&8: The .''ir.-:,t wRekend rnirj seFsion .p,as held for the whole group
' (two Ovs an cr. night),

.

12: The =kw, staff iiid the Review r24.1ard decided to work with the Ashland ,.;

'' schools rather than Me-!:ford. the evaluttlon team was re-hired for
this year.

13: Editing 'f last year's video-tapes =.tarted. The aim was to create
a soal l:roining tape for the project.

. .

14: ,A community agency that woyked with problem behavior adolescents
was ;:.sed to Join with 'us ° for the day. This Marked the first
actual f'rt of this program to actively reach out to other such
,agentie:.

18: Trik, "us" staff met vith the Asiland school principals.
23: NIDA app,o.i...d the grim; revision and program redesign, including the

new 5t.7.-e pcsitirs. The young railu';tc; pa-as became official staff.

20G,
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Jan, 7: Staff mimbers began taking College courses to increase their
skills, ,

8: Contact with the Ashland elementary school principals and teachers
started, its purpose to explain the program and receive feedback.

10:_ A special staff growth group started meeting weekly for one hail
day.

11: Msearch training started fOr the pars - counselors. -

'.' 14: S.O.S.C. agreed to allow the "us" prb.g.ram to use the gym facilities.
23: Revjew Board meeting to discuss the interim evaluation report and

provide a program update.
24: The list of names collected in the Ashland schools was tallied.

191 children volunteered to join the program.
Feb. 4: The staff stated special behavioral observation training for

. research purposes.
5: Parent interviews were started in order tmmake the final selection

of children for program.'
8:. The par'a-counselors were given the thud -level exam and started

final preparation for the incoming children,
12: Mid-testing of para-professionals.-

Administration

Probably the most critical administrative task during thisAaeriod was

the proposal design revision. The Young adults and staff` had already re-

designed many aspects of the program, thus' necessitating more research,

trate-Inge end alternative reeources. To carry 04 these planneechanges
.

.reouired mbre *.ztaff; this rouire, apOrovaI by NIDAINIM, which Wa'i given.

The staFe. now consist d vf: (1). a part tjw,1 executive dire:".or',

full tine project ,:,iirectoriorthcipal investigato, (3) a ,,Nti time asistant

,dinactor, (4) a lull time project coardinator, (.) oafuil time researcher,

(6) two full time observationaIlstitre,nerF:, and (7 ) time 'secretary/ t

bookkeeper.

Tne seven re;Zer fu:Iti.!ie staff consisted of four males and th e

femaleS, who'ranNdfrom twenty-fOur to fortynine, with a mean of :14

years. Four were sirgle, three we're:married. One'staff member had four

children, another had One child Mean education was 16.7' years, with a range

from 15 to 20 years. They manifested no physical defects.

The second major task for q_ "us" project was contacting the local-

school districts and receivng their approval for working with the 5th and

207
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6th graders. Medford, Phoenix-Talent, aed Ashland all'adcepted the project.

Due to transportation difficulties howeven the staff And Review Board
.

decided to focus efforts in .Ashland. This was where the "Us" house was

located, and a central location could reinforce attendpee by the children".
.

When the.program was distussed with the schools,,Phbenix offered to

give credtto the pars-aeunselols from its schools for participation in

e'lthe prtgrame' Each youth counselor was given a class credit for his or, her
.lb

involvemdrt. Ashland later responded i4 the same way ,Both schools also

expressed an interest ih developing a para-cdunselor program within the

school systdm. They too were looking for alternatives.-

The selection process fo'r the 5th and 6th graders varied somewhat

during the year. R6ther than relying on thq4schools to pass the word to the

children about the progral, it was requested that ''us" representatives (a

young adult, a youth, and a senior) visit the 5th and 6th grades tdexplain

Over 191 names were submitted out of a total 344 children 'who

were/ contacted.

In an effort to reduce this ltst to a manageable number, the teacher

were asked to 'recommend children they thought might -best .benqfit from the

prooram.', These children rece'ived first priority. Their parents and others

were then contacted by phoree, told about they program and asked if tOy-wanted

Lto'have their thildree join.-Those who wanted to.4ave their children parti-

cipate were asked to come to the "us" house fd'r an interview and a more

detailed explanation of.the program. At this interview they were given the

parental consent, farm to read and sign and a behavioral and adjective 'check-
,.

1.4'St ta fill out concerning. their -chflOren. The- program thoroughly explained

its intent, covering the experimehtal aoprbach aimed at preventing problems'

(including drugusei*abuse), testing and confidentiality, responsibilities

erequired of the parents (qUestionnire open communication, and follow
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through) ,e staff willingness to answer any inquiries, voluntary participation-,

of the Children and parents, with discontinuation at any time by notification

and discussion width the staff, risks and potehtial benefits,- and the names

of other agencies to which the parents could go for help.,

The pera-counselors had previously selected the new youth ,and seniors

for training. The ,youth had no difficulty in finding people,. but the seniors

did.. The seniors, unlike the youth in- school o did vot have access to large
,

,

numbers, of people their age. Their. contacts 'were limited. - Consequently,,

4
the staff helped, putting articles in the paper, making presentations before.
the RVCA gatherings, appearing on television, and meeting with the seniors

/-

_in the 'Rogue Valley Manor, a large seriiprecitizen retirement complex. Eventu be

six senior, citizens applied, three of whom were accepted.

This noh-Involvement of ,seniors became a major cencern for the program.

and was discussed with the ';us" seniors. An opportunity tb share with others

end he children existed, yet' the- local community senior adults were not

eageceet participati6"g. -Many "us" fa:eily seniors expressed the feeling that

most. of their eeers s mply did not want to melee the commitment hquired for

;;': an effort,, or take the responsbility. Most also believed seniors

hesita-od becaUse they were afraid, fearful of the rejection and failure
.

which were characteristics becoming increasingly 6ident as the aging process
./

continued. Not being allowed a place in society, seniors' had stooped caring,

for self and for others. This, the flue:" seniors explained., was why they had

so -few friends to bring into the program,

A project. like "us" required a special person, willing to risk and

commit self beyond normal 'efforts. The training in 'itself requi'red fourteen

hours a Week, with another three to four nours for journal entries, research

reading, and travel . During this' time, interaction was often intense and

20.0
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trying, challenging a person to groweand learn. The stipend was minimal

for seniors andTess.for youth. They came because theyewere special people,
, e

hoping
0

to make te-world a little better, providing some Meaning to life's

process,_by sharing with people; not for money, powerioi% prestige, but
o r

because they truly cared.

The Year 02 traininrlasted approximately 15 weeks, totalling 175-200

hours. Most training ;,0s held every Tuesday and Thursday night from 7 :00

to 10:00 PM, and all day on Saturday (9:00 AM to 5:00 PA). One Weekend

training sessionyas held in a special retreat loaned to "as" by Boise-

Cascade. Thislasted two days and one night, and established the precedent
.

for furture overnight outings. It provided a: "high" to equal any altered

I
state `of con§Ciousness, a sharing to remember, with people in nature. Not

a ,

all Went well-. It was not the parts that counted, but the process, changing

a pseudo-group of lower level interactions into a facilititive "us" family.

The staff also continued training during these weeks, mostegoing to

college, all participating i a special growth gredp. The growth group

kept interaction in the Open, and the staff began to experience fully what

they were expecting the para-counselors te in the para-counselor

training, thev'e were moments; when anger and chaos, emerged, as did *love and

,genuine caring. It was a testing area, a ground for experimentathn

growth. The only thing it was not, was easy.

Neither 'Was t easy for thd paraecounse)ors who Would eventually learn

to .facilitate and guide their own groups, to. reach out, to organize owtheir

own; and to stabilize interaction Onathe third level.. To do this; three group

patterns were used (1). a. largeegroupe (2q three small' groups 'divided into

youths, seniors, and youfh-Seniors, and C3) two groups equally divfded with
1

youth seniors. These these roue patterns allowed large group Unity, peer
tl/

group identity, and ed,'age interaction. The training process was asvfolloWs:.
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Chronological Training Process Summary

November 2 (Saturday): The youth and senior groups had met during thepre-
ceding month to interview and select'new members. The groups decided
to learn more skills and crafts and to spend time just sharing in a
relaxed atmosphere. In,the morning everyone listened tb a tape by Dick
Gregory and then discusted various issues which hadbeen.raised, such
as war, communication, and honestly caring about people:enough to
,sacrtfice material reinforcement. Only a few were vocal, the rest re-
mained silentvespecially the youth. In the afternoon, -people, selected
crafts learn and spent the hours creating together.

Tuesday 5: Tonight the values levels were explained and a large group dis"
custion was held concerning responsibilities in the:program and the /
operational level- used to meet these It was decidedeto try to operate
en the social level rather than by rules'anq regulations. One 4
youth who'ihad beenhaving difficulty the year before in responsibility,
made a.self social cohtract to follow. An arguMent:between two seniors
was resolved through role playing and active listening: The group
decidedto.eearrange.the room to help youth -and seniors begin being
physicalty-togethee.

Saturday 9: The para-counselors were asked to organize their own training
day, with last year people helping the new members learn crafts a
skills or just become etquainted. One s ff member was present to rtilake
observations. Most-gople were enthuse and pitched in to organizi the
day. Two youebs fromelast year slept most of the dey, as did one senior
from last year. One youth from last year distracted people _and had the
pew youths involved in similar behaviors. The seniors as a group were
outstanding, butethe youth in general coutd nOt handle the freedom an&
responsibility. Aevolueteer consultant from a .local store came in to.
teach crafts, leaving leather and dyes as a donation.

Tugsday 12e The young adults (para-staff) and para-counselors started running
small groups to experience the group facilitation role. There was some
fear on most people's parts but everyone pitched in to help the acting
leaders. This allowed the staff to observe and give insights into the
group process. The fishbowl process was used later, allowing the youth
.to disclose among themselves. while the seniors listened and observed.

Thursday 1 : The seniors and staff described each other, using analogies
and adjectives during\a fishbowl session. These comments were written
on newsprint and then each person discussed which analogies or adjectives
he orX she'felt really fitted. The youth listened while the para-staff
facilitated the group and made observations. The ybuth then gave feed-
back onthe level of-cummuntcation and interaction in the senior-staff
group.

$atbrday 16: Case studies on the° 'new members were started by last year's
counselors. Craft workshops were conducted in the afternoon and were
video- taped. These activities dnd related non-involvement problems
were replayed and feedback by the staff was given to the para-counselors.:
Awareness and habituated patterns were discussed and the group requested
more feedback to pin-pqint problem areas. Most youth stated they had
been unaware of the disruptive and non-attentive patteyns; this was their
typical behavior in, school. or at home.

1
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Tuesday 19: A special monopoly game was played An.groUps offs, to 6, with
one, person haying special privileges (e,g.' extra money; the right to
forte others to sell lend, non-taxation).. The others were told'to
play normally,. Of the four groups,'ene joined together to counteract,
the' special privileges given, and one team tried butifailede and two
remained as individuals and lost the game. The games were video -taped
and discussion followed concerning teamwork, emotions, ability to make
change in society, and competition versus cooperation.

..
!Thursday 21: The project attended a show called the "Trial of Wly Jack",

which dealt with an alternative school and a person who sought to reach
the higher levels of development. Everybody had' a good time, with senior;
and youth sharing openly. as though proud to be together as a group.

Saturday 23:, Everything the staff and para-staff hadAwned to.do for training
was rejected or passed by. The Thursday night show brought forth many
emetionse.and-people began opening pp and unloading. Values were.dis-
custed concerning killing people and animals, and the casualness in
which this is done both physically and mentally. .Communication as
described by.the.counseling levels was discussed and people examined
the levels they had .been operating on during the morning (mostly level.
two). The youth remained Went and the pare-staff beganeChallenging-
them for non-participation. The seniors were blamed and one senior got
up and walked out, coming back a few minutes later because she had left.
her keys.' This brought the humorous side of life out and everyone( -

laughed in relierand started trying to understand what.had-happened:
A senior and youth facilitated the group. Later, one youth-Who requested
counseling concerning a home problem did so withthe program director
as the group observed the process and then discussed it afterwards.
A discussion on death developed and two burials were.role-played.

Tuesday 26e A. pot luck dinner was'held at a senior para-coentelorte home,
with good &leer and sharing of'an wily Thanksgiving meal together.
-The journals were collected for the first time. ,

December 3 (Tuesday): Didactics on behaVieriem and humanistic psychology
commenced. A para -staff member explained behavioral contracts (defining
the problem, seiecting objectives, observing an8 setting a base line,
planning eentingencies, and evalUating), and the dangers using these
teele as vcure-all technique to make others conform was noted. The
pares were asked to formulate behavioral contracts for themselves.

Thursday 6: Planning for a weekend training trip to Katydid, accountry
retreat 'generously loaned to the "us" project for this special use.
A training and activities schedule was outlined. Films from the

.

Intermediate Education District were selected.

Saturday 7 & Sunday 8: Upon arriving at atydid for a weekend training session
, in the country, the para-professionals planned a "duty" chart' for cookimV,

cleaning, and other responsibilities. After everyone became familiar
with the place and selected sleeping"euerters, a film was shown, "The.
Animal Farm". The grope discussed the film and those aspects thateselated
to the project and the national culture.. After 'lunch the staff collecto0
the behavirral contracts and Small croups (all ages) were organized and
facilitated by the pare-staff. Role playing. metaphor-analogy definitions
and understanding the differences between feelings and intellectual .

2
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disclosures were Lfiej t help the .erpepe. The staff made group. obsere
nations accoicVnn to a group dyieemics cftart and gave feedback to indi-viduals. The,,group came toge::her.erei the contracts were discussed.
Only two peopleehad followed the (iesieln e,,ndneade. a valid-contract. The e,
contracts v;ere reviewed and teeple. teiked about thosb things they sought
to change' in th-eeseives; aete: 'eht.i':-,he.'r OP not the behavioral ,tool fitted
the' problem. After dinner., ert marijuana was shown and the grouptalked about dtpgs. Af iqghe-, the .youth caused distUrbances.until 3 :30 AM.In thezorning e special nee.untor yroup was held. One youth who had
been 'instigator (he had leer se in the othet days also), was

.

challenged f,,,ponly, end M veto-was taken by everyone to allow his *continued
participation oh to ask him to leave the project.' The grOup decided
to allow him to stay-if he iould work out a contract to 'stop thine,
negative' behavior and find ether avenues Cor interaction.. This also
s carted what became: known 6t.' the "crisis grour meeOngs to be used

ensiyely sthrelAhout the )regrane These- allowed the .group to resolve
probleme.re.:7.her than the .s.t.,Pf. ei.knyone could call° this group togetherwhen in crisis. The rest o = theday.was spent discussing sex roles
afid Sexual energies; this teal been. a major factor for distietances the
previous night. an1 youth he;", nev?r experienced a co-ed overnight
envirbnment -.and dtd not .knc1.7 ho4 to respond healthily. This was a
critical ei'eetor-eet, o'e;erild slece overnight camping vas being planned
with, th,e-childraii'enq Para-cerselors. .The para;-cqunselbrs would first
helve to ba'able to respond- in 'a heelthy manner'(e.T..respecting theri ghtS oZ others, :)etirg atear,l) of feel ingseemoti ens and /discussing them
openly, end not `;:Mtt-'11,1,:l )ped tee seXual flirtations and 'manipulative
gemee):

o

TUesdey 10:- The k.;1;? . tis:;',~1anr over. the weekend did notcote to this'. rehre, w)e aire4. The 'coetracts for- ee4ryone
Teeeee e eeeee- peea-eoeeselere 1 wing each o'oer. fit
prOblem eeione tihree femelee, erei.-ohe'male youth had developed (jealousyand r-ivelryi, and a' senlez !led this.ereen ie a coanselingeeeflection
Fe2e Dotetnr7 to Oe hOnee;ty and open corOunication,
in eeevenire eeee ew.,' Tee eeeep lked e;::e.ut sweeeine and ndn-e'
eeer,peee e0,-reneelle.

Thursday 12: irstreeiee ee give lee. eceel,e1-iee levels and discussionfonewed Teletieel the oree1.-eet a[-f). to these levels. A staff
merthree eepeeietrated :ye:4 of hee'-..-al ..orked best for the lower

le the 'heeeniste; e eeeeee. eer. hot For the higher levels::
'our pera eeneeIce r(1-1e. eeobielee they chose as important--to them 6,1er-eel f-health) . These were .

le,o-teeed re .

. dy celei;.pee oet the eounsel ing techniquis used..especially'ecti.,e. liseenine or :,e'elee an? eive'i the eo .uneeling ''e
levels obteifede

''.

Saturdey 11:. The Ster Ge;ch adol,l'ecents wee: invited to shore. with. the "us"
proere:e oc.'ekv, (a groeve,o;= 'proelerr,` adolescents leho were in one'of the

Y..; OilTKEI '! .:',4 it, :4'';': ', :;ice' 'ehe ',-...',,ff visil;.,!d). -"*.'ne.para-coUnselors ,were '
extra :re reeeeue at f-rrst but then rcipxed. People began using; the
creft3 ae at.iyeere to get teeether, All this was videb-taped and playid
back, thie providing a Teee-ior interest for the Star Gulch adolescents.

,I...., .:, ,
. / 4...

Tuesday 17: The; :era-eouese'eors esigned., roleeplayed,-, Video-taped, and
analyzed triads dealing Yith problks. problems thiy represented.
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were loneliness, sibling rivalry, peer rejection, and. family hassles.
Reflection was taught again this session, with most people being ableto seledt reflective statements from among others. In trying to reflect,
most still remained evaluative, diagnostic, or explanatory. Reflection
was demonstrated by thg staff and thbse points were emphasized: reflect-
ing the' feeling beyond the words or action (the third'ear), Acce ance,
non-structuring of the relationship, and non-direCtive feedbac

Thursday 19: The training objectives were presented and explained: Didacticswere presented on the motivation levels, and discussion followed
concerning the significance'of these levels to the project and individual
growth. The youth who bad left th4Kprogram came back and asked foranother Chance an the group deciddid to try again. Sma31 g;ou0s were

'forme vith the para-counselors leading them, making written observationsabout t e interactions, and giving feedback. Th9 groups focused. on thenew- me WOng them open up and relax with others.

Saturday 21: TrOning.started.by teaching everme how to set up, records=And play back the video-tape. The group discussed observations, feed-back, and group' counseling, their fears and releted-'ijesitancies, and
the difference between training to be,a counselor and beingcounseiled.
Didactics on synergy and a discussion aboUt project and individuals ledto talks about highs., peak experiences, bad trips, and creative growth.

,IainingtenAd after lunch with a moment ofpause and relaxation before
-the Christmas break.

1 January 2 (Tuesday): The para-counselOrs were asked to evaluate themselves
according to the training objectives and help determine what areas
"should be covered first and most. A concept called."time-out" was
discussed,-especially relating to the yqpth who came back but was actingout. "Time;out" was selected as a verbal feedback to,anyone who was/
disturbing or doing harm to the group or individuals. With it, cam(
the, request to sit back or leave the room andAhipic for a-few mi-n)tes
about previous behaviors to' determine if they )10 been disruptive. If
'the time-out call was in error, it could be challenged after this time.
The para-staff (now officially staff) acted as group.observers and
were in turn observed by the staff. Everyone was given feedback. Some
para-staff found it difficult to observe withbut interfering with the
group process.

Saturday 4: Today the group again discussed valueA, using Kohlberg's value
learning system of presenting the value-dilemmas and having people
discuss their choices. These choices were later related to the value
levels chart. Value discussion led into social status and a sociogram
was made to depict interpersonal reaching out within the program according'to status and age. The seniors disclosed their'fears of not being /
accepted by the youth; and explained this was so 'because they as youth
had often only visfted"with seniors as a gesture of being nice. People
'begandiscusAing whysthey had joined the program; eventually most
agreed it was. to share With others in, an operrenvironment. Brief therapy
was reviewed and demonstrated.

Tuesday 7: The para'-counselors'divided into .three groups (youth, youth-seniors,and seniors) to assess individual levels actording'to the training cht-.
line.. Two groups decided they were readY foie the second level and mere
,ested by the staff, who had them demonstrates various competencies. One

'groLpwas not ready (the senior -youth group)

2 ±i
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Saturday 11: The.behavioral data collection forms for.home and s'choot were
explained to the para-counselors. The paraswere shown their roles .in
helping the staff collect research data and in making observations.
This started their research training. Phone contacts.With'the paeents
were role played and discussed. In the afternoon, Reality and Gestalt
therapy were explained.and tried in various situations. .The large
group divided'and the SY group was tested for level II, and passed.
Some-shifts in people were 'made in these groups due to unresolved
personality clashes, thus providing a more stable balance inthe
groups. A few senior1 were having difficulty in accepting their peers,
and in relating to the youth.

Thursday 16:, The smaller groups met again. The youth who had been in and
out of.the program was not there and had missed the, time.before. His
peer group decided to not allow him to return. No one expressed-any-any
hostility' or blame,.but everyone realized he simply could not make the,
necessary,adjustment and personal growth. This helped the youth examihe
their own growth. The small groups were facilitated by the staff. The
all senior group appeared to be the most risking and growth produtaing
thts.day. The youth-senior group was still having difficulty. Today'
the youtb in the youth'- senior group refused to risk and the seniors did
most of the reaching out. ,The all-youth group was functioning smoothly.

'Saturday 18: The three separate groups met again and were facilitated by
the staff. The communication-counseling levels were used to give feed-
back and to provide analysis pf the group process during the day: Using/
the levels te help People become aware tended help the process shift'
from mechanital interaction toward genuine faciliation, but people con-
tinued to slip back into past habits and resort to old techniques of/
debate and withdrawal. The discussions foused on the relationship,
and feelings with and toward others. People were bei-ng open -about/self
and each other and consequent hassles were occuring. They were fynally
bringing these into the open.

/
Tuesday 21: -A.continuatiOn -of Saturday for most of.the -session, t /n the

group came together to-discUss the senior-youth small group .p4roblern
which represented the senior-youth .- problem' as a whole. The youth in
general stated they did not want to; work with the seniors when the
children, came, and preferred 'their own peers in the groupS. This .
opened the senior fears and pain of rejection and a more -in-depth. inter.,
action occurred. The youth saw their own reasons as ego-centered; they
wanted. to remain With theirpeers because they were enjoying the sharing.
.The .seniors Understood this and explained they enjoyed their peers in
geneiel, but also.enjeyed the company.of the youth. In examining the
differences in relation to the program needs rather than'ego-needs,....
the youth were asked how they wouldresporld. to the incoming children.
Most of them recognized that7they were on level two," jut they were still
unable to shift at that moment. The youth enjoy sharing with their-
peers. and less with other ages. The seniors enjoyed sharing with other
ages and less with their peers.

A%

Saturday 25: Training the last few days was scattered due to heavy snow con-
. ditions and fogt Phenomenological observations Were explained and attempted

by everyone. The pare-counselors were asked to explain thOraining
concepts to each other in lareparation for the level III exam. The
counseling methods thus far explored were reviewed. Case studies were
completed this week.
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Tuesday 28 & Thursday 30: The e(am for level III was given , Six people
passed this first exams to a degree, which the staff _f t' was adequate
to, demonstrate cognitive understanding and ability io apply the know--
'ledge' Five more people were given a further exam by demonstratring
"do",--abilities:- The remaining Para- counselors were to wait for two
weekt and* then be -retested.

February 1 (Saturday) :, The three separate groups of youth, seniors:and
, seniors-youth were redesigned and two larger groups were forined,' by

'equally mixing theyouth and seniors (two youth-senior groups).. Thiswould be the design for,meetings from now on, including: -the progra6
activWss milieus (A and B)- At first the youth resisted the, change,,
but after a lengthy discussion they admitted it would provide the' ',
children the best pOssible environment' and resources. These groups met,
to discuss possible' ways to start the counsOing phate,'the research
which needed to be done:and how they would 'work together as a team.
The day was eXtrenitly positive, with a task-oriented sharing. The
six people who hadbeen accepted on level III were assigned to help
others.ln the)weak spots.'

, °f
'

'

, s

, ,'',Tuesday The para-counselors organized' their own training SessiOn-,,'Using
.', their own resources..to continue, preparation for the level III,exam, and

to get the two groups functioning in a -facilitativeoanner. The session';
went smoothly with everyone pitching in more willingly as the time for
pairing drew nearer ,

e
. .

ThuPsday 6:.'Again the para-counselors organized their own training:session,
no also using' the staff as resources. Many people were'overly anxious
abut the exam, but the pressure also forced the fw slower people to
seek assistance and learn.

Saturday 8: The level III exam was given again to the Counselors. All bLit:
three people passed (one youth and two seniors), and these three were
put'on! probation, ands scheduled for extra 'training during the counseling
phases. Most.of the para-counselors had been very anxious before ansi
during 'the test and this was discussed. Many people had felt threatened
by thR exam and consequently had'unloaded this anxiety. In general,"
it was decided abetter means should be developed for determining an

. individgPs level. The two milieu groups decided to spend all of the
next week preparing for the incoming children and deciding hovi to.moke
the initial contacts. They met on their own and gave the staff feed-,
back. concerning their .plans,

, The increased resortto questionnaires substantially strengthened
.

nomothetic data atcamulatiorr. StOtiStical gain from point to point, (begin-

,

ning to end or pre to post)" Could ,be Measured more thoroughly. The question:-

naires refined focal6awareness.
r

To further elucidate 'tubidiary awareness, two other research, methods
es

i
21C
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were. established; behavioral and phenomenological observations, 'With these

observational nithods, the continuous process of ideographic growth could

be described and hopefully understood. Knowledge about the means of human

development could be attained, coMplementing the point -to- point or begin.-

ning-to-end data.

The behavioral observation method designed for.the "us" progirammas a
,t4

r modification of the social,learning systembeing-used by Gerald R. Patterson

(1969, 101). From all "us" staff visitrtd'the4Oregon Research Institute,

University of Oregon, and numerous phone calls, a manual for making,behavioral

observations was developed '(see Appendix). Basically, what this method

sought to, do was to randomly collect weekly'betiavioral data-on each para-

counselor and counseee Specific,posittve and negative beheliOrs

demonstrated by the oBseryed.pg:rson were tallied 'by.thestaff during two

observation periods lasting two ininutet.each. In the para-courselor,

behaviors such as verbal approval and physical affection were considered

positive while verbal threats and*,phyical punishment were considered.nega-
,

tive. In, the counselee, antf-social behaviors such as hitting or screaming

were tallied as maladaptive and negitive, while constructive particiption

and hugging werettallied as adaptive and positive.

Thee tallied behaviors, along with others (time on'taski approach
. ,

behaviors,. and target behaviors), were to be Mapped weekly to show individual

frequency changes 'throughout the program period. This mapping would. provide.,

the staff an overview of the behavioral changes, and offer feedback reinforce-

ment to the para-counseiors and cOunseleps. Correlated with the prOject,

journal, the different milieus and activities could be-analyzd or effective-

ness in Increasing positive behaviors'anridecreasing the negative

Six staff. members Were trained.to be the principelhbohavioral observers;

they learned to make specific, obseinvaiions and to code the counselor / counselee.
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behaviors into quantifiably meaningful categories. The training was accomp-

lishd with the aid of video-taped examples. of counselor-counselee behavior

taken from the previous years and from recently taped role'playing.
These

.
. ,

tapes were played,. the staff observed and tallied and the resAts were
,

,

compared and discussed to obtain inter-judge reliabllities,

The phenoMenologial obspevation method des141ed for the "us" program,

.

was a modification of the in- the- field, observati(0 being made by such

people as Jane flan Lawick70oodall (`f972). Based on the,concepts initiated

by Edmund Husserl, this observational method sought to describe immediate

-experiences as they happened, attending to and grasping phenomena as they

impinged on the senses, feelings; and p.1erceptions Of the observer. This.-

method went beyond the limitations of -counting specific behaviors and instead

provided a cumulative record of process experiences. One example of such'a

record Of process is the chronology of training or counseling events.

To provide vphenothenological
'process map,Pnumerous observations of the

children were -Made by the staff and counselors, and by the staff on the'para-

counSelors., By. accumulaing these rsservations made by differint people,

during the same day, and then mapping,fhe.datly
synthesis, individual growth

process could be researched.

Obseryation-training.was reOired for both the'staff and the para

counselors. The journals- had already helped in training, having provided

practice in reporting personal experiences-during project interactions.

This, ongoing journal writing had been-'slowly. shaped toward phenomenological

reporting by the'continkus feedback, and questioning gfven by the staff when'

the*jouimals were. read and returned. Examples of-more detailed phenomena-

lbgical and behavioral obervation's were given discussed, compared, and

tried. Both the staff and pa.a-counselors observed group interaction and

wrote "phenoms" (the "us" Ierm,f6rphenomenological observations). Rhenoms

I
2 18
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on daily living activities dere written by the aara-counselors and discussed

411 ?with the staff. And when the actual counseling began and phenoms were turned

in, feedback was given to the observer.

'Meanwhile another research method was being explored. kflprocess video-

tape" was made by editing the Year 01 Video-tapes taken during the training

and counseling phases. The product was meaningful to the para-counselors

4,

who had been involved, but asa descriptive device for research purposes;

It had fallen short. With more time and better editing equipment, this could

have become a valuable descriptive method for project and individual process.

Group and individual tapes could have been edited to give a unity to sequences,

literally depicting the growth process and changes that occurred. It could

have also been used to assist in future training, replaying the highlights

'of previous years and giving examples of behaviors that Might be encountered,

14along with appropriate pars- counselor actions.
,

4

Philosophy

DUring the,training phase of Year 02, the'third groWth level was stabilized

for most *pie. In general, belonging, normal facilitation, part-whole

combination (focal and subsidi4ry awareness), peer and role identification,

mutual trust, industry, impact, and social order were observed characteristics.

There was of course some fluctua6bn, as in any growth, with occasional ego-

needs fulfillment, distorted percept-16'ns Of reality, and demands for security.

These were the level II fluctuations.' Most promising, howe er, were the

level IV fluctuations which had not occurred frequently before. These acted

. as further indicators that the third level had become fairly sta ilized. Thp,

characterittics of a higher level normally do not appear with an frequency

until thelloder level needs remain fulfilled. Here, the characteristics of

concern for individual' rights and code of ethics, synergy, world concern,

selfeesteem, and potent facilitation with emotional proximity were demonstrated,

2I..
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The concern Ias whether this level could be maintained and shared when the

children arrived.

Year 02: CounselisuLIDalma151.975 to August 15, 1875)

Chronology of Events

Feb. 15: The first "A" milieu day was held at the "us" house.
16: The first "B" milieu day was held at the "us" house.
19: The first case conference with staff and para-counselors was held.

* 25: Pre-testing of the comseleec started.
March 3: A youth pars- counselor left the program to take another job.

4: Investigation into bio-feedback started as a possible alternative
to be used by the "us" program.

18: Two new seniors joined the "us" program and a new on-the-job train
ing process was started.

25: A senior left the program due to full-time job respOntibility and
conflict with required ommitment to "us ".'

April 2: The staff attended a Krishnamurti lecture for training.
9: Two children quit the program under pressures at. home.

14: The first all day outing was held on the Applegate River.
15: The NIDA representative for the program visited "us" for a day.

The interim evaluation report was presented to "us" by the 'evalu-
ators.

16: The program director attended a drug abuse prevention meeting in
California.

22: Review Board meeting.
25: An "us" staff member was fired.
27: A senior counselor left the.program due to the stress,. The "us"

family took swimming tests in preparation for the summer activities.
Lessons were offered.

.28: An examination-audit was started on the "us" bookkeeping records.
29: Family counseling was requested by a family and meetings were

arranged.
May 3: A new senior joined the "us" family.

4: The first counselee "crisis challenge group" was held.
14: Ashland school board was presented a plan for implementing a peer

counseling program in the schools. the plan was tabled for two
weeks.

21 :. The "us" staff met with the Ashland principals and received their
verbal support for the 'para-counseling program for the schools.

22: Review Board meeting. ,

28: The'Ashlend school board approved the pAra-counselit program.
29: The "us" staff rafted down the*Rogue River in preparation for the

program rafting.
30; Review'Board meeting. tAshland schools informed "us" they were

unable to start the para-counseling program.
31: Program rafting with two raftS. One raft ripped open. Previous

safety precautions and training preparations prevented any injuries
but everyone felt fear.

June 9: The first ell-day-everybody-trip was held (all counselees, counselors,
and staff). 'A bus was chartered to visit the lava beds.

2
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June 10: Open house parent day Par an updating on the program.
13: The first overnight outing took pldpce in the Happy-Camp areamountains.

July 15: The second interim evaluation was presented.
17: The "us" audit was completed and accepted.
27: Review Board meeting.
29: A letter requesting a three month extension for research analysisand reporting, was sent to NIDA.

Aug. 6: Review Board meeting.
13: The last 'outing was held. Post-tesing was completed.

Administration

During this counseling phase the administrative emphasis was on finding

ways to continue the "us" project within the local community. The schools

,had been supportive of the "us" para-counseling design, and at that time,
N,had appeared the most likely institution to be able to assimilate at least0

part of the idea. Bath Phoenix 9nd Ashland had expressed Interest in doing

so, and further contact was made, by the "us" staff to help achieve these ends.

Meanwhile, local parents had heard about the program so meetings were

held with them to explain the para-counseling concept and outline the posi-

tive benefits that could be achieved in the schools or at home. Almost

every parent who gave feedback supported the Para- professional design,

especially' in eenSideratton of what was being offered in the schools. The

elementary children did not have any counselors to help their growth process

should development be blocked, and the higher grade levels had so few as to

be incapable- of handling the overall problem.

Special meetings were he:id between the "us" staff and school adminis-

trators, -principals, and counselors. In the Phoenix schools, a class for,

training,para-counselors,.credit for -tudents, And assistance from one or

two school counselors was considered. In Ashland, a program for establishing

the pars- counseling concept was outlined. This was later verbally supported-

by the principals, and passed by tbe school board only to be cancelled the
III

next day for lack of funding.
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Prominent in almost:all negative feedback about ihe program was the

non-acceptance of para-profesSionals as effective advocates and counselors.

Some teachers, counselors, and administrators continually expressed the

concern t.!.tpara-professionals did not have the appropriate "degrees" and

"titles% Many people simply chose not to believe that a lay person, espe-

cially a youth or a senior, Could effectively help children whom the insti-

tution could not help. Nor:wee there an openness to the possibility that,.

para-professionals, given real responsibility (not token), could enhanca

that which already existed.

What was needed by the schools at this time, was further data and more

understanding that would support the para-professional concept, and-ease the

transi ion. Based on the positive experiences that had occurred throughout

this counseling phase, NIDA was told that the para-professional concept was

working and could be proven. NIDA in return replied that thiS success in

itself was justification for not granting further. funds, in as much as the

project had been a research modal to test a 4yrthesis. In short, funds

were not available.

This was the plight of many such programs, as noted by. the program

director in the special "prevention- convention" held 16 San Francisco during

this period. Here, not only were NIDA) people brought together to diScuse

drug abuse prevention, but also state and local representatiVes. Here, the

immense gap in communication became evident, especially'betWeen the locals

and federal agencies, as well as between the agencies of the states and the

government. Local and state representatives expressed concern that prevention,

as well as control of funding, should be undertaken by smaller.communities.

The ,federal representatives expressed the concern that.a nationwide effort

be coordinated (NIDA).
/

These participants represented programs or related people-centered
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agencies. Many hactixcellent projects which were being eliminated because

funding was not available. 7iilanyeargued becaUsethey.cared-and believed in

what they were doing. This convention crysttl'iteed the realization. that ac

thorough report was Rpeded from the "us" family. Not just a brief summary,.

but a comprehensive statedent the; would.explain in. detail the positive
.

alternativeS potentially Arai able, should values .ever change and funding

be appropriated to really do semethng about. enhancing health and preventing

abuse.:

People.

The para-counselors and etaff designed the coundeling efforts of the

"Us" family around. three major theses: (1) Para-professionals, kith pro-

fessional supervision and assistance, could help children who were 'having

e problems, (2) that a reality based Rrocess of interactions within actual

circumstances could be used to provide both a learning environment _and a

therapeutic milieu without the need for pseudo-reality therapy groups, and

(3) that prevention of drug and other. 'abused could be accomplished by

focusing, on positive individual and environmental growth rather than on

problems'.

The counsel)

with equal numbers.

winter and spring scho

g environment was di.ii'ded into two separate groups (A and B)

youth-seniors-and staff. These groups met during the

1:months on Saturcbys (A) and Sundays(B) at the "us"

house. and engaged in activities (craftseskillse.sports)owith the children.

Each paracounselor wee paired with one or two,childrenacdording to each

child's needs as determined from the intake interviews conducted by the staff..

During the week, the CoUnselor.made "outside contacts"e(outside the "us"

house) with the children, doing, whatever the counselor and children ddcided

to do. This designprovidedione clay for group structure and interaction and

a day or more for one-to-en personal sharing,

2 2 3
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In the. summer months, a. change in design wasialanned,.with various

outings being offered (see Appendix) in place of weekend activities. During

these months, the 'two groups (A and 8) functioned as whole units or as sub-'

groups,. depending on the interest in and the number that could be accommodated

on each excursion. The outside contacts continued.ki,

01'0, provide supervisidI and staff support, case conferences were held

for three hours each Tuesday night., During these conferences, groups'and

individuals discussed the problems which had been encountered and worked

as a team to create solutiont.. pbservations the, staff made during the

weekend activities. were offered to the pares as feedback. To further the

supervisory process, counselors and staff recorded their phenomenological

observatiohs of the children during any contact (outside or at the program),

and these were discussed by the staff and the child's cdunselor. This may

terial was considered confideptial and was only available to the Staff and

the child's counselor.
/
These. weekly case conferences continued until the

summer program began, then were held bi-weekly.

The environmental design was'ccreated so as to encourag&a gradual. shift

in responsibility and )ocation from the program staffland the "us house as

a center, toward use of the wider communiq and home environment anii dyadic.

Or triadic situational contexts. It alIowed'an important shift in choice

and'responsibillty frpm the staff, to the Para counselor and the child. In

this design, staff members acted as additional environmental resources for4

'the' counselor and child }to share with

Not all the pare - counselors were able to make the necessary assumption

a few weeks, those who could not left
of responsibility however, and Within'

or because of Job opportunities., jobdemands,
stress,,poor health, or inability

to follow through, three seniors and three youth eventually quit (one senior

22 .;
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had left during training because of failing health and one youth was asked

to leave):. These departures were somewhat balanced by'the addition of

three seniors to the project during the first weeks of the. counseling phase.

With their re;ruitment, the Oroject consisted of tight Seniors, nine youths,

six full-time staff, and thirty-one children. Within the time, resource,

and energy limitations of a two-year reseauch-counselthg project, this'was

about the right size. Any fewer would have Made statistical comparisbn.

,difficult, nd any more would have made emphasis on the individual iMpoSsOble.

From the interaction among these people came the real learning experi-

ences about how to help others. The paras:had been trained to be flexible

and open, able to change and grow, The children soon, learned to follow suit.

Out of the-interactions of these protesses several concepts came; (1)"block-

ihgn, rather-than using punishment to stop negative behaviors. "Blocks"

usually consisted of'positive alternatives that were provideth (2) "natural

conseqUences". Self-responsibility was learned by enjoying or suffering

the natural consequences c(a behavior; eg. 1f a'chi)d did not cook, he dtd

not eat. (3) "crisis - challenge group ". This'was a positive alternative to

fighting or withdrawal from abuse, giving anyone' he OpportunitY, to call a

group tdgether(the group,was required to have a staff member and a counselor

at first,. although later only a counselor was required as a facilitator),

and challenge the person involved in the crisis. '(4) npaTent day contacts":

meetings with the parents by the counselors .or staff, or' having the parents

join tyre program during the activities. (5) "centeredness": 'teaching

awareness and attention through activities requiring high risk and cooperation

(e.g. karate, camping, hiking).

The project shifted toward giving more and more self-responsibility to

the children. 1,astihabitual problem behaviors, were blocked and replaced by ,

self-chosen positive behaviors, and better methods of dealing with crisis

'11
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were learned. CommunicatiOn was modeled and made always aVailable. Sharing,

rather than competition was taught, with intrinsic reinforcement being

providk during moments of accomplishment which had-demanded timing aware-

ness, and full attention. All of this required the chil&T-desire to

participate fully, as well as the support of the parents.. As-much as possible,

what was being done was explained, rather than just done for,"their own good"

or "because someone said so"'. The children (and interested parents) under

stood and became involved'in their project.

Winter - Spring. Activities Process

February 15 & 16 (Saturday and Sunday): The firSt*milieu days were held at'
the "us" house, and it snowed. Immediately problems with traeportation
arose. Some children arrived but their papa- counselors did not, er
vice versa. Once organized, the days, went well with a major emphasis
on activity in the crafts (leather and: pottery)!and gym activities
(basketball and. gymnastics). The counselors, did well on their first
day, but a few still pulled.back. The behavioral observatioris being
made by the staff made a few people uneasy.

'Tuesday 18: Case conference night With the staff and pare-counselors. The
large grOup discusted issues of gym use,-equipment clean-up, and supply
costs. The para-professionals were reminded of their responsibility
to initiate activitie and make decisions and to consfder the staff only
as resources. In ineVidual milieu groups, the pants were given feed-
back from the observations made by thestaff. The paras then gave ,

feedback to the staff, requesting more organization in actiyities and
workshops.

Saturday 23 & Sunday 24: The day-time activities held .the interest of the
children, with the counselors having to do little motivating, and thus
able to share the child's process. Some games, such as basketball got 7

too rough; this destroyed the,interest of the smaller children and the
girls, The youth paras were advised to model lesS 6Tipetitive behaviors
and more team effort (not to win, but to enjoy playing). "The seniors
who do not usually play have been asked to help by being referees, rather
than just passively watching.

Tuesday 25: Case conference. From para-counselor feedback, the increased .

organization of activities by the staff helped, and the children were
beginning to make more complicated products. The paras- were having
difficulty with the' pre - testing and home :contacts with the parents.
-Two senior paras had -an emotional outpouring. 'Apparently they had been
seeing thejr paired children together outsideithe program activities
and one felt Ole was making all the actual effort while the other'held
back. The open challenge helped others discuss,tilis problem, and under-
lying tensions-came to the surface with the more active paras helping to
motivate the less active.

it) 22G
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March 1'& 2 (Saturday and'SUnday): Both days were oriented mostly toward
physical activity; Some children were slightly ,.injured' on the, trampoline
and in tumbling Thete injuries occurred toward the end of the day
when peOple.werettired.and less aware. 'Karate was offer&I in the morn-
ing and the lesson was,. video -taped by children who were learning, use
tneevideoe The playback was**a main,attraction'that helped give feedback.,
The concept of attention-awareness Was introduced in karate.

Tuesday .4.: Case conference. Everyone decided to further organize the week-
end activiites. Specific workshops were to be offered, with the Child- -.

ren'selecting those they wished to attend. The, counselors were to attend
one workshop weekly and teach one. , The different milieus outltped their
own activity days. A youth left the program to work elsewherevand the
responsibility to the children was discussed. Continued changing of
counselors could be taken as rejection by the couoselees.

4

Saturday 8 & Sunday 9: The Saturday "A" group (children and counselors)'
seemed to be more withdrawn and less energetic than Ow Sunday "B"
group. The "A" milieu atmosphere seemed more like a school than did
"B". There was organization, but a' lack of closeness. The Sunday group
on the other hand wasmore sporadic and chaotic with borderline attention
and uncontrolled energy. The "B" milieu'people tended to touch more
than the "A", group people, sharing body communication only. In karate,
to help the children learn "attention" (awareness and''concentration),
time-out (T.0) was'explained and used. When the child was not attentive
he wes asked to rest and observe for a few minutes and rejoin the class,
when he felt ready. The children understood the importance of this,
especially as it related tb karate.

Tuesday 11: Cast conference, Everyone suggested ideas to provide, more
energy to the Wegrou0 and More attention in the Begroup. On.the
weekend mornings now, the childrer,,staff, and paras sit in a'circle
to discuss the day, how evel-yone feels, what people want to do, and
whatever else' may-come up. This will be the learning "tenter-meeting'
helping people become "centered" and aware a TbeApots will focus more
on cooperation than competition, and concepts such as, attention will
be reintforced. 'A new method for choosing teams wast'sought, rather than
picking leaders and having them pick from the line-up,. ;Thichalways
left the less capabje ones (already with a low self-image) until last.
The family contact was, discussed, with concernby many paras about
"problem parents". The paras decided they would: (1) remain open and
listening with the parent, but not counsel, (2) help thechildren become
more aware and understanding of tlie family, and more able'to cope,
(3) keep confidentiality and trust with the child-, (4) actua'rize the
positive potentials, helping the child4grow beyond the-problem, (5) help
the child make a choice, toward. health, (6).'help the child get rid of
guilt and blame unduly placed on him, and (7) continue finding out and
focusing on what the child needed, felts or thought.

Saturday 15 & Sunday 16: A highlight for the weekend was role-playing and
video- taping. The children spontaneously created plays and acted them
out before the camera, then sat intensely interested as they watched
themselves on video-TV-replay. A fight broke out between twivmales,
both of whim were asked to sit down with their counselors and staff4to
discuss the problem. They did and resolved the cdnflict openly, going

el
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back to trafts without any further trouble from then on. Two new seniors
,.joined the programiand began on-the-job training with arose supervision.

April 1.(Tuidak)a Case conference, After the 'vacation the total group A
appeare mdre relaxed and ready for the!meeting. The B-milieu counselors
pulled well 6gether, as a team, but the'A4ilieu Was still struggling.
The .group made plans for the NIDA repreSentative's visit in two weeks.
They hoped to have a special program day with the children to give an
example ofvhat happent.

Saturday 5 & Sunday 6: The Saturday,group session was totally hectic, with
para-counselors late, leaving early, and staff absent: 'Sunday was much
more posIt''ve. This weekend started the first hot lunches for the children
(at morning meetings-the staff was told that many children had 6ot eaten
breakfast before doming to "us" and were hungry most-of the day). The
paras and children pitched in to cook, and ttfe males did the clean-up.
This opened quite-,a few complaints by the male children, but the modeling
by adult males eased the transcendence of stereotyped sex roles. Activ-
ities in the gym, such as trampoline, were helping.teach teamwork.
Earlier, the children would jump on the trampoline and leave; now they
were learning to star and help spot, preventing injuries and showjng
concern. Small groupS held when problems occurred were working excep-
tionally well. Beadwork was introduced today very successfully.

. Saturday 12. & Sunday 13: This weekend the weather cleared and warmed, so
the program decided to go to the Applegate River to' a park. The'
children in the morning group were now making decisions as to what they.,
wanted to,do for the day. If what they wanted could be done, "us"
tried-it. At the park, people played baseball and football, jogged,
waded, picnicked, chased about, wrestled, and,just talked. An

,exciting moment thappened Sunday during baseball. One'team had been
ahead, but then the other::caught up and passed ahead. It was decided
to try to hit the balls `so that the other team could get three outs rand
a tie game would result. They were more concerned with positive
sharing and teamwork than withynfting. On both days, riding home, in
the vans,/a."drz3sis-chaIlenge group!' was called, with the children
solving their own problems and counselors acting as facilitators.

Tuesday 15: The program created a special day for -'the NIDA representative,
the children leaving school early to come to the "us't Ouse. Everyone
was excited anethe energy was high. The expectations were high especially'
amongAhe counselors, who had hoped to somehow show in a very brief
time span what they hed beeh working so hard toward. The meeting was
cordial and7social,but superficial, And when the day was over, many
people felt confused, including the children. How does a project like
"us" demonstrate process wholeness in a few brief moments?

.

Saturday 1g &'Sqnday 20: the Saturday group stayed at the "us" house for
crafts and gym activities. This group was fairly.scattered,for most
of the day, with outbursts from a smaller group of maleNhiTdren who
had banded together and become disruptive. From observation, their
counselors havel.pulled back and these four children nave responded
accordii gly. lunday milieu was more positive, with aalengthy,morning
group discussion about school and about with they wanted.to do. The
children chOse to go to the Rogue River, to a park, and everyone did,

A
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A para-counselor male was injured, cutting his leg on a cement block.
For the rest of the day, everyone pitched inin. Ito help.him when they
went places.

Q.

Tuesday-22: Case conference. The large groUp discussed the NIDA visit
and vented their frustrations, realizing eventually that hopes had
been too high., They explored alternatives to the milieu days, suggesting
a free time be given for the Aids, where nothing was offered and everyone
just interacted with each other: The male group bn,Saurdays was,
examined, and the counselors were challenged on their roles. This led
to a disclosure by eVeryepara-counselor about how they felt they were
doing, how the children were,doing,,and what assIstance was needed
from others. The paras designed same team approdches to helping each
other. It was decided to give the. children more responsibility in
reaching out and helping others. The children were observing the>
counselor-models and trying to be pare-counselors too. Many children
had asked if they could be bares' when they were older.; The "barrier"
concept was discussed as learning, to blodk a child's negative habitual
behaviors but not punish, while also reinforcing positive alternatives.'

April 26 & 27 (Saturday and Sunday): Both days were filled with crisis-
challenge groups. Children called one group together 'to challenge
their counselor, and another groUp was called by a counselor to solve

.

a counselor-counselee problem. Swimming lessons and a test were given
at. the S..O.S.C. pool to.peepare for further outings. Some children
were beginning to teach others how to use the equipmeht, crafts, and.

,

so on. They =had discovered the advocacy spirit aed wanted to identify
. with the counselors.:Ne all was rosy, however, with one ybuth para.,

counselor breaking into ".ears because his child woUld not respond to
reaching out. It,somet lies hurt en a person tries to help others.

Tuesday 29: Case confereece. More family counselihg has been.requested and
the staff has made appointments. The paras again talked aboUt the
problems they, were having, their frustrations, and sought solutions.
The paras were becoming more capable of resolving their.own problems,
by helping. each other.

May 3 & 4 (Saturday and Sunday): .It rained. The "ue family Went to the
park for a wet May Festival and became involved in activities such as
styrofoam sword fighting, playing withee parachute, and running freelY.
The Sunday morning group was superb, with an hour long rap session about
dreams and psychic phenomena.. A large crisis-challenge group was called
in theafternoon by the,childrm A few males had bullied others and
the otheerchildren challenged this'behavior. When it was' aver; the
bully-boys had apologized andmany hidden self-feelings about,being
inferior .and unliked had been expressed. The interaction and play most
of the following week was mellow and poeitive.

Saturday 10 & Sunday 11: Mother' Day weekend went; exceptionally smoothly,
with high Points around lunehetiMe activities where the children and
counselors worked together to prepare special Meals and share in the
clean-up. Everyone went swimming again at the'S:10,SX.,pool. The
Tife-guard mentioned that the children seemed so much less trouble than
other grOups-egoed feedback for the. "us" family;-. People showed they
were glad to be with, each other.'
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Tees* 8 &.13: 'Case caferences. Mostly' sharing the good vibes evident
during the weekends: le pares were feeling reinforced forAbeir
.efferts. Stiff intervention was requested in some situations; for
example:, (1) a parent whoeikept grounding the chil4 for extremely
petty reasons, (2) a special behavior contract to modify a child's
aggnesetVeeictions, (.3) a parent who did not like the child's 'counselor
becauee the counselor was considered socially inferior status,
(4),4 child who might have dysexia, and (5) a counselee clique which
needed to be broken up.

ay 17 & 18: Saturday milieu went to'Jacksoniille (an old mining town),
walked around town, and then to the cemetery to make tombstone -1

rubbings and walk among the ancient grave'markers. In the afternoon
thts group Went to the YMCA to slim while the staff had a refresher
`course on first aid, The Sunday milieu went to a gold mine and panned
for gold, ran in the fields, and hjoyed a warm sunny day. People were.-

, starting io talk together more and manyieepressed their fantasies;
they wanted to bufld.an alternative school in the country where everyOne
could, learn together.'

Summer Activities Process

Saturday 31 & Sunday June This Weekend started the summer activities
with rafting down the RegueJtiver. Seniors-youth echildrenestaff,all
in rafts with life jackets and" safety instructions for emergencies.
On SaturdOY one raft ripped open, everyone was cast into the river.
Everyone on the raft was in dagger, everyone knew it, and almost
everyone pitched in to take charge of the situation, Only fWo children
(out of the eight peo-ple) panicked,and they too calmed as others helped
theme After the initial shock, teamwork, and beautiful sharing occurred,
helping to bring,the group safely through two sets of rapids, and,
eventeally.to the river bank. When it was over these,eight felt a
sense of disbelief, fear, shock, and accomplishment. They had really
worked-together, all ages, in a real-life challenge. The,Sundayroup
heard abbutj.he Saturday;,accident and wanted to experience the same.
To their regret, therhad an uneventful but fun-filled day riding,down
the river and swimming afterwards, For those who did not raft, a fish-
ing trip and motor tour were undertaken

June 9: The whole program (milieu A and 8),chartered a .bus And rode 300.
miles round trip to visit,the lavi beds.and ice caves and see where the
Modoc Indians had made their last stronghold. The ride op the bus was
tOtal pandeMbnium. The' mixed milieus' generated tremendous friction
and acting out. The para-counselers became involved in their own
enjOyment and ignored the children. The bus ride madepeople sick..
When the "us" family arrived, everyone was happy to be in the open
again. Small groups of counselors and counselees went their own ways .

to explore the caVes. No one was lost, few wentee to go home, especially
on the bus, which was again a scene of chaos.

,

June 10: Case conference special meeting to discuss thejavabeds trip and
failure of thd para-counselors to be responsibleon the bus. Direct
and explicit feedback was given and a- -basic encounter ensued which.
emphasized the importance of the paea-counselors'. mostly theeyoUth)
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remaining responsIble as "counselor. -This was stressed, beCauSe the-summer
program was filled with high risk activities that woul require .aware-.

nos and attention to prevent injure. ,Parent night later, witivan open
house updating of:the pTogram for them.

.

June 11: Flying over the valley was offered to the-children and counselors.
Each flight lasted 1/2 hour witb' three people going at Once (a 'counselor
and hiS or her two.children).' This activity would be offered again
until everyone had been up. Flying consisted of seeing heir own homes
.from the. air and experiencing small, plane manuevers.

./ ,

June 13.114: The B-milieu,went camping for two days and a nightin the
Happy Camp area mountains: ')On the way; 01 the males were put, in,a
van for a discussion about:sex and-boy-girl relationships: Everyone
shared in cooking or,clean-up; mast visited the ranger station at night
to sinqeand play. guitars, and everyone slept in groUps at night,aro
the campsite. The days-were'spent exploring, jogging, swimming, an
hiking into a lake area:.- kchalleve group was called the second day .

-because. three male Children'had started acting out, and two female
children were playing .Sexual-manipulative-games. These behaviors

.

were discussed.openly aad then follow -up positive sharing was initiated.

June 16 V.17': The A-milieu went camping at Howard .Prairie Lake. It was a
semi-crowded area and rather-chilly. People Mostly. fished and canoed.

. The children were scattered in behaviora.and camp cooking and cleaneup
presented problems, The-senibrs 'especially,. did a great job in pulling
the group together. The youth pares contributed by designing an,eight
mile walk for the more ambitiouS1- The second morning, everyone awoke
to.falling snow and freezing weather,. Hurried packing began, 'With some
...children (one especially) not being able, tohandle. self-respontibility.
ftBarrier counseling" was!used extensIvely to force these -children to

stop habituated negatii4 actions and select more-responsible behavidrs.
The Whole. group challeni-je-d-theteciri-ltiwho. refused to do his own packing.
Everyone simply waited in the. ars.until he did it. -

June 20: Everyone was invited to Table sock mountain where lunch wasfeaten
and the children rode on a motorcycle: The motorcycle broke down and
people again pitched in to solve the probjem't bringing teamWork importance
back k-into -focus. Later-everyonewent swimming.`

June 23 to 27: .Twelve,people (2 staff, 4 youth counselors, and 6- Children)
went on a five-day, forty - mile -hike -along the Rogue River,Trail. The
opperiunjties for.sharing and growing were abundant, creating an .over-
whelming teamespirt when completed. For the --first two days, it rained,
and everyone suffered in wet clothes and from low energy. Pitching in,
the people erected maKeshift_Shelters and made it through the night: °
By the seconddayi many wanted to Olt.. The only problem was that there.
just was hot. any way -to go except forward where the pick-up vehicle
would be meeting_ "us", Through .aathma attacks jnduced,by psychological
stress,' 'grumbling, crying, and eventuallygiving in to theexperiende,
the. twelve people hiked on, An old mining shack was found; the weather
cleared, and so did the poor moods. Blisters, bathing in cold streams,,
and emotional-outburSts.all combined-with. beautiful scenery, ling talks;
and helping others through the rough, spets. 'The.children learned to cook
their own meals, .do their own'chores,:and carry their Own weight:- When it
was over, another dozen "us' family people met this tired but,centered

(

dozen. Oa
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June 30 lib July 2 and July 7 to 9: Two coast trips were taken, the first
for A-militd, then the B-milieu. :The Aemilleu staff used extensive
"crisis-challenging" and 'block" counseling to help pull, this group
together. Some good progress was made, but this milieu still needed,
extra effort beforeihigherelevel'sharing could. occur. The B-met.ieu
group reached a synergistic sharing leyel, produding a "peak-high"
for almost everyone present, Thc-chcres were willingly shared; late
nightbonftres and long talks, and an emergency in another camp in i

which the "us" family aided, all pulled this milieu closer together.
The 8-miliee tripsewere providing less work and more sharing for everyone,

July 11: Lake of the Moo-ds trip. 'Lots ofquiching and walking together.
No hassles.

July '17v The weather was perfect- and the "'family was invited for a
special ranch visit to paint, sketch, apd,ewime. The team effort
appeared again as everyone joinedin to build a dam to deepen the
borrowed. swimming hole, 'A- few hassles developed but.the cOUlitelers
handled them smoothly.

,

July 22 to 24: Another hiking'trip was proVided for those who could not
make the rougher Rogue River Trail, The weather was perfect And the

. lake areas were uncrowded except for "us" and millions of tiosquitose
The coenselors 'aired'- children were divided into four groups of five
-people to learn how to do everything on their own, including eating)
what they.tooked, Some hassling developed and these smaller,groups
were forced,to deal With them for, the most part: The staff intervened
with two children who had a more serious difficulty in learning

( responsibility, using natural consequences end blockage on negative
behaviors. 'A five-mile hike and a, return run,swimming exploring,-
and campfire stories kept people active, The group discussed the' "us"
project,one night, arid the children helped clarify to each 'other
exactly what this program was trying to do (help everyone,develop in
,healthy, self-chosen ways): A few encounters were dealt with an
,responsibility, such as learning to not litter and to:cleaneup, One
child developed a cramp while swimming, and again a team effort was

e. sOontaneously created to' help rescue the troubled person. A tremendmis.
amount' of physical closeness occurred, as people were warmly relaxed
tugg#mr-

.

July' 28: The "us"' family spent the day swimming in the .Smith River. the
water was clear and cool. Some swam, others did craft work on the,shore.;
Lt was a little difficult for the seniOr to hike the steep trail to

. the river, but they did so, epd everyone unde7ttood 'their spetjal ,

. loving effort.

August 4 to 5 and 7 to 8: The coast trip. was divided, one glup going to
a specidl beach where everyone had to rope climb down,and up. The
others shared a more 'quiet -beach area with comforts of a camping site.
Both groups enjoyed the trip, but the morel?hysical group pulled together -
extremely well aspeople worked together to reach the beach. Later,

' huge bonfires, wrestling, games, and swimming, kept people active. Long
walks and quiet talks between cdunselqrs and counselees were more evident,
especially as the summer--and the project--were'ending. The children
continued asking if there would be a programelext year, and if they
could ever be Counselors.
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August 11: A swimming day as the summer (arid deew near.

e

August 13 to 15: This/eras the last sumo outing, with everyone from the
'us" family going to the Katydid retreat, At first tt was chaotic,

. with acting outs uspecidllybeeauee this trip cm the last one, and
.because post-testing was, beieo deem this inc'reased everybody's
frustrations. .Here the para-eonoselore performed the best ever;
especially the senior:., pullinij the large mess of oeople into a co,,
hesive family again.- After testingeside trips for fishing, swimming,
and hiking Are planned A special boy -girl group was held with 12
children who wanted to learn ;OW, to relate better with their opposite
sex peers. Small groups pt pecw:ic C.:Tee everywhere, sharing in positive
ways, the last few,days. rues en exixemely high mood throughout
the trip, but a salness thoo beouJI eearee especially when the last
day arrived.

Research

The amount of research and testing uouer'saken by tilts second year

,required the cooperation of parents, cOunselers, and children. Pre-testing

took two weeks to complete. 'e.oth parents and the para- counselors were

required to assistthe children in the testing, add to do testing of their

own, The staff coordinated tee effort, making motivation contacts or

explaining numerous perpleih, points. livoe erd school contacts were

established at the same tiwe, wnidh produced leel.feeoback from the parents

and teachers concerning their observations of the child. The behavioral and

phenomenological observatibns were staeteo. 'Aed ell this had to be done in

a way that did not alienae the child.

The motivational level for the parents nd children remained'high

,
during the pre-testing Pocause the prejeet sece:l e reward. For the post-

testing this was no longer the case, 3r, the special. tnree day outing was

planned. This allowed thy: children te be testeo in groups and individually,

and left time for activities tt, becae the melee ny and restore energy.

The raw data collected was ffIrrense, end a rr staff was left to do

\
the sorting, compiling, and dom,lysis. t first it appeared that only one

month would be given by NIV to de it al ; but after receiving letters of

explanation.from the Revi w Aa d, i6ICA the 7.eeeutive Director,

23
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AIDA finally agreed to allow an extension of time. This data is presented

in the "research" chapter.

Philosophy

The "us" family had reached and maintained a level three during training

phase. It was hoped that this level could be maintained during thecounsel-

ing phase, bringing the children to understand this level also. From all

indication, this was done. In fact, the extended program family at times

appeared to be operating on the fourth level. Social order was established.,

and many people consistently affirmed the rights of individuals. Identifi-

cation and awareness increased. Successful impact and synergy happened,

as did,industry, mutual trust, sexual identity, world concern, and ego,

transcendence. Planning and rational thinking' combined to provide solutions

and alternatives. Love, belonging, and self-esteem increased. People

communicated voluntarily, openly, and from th"e "heart", with emotional

prOximity.

As far ag the process and synthesis chart could determine, a healthy

environment had been provided for the children to grow within. Compared

to the first year, tremendous gains had been mach, within the individual

parts (people) and the whole (project process). This would be confirmed or

disputed according to the final research findiT.

2 3 f.1 ,



Chapter 5

RESEARCH

The o erall objective of the "us" project was to create and research

a para -pr essional counseling model that might be used as an alternative

in preventing drug abuse. Research of the literatUre on prediction and on

the use of para-professionals, implied this objective might be feasible.

The credibility of this implication did:however, depend on selecting pos-

itive predictive indices that would, in fact, provide assurance that contin-

ued or'renewed healthy development of a given individual was possible. The
.

predictors of healthy adulthood were defined as:, a normal or high I.Q.,

peer - teacher acceptance, attention, moral development, control of anti-

social behavior, a positive self-concept, and a higher level of socioeconomic7

status and cultural richness. If the child demonstrated these characteristics

his chances of continuing to remain healthy were excellent.

If.on the other hand, these characteristics were not present in the

child, especially during high stress transition periods, blocked development

could result. Any corresponding increase in anti-social behaviors and undek-

achievement would support an adverse prediction. Whether the child would

consequently become a drug addict, criminal, or manifest other contra-survival

behavior depended mo4tly on later development. If the child, with assistance

rom others, or of his own volition,;made the necessary growth,transition,

his chances of remaining healthy were excellent. If the transition was not

made, then later problems might follow, although this was still not wholly

predictable.

To research the "us"\project, it was first necessary to select children

225
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-Ir

who to Some-degreehad demonstrated blocked developm , provide them with

a model alternative,- and the determine whether healt y growth characteristics

reappeared. If developmert in these children resumed, the program process

-Could-be considered a possible alternative for enhancing normal growth and

consequently preventing'drug abuse. An ultimate conclusion could only be

deriVed through further, longitudinal, follow-up research within a more

experimentally controlled design. If the two-year project proved adequate,
e

the data would justify further support for the model and research of its

potential.

c"

The "us" Children

The first quest ions to examine are those concerniK6he children. The

children. remained the major thrust for the total .program. Their growth was

the initial reason and the potential justification for what the project was,

They were selected because they needed alternatives not currently available

to them and because they were willing to put forth an effort. They suffered

through pre and post testing, underwent observations and endless questioning.

They risked by being in)(olved in an experimental program, reached put willingly,

and helped create the "us" family.:

Who the Children Were (case Study Data)'

Thirty-one children were "researched" by the project, during the second

year. Another ten children here involved,in.the'second'year program, bUt .

due to their short stays, late arrivals. or early departures, they were not

researched. Of the thirty-one children researched, nine were females and

twenty-two were males. Their ages ranged from ten to fifteen, with a mean

of 11.5 ye..ars. Sixteen children lived with both their mothers and fathers,e7r

one with grandparents, one with foster parents, two with a mother and friend,

and eleven with only one parent (due to divorce or death). The average
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number of siblings was 2.5. All but three were from small tows or the .

country. All were Caucasians. Two-thirds were from Catholic, Protestant,

or Mormon fathilies, with less than half attending,church.

The parents of these children were nearly all skilled or white collar

workers. A few were semi-skilled. A small portion were unemployed or on

welfare. One - fourth had college degrees. The mother was\ most often viewed

as the strongest in the family (usually providing a part-time income and

being a housewife), while the father was typically considered the seldom-home

provider (less than half helped with the housework). Nine children had

outside jobs, five received an allowance, and the rest received money when

it was needed and available.
r

O

Most families were perceived as caring, with frequent hugging and

touching betweem parent and child. .ThemostmemOrable_experiences remembered
o

by these children were-usually traps takenpmith the family or being-with

father, both of which were too infrequent. Most children especially expressed

a deep need to do more with their fathers. .Half of ahem Si)ked that iheir

families did talk together, usually around the dinner table. They. talked

about education, vacations, or money; but only seven children said that

their families. made it an iMportant point'to gather together to share in

discussion.

In school. half of these children felt they were average, others felt
.

equally distributed arouna the norm. Fewer than half enjoyed school. The

sciences and humanities were the favorite subjects, while English and social

studies were the least favored. The children were nearly unanimous in feeling

that teachers constituted the- single feature of school that needed most to

change. Disliked teacher:; were usually seen as nagging, inconsistent, non-.

trustihg, and too strict. They often yelled, were author'tarian, and played

favorites. These teachers tended to use the normal curve g ading system and

2 3 7
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reinforced'` individual compotition. When asked to describe their favorite 1

teacher, four children said they didnot idke anyone of them that mudh.

The rest averred the most important qualities were understanding and

patience. When, punished in school (only sever:' had never been punished),

a spanking by the principal was typical,

.Nine children reported that their parents .belonged to the PTA or other

school activity. Almost every parent took an active interest in the child's,

schoolwork, and mop.. reinforced good grades with positive gestures or money.

If ihe child received bad grades, only five parents were considered to be
P

understanding. Bad grades were viewed by the children as proof of stupidity

and inferiority. Two-thirds had rl'eceived bad grades. Few childrdirwere

forced to study, most did so on their own.

Half of these children had been given some form of sex education, but

few had been given special instruction on meeting or relating to their

peers.. Eighteen children had enough friends, and-they felt that ijf they

wanted, they could participate in most school activities.,,Their most common

concern was that too little peer interaction and communication was provided

in school.

Physically, eighteen children liked their bodies; the rest did not.

'In gene. their .health was,good,- with a .few children overweight, having

allergies, o a pad kidney. -Five children were considered by their teachert

and parents to be hyperactive (none of thn dr:ldren felt this was kproblem).

Three children still had bed-wefting.problemP.-

HapOiness to these children was being with friends. A but one child

had a close friend, liked mostlybecause' he or :',he was simjlar', "nite",

"fun" and "sharing Most bov-:s did not hug or touch their friends-affection,

ately, but the girit did. When asked how their friends would describe. them,

.--they answered, ' "mice person". "happy", klutz" "fat", "mellow", and "funny".

23G
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These ceildren defined tereselves wr3eue4 el, loners, followers, and'occa-

sionally leedees. dhen tn-ir feelings wet hort by someone, they crarac-

teHstically walked away, got mad. pouted, and occasionally fought back or

cried. 1 upset at home, they retiecid ".:.o their rooms or went bike riding.

Half had been told it was unranly or boys to cry.

When they.grew up, they wanted to be ,^ich first, and then helpfUl to

others.- To become wealthy they would be pilots, doctors, truck drtvers,

pole, heavy construction workers, artises musicians,,astronauts,

photographers, teachers, eneineers, lawyers, writers, and millworkers.

Three-fifths wanted to be like their fathers, one-fourth like their mothers.
4

Five years from flow they hoped to be in school, overseas", and travelling in

this count*. Ten years from 'row, they would hopefully be married, working,

or in college. The boys, loo ked. forward to marriage and family more than

the girls. In dreams these children feequently were frightened by failinq,

In faotasy they dreamed of M6TC, fur, :ex.elenoye and -good, thiN$ t:n coele.

. From the.ebservatiees- made by ton e:eJeoselerS, eieet of tne:s.e zti[dren',

used a posi:ive approaee in re";etne to Utners tKoug a trr--: w.r, Yi.,-:!.-

ably negati.,le anl', ,eetiesociele A :-...s v.en-e,eey ad afraid. Evel-1 0;fle." bo-
!.

One'Leemer: to dieeneuisn between ,elet eas.seey releht eed wrong Inlbil

CO r:ialnta':n attnt:zon was c!,;Ali; it., :i,..,f, ,'n(crpt whew interest devloped -

later, and t!-:s v.nprovej Heee '1Nin wvp at. first especially nervous

about discussing fe;-,r:ile nittare, sex, eed eerzereli problems, but appeared

reliele6 ,Ind then eoger tc, do lo when a reliAlcilshlp with a para-counseior

became 1T:ore positive.

The "us" Children ;n School ard home

.0f the 191 cnildren iethe ';ith and 5th grades Wio wanted to join the

project, forty'couId be selected. The teacher's in each class were able

therefore to recommend only thuse children .'Thom they felt might benefit most

23C)
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(the children who had demonstrated behaviors which indicated trlocked develop- ri

ment). Not all the children recommended by the teachers were taken, but

priority was given to selecting from among them. Some of 'the children who

needed help the most simply were unable to join tecause their parents would

not give consent. Parental consent was the second selection criterion, with

the understanding that the project was a counseling endeavor focusing on
r.

enhancing the healthy Aevelopment oftheir child. Most parents readily
ti

Supported the belief that their child was having difficulties, and the

parents were seeking help. Some parents perceived no problems, and even to

the end of the project, never acknowledged that their child had any diffi-

culties. For those parents whose children were healthy (a few children were

allowed in the program who were considered the typically. healthy child),

this was understandable; for those parents whose children had difficulties

(some fairly serious), this denial often made the problems more severe and

the return to health harder.

A Walker Problem Behavior Identification Checklist (WPBIC) was completed

by the teachers of fifteen randomly selected children who had been accepted

in the "us" project. By this time, the teachers had been in class contact '

with the children for approximately six months'and were considered qualified

raters of the chi drcn Is behavlors. The WPBIC is a fifty-statement checklist
.

which describes problem behaviors such as having few friends, hypercriticality

of self, overactivity, hysteria, fatigue, contention, nervous tic, stealing,

and physical aggresSion. If the teacher has'observed the specific problem

behavior, he or she is asked to circle a liumber to the right of the statement.

If not, no mark is to be made. These circled numbers are then tallied along

five scales: (1)i acting out, (2) withdrawal, (3) distractibility, (4) disturbed

peer relations, and (5) immaturity. The scores are theCcombined for a total

score on each child. The test is extremely easy to complete, has a split half

2i0
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`reliability coefficient of .98 (indicating a 97ktrue score variance); and

has demonstrated criterion, factorial, item, and contrasted group validity.

The test has been standardized,on grades 4, 5, and 6.

A/T-score'of 60, which is the equivalent of one standard deviation above'

the mean, was established by Dr. Walker as .the point for sefArating disturbed
from nondisturbed children. According to the test booklet, any child receiving

a raw score of 21 or above should be referred for further eval,ua0on. Each
%

separate scale is also divided at this T-sCore level.. The following result&

were obtained by the WPBICscoring
on the fifteen "us"- children.

Table 1

Walker Problem ,Behaviorldentification
Checklist Results on

Fifteen Randomly Selected "us".Children

Scale "us" Mean T-60' S. D. Range

Acting Out.
8.33. 7,5 7.82 0-21Withdrawal ' 1.60 5.0 3.11, 0 -10Distractability 7.13 6.0 2.82 0-12Disturbed Peer Relations .3.26 3:0 3.41 0-9Immaturity .46- 2.4 2.38 0-6Total 23, 4 21 -9.89 4-35

Of he fifteen children tested, seven (46.7%) were repoqed as having

problems in acting out (T-60 or above on that scale), two (13.3%) forwith-
,:.,

drawal, twelve (80%) were easily distracted, nine (60%) had disturbed peer

relations, seven (46.7%) were immature, and ten (66.7%) had total scores of

21 or more. As a'random'representatidn of the "us" children, this data gave

a clear indication that the children selected were demonstrating behaviors

which indicated blocked development.

OorMative Study Questionnaire (NSQ) was completed by 344 5th and 6th'

grader's in the Ashland schools, and 'by 25 "us" children. This questionnaire

was designed by the.project researcher to examine five areas: (1) self concept,.

2
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(2) stated probl?mt;, i.:;) drug availabifity,..and (5) drug know-

ledge.' This 34 tatimeut roquired a siple es /no response

by the subjects and 6if..k-and e6sy to admjnister. The self-concept scale

was compared with 'die results from the P.:Ors-NEr^is,Children's Self Concept

§cale (discussed later) and
,earson-Product-ii;omant correlation coefficients.

of .82 and..78 wer?..obtained.

In comparing the"6s:' chi dren pre-test responSe's.to the 5th and 6th
4

grade norm lor the Agnlanschools, the-bus" children reported significantly,
0

(13.05) more problems, ane drug usage., a :Agnificatitly lower self-concepi:,

more availability (non-significant, 1, :.20) and'Oe same amoun of drug know-,

ledge (see-Table 2),,, Using a Chi-squared bnalys'is on the answers for each

queStion,a Significa9t difference was found betK2en the chfldren and

the total population in the aareas ofmarijuia use having{ been drunk, and

having had problemS in. schoo. Comparcd to the population norms, the "us"

childre also mported fewer parants,,:ivng at home, moref4imily problems,

fewer friends,, being a le,.s.iaertvt member class, being: less well
* :

behaved in school, And flaying smoked cicarati.-es and drunk coffee more often

(see Appendix for NSQ comparism,; on Pao! qu9sticn).

a!e "us' Cnildrc,n--rer-ost Data

Normative. Studl. (1(2oStioNiu

The Normtivl S.udv Qucstiawlai, admin.istored again at the. MiALpot
0

,of the project and e the fTmlrat)::,n. -F;TLII the children anda'saMpleq

(110 chiMe.n) fn:m the !f,-1; 6 graaes *ook the mid-test; the

final poet ,t.s.st",Jas (2v.c,r, to ti':e childPen only: The sample 5th 'and,6th.

__-graden 3core were corna.tr,x dL,ing urd tests with total popu-

lation alv! no .signilicarr. differap,:oc; iqex found. This sample group

acted as a norm.A've crr,up fcr ccrTc.r:.5.r tlfdi the "us' experimental group.
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The red-test COMDCrsons cnildren and normative sample

ilroup again shoed sfoifcr:Int'iy her drug usage by the °us" ,

children, and a, significantly OWd image. Drug 7,1vailability and know

ledge for both groups had increased,

for the "us" c.'.hildren, and knowledge

::Nailability still being higher

ailing ouaL. Problems for both

'gr...)uP's decreased, th,..'; "u::,'' children no lolger reporting a significmt

difference in thls cat.:og-..lry. P,nalys-,s respones by the "us"

L A
Children, indlc:atel th'at.his drop pvoblems pertained chiefly to school.

"Nohative Study Questionnaire Pre/Post Comparisons on the
"u-s" Children and 5th and 6th Grade Smrple/Population

Scale dft, e-

. ,

Problems: 2 2,53 367 4;05
Po:A 2 E4 33 133 <O1Slf-Conc . 93 367 <I,. 0 1.

30 133 au .1

Use ?re 1,1 , 34 357 05. :poi .Q7 1.33 <105
Availability: 2'7. 367

1.3 , 3.0 133 <01
Knowledc)e- Pr4 244- 367-

_Post 133

In the pos';,,, irird,n Scared signifiCantly

,
higher thug Pr6:7,7em3 or tne lus" chi ?Oren

with thei frknd:: 4ncreaspA, and icarLiy hivheT tOta 1. score on

problems was n'ted. Th on.capt.'cores had

increased, and no:, no sir4ficant- difference between tflem and the

population, (lit:low:1h thc: enildrcn remained lower. Drug .

A lwer map repre.flt!i 77! r oru

o.,



knowle ge remained the same.
4

.

in. comparing the charge. 44;i NS1 t)i,t,/poct co bs for the us,-, children,
^.

a s=4,1nifiCant .increase in drug avzilabiliti was noted, with non-Sigllificant

increases in problems (t rith frivdshipsJmostly), dru usage, drug_knowledge;

and self-concept (Table 3). ,AnOyztng the individual 20. 'questions ,the

"u:" children reported an increase in Pest friends csmoking ciOrettps ,-the '
4

pospbility that they might sOoke,%-people. their age who they 'knew had tried'.

marijuana; having tried. marijuana themselves, taking drugs on doctqr's orders,

people they knew who took speed, and liking the way they Were :

Table 3

Normative Study Questionnaire "us" Chi Pre/Post : Res ul ts

Scale' Pre-Mean - Post-Mean

ti

Probl ems

, Self-Concept
Use .

Availability
Knowledge

228*
7%4';

2.0
2.44

I 88*

2.12
2. il.

2 04

.59
ole.

1.11
2.4
1.63

24

24
21".

24
<0,3

1

In sorting the NSPI data, the pop la t-! ,,concernin;4 problems,

Se l f-cohcept , drug use, knowledge , an al :.L' I ity analyzed. I 't was

found: :(I) girls reported slvItficat4: frore po'olf-yi than did _boys, (2) 6th

grade girls' reportd i.rn1 fi ,4antly w'ckl than 5th grace girls,

(3) boys reported- signi fcarv,;ly Yrori av,:alabiii4 of drugs tnan did gir s,

(4) 6th gmde boyF, repor'tel.si.onfi(:an% mod .than .5th grade

boys, (5)*boyS reported 7.i gr4t ffrai fc,re 6.rug '13,S then did eInd

(6) drug use response wh dr4 r4qailab4lity (N 4i) th?n

with problems . ab) fj?; 7 kroW;F:dgn (P-,:00).

In using t popol.itirm to , ,;erprP,t. pr.i.,/p05; t ill 14-S , Yin increase
4y
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in drug usage should be expected as children ,,:ove toward thehiRhentrade
)..'levels. , The same, aprli-..s for problem' or redognition and statanient .of- -

problems. Quite pc;ss ibly the' "us" children stow early signiofl'cant.dii'fferences.....,
3,.'

in these area's be.e.ause 'they had been exp9sed to° the factops.earlier Owl the
other children. The "us",childred indiated'a steady incPease in'd1kg

'abi pity, Oich proved to be the majp; factor'found in drilo use during thi

age,. Their friends increased in drug use, making availability and peer; ores-

s Lire more prominent. The,,"us" chilfren stated they had 'tried marijuana more
-,,.-

frequencly since pre - testing, and were considbririg cigarettes':

There were two factors operating in their ravor., ;The ' tchildr

increased in self-concept, especial- i in he way' they`,1i,-keCrWh7o, the'y were,

and they were "dealing' or re ognIzing `Thei problems, eSpecially in their

friendships. ,Quite possibly, due, to che contact-with Pr pra-.counsel qrs

and thes-ojeft, they were innirq question past friendship:. that appeare
,

to be e-a Tajo r source o-P 14 With an nc:rPasingly

positive sb14-coriccot on-Y de comiert o" -ff-e,..i; peer i'.--tior:snips in

school Nilith tieerk,4i e priems dacreased duting the
!,

mid-test) , 'the "u:;: ch 1 1 :fr3n from blcomirg drug abuse(.1".*!o

by contin,Jin pos,itive

os,

;.thaN7 in

wee cc: ard.tc.

Chi 1 dren`l, v.0!;cei.,t

dc.';

r.

N'ily,iat've study Questionnaire

'rerr. Flrs-Har-iv

- a self-report

; ra0e reading level,

..Eignty questio6 p,?. -4:- tc 611 .

educa;:ed, non-
:

c,,.S oring and -,..;.(Pm;p1. or, ..=1'?,L dt.ne.

though 7iter!..rat..i117 srouid no ait -t1 rcyc;101ogiss or

2.1
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treinel persfps,

part or a lai ntnry f ttst.

in scores s!uld be ignid; o
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the.. :..,Ut should be used as

chtmos of less than 10 points

cnz,iges of 6 points are common.

Te c:unterat fl.actutn.3 in the tiers -Harris

been design,A to cfIlLcts-War data or

the MSQ had

the 5ch and 6th grade population;°

voViding of ecrtil self-ccI'cept within'the.Ashland'schools.

As noted earl*;E:r, c,3ry1)3tor

the pieis-ti,,In s wf? and .,

the two NSQ piefmid

or thc ';weive HSQ self-concept questions to

'Ashland population scores between

om t,n mean.to an $.' mean.

the qnstions.. The !:,or.k:1;iv.1, pc,p','ktion scores during'retesting had .

remaincd fair ;;% t'oe'fr retest cores on The'Piers-

tiarris mOd have ;%:....nained

!'iersH

t-Arou7)

Senor,

FS S

'JJ
,

xrr tne

. , 4
'out ci,r1

cf

rl 1.:-.

3c ale Conpaiisol

df

12

24

.05

is' children were/.

those,daired

-7en Thsre 4as a signMcant

, dair with r.,enior..., 0 sEght

r);4es thosc ,.-;rilaren paired with

':ur all "il.!' children

;;f1d. .1J;(:ai o ;+'n senior dourtsele
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made increases over .ten points and one child paired with a youth did so.

At the saw time,. two ch ildnen paired with youths made decreases over ten

points (both'pairnd With the seine. counselor). In total, six children out

of the twenty-five tested (281 scored hjgh enough self-concept changes to

be considered, significant. These s-k increases accounted for a major portion

(non-significant) in the piers-Harris-group mean and in the NS() ,mean,

bringing the 'Us" children man closer to the school poptilation mean in

positive self-concept (no longer significantly lower).

Refc.ral Behaviors Checklist

For some children, iMproved self-concept may require a lOng-term effort

to create significant changes that .,could appear on test scores such as the

Piers-Harris. For many children, the first requirement is in changing

behavior and receiving help interacting with significant 'others in a more

positive fashion. Frort this e.hange in behavior, an,eventual change in self--

concept can leter develop.

The ;talker Pron.rn Benivior Identification Checklist ird'been used in

the s,nools shcirtly after the program started, but had not arrived early

enou h tr be employed in the pre-test battery. Another project-designed

test hae been given to tho parents, teachers, and pare-counselors to be com-

pleted for each nnild in tne -ur" farilj. This was the Referral Behaviors

Chocklistyhich has a ::.(sri:11,%oh coo.jicient of ..40 with the WPBIC (see

Appendix): This Checklist lists 41 behaviors that reflect problems sometimes

seen in the child at hnme,nscneol, or et the "as(! house. It is a slightly

mdi ied, version a (i.aftic and research instrument (Referral Problems-

Chew list with 32 behavior. tie Oregon Research Institute.

This checi,list vnas tomplete the parents and teacners at the beginning

of the program. The eira-ncitnTolors comp',etndthe ehecklist one month after,

pairing wit'r dlill...cr.-7(11.in;e1H,!s. In May, the teachers were asked to
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complete this checklist again, and in August the parents and para-counselors.

Completion time was 10 to 20 minutes.

Table 5

Referral Behaviors Checklist Comparison of Pre/Post
Ratings by Home, School, Para-Counselors on

"us" Children

Group Pre-Mean Post-Mean t df

Home
Senior 53.56 44.26 2.02 11 .05 o.t.*
Youth 58.35 47.28 2.04 13 .05 o.t.
All 56.19 48.84 2.90 25' .01.

School 46,63 47.27 -.05 9
Counselors 48.00 50.77 -.68 21 MOW*

Pre/post results for this checklist were analyzed in three groups, those

children paired with seniors, those with youths, and all combined. According

to the parents, all three groups shdvied a significant decrease-in problem

behavidrs (lower means scores equals fewer problem behaviors). According

to the teachers and the para-counsolors, however, the children remained

unchangedunchanged in the number'of displayed prOblem behaviorS.

Home and School Progress Report

The responses on the Referral behavior Checklist were compared to a Home

and School Progress Report,completed in April and June by the parents and

teachers of the "us" children. This report consisted of five questions

requiring yes /no.or less/same/more responses (see Appendix). It took less

than five minutes to complete and was designed to help offset the poor

teacher returns of the longer Referral Behavior Checklist. After contacting

*
one called test lo.t.

210
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some teachers four to five tines, wiet'e,; ebtaire7ey a completed checklist,

it became evident o much impler'device needen. The Home/School Report

proved to be adequate and teachor response tripled (from ten to twenty-nine).

The results of the Home/School Repor provide basic nominal data

demonstrating the percentage of "us" ehildren who had been observed showing

positive or negative changes, and less, more, or the same incidence of dis-

ruptive behaviors., positive interact ons, and resoonsiWity. The largest

increases for both the home and school seemed to be in positive behaviors

and interactions demonstrated by the chileg At home, the "us" children

were also seen as substantially more responsible Lld less disruptive.

Table 6

Home and School Progress Report Results on
the "us" Children

Question epril

on

1-trae % Total Effect

Positive Chaliges: Home SC
ScLool 52 64

Negative Changes: Home 20 07
School ti 13

,
Disruptive Behaviors: Home--More 04 03 03.

Less 3.:;) 50 67
, Sc.:on:AMoro C3 n 0

L.fs -in

POS i ti ;le , n 'i:eractio;ic,: flo.:,:c--Mort:: :il.
-Jr
i J 87

Less 03 0 . 0
-',:h(1.01--More '4'..; 4y . 48

. Les:, 0 0

Resoonsi bi HorLe--o'e / 50 70
Lc!ss 03 0

SchoolMt:N. 41 36
less 0

Since the ":IS proj'ect wovtel with Micireh Thsan'environment separate
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from home and school, and emphasized positive interaction and self-enhance-

ment, the increase in positive behaviors and interactions, with smaller

decreases in disuptive behaviors is explainable. The same applies to the

occasional increase in negative behaviors. When the children firtt joined

the "us" family,'many of their interactions and behaviors were negative and

disruptive. These were.the patterns established at' home and in the schools.

The project environment allowed the continuation of these behaviors as long

as they did not harm others, focusing Instead on developing positive relation-

ships that did not remind the child ofqparental or teacher authority roles.

The "us" purpose was not to replace the Parent or teacher roles, but

rather to complement what existed. Rather than copying what was done in the

home and schools, therefore, the "us" design intended to increase, the posi-

tive and block only those negatives which could prove harmful. It was

believed tht in following this approach, the positive interactions would

transfer from the "us" project to other environmental situations, such as

the classroom and family. If these environment% were changeable and supportive

of these newer behaviors, positive interactions could eventually become more

stabilized and prioritized in the hierarchy of that child's behaviors. The

child would have developed a repertoire of posjtive responses, which would

be reinforced, and would therefore become prominent characteristics eventually

negating the previously established negative acid disruptiVe behaviors.

The "us" environment' remained a "testing" groAnd for the child in which

he was free to/either experiment with more mature responses or resort to

established child-like behaviors. The "us" project as also an unloading

place for the child, an environment in which it was safe'to work through the

tensions built up elsewhere. Pandemonium and chaos often ran parallel to

positive group interaction and sharing. Meanwhile, the families, were in most

cases seekinQ more meaningful relationships with their children; they 'frequently
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reinforced the positive, while often ignoring negative and disruptive be-

haViors which were now more acceptable due to the overall improved ihter-
,

actions.. The schools were unableeto follow this pattern because of the

inherent structure imposed by being educational institutions that dealt with

masses of children, pre-established criteria and objectives, socialization,

and emphasizing the cognitive domain. To the schools, disruptive and

problem'behaviors were the focus. These were major concerns in the class-

room.

Behavioral Observations

A difficulty in having counselors and teachers rate the changes in

behaviors of the children they work with (e.g. Referral Behaviors Checklist)

is'the "halo" or "devil"'effect. This is a tendency to allow a few charac-,

.teristics of an individual to influence.the,judgment of other characteristics..

This halo/devil effect is a major source of personal bias and distortion

of judgment, and can Joth influence the way a person reacts to and treats

another, and the respohses given in questionnaires about that person.

Regretably, counsel and teachers are often -more prone to a negative

tendency when working with problem children. The term "problem children"`

in itself causes a focus on the negative aspects of the childt hence, subtle

positiVe changes that require immediate reinforcement are often ignored.

When the "Us counselors met for case conferences, they most frequently dis-

cOsSed problems and how to resolve them. Only occasionally.was the evening

spent capturing the positive changes. "Problem children" are too' frequently

ignored except when they are being prniems. That is one reason why they

are problems and that is why judgments are biased.

To counteract the counselor biases, behavioral observations on the

children and counselors were attempted by the staff. This behavioral obser-

vation approach.was designed to provide a quantifiable and objective

2U-L.
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measurement with which to compare other jUdgments. A manual for observing,

behaviors was written (see Appendix) and staff training in observations and

coding was eompletedethrouoh the use of video-taped examples. During the

first. six weeks of program operation, weekly observations were randomly made

the staff on each, counSelor .and counselee (twice a day for two minutes

each, At the end of that six -:week period, the behavioral observations were

discon inued for the following reasons: (1) there was inadequate inter-judge

reliabi4 y, (2)e behavioral Observations were tedious and were growing

increasingl, difficult to complete, (3) there were excessively low and high

bbhavior rates in some. categories, a factor' that induced bias in the obser-

vations themselves, (4) the people being observed and the situational demands

often interfered with the data validity, and (5) too many behaviors were being

observed at the-sameetime, on too many people, and by too few-staff.

These problems.in observation might have been avoided with adifferent

design, which was 'what this specific research pointed out. Interjudge reli-

ability could have been reduced by having fewer observers (one or two rathr

than six); fewer and less complex b,?havior classificatione could have been

selected; ev.,It sampling rather than time could have relu:eq los;

and high ra. behaviors; and tc,Jivr: could have been reduced by_ observing a

smaller samp P (randoAy select ?d)

,oldigEtive Cneckllst.

The Parents, had reported 'a decrease in problem behaviors, and an -increaSe

in positive behaviors. The schools reported an increase in positive behaviors

and interactions. Overall, the child's problem behevibrs.had levelled, becoming

almost the same at home, sehool, ?Ind with the project environment. Important

now, to the child, WoUldsbe a positive change in the way he was defined by

others, a reinforcement.forlis changes. In order to research this, an

Adjective Checklist (AC); was used with the Referrl 3ehavicrs Checklist (R9C).
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The Adjective Checklist consists of thirty-five bi-polar adjectives

with_aseven point scale from -3 to +3 (see Appendix). This was a modifi-

,cation of an Instrument used by Oregon Research Institute (Paterson version

of the Becker Adjective Checklist). It was easy to administer, fast, and

proviged an index of parent and teacher sentiment toward the child. A

negative total implied a negative siatiment, while a positive' implied post

tive sentiment.

It was assumed by the project that as the child progressed, a change

in sentiment would occur at home, in the classroom, and at the program. At

home and in the school this assumption held, but in'the program, it did not.

The parents had entered_the program feeling about the same as the para-

counselors toward their children. Both groups felt'slig5Tly positive about

the child. The teachers on the other hand, generally viewed the child nega-

tively. At the completion of the process, the parents were feeling much

more positive about their children, the teachers had changed from a negative

perception/to a slight positive, while the program counselors still main-

tained their original sentiments.

Table 7.
.

Adjective Checklist Pee/Post Comparisons of Home, School, and
Para-Counselor Sentiment Toward the Pose' Children

Group pre-Mean Post-Mean t df

Home: Senior 22.83 43.50 2.73 11 .05
Youth 25.07 37.76 <1 1.69 12
'All 24.0 40.52 2.05 24 .05 o.t.'

School: All -8.90 3.60. 2,50 9 .05

Counselor: All 22.27 24.61 .30 17

These differences in sentiment could account foe changing scores on the

CN

.2 i.fY
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Referral Be ,vioes Checklist and the as._ oesino negat::ve and increasing

positive bk. odors report' a for the The parent3 were the most posi-

tive about t, :ir children eed reeoreed ce11* etejor decrease in negative

behaviors, as well as an increase in positive oenaviereand attitude. This

increase in sentiment gives the child essential reinforcement for continuing

healthy change and gro/th. The '',eachers meanwhile started with a negative

feeling toward the children 1N general, end made a most important, change

toward a slightly positive or almost neutral ettitute. This cilange,would

not provide a eoeitive reinforcement to the child, except in the' sense that

negative sentiment was reduced. lhie eould eccount ft r the non-change in

referral problem behaviors et. schoo':. The teachers were not reinforcing

the child's overall cnanees with genuine positive increases in sentiment and

definition. The same regretably, applied to tnepara-cbunselors. Around

the program, they remained slightly positive in the way they defined and

perceived the ehi*.dren, but due possibly De their roles as counselors,

surrounded by a continual bombardment of problems from, their assigned

children and others, they could not'alloe. an important change in definition

and feeling to occur. As a c'eeck on his theory, e correlation coefficient

was obtained for the Adjective Checklist and Kellerral Behaviors Checklist

responses from pareete, teachers, and enuneelors.
, rhL iesoeiation was

1

significant. (<.01).

analyzirg the iixliV.dual AC responses of the para-counselors, it

became increasingly evident that they were(:eining the child more from per-

spectives located in their own .frustrations oe teelinge of success than,on

the basis of aetuel charecteristics of the child. Those counselors who had

.been unable to develop in-depth relationships with their children gave the

lowest scores .at times being extreme y negative. Cn.the other hand, the

more successful eoupseiers'tended to gi e highee past scores on the Adjective

1 254 /
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Checklist and ones on the Referral:Behavior's Checklist.

These comparisons point out two main factors:. (1) the ..importance of

significant others (parents,,ateachers, and para-counselors) in reinforcing

the positive developmental changes in the child, and (2) the potential bias

produced in ratings or questionnaires, acccirding to how the rater defines

the person being rated.

riciren's.PersorireCt(CPQ)

The CPQ is a two part, 140 question., 14 factor personality questionnaire

published by the Institute for Personality and Ability Testing. It is

designed to test children between ages eight and twelve. It requires forced

choice either/or answers, can be hand scored.or computer serviced and ana-

lyzed, and takes approximately 30 to 60 minutes to administer, depending on

the individual or group. 'In this test fourteen objectieiy determined

personality source traits can be measured, identified by alphabetic letters

and technical names, are placed on a test prcifjle.. Inavidual or group

changes can be measured, giving objectively defined self-descriptive'data

for comparison with other information (a more detailed description of the

primary factors and their related characteristics is offered in the Appendix).

Second -order factors may be Calculated by combining specific primary scores

(the fourteen source traits) to provide further measurements, in areas such

as extraversion and anxiety.

The fourteen source traits or primary factors are determined by adding:

significantly correlated responses givenato specific queStions A raw score

is obtained and then converted into a sten (standard ten score) for.comparison

to standardized norms (between sten scores cf 4.5 to 6.5). Each sten score

is compared t) a bi-polar description and can be placed on a "profile" with

the other sten scores to give an overall perception of that individual's

personality. Low or high scores donot signify non-health or health, but

255
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must be examined according to the specific bi -polar characteristics 'of that

factor in relation to all other factors.

Importantin this questionnaire, as in all others, is the honesty of

response and motivational level of the child, The test requires concentration
It*

and effort for a fairly long period of time. Because fourteen factors are g

being measured within 140 questions, with an average of ten questions per

factor, it is critical to get the best effort on each answer; To increase

test reliability and validity, equivalent forms are availabl,p and .can be

given to supplement the scores giving more questfons per factor. These

equivalent forms may also be used, to provide 'different pre/post test forms.

Due to time and motivation factors, the'"us" project gave form "A"

for Oe pre-test and form "B" for the'post-test. Care was taken to give

the child enough support and allow enough time to permit completion with

the highest'motivation and least frustration. The results of the pre and

post testing are shown in the following,table:

Table 8

Children's Personality Questionnitre Pre/Post Test
ReSults on the "us" Children

FactOr Group Pre-Mean Post-Mean

Senior 4.0 4.71. 1.68
Youth' .4.73 4.26 .64
All 4.37 4.48 .23

Senior 5.5 4.78 1.19
Youth . 44, 5.93 2:69
All 4;93_ 5.37 .98

seniOr 4.57 5.07' .65
C Youth 4.8 5.13 .68

All 4.68 5.10, .94.

(continued next page)
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df

13
'14

28

13
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13
14

28 .



Factor Group

Senior
Youth
All

' Senior
.,Youth

All

Senior
Youth
All

Senior
Youth
All

Senior
Youth
All

Senior
Youth
All

Senior
Youth

° All

Senior
outh
'All.

Senior
Youth
All

Senior
Q3 Youth

All

Senior
YouthQ4
411 .

Envia All
Anxiety All .

Independ. All

Vocab. All

Writing All
.

(continued next page)

0

Pre-Mean Post-Mean df
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5.78
5.4

,

5.58.

6.14
7.13

6.65.

6.0 .58 13
5:26 6:73: 3.07 14
5.44 , 6.37 2,38 ,I28

4.92 5.42 .66 13
4.53, 6.35 Z.74 14
4.72 5.89 2.33 28

2.57 5.35 7.05 13
3.8 4.53 . .81 14
3.2 4.93 1.96 28

3.57 .5.28, x 2.57 13
4.8 5.73 1.34 14
4.2 5.51 2.73 28f

7.14 5,85 2.34 13
6.53 5.66 1.11 14
6.82 - .5.75 2.24 28

7.07 4.92 3.51 13
6.53 5.26 2.01 14
6.79 ,5.1 3.8 '28

6.85 6.71 .19 13
6.93' 7.26' '1.73 14
6.89 7.0 .25 28

5.78 4.85 '2.25 13
5.4 4.'53 .94 14
5.58 4.68 1.76 28

5.0 4.71' 31 13
4.53 3.73 1.24 14
4.75 4.2. 1.0 28

5.5 6.28 .92 13'
5.66 - 7.2 2.22 14

: 5.58 6.75 2.17 28
. t

4.79 5.59 2.39 , 28
5.96 , 5.92 ,22 28
5.38 . 5.26 .29 28
4.07 5.07 3,13 28
5.00 4.88 .43 28

.66 13.

3.16 14
2.67 28

2 5'7

4.01

<.02

<01

<.02
<05

4%001

<.05 o.t.

<.05

<..02

<.05

<:05'-

<.01
x.05
<.001

--/
-,i

--

--

<:05
<.05

<.05
dm

<.01
Oa a



Factor Group Pre-Mean'

,

Spelling All 3.65
Lang-Arts All 3.96'
Math All

. d.

3.26
. Soc. Stu. All

Health All 4,3.92
Science All 3.73
Music All 5.38
Art All 5,34,
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Pot-Mean. div

' 4,76 3.91 28 4.01
,5.00 , 3,78. ,28 4.01
4.92 6.36 28 4.001
4.73 4.13 28 4.001
5.26 3:36 '28 <.01
4.92 4.29 , 28 <001
5.19 .51 28
5.34 .... 28 , --

The analysiS of-this data disclosed: (1) significant increases in

the primary factors of intelligence,.- 5 (for the children 'paired with youths),

excitability D, dominance surgency or enthusiasm -.F, superego or

conscientiousness - G, venturousness - H, self - reliance - I, Zest -

confidence and adequacy - 0, and ergic tension - Q4; (2) a significant

increase in the secondary factor of extraversion; and (3)' significant

increases in the secondary factors predicting better academic performance

in vocabulary, spell$ng, language arqo arithmetic, social studies, health

and science.

As shown, by-the increase in positive behaviors and interactioni(AC),

the increases in self-concept for some children,. and noW by the CPQ results,

the "us" children had become more alive,0filled with energy,'and motivated.

Within the open environment created by the "us" project and para- counselors,

the children were free (within limits of responsible sharing) to'develop

their interactions with others.' This produced an abundance of energy, as

,shown by the increase in excitability, dominance, spontaneity and venturous-
,

ness, vigorousness or zest, and e "gic tension. In the "us" project this

increase in energy wasexpected, and avenues had been Created to help channel

that energy into positive behaviors and interactions. Constquently, with

increased energy came the increase in group sharing and self-reliance, zest

within the group, and a more enthusiastic happy-go-lucky manner. The
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children became more confident,,conseentious and independent. This increase

in energy and overall 'aliveness also accounted fdr th4*increase,in intellie
f 4

Bence scores for some; they were motivated try try,. This increas("in the

primary factors of energy (Q
4' confidence' (0-), and conscientlodsness

(Gi.) accounted for the increase in the secondary factor ,scores measuring

potential fer better acadeMic performance, brihging the.Means for the more

coping-rationel school subjects even wittphe more expressive-creative

(music, 'art, and'writing)

As a group, the "us h children had worked through the transition phase,

growth was no longer blocked, they were more alive, filled with energy, con-

fident, caring for others, Able to work within a group and with others; and

they needed only to be reinforced for thesechanges. If' given asupportive

environment that allowed Continuatlon of this positive growth, the "us"' child-

ren would have excellent possibilitie. If blocked, left unreinforced,,and

labelled still as problem ehildren, these potentially healthy people would

be forced to release their increased ergic tepsione,along,other evenues.

Anti-social'behaviors, poor attitudese underachJevemente and inability to

develop positive relationship's wouldappear, indicators of blocked'growth.

The child would be blamed, punished, and eventually ignored.

This is one ofthe major concerns in primary prevention% the environment

wjth which the child must interact', including natuee, culture, institutions,

and people. Inthe environment created by,the "us" family, an environment

the children were actively shaping, these children were able to break free

from the frustrations caused by previous failures, labellings, and hostile

'non-'supportive environments. With the "us" project terminated, where would

these children turn?

Semantic Differential (SO).

The place the children would first turn to is ehe pace they perceive
1

250
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to be the most positive. The Semantic Differential,can be used to determine

'their perceptions: This Suesttonnaire consists of 18 bi-polar, five-point

scales that represent three major factors: (1) evaluation in such scales

i'S:good-bad and happy-sad, (2) potency in such scales .as strong-weak and

loving-not loving, and (3) activity in such scales as fast-slow and helping-

not helping, (see Appendix).' A concept is given for each list of scales and

the child places a mark nearest the.adjective which describes his feelings

about that concept.on'each of the 18 five -point scales. The form is easy

to complete, requiring only five minutes for each'concept.

Five concepts were given to the child in pre and posttesting:,

(1) "kam," (2) "My counselor i ," (3) "My family; is,"(4) "The proglram is,"

and (5) "My school is. . When their responses were tallied, any adjeCtive

that received an overall mean of 4.0 on the five-point scale.WaS considered

significant.

Table 9

SeMantic Differential Pre/Post SignifiCant Adjective Totals
as 'Rated by the "us" Children

.

(

""I am"
Pre Post

"Counselor"
Pre Post

"Family"
Pre Post

"Program",.

Pre' Post
"School"
Pre Post

(A) 2 3 4 r 3 3 4
(E)- 2 5 4 2 3 3 4
(P) 4 4 3 5 I 5

4 12 12 7 11 7 13

'During the program, the childrenhhad remained basically Unchanged in

their perceptions' about themselves. In the beginning, they saw themselVes

as mostly active- and interesting. At the end of the program, they were
*

active. and helpful. Their perceptions about their counselors .remained

2 6 C
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vastly the same, with twelve out e.;hteen (66.7.) adjectives rating a

4.0 or better on the five-point scale. A change in their feelings about

famiLidid occur,,increasing trim seven (38A%) to eleven (61.1%) adjeCtives

rating a positive 4.0 or better. tte end-Of the program, they .gave
.g;

their families higher scores in activity, evaluation, and potency.' An

increase in positive adjectives describing :the program was noted also,

which now totalled thirteen.dut )f the eighteen (72.2) possible. "School

meanwhile remained the same, nev-Ir,having received any rating a ove 4.0

on the five-point scale.

Table 10

Semantic Differential Pre/Post Comparisons of "us" Children Ratings

Factor Group. Pre-Mean .Post-Mean t, df cC

1 am
Senior
Youth

46,38
44.27

47.76
45.09

.84

.59

12

10 wa

All 45.41 46.54 1.05 23

Senior 52.61 '50.0 1.50 12
Counselor Youth 51.54 51.36 .09 10

All 52.12 50.62 1.18 23

Senior 48.92 53.23 2.08 12 .4%05 o.t.Family Youth 45.0 45.90 .53 10
All 47.12 49.87 1.99 23 <%05 o.t.

Senior 50.23 52:23 .79 12Program Youth 48.27 47.27 ' ,33 .:% 10
All 49.33 49.95 .26 23

Senior 34:38 35.3 .31 12School Youth 38.0 37.09 . .19 10
36.04 '36.12 .02 23

Further pre/post analysis was completed:on the five concepts rated by

the children; Intr.eases.in total points per concept were noted by addingAlb

. the nUmericaT scores of all eighteen scales. The results confirmed the
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previous conclusions. The largest increa:;e noted concerned the concept

"My family is". Ranking the means of tha post-test total scores yielded

a hierarchy of choices made by the children, from highest to lowest:

counselor, program, family, self T am), and school. This most prpbably

represents ,..he order of preference the child would express when electing

the source from ilhich to seek further enhancement of development, were

such a choice offered.

t

Phenomenological Observations

Some children in the 'us" faAily did not have many choices. The program

was over; they would seldom
see tneir counselors again, and their family

relationships were disturbed. The only resources left them were school,

self, and peers. What fo)lows is a brief summary of one child who shifted

to these resources. This was observed by the staff and para-counselors, and

recorded in the "phenoms". Identities have been altered somewhat in order

to maintain confidentiality.

Case Study: This young female child came to the program with tremendous

enthusiasm to become part of the "us" family. Her mother had been hesitant

to allow her to join. The child was having,difficulties in school, was

acting out in class, and had few relationships with peers. During the first

day, she was shy and somewhat self conscious and tended to remain close to

another female child whom she had known before..

Observations continually indicated her inabiltiy to express herself,

openly and her hesitancy in getting started, whether in activities or in

developinga relationship. Finally, she did begin talking about a few

troubles at home, troubles the counselor felt might be more serious than

she had thus far disclosed. Through constant effort on the dwriselor's,

:part, the child responded to being touched and began to demonstrate a

tremendous need to be physically near both her female counselor and a male

262.
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member whom she trusted.

After meeting with the prograw and here counselor mare frequently, she

started to disclose more and show :ro..,' ,merest in being involved. She was

having difficulties with peers 6, So:i 311' talked about this with her

counselor. When depressed,'she eow resched out more willingly, rather than

saying that nothing was wrong. She was kept from the program for a week by

her oarentS, and this she explained was fear of nerF. Her parents were

using her access to the program as a means to control her actions, refusing

to let her participate if she wer(1 not a near-perfect child. One parent drank

heavily and tended to seek excuses for venting frustrations on the child.

The child expressed her fear to the counselor of making her parents angry,

and stated she could not talk on the phone. The child openly expressed to

the,counseYr a hope that somehow the courts could remove her from the

-family and place.her elsewhere.

The child began.calling the counselor when the parents were not home,

and would spend time talking and expressing r,cr need' for someone she could

trust and be with. At the program, she started to mix more readily with her

peers, especially when the counselor %ias present to help initiate the

interaction. The child sought physical contact more freely and enjoyed

attention especially from her counselor and the male staff member.

When the child was grounded again (her freedom. restricted), a pattern

became clear. Each time the hild ehowed increased interest in the project

and other people outside the family, she would be grounded on the pretext

of some infraction. The counselor suggested family counseling or inter-

vention by the staff, but the fearful child :said, "No." Follow-up by the

counselor and,staff found the parents unwillcng to communicate.

When the oain9s started it was at first questionable whether this

child would be able'to go, especielly overnight. After staff intervention.,

26
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'this became possible. Or the first out;i:Igs, the child selected another

female to be with most of the time and sr:Owad signs of being easily influ-

enced. When a few male-ch4.1dren began: to show interest in her, she was em-

barrassed and unable to handle thH situation, becoming somewhat sexually

manipulative of others. Her counselor discussed this problem with-tber.

Then later, this hhavior repeated when her peer-girlfriend was present.

The staff called a challenge group on tle two girls and the males involved.

This ended most of the problem behavior. Talks ensued about the child's

need to relate to peers, especially hales whom she was interested in, and

about healthier ways to interact.

Ultimately, the family responded with less closedness, and the child

remarked to her counselor that the parents were trying to be more affectionate

and understanding (this lasted only briefly). Around the prograM, she

became very close to the other people and reached out willingly to her peers

and the adults. She appeared more independent of her counselor and far more

self-assured. In small "grouos, she found herse:f capable of listening to

her peers and; reaching out to help them interact biter. She began to

model counselor behaViors. A special, male-female, \peer group-was arranged

by the staff, and she participated'in'order.to learn how to communicate

more openly with the opposite sex.

At the:end of the project the child was capable of mixing easily with

most people in the "Js" famt She had be.come Independent of her counselor

and spent most of the time with Deers. She develooed a crush on one male

child and contactedia star c neJnet (the -Tale she trusted) to help her under
/

stand this situation. Ar!;ar tne project endO-L she organizPd meetings with

her peers ano cmcint,eo conCaci with ,(uoselcr for a few weeks. According

to reports 6y her teacher. Witimat6y ecarie .exceptionally capable in

relatinc to her peers, en': ie,./cd, fr'codshis with i:,oth sexes. Her

26
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teacher felt this change had helped her iT;IWS,1 that !,1r

behavior in school had become po :v iti fcw. iv.ctig behaviors

and increased evidence of reSponsibilicy. C!;e e )oL.1 artivitier,

the child was observed by the tec:shr L.-. h., .:,4t-.11 con;Thn. ar.i will '

to become inVolved. The teacher chis sej-concelA had

improved remarkably.

When pre and post scores were compdred, tht2. child silov.eo.no oh-Inge in

self-concept on the Piers-Harris her pare:1z', sf.:eAtd L.In had not. imprcied

at all; the parental Referral 2aaviy,' 1;hr!cf is incrv:ase in

marked problem behaviors and a rvcruse;, e.:Jc'''mdt qz hythe

Adjective Checklist. The child'- self-rf.lpo-cs

showed responses indicating she felt bett4sr abe: '410 :0::z and got aing

better with her peers, but
/

not with :,er rar.11;. rtcr icwr problPpt.,

in school and with peers, but just a; h T

Post Data Feedback

Having an availaLla erv:Torr 1., ane

self-enhancement, many lus". Cn'lldien A *(:: their

blocked transition phase. P,obles ,74

build problem-solving methods ) ,4? 9rcxvo. .e:,-

project did not try to prevent onblen, :-J!.erad fot Oe'child

develop his or her own tmst Tothad W1%- tflo

their oara-counselors, thci .)7-IWer w:e.?.:; 1,7

reached out to make new relati,Ah -1:42,-enqt.h-R OTthi--
,/.

.

"self".

The children and their rAtrents 1.;

that asked them,to respond according tr: hw

the "us" project. The quegtionnair was scc.,d 1Hcu! 1 o Reonscs on

the level 0-2.5 were considered reat!v;%,
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3.5-5 positive. Parents were asked to provide whatever comments they wished.

Here is their feedback, distinguished according to those children paired

with seniors, with youths, and for all children combined.

Table 11

Counselee Self-Program Questionnaire Feedback

. Question Senior Youth All

1. My family gets along better. 3.5 3.59 3.55
2. I like myself better. 3.86 4.06 3.97
3. I get along better with peers. 4.07 3.53 3.77
4. My counselor is important. 4.0 3.65 3.81
5. My counselor worked to know,me. 4.93 4.06 4.45
6. My counselor listened. 4.5 4.12 4.29
7. I behave better. 4.07 3.82 3.92
8. I like my parents more. 4.21 3.35 3.74
9. I developed as a person. 3.71 3.82 3.77

10. I am more self-confident. 4.14 4.00 4.07

The children felt their counselors worked to get to know them, ,especially

the seniors. They felt their counselors had listened. Thy children felt

more confident and, better about who they were. They behaved better. They

liked their parents more, and their families had improved. Their peers were 1

easier to-associate with, and they themselves developed as people.

Most parents agreed. The child had gained in confidence, and had

developed as a person, beyond what they had expected from their child's parti-

cipation in the "us" project. Their child was behaving better, getting

along at hoMe bitter, getting along with other children better, and most

importantly able to relate with the family more. The parents felt better

about their children. Ninety-six percent said they would again send their-t
children to the "us; program; most -wanted more staff and counselor contact;

and forty-one percent wanted parent groups and activities,. Half of these

parents would consider the "us" project as a partial alternative to school;
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If the child continued in regualr school, most parents preferred the child

not be separated from the regular classroow activities during the day.

Instead, they preferred week-nights or, especially, week-ends. When the

principal investigator requested personal permission to continue research

on their children for a period of five years, 93.4 percent said yes, one

family said no, and one family could not decide.

Table 12

Parent- Prograii Questionnaire Feedback

Question Senior Youth All

1 1. My.child relates better to the family. 4.21 3.56 3.89'2. My child gets along better with peers. 4.36 3.63 4.03. ,My. child behaves.better.
4.0 3.75 3.884. t.,I feel better. about my child. 3.71 3.75 3.73.5. Y:My chill has developed positively. 4.29 4.0 4.156. The "us" ./program effort was better

than expected. 3.79 3.81 3.807.. ,My child is. more confident. 4.07 3.69 3.888: T would send my. child. again. 100% 98'! 96.5%9. I would like. more counselor contact. 43%- 64% 53.5%10. I' would like more staff Contact.
50',; 8Z% .68.5%11. I would like. family counseling or

parent groups. :
36'i, 47% 41.5%12. '1 would grant permission for my child

to'attend the program as a part a,
alternative to s,chool. 50°; .50% 50%.

Some of the written comments made by parents were:

I feel that the program is on the whole, positive, constructive and
innovative, and ',would like to see more such programs in the area.

I feel the program is a-very worthwhile project and I would like to see
it continue so other children 'could beilefit from it.

My child has more self-confidence ndw since attending you program..

,I am confOsed as to what the project intended as I did.not consider my
child to have any.problems in the first place.

I feel that the counselor did a good job, put a program can only do so
Much; the rest is up to the child and.parents.
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I feel the first youth counselor was too young and, preoccupied with
her own problems. .Changing my child to'an older person really helped.

The program was excellent, containing an opportunity for our child tofind a level for his capabilities and to develop a mental and physitaf
expression of 'advanced need.

I feel the INgram haS been a positive force in my child's life. I amgrateful for the opportunities and positive changes.
.

To tell'you the truth I don't really knOw what the program did for mychild, all I know is it had a very positive reaction on him. He doesn't
seem to be bothered as before anti is acting like a typical child.

My child w;s facing a domestic upheaval. (divorce) when the p.rogram
started and was under great stra-n, showing lots of deprestion and clingingdependent behaVior, The program helped, my child find positive ways to
relate and meet other peOple and have experiences which helped her deal with,
her personal problemss. Her self confidence has been greatly improved and I
have enjoyed watching her pleasure and growth.

,

We appreciate this' opportunity greatly and we can see positive. improve-a
ment in our child's behavior and character. Out ch,ild,had. definite problems
with his peers, a "not too goodflopinion of himself, and no place to channel
his surplus energy. He was uptight. with himself and everyone.- He hid behind-.
.phony bravado which has 110W changed to real selfconfidence. We are very upSet
to learn this- program is not continuing, and'hate. to see progress made andlost so easily.

7.

'I think the programeis just what the child.needed. My child,has opened
up. to the. world through his jrefluence in the %s" .program. He looks forwardto the future and plans things ahead: He used to be so pessimistic and
against himself. Now he knows he can do about anything he sets out 'to do:
He's done a lot of growing up.

N
The Counsu ors

The " children had made some positive anges. in behavior, interaction,

self-concept, and personalit: "!nese changes h.a been noticed especially

at hone, but also at sehool end the program. An nlvironment had-beenestab-

lished for them to develop more openly within,4 and, the children had done so.:

Table 13 shows the major activities offered to the children. The first six
,

activities- in each list (craf4' ,7,ports and outings),were the favorites,

most frequently attended, and highly ratee during post-test feedback.

Theactivities were motivetional devices, interaction woreShops, educa--

. clonal experiences, and ch.elenqi!ig enminter:,. with growth. With .surrounding
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and .streams, a crAlege gym for use, and an "us" house

filled with equipment, the activities provided a setting for spontaneous

interactions to =curs, and -from these, a more natural counseling approach

was possible: 'Artificial
sensitivity-encounter groups and doctor-patient

relationships were not needed, nor especially wanted. Growth came from

being -in- the - program, as a natural consequence of
existential here-and-now

ekperiences.

Activities

Table 13

st of "us" Program with Top Selections by
the 'us" ChildiTn

Crafts Sports OUtings.

Leather
Pottery :

Video-tape
Photography
Woodworking
Darkroom
BeadMaking
Kite building
Weaving-

Bread baking
Jewelry making
Art/Music
Macrame
Typing

Swimming
Karate

Motorcycling
Trampoline
Basketball
Fishing
Volleyball
Tennis
Gymnasti:c.s

Wrestling
3owling
Football
Joacjinp

Obtacle course
.a9 17,cer

Coast - Camping
Flying

Local day trips
Backpacking
Non-local day trips
Rafting
Mountain climbing
Gold Mining
Park

(see list--Appendix)

What brought the pr'C: ject to thF point of ;',1aking successful impact

was not the activitics, but .th:a peopla in these activities: When

the day was scattered,and oper-ng ;ow,r developmental levels, It was

because the people involved were s;catteeraal and operating on lower develop-

mental levels. When the day vaas high in wergy,-love, and

it was because the peoplk.,were interactii.g in healthy ways. Each person

ilitation,

played a critical part, adding ao or suAracting from the total sum of healthy
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energy available for palitive impact. This total environment, in return,

gave support and reinforcement to the individuals.

As an example, thepSaturday ;tilieu had far more 'difficulties in,

creating a positive environment tan .did.the Sunday Olieu. At the time,

-both the staff and para-vofessiOr:els assigned to that day were having

problems with interactions among their own peers. The "us" children for

that day were pulled back more ard. were non-communicative as a group.

. When involvectin aciv.itites, th; children would often quarrel or become

passively resistant.. To compensote, the full staff was assigned' to that

day, adding more available effort to be s ent in providing cohesiveness.

Observations were made, feedback was given, and underlying individual

differences were discussed and resolutions worked toward. In time, the

milieu pulled together, but it was never as str ngly united as -the Sunday

milieu.

In doing post-research, r.c significant differe ces in the normative

(NSQ) scores, problem bheaviors referral (Walker and R.C), and sentiment

(AC) associated with the "us" children for these differem days were noted,

;

The children were generally the same (there was a slight age *ifference,

the Saturday children. beirgyounger). What were different mere para-
,.

counselors and at first, the staff.- In a counselor effectiveness ranking,

the Mean rating for tounselOrs on Saturday was 12.36, while the Sunday mean

was 10.63 (the lower mear signified a more effective score). Overall, five

out of the top six pare-counselors, as rated later by the staff, were in
,,,

the .);inday milieu.

As for the activiLio'3, they had not accounted for the difference in

the milieus. The difficulties ';he Saturday milieu faced were peculiar to

that groue of pe)pre. The sum of lheir abilities and positive energy avail-

able 1.6 the chilsiren had been less(than provided on Sundays. The pare-counselors

2'i G
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(and staff) still had team ad individual differences to workthrough,.require

ing attention that shoOd have been available to the children. Each barrier,'

blocked communication, e6 nor friction, power struggle, hesitancy, jealousy,,

or human trait that signified lower-level functioning, subtracted. from the

overall, positive Gestalt.

TMs lower eesitive group energy, in return, gave less support and rein-

forcement to those para-counselors who were risking and reaching out (this

environmental factor could also account for the higher rating of paras on

Sunday). Tn replicating 'a projeet such as the "us" project, simply creating

similar activities and training people of like ages will not necessarily

produce the same results. 'Just us the differences in Saturday and Sunday,

envirtnments wore 'noted wehin the same project,, so would the differences

be noted and maginified in a gifferent project. Groups of people cannot/be

duplicated nor rapliceted; thEy can only be approximated. The following

,

data will provide a description of the "us" para-counselors.

VO4% 'P.' Case Stud; Data (Ten)

The eee rehee of the second year youth paras was thirteen to seventeen,
A

/.
a mean of '.5,8 years. There were five juniors, two sophomores, cwo

freshmea. an' ere eighth grader. There were five males and five femaies,

all in good leetlth. Half of these you;-11 were from broken homes (four' females

and uric nato. ) a d a"1 aver=aged three siCioge per family. The male for

)

Lie mos;-. Nene 'eel(e;1 foe rd to marriaqo and a family, the females did not.

Religion ;Fad be, n an important earlier influence for half, but was 0 longer

so for any of three

The el'as of fhost vcuth pares had at least a high school diploma, and

many hao e elgr,es. They were generally professionals, semi-pro-

fecnionels, er e:::11ed workers. Money did not appear e problem in most

families teevgn a few were on the borderline. Most parents supported their

2 7
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child's,involveaet w thc- reogran,.tnougi .e- few became .hesitant as "the

youth-became mere' fedependent if theelucear family.

The youth as a whole did Aot -,lizh to be like their parents, although
.

. ,
. .

they planned to dree, eavily frcee their .jamil.J1 baekereunds. The youth felt

their own chosen goals differed f';'om their famine's' .gpatt, as' did certain

of their vlueS, attitudes, and belief:;, These differences, they stated,

became especially evident in are of pe-sorrel choices-(e.,g. religion, sex,

education, and drugs}, often resilting in further problems in communication

between the parent and chil6. Vlet youth expressed .fear of being fully

honest with; their parents about personal choices and behavior.

The "us" project helped most youth become closer to their parents as

people, but at the same time magnified problems related to independence.
,

Many parents, could not change perceptions as quickly as their ehfldren

changes, arid oftee.the youth alt misunderstood and unfairly treated. A

comm On comolaine by them weschat they had little voice in family dectsion

making yet they were eapecte) to share in responsibiliti. A lack',.of

comunication vas often blamed for this, the youth admitting equal fault:

The greatest eke e:et directed toward parents was the "parent- role ", which

the, youth felt peevented open coMmunication, because the parent voiced

A

expeetaticns and demands without listening equallyeto what the youth wanted.

Only na'Pf c? the families hugged or to eh;a frequently,-and siblie rivalry

was frequent. e%

Most yeute i.:ed been eeanked'as eeil&en, and one had been abused as a

child. Nor., ewer spaeke,-. or bi-:el:died now , bi_ce ee,occationally was struck

with a pal,: or .;.1st. yut two ,eensidered suicide or running

awry, ,Twu taeH 1.0 sore heed been in minor

trou'Jle with 'Yr,1

r,s with thy. -,t coolmon d'ug provie e l y used by the youth
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,was alcohol, though hal had, expe,.knced a marijUana high, an someenad

egperimented with other hallueinogens. Tw.smoked cigarettes and were

"hooked". N-ost stated their welts woeld be, more forgiving of them if they

came home drunk ehen if they were "stoned'
, All youth said driigs were a

.minor concern in the r lives; they hod used drugs originally chiefly for

experimentation.

.Upen entering thE program, oost of these adolescents had not been

aeequately inFoeyel crwe.rning e.xual reletionsnip:, 'especially concerning .

spocifics of how to perform intercourse (e.g, foreplay and inter-

course). Most had never openly 2. scussed masturbationeespeciaTly,thelr own.

Two these youth had experieeced sexual intercourse. The females were

more accepting of their sexuality and femaleness tharrvere the .males toward

their own sexuality andmalehess. Hovever, the females were far:OesS

accepting.ef theirphy;ical ae-eearance-then the melee. All the youthepre-

(erred being open any; honest )out the!e see,'/al f} elingsrand wereable/to

deal effeeti ely with these drives Pest through dietussien. They felt they
6

could not be open outside thE rrograle except with e few cloSe friends..
Almost al -, youth dieliked schoel even though most:were average

,
end a 1 ,,ceoticeel. One youch hed dysley ; ene ona was hyperactive. To

all *.eui. o: g erzer feradee were not important S nd collage remained an' -

uncertale Most eantad eo continue working .'ith people, but felt the

edecationei eear p!'ace to i2:60 to ae so. A'e school it was private

ectivities. friends. erd ciesees.tate.:irovided their main interestt.

The yeuteteeed !ee be loeers' havnn a ;ew eelected friends.. In general,

their peeeets did eut tel=e en eetive interosc in schoo -1

The ,,de o to la:e theTseive: ze tetel ).r,ons more than did the-

tcye,pez:al'iy ineth cef' loterpersee rele-Cenehie. As with most

adoloscen'ts f peobleee with selie-confidence Ow eating

4')
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habits, rough complexions, changing moods, and too few in-depth associates.

They disliked the peer status games in school, and pridedthemseives on

being more individualistic in choice and responsibility than many of their

peers. AU feltthey were develooing in 'healthier directions and were

working effectively with'their major.problems,

.Many youth realized they slipped beck into past negative habits easily;

hence, they could easily identify with the prOplems of the "us" children,

especially in areas of internal confliats, no friends, and poor communication.

Occasionally, they felt they 'had been over influenced by the "us" children

and had regressed to past childhood pro 'blem behaviors, but had been able to

pull themselves out of,the trap. This was especially true for the female

youth, who often appeared more dependent on approval from the "us" children.

Senior Pares Case Study Data (Eight)

There were -eight senior para-counselors who finished the second year

program, five females and three males. The average age was 57.9 years, with

a variance of no more than five years in most cases, Five seniors. were

'high school, graduates, on had a B.A., and 2 an MA., averaging 13.7 yearS

of schoolng. One was a professional artist, ethers Were retired from

positions as secretary, millworker, schoOl adminiitrator and teacher, army

Officer, housewife, and farmer. Most did'not miss their jobs, but did miss

the challenge and feeling ofselfesteem generated through competence.

With one exCeption, all were non-participating members of organized

reltgions, though still believingc in a higher being or force beyond man's

understanding. All preferred to practice their beliefs personally rather

than publicly,, and continued to guide their lives according to values related

to human dignity ah4 the importance of individual life. .They continued to

search for answers relevant to their own life spacee and situations, but

always within a fairly controlled moral frameworL.
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None of the seniors feared death,,all having been personally close to

tl rs who died, and to their own individual times of dying. To them, death

was part'of the natural process, though they tended to be concerned for those

who might be left bl'hind. Health remained good for them, though they were

often cautious, in.contrast to the younger "us" family members. Most feared

becoming "living vegetables" locked away in an old folk's home more than

they dith death.

As for drugs, three smoked, most drank coffee, and some were taking

prescription drugs. One senior stopped Smoking during the program and did

not start again.'None had trieU the hallucinogens
beyond marijuana, most

had been drunk or high frOm alcohol. One.was an ex-alcoholic. Two women

had been married to alcoholics and had watched the effects of alcohol destroy

someone they had loved.

Four seniors were married .(two were a hUsband and wife para-team), one

widowed, and three divorced. Most had enjoyed or did enjoy healthy sexual

relations, but the single seniors found positive sexual relationships more

difficult to maintain. This was related to the general attitude they held

toward their peers; that is, their senior peers were closed and non-caring

people who were all too willing to die, and who believed in the.social stigmas

placed on older people. In general the "us" seniors perceived the possi-.

tility for healthy, vibrant
peer relationships to'bO, harrowing. They found

themselves more alone than before, as they watched their peers give up living

long before life left the body. Many experienced a loneliness for deep

friendship..

The "us" seniors especially enjoyed sharing with the younger people,

who were equally adventurous and open. All the "us" seniors expressed a

need for variety and new experiences and were continually searching for

alternatives and growth. All enjoyed'the openpeis found in today's society,

2 ri
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but felt the rrysteq and o.m1 cf 16 jvoyed hy emphasis on

negativism and
1V L-6iLved that many parents

today were depending far too riuch on a9lheles and institutions to rear

children. This, they felt, was Ongerous hcx-ause it allowed less flexi-

bility, Individuality, and openneJs--often more risky and painful--but

essential to growth.

All these s-en4ors held pain ac; checateristic of their lives. Most

had suffered thrautp cultural-Nandmc depressions, wars, and family trage-

dies. One had been an orpha. ,!,':Jst had been raised in rural or semi-rural

environments and had visited the ia,rge;.- cities only for cultural exposure

and educational experiencet. Thy had neen,generally rebellious id their

adolescence, and 4ad'eften resented the strictness with which they had

been raised. All (exoef)t one who had no children) had raised their children

differently. They described themselves as tolerant parents, mostly demo-

craiiccaccepting of the nattwql rebelliousness. in their chfIdren, and able

to share close relationships upon ,e,.iration wr ;no nucle4r family. One

senior had later experienced .Criss with his chi1Tren,' but though constant,

efforts"had managed to find

Roth and acW.1.A tne uri os hAd exr,oreced tensions tn rela-
,

tiornhips with r hrnt nd isr. fittinl into what is currently

accepted As the 'typkal.:
iv.wp-off again relationships.

A few felt cos e
.Incivisitf,,i frequentl:y, but west

visited or heard fral.kno!:; ance a y.,13r--:

family history.

eaiuqh to ?eep abr.east of

The seniors,wem clss n ncc.rn, ciy was of

secondary importance to all ;V the,.,!, necoyi.ary To hu. ,:iot a goal'
r

in itself. Their.mAjor-eMrts ITilaicld in ,..o:17'lhqoe'e;eit-iwpNvemr,nt 'ond

being or becoming healthy peopl.e. Fr nE-11- scars, th.y urr- 1 low
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images er, a whole; often expressing loubt and skepticism about their own

abilWes, and were far less able to talk about their positive characteristics

than to label their weaknesses. All seemed filled with an inner energy

that derived from a religious or philosophic belief, or a search for some

truth or meaning to life.

Para-Cour.(Year 02)

Drug Knowledge Scale

Although drug knowlege was lot emphasized in the "us" project, a test

was given in order to discover whether the pars - counselors increased their

drug knowledge, and how their responses compared according to age classifi-

cations (youth- senior) and to the staff. A 4-question Drug Knowledge Scale

(from Pennsylvania State University Evaluation Scales), was administered to

all para-counselors when they first entered the program, at the end of train-

ing, and again at the end of the year (pre/mid/post). The multiple choice

test.was easy to administer, and took 15 minutes to complete.

After completion of training, a significant increase in overall drug

knowledge was measuced, but this had dropped by the time of post testing.

The staff ;-1,aintained the highest overall mean,for d-qg knowledge (30.66),

with the youth next (21.41), and then the seniors (19.58). Difference in.

drug knowledge between youth afid seniors was slight.

Tabl6 14

/ Drug Knowledge Pre/Mid/Pot Comparisons for All Para-Counselors

Pre-x Mid-y Post-x

17.93 21.33
17.93 20.6:;),

t

di

2,07 u.t.
15 1.'j9
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Drug Attitude Scale (Post test only)

The para-counselors also completed a'fourteen question, multiple choice

Drug Attitude Scale (the Drug Abuse Council, Inc., 1973). These questions

were scaled from'one to five. By addihg the points given,to each question,

a total score could be obtained for comparing conservative, anti-drug atti-

tudes (higher scores) and liberal, pro-drug attitudes (lower scores). TheP

. scale could range from 14-70. The range for the youth para-counselors was
1

.

the widest varying twenty-two points from the lowest overall Score (36) to
,

the secord highest (58). The ycp,eth paras were the most liberal in their

overall attitudes toward drugs, the staff, second, and the seniors the

least liberal or most, conservative. There was a significant difference

between youth and senior attitudeg.

t, Table 15

Drug Attitude. Post Comparison for Para-Counselors and Staff

I. .

Group

Youth
Staff
Seniors

4

Me.an Range

45.6
45.8
50.4

36-58
38-51
42-59

df

28 1.91 4..05 o.t.

Values

The AllporteVernon-LindZey Study of Values test was given to the para-

counselors and the,pre and post scores were analyzed to determine if there

had been any significant'changes. This test consists of 45. questions, takes.

approxiMately 20 minutes to administer, and is easily hafid scored to give

the relative strengths for each individual in six basic interests or evalu-
-

ative attitudes: .theoretica), economic, aesthetic, social, political, and

religious. Profiles can ire dra1.411 for each 'person and coTpared to norelative

2 7 6,
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data which is generally represented by a mean score of 40 (plus or minus

four points). 4

For. the second year paratwounselors a significant increase in aesthetic

motivation was noted, along with a significant decrease in theoretical inter-

ests. This meant basically that the para-counselors placed a higher value

on form and harmony, judging and enjoying each experience from the standpoint

of its grace, symmetry,.or fitness (subsidiary awareness); and they placed

less value in the discovery of truth through the empirical, critical, rational,
s.

intellectual approach (focal awareness), As with ttN project process, the

para-counselors had shifted from the typical emphasis on focal awareness

toward an understanding and appreciation of subsidiary awareness.

Table 16

Study of Values Pm/Post Comparisons for the Year 02.Para-Counselors

Factor Pre-Mean Post-Mean df 0C.

Theoretical 42.23' 39.17 1.86 16 <05 o.t,
Economic 38.05 36.23 .97 16 -- -,Aesthetic 37.29 43.52 4.20 16 '<A01

ial 43.7 45.64 .93 16
Pol tical 40.0 37.64 1.60 16 --
Religious 37.52 37.23 .14 16 --

4.*

Para-Counselors--Year 01 and 02

;The youth and senior paracounselors from both years were compared for

pre/post changes Auring their time with the program (three months was estab-

C . lished as the minimum time limit the lmra-counselors needed to stay in the

program before:a pre /post comparison could be made). The major instruments

used for this comparison were the High SchoOl Personality Questionnaire .(HSPO)'
.

and the Sixteen-Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 PF), both from the

Institute for Personality and Ability Testing. ASwith the Children's4

27 e'd
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Personality Questionnaire, the HSPQ and 16 PF measure the primary traits by

obtaining raw and sten scores frOm forced chgice questions. he sten scores

for, each primary factor can be compared to standardize nor s (bewteen 4.5

and 6.5), and an individual or group personality pro ile w'th bi-polar

description can be obtained. Second-order factors are calculated by combining

specific prIvary,scores. The HSPQ is designed to measure people in the age

range of twelve through eighteen, and has fourteen primarytsource factors.

The 16 PF measures adults and 'has sixteen source factors (see Appendix for

complete table of CPQ, HSPQ, and 16 PF factors).

Youth Para-Counselors (Pre/Post Changes)

Seventeen youth para-counselors werb administered pre/post persbnality

questionnaires. The pre-testwas form A of the HSPQ, and the post-test was

form B. Significant increases were found in the primary factor Q2, of self-

sufficiency, and in the secondary factor of creativity. Sjgnificant decreases
%.ift..

were noted in the primary factors C (ego strength) and y, (suger-ego strength).

Non-significarlt (<.J0 one-tailed) but noticeable increases were observed in

primary' factors B (intelligence) and E (dominance), and in the secondary

factors of social responsibility and anxiety.

The youth para-counselors had become more independent and assertive;

relied more on their own decisions and resources, demonstrated more social

responsibility, and rented usually to older peers (staff). They appeared

more,creative, unconventional, insightful, adaptive, and persevering. At

the same time, the youth felt the stresses from the added responsibilities

required of para-counselori\and decreased in ego-strength, emotional control,

stability, consistency, and sense of duty, at the same time increasing in_

anxiety. The youth tiaras in general were being asked to take on adult,

responsibility in the "us" family, and they did, so. As they did, the constant

demand for adult behavior often created stress and frustratiOn, especially in

23G
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the personality areas of egO and super -ego, both still developing and some-)

what unstable in adolescence. Even with this stress factor, however, the

meant remained positive, indicating an overall' positive emotional stability

(C+) and sense of duty (G+), with occasional outbursts or withdrawals indi-

cats of situation overloads. This, the.youth.had.commented,on during the

case studies Ohen.they described a temporary regression to child-like

behaviors followed by a return to adult behaviors.

Table 17
.

HSPQ Pre/Post Comparisons of Year 01 and Year 0
youth Para-Counselors

Factor PreJlean Post-Mean df

A . 5.46 5.26 .49 16 --
B 6.06 6.73 1.58 16 <.10 o.t.
C 6.33 5.6 1.97 16 <.05 o.t.
D 5.0 5.06 .09 16
E .5.26 6.26 1.58 16 <.10 o.t.
F 5.6 5.2 .64 16 -
G 6.86 '5.33 2.29 16 ..05H' 5.73 5.8 .12 16 IMI

I 5.86 5.73 '.21 16 IM IOW

J 5.46 5.66 AS 16 --
0 5.13 4.6 .95 16 --

6.2 6.86 k. 1.78 16 <.05 o.t.
Q3 6.06 6.20 .16 16 --
Q4

Anxiety
5.93
4.66

6.2
5.51

.47
1.38

16
16

--

4%10 o.t
Self-Direction 5.43 5.51 .14 16 --
Social Responsibility, ,7.2 5.61 1.68 16 <.10 o.t.
Creativity 5.61 7.18 4.27 16 <.01.
Leadership 6.53 5.88 1.14 16

It was during.such moments of stress that most youth. para-counselOrs

departed, and comparisons were made between the primary factor means for those

paras who stayed and those who had quit. Non-significant but noticeable

differences (P4.10.one tailed) wero)lound, with the youth paras Who'stayed

scoring higher in intelligence (B+) and self- sufficiency (Q24 and lower In

281n
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surgency (F). The youth.para-counselors who remained were in general able

to adapt more easily to the stress, learn faster, depend on their awn

resources more, make their own decisions, associate with older peers, and

make a more serious adjustment to the "load of caring".

Table 18

HSPQ Comparisons of Youth Para-Counselors Who Stayed and Quit ,

Factor Stay-Mean Quit-Mean t df

A 4.66 5.44 1.12 18 --B 7 6,.11 1.4 18 4,10 o.t.C 5.33 5.33 ,180 5.33 5.5 .30 18 -
/ 6 5.77 .21 18F 4.66 6.44 1.7 18 4.10 o.t.0 5.44 6 .52, '18 --H 5.88 6:22 .41 18 --I

5.66 6.33 .81 18 --J 5.77 4.77 1:05 18 --0 4.44 5.11 .62 . 18 --

QQ2

6.88
6.6

5.66
5.5

-1.45
1.1

18
18

4.10 o.t.

Q3 6.11 6.0 .1 18
Anxiet4y 5.25 5.38 .11 18 --Self-Direction 5.93 5.12 .76 18 --Creativity 7.31 6.52 .95 18 ......

Senior Para-Counselors (Pre/Pos; Changes)

Fourteen senior para-counselors wem'administered pre/post personality

questionnaires. The pre-test was form A of the.16 PFs and the post-test was

form B. A significant increase was noted in t e secondarylIctor of leader-

ship, and significant decreases were obta ned in the primary factor of ergic

tension (Q4) and the secondary factor of anxiety.- A non - significant (P4.10 o.t.)

but noticeable decrease was found in tender mindedness (1-4-). There was also

a smaller iticreace fn the specification equatic9 for effectiveness as a

psychologiit.

2 A/
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16 PF Pre/Pos\ t ee aisc of YcL,- 1 and .C2 Senlor Para-Counselors
.

Factor df 0C.

A .95 13
B , - .95 13
C 02

r
13
13

F 57 13
G 1.05 13
H ., 13

7.5 -6.78 1.43 13 <%10 o.t.
L .51 13

;

ti E.,07 5.85 .47
N 4.5 4.5 13
0 4.75 4.55 .71 13
1i1 5.35

5,21 .57
13.

43 6.P; G65 , 13

let,,; ,.0
5.?5

J..)5 / I

2.23
13
13

<.02
<.05Leadership. 31;-5,. fi.37 2.16 13 <.05 o.t.

, Creativity 7.r*i P.J1 .63 ,9Psychologist 1.25 14
School. Counseli)r 14.

C The senior para-c c ii. thI they roiht be rejected
by the youth and chi T the Li.' 7hcv pelt capa,ble, yet were aware

that the children mi3.1V: , 4 ;.:) th pira-counselors. These

seniors in the 'V:" Drojt '11!"-tj 0? being alone and sepa-

rated from their or,-n T.
,4

felt or bllievefi. t7Insion and anxilty,
which, however, r,1,1:h!, .i:p411t in the program. They

to speak openly what they.

became Tore re.laxvd, 1.st. and isfrig. Through risking and

reinforcement for ot, ocw strength in leadership
abilities, oFtrn-!:,o.;nr,..1 group, or role
playing, or somethinn .:711so more practical and self-reliant,
taking on ror solidlrit.y. They blended
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the intuitive, imaginative, aesthetic qualities with.realistic temperament

and awareness of group process.

In comparing those seniors stayed with the "us" family with those

who left, significant differences
wPye found,in factors H, 0, Q2, and Q4.

The seniors who stayed with the "us^" family had lower means-scores in

adventurousness, being average in social boldness and friendliness, while

maintaining consideration and carefulness in seeing risk' situations. These

seniors showed higher mean sores in factor 0 than those who left the program,

having neither the high score of a person who worries and is overly anxious,

nor of the person who acts out and is non-caring. They were also higher in

self-Sufficiency and resourcefulness.

Table 20

16 PF Comparisons, of Senior Para-Counselors Who Stayed and Quit
J.;

Factor Stay-Mean Quit-Mean

A 4.25 6.28 1.7 13 4.10 o.t.
5.62 5.42 .44 13 71.0

C 5.12 6.28 .ft 13
E 5.75 5.71 .03 13
F 4.37 4.57 .18 13 __
G 6.5 6.28 .21 13 --
H 5.87 7.42 1.84 . 13 4%05 o.t.
I 6.$x2 7.28 .57 13
L 4.7r 4.14 .76 13
M 6.25 5.0 .15 13 --
N 4.37 4.57 .79 13 ;-
0 5.0 :i.57 2.24 13 4.05
Q1 7.0 6.14 .64 13

6.62 4.71 1.85 13 4.05 o.t.
Q3

Q4

7.25
4.81

6,57
3.71

.90
1.89

13
13 4.05 o.t.

Anxiety 4.61 3.88 1.17 13 WO &MI

..1.0.0.:
Comparinr: Counsebr Effectiveness

Not all the pare-coNnselors were equal in effectiveness or ability.

28
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Some joined the project end made vast developmental gains, reaching and

maintaining the higher 'levels. Others did not get beyond the third leVel,

while a few simply could not reach beyond the second. Many para-counselors

were unable to complete the project. What made these differences?

Selection of Para- Counselors

In total, eighteen seniors and nineteen youth who had been, selected

as para-counselor trainees remained in the program for three months or more.

Twelve of these seniors had been selected by a staff interview with peer-

staff ratings used to make the final selection. Six seniors had been selected

by senior'peers, either with an interview (3), or by having them join for

a trial period (3). Seven youth had been selected through contact with the

schools, a written questionnaire, and a final staff interview. Five had

been chosen 'by school counselors, and seven by youth peers.

Of the twelVe seniors selected the first year by staff interviews,

four (33.3%) remained in the program for two years, one died (8.3%), one

quit during the first-training periocL(8.3%),:ethree quit shortly after the

first training period when pairing '(with the "us" children) started .(25%),

one quit after tl12 first year was completed (8.3%), one quit during hhe

second year training (8.3%),- and one quit after the second year pairing had

started (8.3 %). Of the six seniors'selecced-he second.year by their 'peers,

four remained (66.7%), and two left ehortly after training (33.3%). Three .

of the four wh'eeeraemained had joined the program after training had been

completed.

Twelve youth had been selected the first year, seven by questionnaire

interview, five by school counselors. Of the seven int rviewed, two (28.5%)

left the project shortly after training the first year, two (28-5%) did not

return the second year, one left durirg the second year training (14.2%),

one left in the middle of the second year pairing, and one stayed for both
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years. Of the five selected by the school counselors, two did not return

the second year (40%), and three (60%) remained for both years. Of the

seven youth selected the second year by their ,peers, two (28.6%) left the

program in the middle of the counseling phase, and five remained throughout

the year (71.4%).

In selecting seniors, staff interviewing, peer selection, and on:the-

job-trial period selection were about equil overall in success, though per

selection proved more effective during the shorter period. Once the senior'

para-counselors had experienced what the- project required, they generally

seemed as effective as the staff in selecting, incoming trainees. Further

comparisons are needed befOre a more definite conclusion could be reached,

however, since the staff during'theofirst year had lacked a clear philoso-,
c",

phy; criteria, or understanding of what type of person would be most effective

in the project. At that time, neither the project*noreits process had been

developed.

In selecting youth, school counselors and peers tended to'do far

better than the guestionnaire an'd staff interview method employed. Again,

this points to the importance of familiarity with the person, an advantage

the school counselors and beers enjoyed in-most cases. As with the seniors,

the second year choices prOved Slightly more stable, but this again may be

attributed more to experience and understanding of the program rather. than

,r

to choices made by different people. It would'appear that once a project

has been in progress a years there is no reason why the para-counselors

should not be given at least equal responsibility and choice in selecting

incoming trainees and posiibly, even in selecting incoming staff.

Counselor'Effectiveness Hierarchy

Twenty-two counselors (12 youth and 10 seniqrs) from the second year

prograMymre ranked by individual staff members for counselor effectiveness,

2G
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as determined from observing interactions with staff, other pares, and the

children. These ratings included the counselo.r's effectiveness in research

and counseling, since both were considered equally important in this project.

A Spearman-rank correlational matrix'was made on thes'e ratings by the five

staff members, and scores fror .62 to .92 were obtained, all being signifte

cant (13.01). in brief, the staff agreed in identify* the most effective

pars - counselors.

Tentative Criteria for Selection

The staff also completed ,a Tentative Criteria for Selection sheet on

each of the twenty:two counselors, rating the pares on a scale from 1 to 7

for: (a) self-acceptance, (b) self- congruence or genuineness, (c) serious-

ness of intent, (d) sensitivity to people's problems, (e) ability to communi-

cate, (f) awareness of personal biases, (g) lack :of conflicting interests,

(h) ability to listen, (i) willingness to get involved, (j) willingness to

do what needs to be done, and (k) openness-to learning. The total score for

each para-counselor was ranked with the other para-counselor scores, and this

hierarchy'wat compared to the Counselor Effectiveness Hierarchy. The Spear-

man-rank coefficient between the staff Counselor Effectiveness hierarchy and

the Tentative Criteria for Selection hierarchy was .88. The staff 'observe-

tional, ratings significantly (13.01) correlated With the tentative criteria:

The second year pare-counselors were then asked to complete a Tentative

Criteria for Selection another. These scores were totalled for each

person, and a para-counselor hierarchy of raw scores was developed according

to para-counselor judgments. A. product moment correlation coefficient re.77e
es,

was obtained when these scpres were compared with the staff scoring' of the ''so

ess,,paraecounselors. Thus', the para-counselors generally agreed with the staff

rating of Para-counselor effectiveness.

The para- counselors were at the same time requehed to complete a

2 S 7
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ram (see Appendix), selecting three people they would choose to talk

with, share self to self, feel the most'comfortable with, being the Most

real -honest, as a friend, and to help a ten year old,p.mblem child. They

could name the same three or different persons for each question. The fre .

quency with which each person's name was wrirten by all para-counselors was

tallied and a hierPchy was prodUced that showed a significant (P05)

Spearman-rank difference correlation, p.60 with the staff Cpunselpr

'Effectiveness hierarchy.

The "us" children were asked to rate their counselor with the.

Counstlee's Iaentpa of .Counselor: puestionnaiim (see Appendix) . This one

page, sixteen question inventory provided total scores in the categories of

counselor genuineness, understandipg, valuing, and acceptance, as perceived.,

.7 by the child, If the counselor was 'perceived to have these qualities to a
t

. large degfbe, his or her total score was higher than a counselor perceived

as less genuine, understanding, valuing, or accepting. The total scores for. -

the para'7coun'selors were ranked, and compared to the staff ranking developed

by eouns,elor Effectiveness Hierarchy'giving a SPearman-rank difference

correlation of ,63,''which was significant (K02). Other Spearman correla-
r,

tioncoefficientswere computed for the-inch vidual scales and the staff

Counselor EffectivenessAileA:archy,
giving significant results- (P<.05 or

better; ifigenuitlehess understanding, and aCceptance. Valfeing did not.

significantly tdrrelate with.dounselor effectiveness:

Other rankings were compared wii-4-the CoUnselor Effectiveness Hier-

archy, but none proved significantly ,correlated..- The instruments used to

obtain these rankings and their correlations are li§ted'in Table 21.

Basically, staff para - counselors, and children agreed on the-rankings

of,counselor effectiAeness.. By being jnvolv,A in the project, and interacting

wigs the-para=counselors, they had 01 formed subjective perOptiOns. These

2 86.
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.

percipti-onsaagrOptihroug4utthe i'us" faMity: The Most important criteria

for para-counselors appeafed to be those listed by the Tentative Criteria

for Selection of Couns1elors and Counselee rnventoisy of Counselors, especially

in the areas Of acceptance, genuineness, and understanding.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7:
8.

9a

10.

Table 21

Counselor Effectiveness Hierarchy Spearman- Rank,
Difference Correlations

' In&trwent

..,.!...16.1.41....1.
n

L.

Coungelee Inaentory of Counselor
A. Total Score
b. Genuineness
c.. Understanding
d. Valuing
e. Acceptance

bCounselor SW-Program '-'valuation
Values-Social Scale
Post Training Total Scores
Activities Invol-ved In--Tote!
IPAT'COunselor Effectiveness 7ouation
IPAT "8" Factor

Strong Vocational (P4.06=p.506) far rp17
a. Realistic

Investigative
Artistic,

Social
. Enterprising

f. Conventiona
g. Psychologist
h. Guidance Counselor
i. Spcial Service
j. Teacher
k. Social Worker
1. AOR
m. Intro/Extra
Sociogram Totals
Drug Attitude Totals'

31
31

31

31

31

21 .

22

17
21
20
21

17
,17

17

17
17

17

17

17

17

17

1.7

17,
17
20

.63

.51

.41

.32

.67

.18

.22

.07

.35

.33

.20

.32

.06

.36

.13

.23

.20

.47

.29

.39

,15

.42

.21

.06

.13

<.02

<.02
4.06

<.01
--
_a

OA fa.

SO

gy

IA INA

NW AO

*AO

VA 04

--
<.05

00 NM

This data supports the suggestion that para-counselors (aad children)

are able to make judgments.and choices for the selection of incoming para-

counselors. They appear to do so far better than any personality questionnaire.,
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vocational interest test, or other measuring devices could do. This.. is ,"

especially true when considering the differences required of Para-counselors

in different projectee The people involved in the actual projeq process

would best know the philosophies and
eounseTing'appr'eaches,empheeiied, and

thus, the type of person suited for the position. These program differences'

riotare taken into account with the ."normal" testingeselectien procedure.

Senior VersusYouth gffectiveness

Theoriginal grant hypothesis:was: "Senior, citizens can-be more

effective than peers in counseling adolescents who are potential abusers

of drugs." To research this hypothesis., the questionnaire pre/post results
o

. on the "us"-children!had
been _separated into three categori,es: seniors.3

youth, and all. The senior and youth results were then compared to determine

if the data could support the original hypothesis (or reject the null-form

version of .the hypothesis }.

In the .Children's Personality Questionhaire data, for:primar and

secondary factors, no significant differencee'were feund between the growth
t

. of dhildren paired with seniors and those pilred with yOuth. The'eame'pene

significance was found in the Piers- Harris Self Concept Scald, the Referral e.

tehaviors Checklist, Adjective Checklfet, Rome Progress Reports, Teacher

Reports, and Parent Program Questionnaire.. The Coi'ineelee Inventory of

Counselors, total score and all four categorles, the-Tentative
Criteria for

Se'lectione and the Counselor Effectiveness Hierarchy found no s-ignificant

differences between the youth and seniors. On the post Semantic Differential,

the senior toynelees rated the-concept "family" significantly (P<.01). higherieet
1k6kthan did the youth counselees, and
NI

the kenior children had significantly'
._ .

(P <.05) higher. total scores omtheeCounselee.SelfeProgram
Questionnaire than.

did the children .paired with youth pare-counselors.

In listing.pre/post changesein the "iie" children paired with4seniors
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and youth: , (1) the senio-children made significant changes in self-concept

(Piers-Harris) while the youth -chit dren did not, (2) parents Of the senior-
.

children had si§0ficant increases in sentiment (AC), while the parents of

the youth-children cad not, (3) the youth-children significantly increased

CPQ factors LI, GLI.,-aad the senior-children did not,

(4) ,the seniorchadren significantly increased in G and H and decreased in

I and 0, but the youth-children lid not, (0 the-senior-children increased

si.gnificantly in positive feelings toward-their families (SD)and theYouth-

children.did not, (6) the senior7children responded higher orythe-Counselee

Self-Pr4ram Questiomiaire than the youth-children in the .areas of. peer

relationships; counselor inportande,countelor getting to know the child,

the counselor listening, believing better,. liking their parents more, and

self confidence', while the youth-children responded higher in liking self

and developent hs people, and. (7) the parents' of the children 6iyed with

sen4ms,when compared to parents of the 'children paired with the youth, felt ^

ithe,ir children related.better:tothe family, got along' better with peers,

behaved better, developed morepoaitively, and were more confident.,

-The'sehtort'ha 'tutted the prograivwitha Concern that the children
,

would reidh outto:them lest than -to the youth .' According to' a` Counselee,
.

Sociogram, this concern appeared ovalich When asked to list the order of

cholcdfor a senior, staff, youth, or child on the Sociogram:Ouestions the
. , ,

children.ftrst 'chose to turn- to thetyoUththen the staff, and equally to

each other and 'teniors. Still, the-overall feedback from the co6nseleet and

parents favor'ed,senier:pah7c6unselors.. r'

Although the data tends to favor'the senior counselors, the question

of effectiveness4remains unresolved. The data does not provide sign-Hicant

diffeentes in the children's overall. pre /post changes to support rejection

Of the null hypothess or confirmationof the original grant hypothesis..

291
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Pectoris such as parental acceptance of an older counselor and the higher

expectations of children teward adeltseaffect the feedback questionnaires.

Non-matched paining created possible biases in results. Even though random
pairing was provided, with small :numbers of children mid short term results,

.

the senior group may have had more children
who wereeready and willing tp

make positie changes

. A better question. than senior versus youth effectiveness as rated by

counselee change, -since: Couneel'ee pre/ post change depends equally on the

individual counselees as it does the counselor- -Would be to compare the most

effective counselors. to the least affective,, as seen by the peoplein the
project.. This canbe.doneeby the Counselor' Effectiveness Hierarchy-end.

Tentative Criteria for Selection hierarchy (staff and counselors).' The con-

cern.changes from senior versus youth Gage differences) to most effective 411

versus least effective, regardless of age.0

Most Effgslielerid91,,eAst
Effective Para7Counselors-

When examining
thetCounseor.EffectiveneSs Hierarchy and the Tentative

Criteria for Selection the keceseitY to search or differences between most
e

..and lease effeCtiVe
counselors rather than senior and youth .counselors

becopei,evident. Of the first,sixteen
choices y eight are senioesand.eight

are eeyouthee The seniors ho4d Positions two, thr sevens nine, twelve,
e

'fourteen, and. .sixteeel, with a mean of-8.5. The outh hold positions one,/ ,

four, 7")(, eight, ten, eleven, thirteen,-/and ifeen, with a mean of 8.5:

-This equality of the ages 'points to -the iMporta ce of the person regerdlesi
of age, and to the Potential of the individual

'c unselee-child for ehange.

The six top`` ranked counselors '0 youth, 3 seniors) were compared to the

six lowest winked (3 youth, 3 seniors). The questibn to be explored was what,

characteristics were there that made some people More effective counselors

than others. A 16 PF profile was made for the comparison
on seniorsr and an
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HSPQ profile for the youth comparisons. The all IPAT scores were combined

for the most effective" and compared to the "least' effective" scores, plus

a_Comparison of Tentative Criteria,and'Counselee Inventory of Counselor means.

Table 2?

16 PF Most Effectivqversus Least EffWive, Senior'ParauCounselors

Most ,,,, 'Least Average = 4, to 6.5

'MOST /, LEAST 1

A, 4.33.5 5.0

B 5.66" 6.0

C 5.0 6.33

5.67 5.67

3.33
4

3.67
13

G 5.675 7.67

H 5.33 7.33'

I 766 5,33.0

/4.0 4.67

7.0. 3.67

.12.33 6.67

5.33 4.67

6.33 6.33

5.33 4.67

7.0 7.67

5.0

3 4, 10

.^

O

10

The most effective seniors showed a profile with Substantial mean differences
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indicating: (1) lower ego,,(2) )ower'suwerego, 13)-lower adventurousness',.

(4) higher imaginatiom 'Or unconveetional:theughtt anti. (.5) more forthrightness

and spontaneity. The. lower4go scare (though s011 :formal) may signify the

mosteffecti've counselors were:affected more byekeestr'esse than the least'1
.

effective. -Coupledpith this.ego'score, the lowerbutenormal- super-ego score

Blows the more effective
para-ctenselors to be less compulsively controlled

and less,rigid-in moral doncerns of right and weon,g. The eve ge H factoree
for the most effective compared to the high H factors for the lea effective,
defines.the most effective seniors as less adventurous, bold and impu sive.

'in general, these seniors were a little more careful and easy going arou
. the ."Lie° children, At the same -Mee,. the most effective,seniOs were more

.

.trusting in humalynature,
genuine, gregarious, easily involved' emotionally;

e
spontaneous, and natural, though possibly-lacking im insiOetat'tiTes and

occasionally clumsy socially. And they were- moee self-confident, cheerful,

and gPen to simple action, while bring less worried, antjouse and sensitive

to rejection or disapproval.

In.manycharacteristics it- appeared that the most effective seniors were

most like the children, with lower ego -and super-ego strengths, more spone.

taneous, but also slightly shy and cautious. Yet they had more lelf-confi-

:dente than the children, and were able to risk rejection and disapproval..

Perhaps that is why they seniors so Often stated they preferred the company

of younger people; they themselves were in many ways still young.

The profile for the mosteffectiee youth pare-counselors indicated

differences.e: (1) higherintelligence, (2) lower ego --C, (3) higher inde-

'pendence and assertiveness--E1 (4) more seriousness and concern - -F, (5) more

fatigue -"d, (5) more resourceful and self-sufficient--0, and (7)",less controlled,

or socially prectse-LOB,_ These differences are depicted in 6e follawing
ee

table.

2 4
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Table'23
,

..

HSPO Most Effective versus Least Effective Youth Para-Counselors

Most Least g Average * 4.5 to 6.5

MOST. / LEAST

A 5.0 . 4.66

8 7.66 5.65

C 5.0'

D 6.33 6.66

E 7166 - 3.66

F 4)66 '6.33

G 5.66 6.0

H 5.66 6.33

I 6.66 6.33

6.66 5.66

0 4.66 4.66

V, 7.0', 4.66

6.33 7.66

6,66, 6.33

The lower ego score anOncreased fatigue (less zesty again represent

kr

the heavier strain placed on the most effective counselors. .This Was observed

during the activities and outings especially where these. counselors were

usually the most active and risking, often.being.a Counselor's advocate to

his- or her, chjldren and others. -These youth'paras were also the ones who
o

were the most Independent of the youth group-iand who=needed less group support,
: . P

They were the more resourceful and selfsufficient and provided Models for

J. 295
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the other peers and especially for thechildrent who were frequently observed', .

countelibg the counselors. ThisindePendence allowed the more'effeCtive
a

, .

counselors to make'their own decisions' easily and.to follow throUgh. it,
at times; ,also

made.themappear 'dominatinCand headstrcing: Coupled with

more compulsive, less controlled and less socially precise, this

factor of:dom'inance in the more effective counselors became a negative influ-
ence on the youth group as a' whole. Tocounteract this, the more effective

:Youth para-counselars.were reMinded by the staff of the need to work within
the larg'er groUp and the importance of allowing the less effective twa-t

.

counselors opportunities for growth.

. ./

Table 4

Combined IiSPQ and 16 PF Scores for Comparison Of Most
Effective Youth-Senior Para-Counselors to Least

Effective 'Youth:Senior Para-Counselors

F.:actor dfgi1 Mast-Mean 'Least-Mean

A
8.
C

.

F
:

G

H

r. - ,---1

0

22
m3

Extra
Q4

'',Anxiety

Leadership
Creativity

Self-Direction
Counselor Effectiveness' .

Tentative Criteria
Counselee Inventory of

Counselor

4.66-

6,66
o

1.0
6.5
4.6
5.33
54
7.16
5.0
6.16
6;66
5.86
65
5.41
5.43
8.18
7.38

. 5:38
-298:6

,

67.21,

-4.6.
6.0*

6:16
4.6.

4.0
6.83
7.0

5.83
4.5
4.66

. 7.66
4.66
5.3
5,16
6.65

-. 6.15

5.28
5.71

218.2

57.87

,

.14
1.0
1.28
1.53
;62

1.2
1.3
1.56
.4a

1.36
1.02
.17

1.21
.18

.93
1.84
1.92

.18
4.02

.2.81.

,...

..
ft.

<.05 o.t.
....

..

--

<.05 o.t.

<.05 o.t.
......

...

_-
..

.05 o.t.
.4.05 o.t.

..01

02
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The significant differences 'V .D2) between-the mean scores,for*Tenta-

tive Criteria and Counselee inventory of Counselors, provided verification e

that the most effettive and least effedtive counselors had indeed been

ranked significantly different. The sitificiantly higher mean scoreSfor

factors E, i,Yond Q
2

showed the mo-st.ffective counselors as being more

assertive, independent, uncoeventiona4e sensiHve, gentle., kind,.selfe

sufficient, resourceful, and preferring to make!thefr own, decisions. Along

with 'these primary factors, their scores were also signifteantly higher inn'
. ,

the secondary factors of 5reati'vity and self-direction.

Determining the actual differences in the effects they had.on their ,e

children, by measuring the.preipost changes in the-children's scores was

not done for two reasonse First, the grbw.th or poeitlee change in any one

person is as dependent-on that
individuaPs readiniss'and motivation to -'

change as ft is on the ability of thepara-counselor or COnducfveness'of the

environment. Second, sufficient time was not.available to.conductlhe requisite

research and analysis.: This ,like many otherquestipnse remains an important
- ,

investigated. through the use of-a mere conclusive,, concern that should be

longitudieal, follow up design. j

Counselor Feedback

comse12L§IlfuestionAai re -

P'

'A CgunSelor Self-Program Questionnaire wasgiven to the pare-Counselors.

Like the Counselee Self-Program Questionnaire, each question used was scaled

1 to 5, with any answer below 2.5 regarded as negative, 2.5 to 3:5 neutral,

and 3.5_to 5 positive. The youth and: senior para-counselors responded, with

a-4.0 or higher to: '(1) haying developed as a person because of the program,

(2) the overall effect of the progrzem being better than expected, (3,i having

become' more confident, (4) liking themselves more, (5) getting along better
.,

with people their own age, (6) getting along better with seniors, and

2
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,(7) getting 0alpng better. Isiith young adults.,

.Confidential Counselor: luestionpaire

The largest quest,ionnaire.Completed by the pare - counselors was the

Confidenti,a1 Counselor'Qusesttonnaire1 This was a fifteen page yes/no -.and.

essay type 'form, designed to obtain as-much project feedback
3
as possible

-
from the people who had been.pvolved in the process. If. andwhen another

'7-project was s.;arted, repetition of mistakes could be prevented.and strength

more emphasized. Not all the,. questions yielded pertinent-information. Those
,

that did are listed in the table.' In most cases, the total percentage of

yes responses
.

is given, In questions where the youth and' seniors differed
.,.

to. ,a large degree, this is shown Also. 4

c

Table 25

confidential' CoutiSelor Quk..4stionnaire Results on Ales/No 'Questicas

Question
o.

% (Senior/youth) % Yes

. i

1% Haile you dyer had problems ssimtlar to your
aounseleeks?

2. 'Did you do 'outside f-.eyding for ebunseling? 71
3. 'Was It. hard to talk openly with your counselee? -12
4. Should the youth,paras be older? - (50/22) as
6., Spould the senior paras be younger? (75722) .47

..
6. Should physical handipps be a factor for

, s selection? c
. 24

7. Should sex 'be a fa.Ct6qfor pairing paras with
! children? 47

8, Havetyou increased' in awareness of: .
, 1,'

a. feel logs for others; b. your ownOroblems;.
,0 c. other people's problems and helping;

d. problem solving?
9. Do you feel,your counselees opened ,up to you?

16. Did yourpersonal .probleme interfere? (25/78)
..'11.. Did you 'understand the para-counoselor purpose?
.12: Are you pleased with the job ydu did?

. (88/44)
13 Would you join "us again at the start? .

.

14, Would you continue without a stipend? (50/78)

88

.(ontinued next page)`

100
94
53
94
65

100.

t,65

0
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% (Senior/Youth) % Yes

15.- Would you like to continue as a para...counselor? 494'
.16. Did you contact your dpunselee's parents? iv
17. Did you discuss problemS you were having with ;-\

` \your counselees with other counselors?. Staff? 88-.,94
18. Did you reach a point 'of facilitatiVe communica-

tizh with your counselpe? :88
...

.

19. Were sexual question§ aver posed by counselees? .(38/89)
. 65

20. Was training adequate (for those who went,
.

, through training)? . .
. . '100

21. Were.case conferences adequate in supporting ,

your counsalee?' ,
43. Becausg of -the program, dpi, you feel more conffdent

about: /. '

a. depending/on-your own capabilities?
b. meeting and communicatine with people of

,other ages'? '. ,

.you during on-the-job training? . . 59
22 Would.yeg want_direct on-the-job supervisiar '55/0) 30
23. Was sta,f iupervision,adequate? .

50/100) ''° 77
24. Old you want mere structure ?? 50/0) 24
25. Did you want laSs, structure? \,. 12

9 .26. Was .staff available when needed?. 8p
27. ,Did your counselea:b6come dependent upon ,your'

relationship? .
. :53

28. Are You open to continuing contact w'th your
counselee outside the program?

. 4 ' 100 ,

29.. Have you made arrangements to continue' contact? 77
.30. Have any of your friends expressed interest in

joining "ds"? ((50/89) 71:-
31. Did Your family support your project

involvement? _ 88
4320 Did, your experience with "us" interest you t

. ' votationally -in being a counselor? . 82 .

. 33,.lid.yeuveceive enough feedback from staff
about_your counselee? (50/78) 65

. 34, DidT-You actively seek feedback about yoUr
counselee? 53

35. Did you; receive anotioh feedback about
yeurself?, (25/44) 35

36. Did you seek feedback abput4ourself?
. 18

37. Can you reach out more easily to help others.
.

because of "us"? .1.00
38. Were drug questions ever posed to you by your

eun$elee1' ' . 1 29
39. Did you-do par.ent/family counseling? - 35
40. .If so, d1d you Teel confident and adeqyptelY

. trained? 88
41. Were the outings effective ip helping your

pountelee?
. 88

42. Did the outings', help your reiatip with

94

88

100

(continUad next page)
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% Yes,

C.

d.

e.

litinovaprself for who you are?
being more ope and understanding?

,,

developingyourself-rat66r than tr,,4ing
to meet expectatiops?

, .

f. continuing posjtive self-groWth?
. 9.- being aware of others?

h,- Hping-anawaeness of life?
44. Did your counselees call- you .outside :the

program?
.- (63/439) .777.45. Were there personal conflicts in your age group

which' hindered .counsel i no?
-65:.46, Were there interpersonal canflicts between youth' .

and. seniors?
2447a Did the grogram, :let you-down?

5O /O) 2448. Sid you let the program down?,
(25/6 .7) 4749. Are there counseling tpChniques,you want more ,

skill in?.
, . 88.SO. Were thereundev.'currents in the program wh%h

) made you uilcomfortab:10.
.,

.

(50189) 71

I

51. Did -yogi. resolve any of your o)Ir .personal
problems during "usft? ,

88c52. Were there fellow counselors who "shoul0 not-
have' been in "'us " ?.

8253. Could you have, been prepared more as a pare
counselor?

596.'54.. Were there age difference/similarity problemS-
with your counselee?

: 30( 55. Aid the program interfere with th family 'and
,

Jrierids7 ,

. 59
56., Were yOur capabilities properly used?

. 8857.' Did you notice. positive changes in counsel ee
-'behaviors attitudes, and values? -. -

58. Didyou notice positive Changesin other
counselors? , .59: Did you 41Wcally reach out and Ishow love to your

. counselee? ,,''.' ,

60. Did ydUr co1itiselep physically shOw loVe through''
touch to you?

5100

94
100
100

94

a.

94

82

100

77

4 with any project hatk,conjoins
different ages, educational back-

grounds, life style;, and purposes, there can be no Way to satisfy everyone.

Often when a change was made to satisfy one person or one group's needv,. It

interfered with,ind was rejected by others, '`An example is,seeti in respon'ses N

to the matter of overall, program structure; mph;; seniors wanted- more structure,
but the, youth did, not-;' The same applied to supervision and training, Iris
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,..
,.

these. cases, ihlefeedback become51-,. confusing. In the confusion of competing
. ,,

.

.

, .
.

. and conflicting needs, it is best to seek a pattern of changes and simi--

OW

larities. What needs are mentioned repeatedly, and what needs have been

fulfilled?: It is from this faint,pattern of needs that the feedback defines

what level of development the.pregramcas. operating on

In trainingthe most often reiterated requests were for more in"formatton

about family counseling.' M1 three of the on.-the-job trainees' requested more

formal training, but one of those who,had been through the training process

requested this, though.soMe wanted to/learn more counseling skills. 'What

the para-counselors enjoyed most 1cl
/
:training was 'the openness and honesty,

/

and the way this changedftnem as people. 'Ndactics provided cohesiveness

and motivation, just as the activities did for the counselees.

There mere few complaints about the actiVities. Some peOple felt.

more roow'was needed,' some fou.nd one or'another boring,. while many felt they

should have learned these skiil& more tharoOghly. Often the crafts had

been used as-timetillers.by, the counselors,ratheF than as.actual,experiences
N t

in learning and teaching self,and others how to create. The outings were
,

the most popular with e4eryone-
..

.People." tended to be the most positive part ot. the project for some
d

para-counseldrs, and f or others; the most nebative. This differende more /

. often indicated where the.iTater Was with sPif rather than what otherpeople

were like; =In general, the para-coUnSelors had grown_tobe close'to each
. .. ,

other as people;..and the only one or two people were unable to adjust to th4:

"us" family, Thite people were repeatedly named as not belonging as a

vare-counselor,,and.were often the ones who felt the mostnegative'about

people in.generaf: The yovth and sieniors fbund few real problems attributable
.

to age differences So, too, with the children: The staff was perceived
r.

4

as pos itive by most parecounselors, although some felt they we'retoo.

301
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demancli'ng and aUthoritari'an, Yet, others fel the staff was too-soft and

needed to use more discipline. Many counselors wanted to spend more time

with the staff and felt a lack of commbnication'and feedback, but even in
a

this, most pares remained aware that-there were to few staff for too many

peopl. Ofteit the pares neglected to help each other, and depended on the

staff too much. ..As with the project, the staff, was often viewed-as the

,need fulfiller, rated according to how well they satisfied individual needs

of the rater. When perceived as people, they were considered like everyone

else, continu,:ing,in the'developmental process.

In sun nary', eVeryone in the project came away feeling better abollt who

he or she was. All had suffered and made mistakes, and some had learned

that they did not fit in the counselor-advocate role. The pares had learned

something beyond just counseling, however; they had learned' how to share with

others, to be more open, trusting, confident, understanding, and caring,-

Their hearts, so to speak, had opened;- and people shared for a few moments

love that wentAeyond-immediate needs. Their concerns -were `no longer focused

on survival , se'cur'ity, nor even mere belonging. They had made,a successful

impact and had combined parts (individual people). into a larger whole (the
.> . .

',us" family). They now wanted more Thdividual freedom of 'Choice, a chance

at transce dence4beyond,the dichotomies (including ages }', and beyond ego..

411/4'It was nal naera matter of vocation or job-role; they sought...to share
..

hOistically withthers as a way of living.

r

G
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is difficult to Impress on people the seriousness of the drug abuse

problem that exists in this nation without aphearing somewhat melodramatic.

and foreboding. Most people simply do no want to believe that a problem of

such magnitude exists within the system. Like cancer, heart attacks, and

death in general, drug abuse is all around us, yet no one believes that the

problem will someday be his or hers.

"That will never happen to me, I can control by drinking," said five

or six million alcoholics and another seven to nine million'problem drinkers

0
as they and the other alcohol-drinkers of.this

nation wen+ on to consume over

200,000,000 gallons of wine, 3,600,000,000 011ons of beer, and 360,600,000

gallons of liquor in one year. "It is those twenty-four million marijuana
oc,

smokers and two. million chronic users that we need to be concerned aboUt,"

paid the habituated smokers who consumed over 542 billion cigarettes that year.,

"If only we could help those miserable 560,000 heroin addicts," the poly-

drug users remarked as they refilled the 260 million psychoactive drug pre-

scriptions written that year by American physicians. "Thesesta.Eisticst

confuse and tire us," said the caffeine imbibers, "Pour us one more of the

180 billion cups decanted each year." '

Drug use and abuse-is a problem today, here and nowt facing us all.

World-wide, the most frequently consumed substance known to man is a drug.

That drug is nicotine, theAsumber one mind - affecting drug. Only a,few casual

cigarettes are needed in "hooking" a dependent smoker. Inhalation of smoke

293
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remains the single most important cause of lung cancer, and Is a major

factor in deaths from coronary heart disease, chronic bronchitis, and emphy-

sema. 'Pregnant women who smoke have two to three times as many premature

babies and twice as many.aborted or stillborn.

The second most widely used mind-affecting rug is caffeine. At one.

time, "coffee addiction" was classified in the same category as morphinism

and alcoholism," Cdffee was then considered a major factor that led people

t

turn to other drugs like alcohol and opium. Seven to ten cups of coffee

can produce acute toxic effects, restlessness, insomnia, and excitement.

Seventy to one hundred cups can kill a person, producing strychnine7like

convulsions and death from'respiratory failure, /

Alcohol and marijuana are respectively the third and fourth most

popular mind-affecting drugs. AlcoholishM is the number one drug problem,

in the United StateS, increasing at a rate of more than 200,090 new cases

each year. One person in fifteen. who drinks becomes an alcoholic. Alcohol'-
.

ism is the fourth most prevalent disease in this country. The life expectancy

of an alcoholic is twelve year shorter than average.. At least fort percent

of those who use marijuana become chronic users. Marijuana use 'plays. a

Substantial role in. introduction to the more potent hallucinogens like LSD

6

and psychoactive drugs like speed. Though in most States arid countries,

its use has increased phenomenally over the last few years.

Approaches to Solving the Drug Abuse Problem.

Each one of these four most widely used mind-affecting drugs has been

'or may be classified as a "legal drug". Marijuana is the only orie ,not yet
.

fully legal. Though not legal, it has become sanctioned. Making these drugs

legal--or less ille6a1--has certainly eradicated some othe injustices imposed

by regal codes.which classified users as criminals, but-it hasonot provided.

304
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a solution to the drug abuse problem.
,

But then again, neither did'tle Volstead Act prove effective in solving

the alcohol abunie prbblem, although it-too emphasised Taw enforcement. as a

means.of punishment-deterrent, and reduced availability of alcohol through

arrest of those who distributed.or used the'd'ug. 'A s4ilar situation pre.. .

,

veils in the United. States today With respect to heroin use and abuse.

Hailed, by thepatent'medicine'industry as a non - addicting, substitute for

Opium and morphine, distributed by Bayer Laboratories,and widely Prescribed

by physicians, heroin became a national problem in the early 1900's. To

counteract this, the Harrison Narcotic Act -of 1914, together with later '

Supreme Court degisions made possession and prescription of this drug illegal
$

unless the user was institutionalized and withdrawal was being initiated.

In short; the heroin user of abuser was classified a eriminal. .By 1970,

over,fifty-five federal drug laws had been passed to supplement the 1914
0

Harrison Act. The penaltiess,for narcotic offenses had increased from a

maximum of two years imprisonment_during 1909 to life' imprisonment or a

death sentence in the-1950's. In some states, it became illegal to possess

-t a hypodermic syringe or needle Wet could be used for administration of

narcotics.. In other states, simply being an addict, whether a drug or syringe

was present or not, was a crime.

In the course of this period of increasingly stringent law enforcement,

the number of heroin addicts increased from 200,000 people in the early 1900's

to an estimated 560,000 in the early 1970's. In New York City,. the,
.

of Education today reports 22,000 heroin users in the public schools. Heroin

use,in that city, kills more teenagers than anything elge. Half of the deaths

attributed to heroin addiction in that city are of individuals no older than

twenty-three. The'law enforcement approach has not provided the solution to

thedrug abuse problem.
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Another method being tried today evolved from the search from alter-

natives to the law enforcement approach. Similar to the British treatment-
.,

and-heroin-maintenance system, a means for providing an inexpensive, readily
o

available drug to the addict has been developed in this country. This allows

the addict to continue leading a respectable, normal life while maintaining

A minimum dosage of,a rugfsimilar to heroin. The substitute drug. is metha-

don, equally addictive, cheaper, and admihistered orally rather than 'by

intectlim. Methadone blocks the eff4ts of heroin and staves off wtthdrawA.1

trauma. It js estimated that 75,000 addicts.are undergoing Methadone treat-

ment today. And, although the results of `this effort have been positive,

further research is essential before conclusions can be drawn. This method's

greatest limitation is that as a substitue, it is heroin specific. It will

not serve -as a substitute for the other drugs being used And abused.
cz

Methadone is not a replacemeht for nicotine,: Al7.hd1,- barbiturates, Or

amphetamines.

. .

Rehabilitation isalso being tried as.a solution. Some programs seek-'0
.

to extinguish drug abusetehavtors and:substitute more positive behAViors

Yet,. although a number ofmulti-million dollar programs continue to be

funded to conduct research in this direction,, the results are not'promising.
.

Up to eighty percent of the addicts treated in these programs!Are found in
4

aprison, hospital,, or on he streets (abusirig drugs) again within three years

after release 'from "treatment" And if the point needs underscoring-"smoking

clinks" exhibit the same remission rate. Once a person becomes habituated

and addictesi to a, drug, it'is extremely difficult to extinguish the response.

Finally, a new approach was _touted as a way toward prevention. This
V6

was an educational approach, designed 'to inform people, especially children

and adolescent's, about the misuse and proper use of drugs. The approach

was an immediate faileg% 'After a year-long study of the educational

3 0 G
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programs being used nationally, the National Education Association made

these comments: (1)* the greater percentage of exisiing pro4rms are super--

ficial and educationally poor,*(2) false statements Made by misinformed or
. ,

uninformed educators in these programs may have contributed to an increase
.

in drug usage, (3) educational money iS being wasted on poor materials and

MiSinformation,', and (4) using false, or inaccurate, emotionally oriented,'

and judgmental materials is more harmful than using no materials at all..

That educational approach had falledisbut-it did bring to light a ,

very imporIant concept of drug use and'a*se prevention. People were at

last beComing, concerned with.precluding the Rrbblem before it .got started.

They were becoming aware that those solutions that sought to "cure' the.

difficulty, after it was firmly established as a disease were not working.

An alternative was_ being sought. The search focused attention upon primary

Prevention.

2/.imalyErevention

Primary prevention entails anticipation of a disorder or disease

before` it has become manifest in anyway. Primary prevention is a method-

of assessing. the environment, to determine the stresses and negative contin-

gencies, as well as the positive resources, and then developing alternatives

that wiirenhance normal, healthy growth. Primary prevention seeks to solve

the drug abuse probleM by maintaining and reinforcing individual and group-

:system healthy development. To do this requires awareness of both factors

.that contribute to. mental-health and normal development and factors that

foment disease and crisis.

Predictability and Primary Prevention

PreventiOn is'often associated with the concept of.predictiability.

It is assumed that in order. to prevent 4 prOblem, it is necessary to first
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predict this negative outcome in an individual and thertto intervene.,

Tests and questionnaires are created, along with listskbehavioral indf-

catorS. People, especially children, are then subjected to a dichotomous

classification systgi that considers them either ';drug prone" or not. By

foCusing on tA numbers of people assigned to the drug prone category,

proponents find research support to document a need for special 'lrograms

that can eliminate these tendenciet.

, Such prevent/ion programs are frequently based on four major assump-

tions: TO childhood characteristics or traits are relatively crystallized.

in early school years, (2) children with poor adjustment characteristics

are likely to evolve into disturbed adults if not treated,,(3)childrep are

more amenable, to therapeutic intervention, and (4) treatment will prevent

later disturbanc . All four of these assuptidns remain unproven, and have
.

!I
indfact, been c llenged by recent research. For example,;when children

were assigned to a control group rather than-being clinically treated, two-

thirds to three;luarters got better. But the success rate for children °

assigned to the experimental group was the same. Treatment was not shown

to have made a .difference. Poor adjustment was more often than'not

spon aneously. corrected.
e

Perhaps the most erroneous assumption underlying this prediction of

negative oitcomes is the belief that psycho-social maladjustments are of a

medical-allopath-ic nature. -Prediction and prevention in such a case become

means for pre-treating illnesS\by counteracting symptoms present within the

child. Homeostasis is restored through the guidance or help of an "expert

homeopath". Illness, diagnosis, and cure become synonymous with prevention.

Such prediction ands prevention are not of a primary preventive nature, but

'in fact have shifted toward secondary prevention, where concern with disease

and control of disorders rather than with health remain, uppermost.
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.Prediction and priMary,prevention can be united, but 'prediction must

take the form'? detecting and evaluating various forms of competence and
.0,7, a

'maturity, rather than,,tryiing to foresee negative butcomPs: .Prediction

/ . .

health is far more reliable., and far more tolerable to the concept of pri-
o

mary prevention_than it the ,predictlen of negative outcomes. It is more

r*tellable becauSe,healthy Children'usually remain healthy and trouble ehild;

may 8e:Come healthy through normal development. It is more tolerable

because it, as a,means-method, enhances the very .same positive process-
.

.oUtcem
,

which 'is being measured,-whereas. the prediction of a negative oUt;

come often creates a'selKNIfilling labelling process that supports a

negative outcome.?
. ,

4
The best predictors of positive healthy adulthood, and the,onet,

therefpre; Most suitable'for primary prevention are: normal or high I.Q.,

a reasonably high level of socioeconomic status and cultUral richness, peer

acceptance, attention or ability to control digtractive behaviors, a high

level of moral behavior and deVelopment, cognitive-structural development,

cognitive style, and ego or self-conceptual developments and control of

antisocial behavior.'

Behaviors such as anti-social acting out; dist actability, and

underachieveient maybemsed also, but only as indices .of blocked develop-
,.

ment. They serve to direct awareness to an underlying problem,. especially

during the childhood transition periods of 6 to 9 when cognitive interest,

orientation, style, and attention are major concerns:and 9 to 12 when

moral development and interpersonal relatiOnships are major concerns.

Growth and .Prevention

Theortmary prevention concept emphasizes positive growth. To assist

a person in positive growth, obstacles impeding development are removed, and

alternative resources are provided to enhance the.pormal healthy process..

31n
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The strength to solve problems and continue healthy development is seen as -

coming froMmithin each person', rather than from an external source or

expeit. Given ;occasional Support 'when overloaded, and an environment.con-
,

ducive to individual need fulfillment, each person has the inherent,ability

to actualize self. Whenthe organism cennot'find support,, or when needs

cannot be fulfilled in a healthy,way, growth betomes blocked. . When growth°

is blotked,°sy*toms'appear. If these symptoms are ignored, the person

.reaches a point ofcrisis. Crisis in this case is defined.as.an event of
A.

great life=psythe significance for the individual,, as a point of choice
t

and ChaneA

In accordance with the primary prevention concept, to helvdn.indi-.

vidual Who is facing such a crisis, belief and trust in that person'S ability

to solve his 'or her Own dilemma must be commUnicated. Helping means 'assisting

and sharing the process of selfrsearching, removing obstacles and providing.

alternatives. This does not take a professional,,but rather, a person who'

has attained'a high level of Self-devel4Ment, who is continuing in positive

growth, and who is willing to share the process. The helper must,'in short,'

.

be someone who has strUggled.through the growth process and ,is willing to

continue doing so, modeling and acting as a resource for others. More

'important than a degree or license in this primary, prevention concept is the

ability of one peri'on to relate to another along certain Interpersonal core

dimensions; of genuineness, positive regard, empathetic understanding, and

,

Concreteness or specificity of expression. characteristic' behaviors asso-

ciated with ihii ability are self-disclosure, 'pontaneity, 'confidence,

intensity, opkness, and,comMitMent.
=.

" Self-growth of the helper or%counselorbecomes the prime prerequisite,

for helping others^5row. The individual" Who chooses to help othed6 must

first be on a level of development that iAtharacterized,by healtht
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Interaction and positive facilitation, Helping 'others in such, cases would
. 1

not require a degree, nor would a degree guarantee the necessary leVel of

self development. The strength to change and to facilltatd change comes

from within each person in accordance with previous experiences in the

growth process..
_\

d

The Preientfon Branch of the National Institute on.Drug Abuse has

Banded a number'of "model" primary drug abuse prevention programs thrOUghout

this nation. Its purpose in doing so Was to'dpvelop diversified responses
K.

to e'major social problem and to promote...the evolutionof a 'national strategy_

for primary preVentiOni. According' to NIDA, "Primary Drug.Abuse Prevention,

is a Constructive Process designed to promote personal and social growth of

the individual toward fulLhuman potential; and thereby inhibit Or reduce

physicl, Mental, emotional, or social -impairment-which results in'or from

the 'abuse of chemical substances" (NIDA, W75). One such program which was

fun.ded was .the ' Youth-Senior Program.

The original grant propo'sal for the "us" program had been designed

according to traditional ways of solving the drug abuse problem. The prigie

nal program name had been the eue" Youth - Senior Drug Prevention Program.

The major:objective of the program was to "reduce the potehtiel for drug ..ibuse

through intervention in the lives of target youngsters'Who have been identi-

fied as behaviorally disturbed and therefore drug prene."eThe,emphasis was on

preventien of a'negative problem. The staff consisted of two full time and

two half time positions., The research focused on one series of personality

questionnaires, 'used within a pre and post experimental/control group design.

These tests were.elo to be used to select the pera-counselors who would werk-
,

with the target youngsters, after being trained. Treiniree included a somewhat

1; 311
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'formal courseAngeneral psychology, personality theory, abnormal .psychology,

theory and technique .of 'counseling, and a thorough co rage of alcohol and

drug, abuse data, ,

Most exciting about the original grant proposal, however, was the inno-

vative use, of adolescent and senior citizen.para-counselors. Each trained
,

para-professional' Would be paired with two.children, providing one-to-one

_interactionepf a "peer-buddy" or "surrogate grandparent" nature. Happily,

. the approved proposal retained considerable flexibility. This made*ssible

responsiveness to evolving perceptions.of
the rea'rproblem.':, And, equally

auspidous, counseling and research were to be combing Finally, an adequate
.

.,budget wasjOdeda finaniai freedom to experiment and create alternativeS
,

-was assured: The first year budgetftotalleb $107,006, and the second year..

;
k$121,110 (app'roximately $10,000 was returned to

4
NIDA at the end of the

second year).

Out of the original grant proposal, evolved the "us" program. CIarifi-.

ptioms'andcchanges were made'in phildsophy, selection, training, coUnseling

staffing, budgeting, and research. However, one aspect of the program

':remained unchanging, the constant 'concern for,the rights and welfare of the

people inVOIVed. A specieleview hoard and"written assurances h'adpeen

*developed in-order,to remind "us." alWays that the priorities were-: (1) coun-

.

,
f ', . .

.

.

,

prevention, and people, (2) research, knowledge, and disseafinatiOn,

and (3) Program:Institutional-system
support;and continuation.

Purpose,

The "us" purpose was and'is to create a practicab'seresearchi-para-.

counseling primary drug abuse Prevention program. To do so; the project asI

a total Gestalt of ttie-irdividUel people,inVOlved,
sought to orealte.6 conduciVe

environment fOr others. This environment itself was seeking alternattye ways

., and resources for enhancing its own positive, healthy growth. Promoting.

..

3 1'2
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primary prevehtion efforts. The means equated with the final end--to help/
.

t.

people bedome-mature, healthy, and self-actualiting'. There was no one way.

- , .

or b'redetermined Method fdr doing this. Only flexibiltly, adoption of

alternati've's, and explbitationsofall resources could be-offered; the rest

evolved from the process created by the:people of the s family. ,,
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personal and social growth ofthe individual toward full human potential also

meant promoting he healthy growth of the"total program. As the "us" project

became healthor, it could more readite help thoselndivtduals inVolve6 fn

the "us", family. As these' individuals became healthier, this added to the

overall sum of development reached by.the, project. The eesulting:resonance

created a high level of synergy. ,

ThC stated "us" objectives were" (1) enhancement.of counselee social

and psychological functioning and adabtationi, (2)bositive change in bounSelee,

behaviors. and attitudes, (3) detectioh and reinfbrcement oy sigdificatit others

of.coUnselee positive change, (4) demonstration of an alternative para =pro-

fessional model that might botential.ly prevent drug abuse,' determination

of differences jn effectiveness betWeen senior and yiTuth para-counselors,
l

.(6) prevention
A
of youth para- counselor drug abtise anemaladaptive behavior,,

r

(7) enhancement senior para-counselor feelings'about usefulnessrand

worth, and {8) trainippa4a-countelors
who would beemployable,fn future

counseling projects.

The "us" project was ,.created and funded, as a primary prevention model;'"

Its purpose was to learn and to help othersf understand how to develbp similar

Philosophy

The program philosophy evolved fratifour,major areas of concern: mental

health, humanistic self-devel'opMent, analysis of the environment", and creation

of complementary alternatives and resources. WithAp the peimary prevention

concept of positive development, mental health is defined 'as the process of-
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maximizing: (1) meaningful relationships with other people, -(2) release

of inner Sources- and potentialities,
(.3) .acceptance of one's, self, and

(4) achievement of a symbiotic relationship with the environment (synergy).

Mental health is viewed as an active procesS, requiring frdedoi, choice,

and responsibilig. ' 'it involves risk. and -frequently entatls problem's and

pain; tiley ale essential, and they help to. build inner strengths and,

resources that help the-6divideel adjust to or transcend situional .

demands. Mental' health 'cannot be forced or programmed. .1t is a by-product

of human development..within a:conducive environment that offers love, need

fulfil,lmerit, freedom to experiment, choice, caring,_ responSibility to

others, competence, opportunities to express feelings and emotions freely,

the support and courage to be self, sensitivity to others, -adequate 'resources

and opportunities, and a positive philosophy orlife. The s" project

made every effort to create thet.environment.
'e

HumaristtcsAl'teLItyelment 'comes from whin` each person, as.an

unfolding process 'of interaction with the :.;umaniStic develop-% ,,
. .

,
,

hment and mental health are outcomes' of d'i'sciplined following of a life path'

that most actualizes e.0s. own potentials; they do not' result from the

,dtscipline of forcing one's sell. to -fellow a path chosen by others.

. "Humanistic" is a term usedtedescribe an orientation based on the under-

standing of man and his relations' etn'the total environment. This orienta-

;tion encouracaes a' earch for meanjng in ilfe, with the recognition that "this

urge is basic to the essence of man. The humanistic orientation has five

basic 'postulates: (1) man extedeS the sum ol'his parts -and' must be studied
a

as 'a unified organi.sm, (2). man.ha-t his being in human context,'within a

matrix of human interactions, objectives, and 'Values, (3) man is eware; (4)

mane has choice, freedom., and control over his own life and (5) man is

1 1, intentional, seeking variety and disequilibrium,.

3.1 1
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The stages-or levels of humanistic self-development in the.areas of

values scOnscious awareness, synergy, personality, cognition, motivation,

and counseling have been described and combined in the "synthesis chart"

(seenext Page). By using this chart, analysis of a person and an environ-

rent can. be made to ascertain what resources must be provided to further

growth, and to determine when development has been retarded and reinttiatian

of the normal healthy process is required,

The synthesized characteristics of development are arranged in five

levels on the chart. The first three are considered "coping levels" that

reflect behaviprs and aspects related to deficiency needs. These needs

.offer a per'spective of Man'viewed'in normal, everyday operation; they

describes how he.spends the major proportion of his time and energy. -These
A 1.

needs, are satisfied mostly through habitual behaviors, are problem centered

and epiiodic; they are shared by all members of the human specieS; their

satisfaction provides relief, and fulfillment avoids illness, but does not

necessarily produce positive growth;, they create peed- determined or

Categorized perceptions of others and the environment.

The fourthIlevel is a transition poinc. representing at onceboth a

basic, coping need and a higher,- self-expressive need. .It is here that

the individual or group must go beyond everyday habitual behavior and

begin' transcending normal limitation, choosing to make a shift in life

style, and formulating 'a ney'wortd-view. Here, previous methods. of satis-

fying' lower needs no longer work effectively. It is here most paople stop,

discontinuing growth because they continue'to use prey us, ill-fitting

solutions, rather than seeking change and positive altern tives.

The fifth level comes from a change in life definiti n and direction.

It is the highest 'level, emphasizing Self and the discipli ed following of

one's own path. Self-expression, actualization', life meaning, expanded
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consciousness, and universality of the life process define the efforts of

Man on this level. These characteristics emerge front the transition,

.blossoming forth like a flower from a seed or butterfly from a cocoon.

Each person buds according to his own special attributes. It requires a

shift in thought and existence; it requires a radical transformation.

An ane OS of the en_yi ronment can be made according to the synthesis

chart. The American'culture is in general, operating at the threshold of

level three. Identification, social order, successful impact, industry,

intimacy, mutual trust, part-whole unity, love and belonging,. and normal

'facilitation of others are the needs yet unfulfilled but being examined.

The level two needs have basically been satisfied, althoUgh unhealthy

regressive forces and distorted perceptioni often cause an increased concern

for security, ego-need satisfaction, conformity, and obedience.

ieL Being at the thre'shold of level three, however, only implies that

.this culture has the, potential tofulfill these. needs, It sig0fies that

for most people, basic needs at the lower two levels have been satisfied.

The transition to the third level has yet to be cpmpleted. The United

States does not presently have a genuine, level three culture established.

A genuine culture demonstrates a consistent attitude toward the positive,

unique, and intrinsic worth of persons and life; it meets the standards of

achieving human ends, encouraging liberation of human spirit (psyche)
A

individually and collectively, of technologies being subordinate to indi-

spensable human services, and of its institutions being harmoniously.,

designed to produce both the necessities and the essence of human existence.

Today's institutions are not conducive to humenistic growth., The

cultural-sbcial environment today is shaped too restrictively, in accord

with behavioral conCept,sN focusing on conditioning, consequences, and

control. It is a Darwinian environment of comoetiticr and survival of the



fittest that still emphasizes coping, pc:P..7er, status, wealth, and prestige.

The two institutions which work with children the most have beCome arrested

in growth; consequently, they cannot assist the child's growth beyond the

lower levels. Thus, schools teach data,'coping, and control; they focus on

reinfdrcement techniques and socialization. Schools train the "mind" but

forget the ",Ayche". Meanwhile, the extended families that once provided

psyche growth have continued to break down. With high mobility, divorce,. -

and few places for people to learn how to be healthy parents, the family

inttitution has been unable to facilitiate higher level development. Most

critical in the family remains the lack\of communication and listening

between the parents and children.

For the United States, being a genuine culture and fulfilling the

. third 'level needs are yet goals, but they are realistic and within reach.

What is wrong with the culture is wrong with the institutions, and it is

wrong with the individual person. Growth has been blocked and the environ-
,

pent is unable to stimulate and re-motivate healthydevelopment. Help and

change are required. People in general do not knOw "how to create a human-

istic environment. What are needed are: the knowledge, support, freedom,

and resources to assist the growth process.

The creation of complementary_ alternatives and resources comes from ,

t

a rational understanding of "what is" and an intuitive creation of "what

could be". It is critical to go beyond what the,en4irenment is, and to

offer a healthier model. This requires risk and experimentation, The

people involved must be able t ptit'asideflanswers" already learned, to

re-question, and to allow new solutions to emerge. People must be .willing

to be changed even wthey seek to create change, Mistakes,will-bepadec

blocks will temporarily' impede development,; bdt as men and women zontinue

to strive toward health, and help others do the same., the alternatives will.
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emerge. Focusing on the problem or the negative will not help. Reaching

a state pf equilibrium or homeostasis will not do. In primary prevention,

the emphasis remains on the positive development of individuals and

systems.

The "us"- projec' provided a number of alternatives for the children,

para-counselors, and the staff. It was believed that a supportive environ-

ment was essential for every riot just the "target population". Healthy

people helped others become healthy. This meant that eyeryone 'heeded to

grow, and to continue doing so.

The most exciting alternatives and resources came,from combining

four generations of people in a Pompon positive purpose. Ranging in age,

from 9 to 77, children, adolescents, young.adult, and senior adults

united toconstitute a microcosm of the people within this rural-smalltown

community. -A large, extended, "us" family was created, complementing the

presenX day nuclear family. The people in the "us" family were introduced

to numerous ways of solving problem, interacting, thinking, and living.

In the two-year project period, 63 children, 19 y9uth, 14 young adults

(includihg the staff), and 18 seniors worked with the program. }Learning

to.share meant learning to live with a representation of the total

coMmunity. People learned to communicate, understand, sand accept the

differences th t did exist, and to challenge the myths that made the

generation gap aPear either an abyss or not there at all.

Another alternative was the use of activities that complemented the

school system. Here,-the "us" family provided activities that strengthened

personal interaction, a positive self-image, physical coordination and

cooperation, attention, intrinsic motivation, creativity, skill-building,

and subsidiary awareness (process awareness). The main activities were

skills and crafts (e.g. leather, pottery, videotape, photography,. music,

31D
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woodworking, weaving, and art), sports (e.g. swimming, karate, trampoline,

yoga, motorcycling, jogging, and fishing), and outings (e.g. camping, day

trips, flying, backpacking,- and rafting)z A special "us" newspaper was

written and distributed by the project people. This paper told about the

"us" project, the feeling'of being a' family with a common positive goal;

it shared poems and creative thoughts. Personal interaction frequently

occurred on a oneto-One basis, but also in small groups of 3-6, as well

as in large groups of up to sixty. FroMFquiet walks in the park, to a

forty-mile, five -day and four-night wilderness excursion, people shared in

those we0 that fitted them best. A fourebedroom house arranged into

craft rooms and meeting areas, college gym facilities, the local community,

and nature provided the resource environment.

And finally, as an alternapive, Was an environment of freedom, choice,

and responsibility. The project was open.to change, and required that each
4

person find his or her own place within the holistic process. Mistakes

could be made. Experimentation could occur. Not everyone had to follow the

same path. Yet, all this meant responsibility and awareness. People and

material possessions were involved. Cpecern for the rights and welfare of

,others and the project vas expected,: Cooperation in research was required.

Teamwork was essential. All of these responsibilities and more were a part

of thefreedom and chOice; they were usually accepted willingly because,the

people were doing what they wanted to do and thele were willing to help others

db. the same.

Staff

the staff members came from two sources: (1) those hired pursuant

to the original proposal, and (2) a fold- back process of hiring young adult

pare-professionals. An iMmediate problem with the original proposal was the

limited number of staff it provided to undertake the necessary community

3 0
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contacts, selection, training, research, development and maintenance of

alternatives, workshops, outings, and overall management. To compensate

for this shortage in'an innovative way, young adult para-professionals

were selected and trained by the original staff, and then from theYear 01

feedback and subsequent redesign, an updated grant proposal was written to

create staff positions for those people who chose to stay and who had

demonstrated the capability and commitment to do so. This increased the

Year 02 staff to seven full time positions (the executive director remained

part time throughout the project period).

The staff membertwere required to facilitate interaction and

communication, instruct in'sports, crafts, skills, and counseling methOds,

model positive healthy behaviors, do research, plan and design, make obser-

vations, and work creatively to provide alternatives and changes that

.would give further impetus to the overall project developmental process.

The staff was required to work with people of all ages, understanding the

problems and growth process common to.all. As young adults, these people

could often help others bridge the communication gaps between generations.

With their physical youth-and psychological self-development, these people

were able to muster the stress, risk, and energy output required. Above

all, these Were.people who were loving, caring,'and able to transcend ego

needs. They operated.on lev61-three of the synthesis chart, though like

all people, they vacillated to the lower and higher levels, They had

always, a commitment to helping self and others become healthier human

. beings. And,i(like the para-counselors, they did this is a flexible manner,

assisting others fn the search for,their2own path, in making their own

choices, arid in facing the natural consequences of being-in-the-world.

Selection of the Ch,ildren and Youth Senior Para-Counselors

t During the first year, the children (5th and 6th graders) were
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informed about the "us" project through a variety show and by their

teachers. Lists of names were collected from each school. These-included

those Children who either had volunteered for the program, or whose name

had been. placed on the list by friends or teachers. The parents of these,

children were contacted by phone, the project wasexplainedi and:if they

and the children were interested, an interview was arranged. The inter-

views were held at first by the staff, and then later by the para-counSelors.

After all risks and benefits had been considered, the parents-were asked

to sign a special' consent form. The child was then accepted into the

program. Later these children brought friends; and if there was room and

need, these children were alloWed to join, provided their parents approved

and signed the consent form.
, .

In the second year, the children. were informed abbut the project by-

a representative group from the "us" family. A senior, young adult, and

youth went into the classroom and explained the'program: Out of 344

children contacted, 199 volunteered for the program. The teachers then

recommended those children who they thought might benefit the most, or who ,!

had'the most need, and the parents were contacted and interviewed by the

staff. The interviews were in much more detail the second year and.the

parentS were requested to complete some pre-testIng forms beforP the child

joined. As with the first year, after counseling started, the children

brought friends, and again if a. need was evident,' a4 if the prograM.could

accomodate, the parents were contacted and the child was allOwed to join.

The youth para-counselors were selected in three ways: by the staff,

by school-counselors, and by peers. The staff, during th'e. first year,

selected the youOvccording to a written' questionnaire and a group inter-
.

view. The, questionnaire was a brief essay, and it was used to deterMine

first whether the youth would meet the respOnsiOlity of completing:it, and
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second, the degree of insight and awareness shown by.the answers.."Fourteen A,

of those youth who completed the questionnaire were asked to meet for a

group-interview. Seven of them were selectedoaradoxically begause they

chose to defer to the apparent needs of'other applicanti. Meanwhile, five

youth had been selected,by sctrool-counselors who had become familiar

with he program.
/ 4

During the second year the youth para-counselors who chose to stay

and were selected were given the assignment of locating and selecting`the

incoming youth. They selected seven'new members based on a group-interview.

In the first year, the senior para-counselors were selected by the

staff and according to peer ratings during a group-interviev process. A

selection scale and a sociogram were created by the staff, and these were

completed at the end of an hour - long- .discussion group Consisting of six
r./

seniors and three staff. Those who received the highest combined scores

were selected. During the second year, the seniors selected the new members.

According to the research, peer selection proved as effective as

'staff seleCtion.

Training

Twelve youth, twelve seniors, and seven young adults started the

first year training program. The youth ranged from'-`13 to 16 years of age,

the seniors 54,td 77, and the young adults 21 to 43. The training period

lasted fifteen weeks? totalling 207
4

hourso Training was held from 7-10PM

on Tuesday and Thursday, and from 9 to 5PM on Saturday. Training was open-

ended

- ..

1
and,emphasizeepersonal growth, communication, learning to take

.responsibility and make decisions, problem solving, and developing'altern:

atives and resources. Observations by the staff.plus individual'trainde

journals proyided feedback. The journals also provided a meansfor one-to-
, 6

one disclosure, exprassion of feelings and needs, and suggestions on how to

32
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improve the 'training process. Case studfes were used to help people learn

in detaWa6out one another; anttnprepare.for research collection-with
i .0)

the children. Of'the thirty-one paras who started the training, two

(seniors) did not finish.

During the second gear, thirteen youth'and nine senior pares started

training. The youth thit,year were slightly older, and the seniors'were
. -

sl-ightly younger: The training period laited 15 weeks', totalling 175-200

hours. Most training was held on Tuesday and ThurSday night and all day
.

Saturday., One week-end, over.Ifight training session Wis held in a special

retreat. One'youth and two seniors did. not complete. the training.

From the feedback, collected.at the"end,of the ftrst year, second year

'Iraining was redesigned. The prograM philosophy was expounded more fully,

during training, and small group discussion concerning the levels and areas,.'

of humanistic.self-development was encouraged. Objectives were listed to

match the growth levels. As a training goal, the para-counselors were

required to demonstrate leVel three coMpetency'iti group - interaction, paper

work, counseling skills',,reseirch,:skflls, crafts, and general program.

',knowledge. Role'playing, video- taping, behavioral and phenomenologtcal
,

,r1. .

4...,,e

Observation 'methods, counseling skills and styles,'case studies, behavioral ,

contracts, encounters, and family problem solving were exPerienced and
,

rt

learned during training. Yet, the'major emphasis was on'helping the paras

,

learn to take their own; direction,. Ihe/Ora,counSelorS taught eachother,

learned to facilitate,their own groups, anddesigned theirown env4ronment.

The process was, still open- ended, being guided by journal and persnnal 'feed-

backt; but there wat also more structure in order to provide the experiences

that the counselors and staff had requested in the Year blleedbaCk.

counseltng

The pars -counselors and,staff designed the counielin,Tefforti of the

3 2L.-I
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"ue' family around three.major theses: (1). pars- professionals, with

professional sUpervision and assistance, could helOChildren who;we
having prOblems, (2) a reality .based proceis of interactions within actual

circumstances could be used to provide both a leilming environment and a .

therapeutic miiieu without the
need,for,pseudo-reality.therapy groups, and

(3) primary prevention of 64 and other abUsk could *best accomplished

by-focusing on positive
individual and'environmental grOwth rather than on

problems.

The alternative/activitig offered by the project tervedasa means to,

facilitate interpersonal sharing. They provided common interests And a
.

high level of motivation. From that-point on, it was up to the para-
1

Counselor to make a successful impact on the child. By modeling *Wye
behaviors' by reaching out with genuineness, by caring,:and by giving

6
understanding, this positive impact could be achieved.

During the first year, the senior and youth paras' Were divided into

separate counseling:groups (for research purposes), The seniors met with

their chfldren'on Tuesday and Thursday; the youth met with -their children'

on Monday, and Wednesday (the
firsIt'year-WaS a summer program). DuAligs

these days.; the "us" house was open from ten until three,, with wOrkshops_

held in the craft rooms; the gym, or outside.' The children were free to

chooie whateVer activites they wanted, and the parw-counselOrs wereto

assist tt4 child and be near, The para- counselors were required to stay at
o

the "us house, for a minimum of three hours. Their children uivally,stayed

five hours (transportation
was scheduled to arrive at ten and leave_ at

three). The children were not paired with any one para-counselor at first,

but instead shared with anyone And Oeryone:, Later, they were paired

according to feedback from them:the_paras,.and the staff. Usually, two

childFen were paired with pachpara-Counselor. Two trips to the coast were
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planned as overnighters. The rest of thesharing occurred at,the. '"us"

house, on one -day localqrips; or during one-to-one counseor4ontact
.

.

outside the program facilttles..
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The second year counseling phase was extensively redesigned by

paras and the staff. This year the seniors and youth were not separated

by age; instead, twd milieus ware created by combining seniors, Youth,

young adults, an children into extended family models. The-children were
o

paired wit' the pararcounseloes immediately, according- to the para.-

V

counselor's abilities and the child's needs. .Case conferences were schedUlect.

weekly .(later bi-weekly) for the staff and.paras in order to give feedback,

obtain support, and'-'coordinate the counseling efforts.

1In,the winter andspring school months, the milieus met on Saturday or

Sunday at the "us" house. Crafts and skills were offered, theaym was

available for sports,-and occasional one day trips to:the park'or rivergo

were taken. The paras also met with their children outside the program for

at least one day a week. In the summer months, various outings were

offered in place of the week-end activities. These ranged from tine -day

local trips to five-day hikes. The activities were designed to encourage

a gradual shift in.locatibn, from the "us' house as a center, toward use of.
.

the community and home environment. This also permitted making an important

shift..in choice and responsibility from' staff, to the pares and the child.

From the interaction among these people came the real learn'ing exper-.

iences aboutthow to help others. SeVeral concepts were developed and

shared: (1) "blocking", finding positive alternAives rather than using

.punishment to stop negative behaviors, (2) ,'natural consequences", learning

self-responsibility by enjoying or suffering the natural,consequences of a

behavior, (3) "crisis-challenge group", a positive alternative to fighting

or withdrawal from abuse, giving anyone the opportunity to call a group
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together andch'allenge the other person involved' in the crisis, X4) "parent

day _contacts ", having the parents join the,program during the activities,,,

'and (5) %enteredness"teaching awareness and attention through activities(

requirinehigh risk and coOperation.

Research

'Two types of research .were used in this project: one- to explain the.

process, that theprogram went through and another to explain the process

people experienced.(6.g. change,in'se)t). To explain the process peOple

experienced, two forms of research-perceptions' were obtained: nomothettc,

'(general-group) and idiographic (specificrindivldual).

ProgramsProcess_

Vdirector's log wasmaintained throughout the program as a means of

recording, observations on the prpgram process. log served as an

outline of events that Wai-analyzed accordipg to the "synthesis chart" to

determine project development.. the outline was divided 'into' two research

years.: .Year 01'*(July.1-;-1-973
toSeptember 30, 1,974), acid Year 02 (October

1, 1974 to September 30,%1975).` Three phases were covered eacli year:

preparation-redesign, training, and Counseling.

01 Preparation. This phase'involvedbbtdining community understanding

of and support for the project; hiring saff, Selecting para-cOunselors,

designing the research, completing the assurances,' establishing a timeline,

, and searching for an "us" house.' The project had been five mopths.late in

starting; rumors had spread about the "da,e program, and critical, changes

in design were essential. The main objective inthiS prepa6tory stage was
0

survival. The "us" project as a wholeas operating,on the'beginning growth
/

level, and the environment was not conduciveto positive growth: There was

an awareness that long term assistance would be- needed. The project was

32"
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1
incapable of helping others as it stood, and'a long, training period was

4
needed before it could grow beyond this potentially damaging, chaotic

atmosphere.

The focus was on building trust and commlnication Theefirst.efforti
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were directed toward' becoming aware of the environment, and of"Ohat was

Presently available in both mality and potential. Learning had been

initiated and the "us" proect was slowly..moving from a pre-operatiOnal
e

statetoward creation andf,ulfillment of dreams and hopes.eThe'program was
.

N1'1kea child only months.olde stimuli. impihged, unmercifully on' the organism;

It was not a time to become resistant to the input, bait rather., a` time to

4,

,

... .sort through the experieqes and allow an unfolding process to occur, .

11,

absorbing what was real, Atle'actively'creating wha could be.

01 Trainingeeeho training phase helped w,he prograth in a number-of ways.

brought people together in a common search', giVing support and input, It ,
. .

helped clarify and develop subsidiary. and foca). awareness concerning Vhe
.

program philosophy and objectives, It _provided ttme tb meet. with the schools,e-
.communityagencies, and th,e ilicoming,children and their parents. A house .

was finally located and fixed up by the combined efforts of ftaff and paras.-

alternatives were decided upo9, the resource equipment was ordered, and the

vrooms were cohverted into'workshbps. The second-year grant award was

requested and4eceived. The focus ,shifted fro prevention of a negative'
,

problem, "drug-abuse", to enhancement and positive, ,healthy development.. A
'

shift had occurred from secondary preVen'tAbn tow rdprimary prOention.

During training, the program reached three on the developmental',.

synthesis chart. Most para-counselors cole into the progiiam at level two, ,e.

and achieved a major growth step during the Training pe.eiode The "us''

family was established. Dreams were beccming realities. Attention'was no

longer on ego-need or program- -need fulfil/laent, but,rether on helping the

'328
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incoming children. An atmosphere of !belonging existed, with intimacy, and.

.facilitative sharing'. A mini-culture <Atli its own social order had developed.

01 Counseling.. Thirty-four children joined the program, and an almost

immediate drdp in the level of development'Was rioted. tiost of these child-
4

ren did not know how to interact-positively with others. ,Their needs were
'

tremendous. The chaos, ran high. The pare-counselors were overwhelmed. Some

children and pares could not withstand the stress; thus, within a few days,

nines children, two youth counselors, and two senior counselors left.

Stress occurs in any program, especially during the first year. This

was expected. ,This was a period of trial, and error, adjustment, and growth.

Lt was an \evoluti.onary process.of adaptation and creation, shaping the

environment as well as the people involved. It was out of this apparent

chaos of unloading and unleashing that self-choice and direction emerged.

People were asked not just to quietly conform and obey but to explore, to
5

'seek alternatives, and to risk.

The 'us" family regressed during this counseling phase, atoleast at

fiyst. The project functioning returned to the second level when the

children joined. The third level characteristics had not been stabilized:'

Ego-needs :became predominant, along with mechanical interaction, heed for

security, testing of reality, and dreams rather than actualities. Some

people operated on the first level focusing on survival, need for trust;

somnambulism, physiological concern, and potentially damaging relationships.

A few para-counselors and staff continued to.grow, however, and they

began modeling the third, level charaetoriet'es again. They'were the oie
who usually reached out the most, played, touched, loved, and had a positiye

impact on the children. They kept the process alive and.heeiPly while

others struggled to return to a higher level of cunctioninq. By the end of

this phase, the family was vacillatin:; between levels two and three. A

39
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social order had been establiShed, security hat' developed, and 'a feeling

of belonging prevailed. -Nearly eveeyone wanteA to return.'' Yet, mutual

trust, successful impact, and normal cacilltation had been sporadic.

There was much left to do, and change was needed.

Year 02 Redesign-Preparation. The project hadbeen an average project.

It was weak in training, structure, and the overall development of people.

Program growth was essential if an alternative model was to be created

which would go beyond what already existed. A pull back from timelines and

objectives was ordered, and feedback, discussion, brain-storming, and

,redesign were emphasized. The program 'service aspect shut down. A feed-

back questionnaire was designed and given to. the children, paras, and

staff. Management evaluation was obtained from the outside evaluation team.

The research data was analyzed. Growth groups among the staff and young

adult para-counselors were held in order to create a cohesive staff-team.

Most people stayed, some left; those who stayed began rewriting the grant,

proposal. Six youth and six senior paras were asked to come back. They

began searching for, interviewing, and selecting new trainees.

This phase was one of the most difficult for the project. It was

difficUlt to abandon an accepted timeline in favor of an unproven redesign.

Yet, such a radical departure, despite its mmentary "unproductivity",

was critical. The program had become blocked in growth and was stuck

between levels. Like the national culture, the transition to level three

was not progressing. People were seeking ways tc comunicate and be

genuine within a relationship of mut,Jal 17.rust and belonging. TLey wanted

to make a successful impact. They werc, trying to create a social system,

identify withe larger process, mi?ke plans ;m1 follow throLoh, combine

parts and'the whole; and facflitate,othvr's In t:hois eforv; to do s'.

Still, the transition was yet to com.

4

3 `,s G
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02Training. Redesign continued throjgh the training phase. The

research effort was increased. New obsorvation methods were developed.

An extensive review of the counseling and prevention literature was

started. New training methods that gave mere structure and more respons-

ibility to the para-counselors were employed. The philosophy and related

developmental levels were clarified. Community contact increased.

The feedback had been essential to prcject groWth. -With teas and the

effort made by the returning para-counselors ,and staff, the transition was

made. Change occurred, and somehow, somewhere along the line, the "us'

family looked around and realized that they had really come together. For

most people, third level development stabilized, In general, belonging,

normal facilitation,love, part-whole combination, peer and role identifi-

cation, mutual trust, industry, impact, and social order were observed

characteristics. There were of course some fluctuations back to the

second level, but most exciting, there were fluctuations toward the fourth

level. People became concerned about individual rights and a code of

ethics, synergy, world harmony, self-esteem, and potent facilitation.

02 Counseling. The test of the training was again the incoming

children, all thirty-nine of them (some had returned from the previous

year). As with the first year counseltng, some people could not withstand

the sudden surge of stress. Eight children, three youth, and three seniors

left the project. Three new seniors also ,joined and an on-the-job training

concept was started. The project now consisted of eight seniors, nine

youth, six full-time staff, and thirty -one children (plus a few ul'riends"

who joined later): With the departures, the project pulled together better.

Everyone involved was there to do his or her best, and they did. The third

level interaction he4d fie m, and the flucWations toward the fourth level

increased.
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The children adjusted to the program environment quickly. They dealt

with their problems readily. The nera-eeuneelers reaehed out more. The

staff acted as a resource arc; gave better eepport. The project became a

family, with its problems and its ,loye. 7dereWleation ard awareness
.

increased. Successful impact ant' Fyeargy happened, as did industry, mutual

trust, sexual identity, and eeo transcenderce. Planning and rational

thinking combined to provide eolutione and alternatives. Love, belonging,

and self-esteem strengthened. People communicated voluntarily, openly,

and from the "heart".

People Process

The data collected by the research rsts and qyestionnaires confirmed

the developmenta1 syntheses chart 'aneysie. The results from the first

year Were minimal due to the lower growth level and poor interaction. The

results from the second year showed sIgnificent overall positive changes

in people, especially the children.

Year 01 Research Data. (A) The senior paea-counselors showed no .

significant differences in the IPAT pereonality series on the pre/post

tests (16PF); no significant differences in self-disclosure; no significant

differences in drug imowledoe On a sel;"-evaluation counselor questionnaire,

they did evaluate their home life, behavior, confidence, and self-liking as

better. All of the seniors wanted to return the next year. (B) The youth

para-counselors showed no significant differences in. the IPAT personality

series (HSPQ), self-disclosure, and deus knowledge. They did resort an

increase in positive in'i;erecions at home, healthy behaviors, confidence,'

awareness, ability to eelete to others, sel;eliking, and personal develop-

ment. Seventy per e pnt wanted to continue:the next year. (C).The children.

showed significant (ps'05) differences in two- factors on the IPAT (CPQ)

personality pre/poet series, Tnere was ar, increase in ego strength (more

334,
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6MotiOnally mature, stable, end able,to face ,-ality), and a decrease in

guilt proneness (less apprehensive, insecure or troubled, and more self-

assured and serene). The children reported a positive change in family and

peer interpersonal relations and self-worth. ,...Their parents reported that

the children behaved slightly better at home, seemed happier, and appeared

more confident. Ninety. -four percent of the parents said they wanted their

.children to continue in the project.

. Feedback from the children indicated (a) both seniors and youth

werle liked, but the youth more for activities and the seniors for dis-

cussion, (b) liking was less dependent on age than on the individual

Counselor and how the counseloT acted toward the child, (c) their favorite

sports were gymnaStics, karate, and basketba.11. (d) the favorite crafts

and skills were leather, pottery, and,photography,-and,(e) the favorite,

events were the coast trips, flying, hiking, and visits to the counselors'

homes.

The only difference between youth and seniere pares in effectivenest

was that the parents whose children were paired with you h reported signif-

icantly more change in the children's happiness than did the parents whoSe

chi-ldren had been paired with seniors.

Peoplee _Year 02 Research Data-Children

Thirt -one children were researched, nine females and twenty-two .

males. Themean age was 11.5 years. About half of these children lived

with both parents, the rest lived with one parent, a parent and friend, or

grandparents. Fewer than half enjoyed school. Most of these children

er reported having problems at school or at,heme, and their teachers and

parents agreed. 41 Walker Problem 8ehavinr Identification Checklist was

Completed by. the teachers of fifteen randomly selected "us" children shortly

after the counseling phase began Of the r4fteen children selected, seven.
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were reported to, have significant, scores to demonstrate problems in acting

out, Iwo for withdrawal, twelve were easily distracted, nine had diSterbed

peer relations, and seven Were canside'rei immature. Each "us' child in

this randomly selected group had at least one behavioral problem signif-

icant enough to characterize him'or her as disturbed, and ten had combined

scores showing significant disturbance in overall behavior.

At the beginning eqhe counseling phase, a Normative Study

questionnaire (program designed) was completed by 344th and 6th graders

(pepulation control group), and, by 25 "us" children. When analyzed, the

data showed that the "us"-chilaren reported significantly (p.<.05) more

problems and drug use, a significantly lower self-concept, more availability

of drugs (non-significant),, and the same amount of drug knowledge. In this

questionnaire the "us" children reported fewer parents living at home, more

family problems, fewer friendsebeinga lees important member in class,:

being less well behaved in school, and having smoked cigarettes and drunk

coffee more often.

A Normative Study Questionnaire mid-test comparison between the

control group and us" children noted significantly higher drug usage by

the "us" children, and a signicantly lower self-image. Drug availability

for both groups had increased and drug knowledge remained equal. Reported

problems decreased for both groups, and the -"us" children no longer dis-

played a significant difference in this category. This drop in problems

for the "us" children pertained chiefly to school.

The NSQ post-test comparisons still showed significantly higher drug

use in the "us" children. Drug availability for the children was now

.also significantly nigher than drug availability in the control ,group.

Friends tended tc bd the greateit souree of drug availability, and the "us"

children reported having an increase in problems with friends. The "us"



children's-selfeconcept scores had increased, and there

scant difference between them and the population group.

remained the same.

25

was now no signif-

Drug knowledge

Aire/post Piers-Harris Children's Self-Conce:t Scale was given to

the 'us" children. A significant increase'in self concept scores was

noted in those children paired with seniors: In total, six children out

ofthe twenty-five tested scored significantly higher self-concept scores.

A Referral Benaviors
Checklist (program designed) was completed .at

the beginning and the end of the counseling phase by latrents, teachers,

and counselors. ,'The parents reported a significant decrease in problem

behaviors of their children at home. `

A Home
aesleSsheelinegletallepert (program designed). was completed

by the.parents and teachers. -The largest increases for both the home. and

school were in positive behaviors and interactions demonstrated by the

children. At home, 9O %'of the children showed positive changes in behavior,

and at school, 64% of the "us" children did likewise. At hone, 67% of the

"us":children were less disruptive, and 44% were less disruptive in school.

Positive interactions increased by 137% at home, and by 48% at school. And

at home, 70% of the children demonstrated more responsibility,,,whileat,

school, 36% of the "us" children increased,in responsibility.

A pre and post
AcllesteiyeA2iecklist (program designed) was completed

by the parents, teachers, and counselors'at the same time they did the

( \
Referral Behavior Checklist This Adjective Checklist measured the rater's

,

"sentiment" toward the child. At the beginning of the program, the parents

and counselors both felt slightly positive about the Children. The

teachers, in general, viewed the children negatively. At the end' of the

Program the coUnselors felt the same toward the child, and the teachers

had increased from a negatIvE to a positive sentiment. Both the
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parents and teachers felt significantly more ysitive toward the children.

The Children's Pmenelity_Reeetiennaire. was givento the "us"

children at the start and finish of the counseling phase. Analysis of

the data disclosed: (I) significant increases in the primary factors of

intelligence (for those children ,paired with the youth counselors),

excitability; dominance, enthusiasm, conscientiousness or superego,

venturesomeness, self-reliance, zest and attention, confidence and adequacy,

and ergic tension or high energy,-(2) a significant increase in the secondary

factor of.extraversion, and (3),significant increases in factors predicting

better academic performance in vocabulary, spelling, labguage arts, arith-

metic, social studies, health, and sCience.

A pre/post Semantic Differential questionhaire wasgiven/to the

childreri on.fiyecondepts: (1) I am; (20) My counselor is, (3) MY family

is, (4)-The program is, and (5) My'schoel is. A significant increase Th

positive attitude toward the family oas noted. The highest post scores

were given ,to the counselor, program, and family.

at
In a Self-Ir_q.o

Inatre,-the children reported feeling more

confident. and better abOut who they were. They felt they behaved better;

they liked their parents more; and an improvement in their families had

been noticed. Their peeil were easier to associate with, and theYtheth-

selveshad,developed as people. Most _parents agreed, reporting their child

had increased in confidence., and hadideyeloped as a person more than had been

expected. Their child was behaving batter, getting along with other child-

ren better, and related with the family mollea The parents felt better.

about their children. Ninety-six perceht of the parents said they would

send their children to the program again, and forty-one percent wanted

parent groups. iNinet:yethreej)ercent of the parente gave permission to

11/
, continue longitudinal research.
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The top six araftsand skills'solected by the chi were leather,

pottery, video-tape, photography, woodwerking, and darkroom. The favorite

sports were swimMing, karate, motorcycling, trarapoline, basketball, and

fishing. And the most liked outings were coast camping, flyingelopal'alay

trips, backpacking, non-local day trips, and rafting.

Phenamenologipal and Behay.toral Obeglieetjons mere made on each child

in the program, as were case studies. Written oomments from the parents

were requested. Examples of these exist in the main body'of the report.

Para4ounsefor Research Data

IPATeersonaries. The youth para-counselors showed signiffcant

increases. in sOf-sufficieney and creativity, and significantdecreases in

ego sand super-ego. The senor para-counselors demonstrated significant

increases in leadershipeand significant decreases in anxiety..

dii comparing those couneelors hho left the program with those whe

r.;

stayed, it was noted that the youth wno stayed had higher scores in intelIi-

ge'nce and self-sufficiency, and 4 lower score in surgency or enthusiasmea
0, e

They were able to adapt more easily to stress, learn faster, depend on
3 ,

their own yesources,morei maketheir own decisiene, associate easierwitlY

older peers, and'adjusted.to the load of caring meea. The seniors,whe

stayed, scored higher in self-sufficiency and reeourcefulness,

§ggigteierses:Youth gffectivenesee Neesigpi,ficant differences were
ace,

found between the children paired with youth and.those paired with seniors

in the Childred'e Personality Questiennaire, PierseHalvis Self-Concept

Scale, the Referral,BehivioyeChecklist, Adjective Checklist, Home Progress

Reports, Teachnr Reports, Courselee inventory of Counselors, Tentative

Criteria for Selection; end 'Counselor Effe'ctivenee't Hlenarchy, 'The children

paired with seniors did rate the concept iTamily" significantly higher than

did those paired with youth, end the eenior ehfldren scored signiffcahtly
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higher on the Counseleo SelfeProgramluestionnaire. The data favors the

senior counselors, bUt there is not 6 large enough distinction to reject

the null hypothesis, or confirm the on proposM hypothesis that

senior parte-counselors are more effeetive than youth peraecounselOrs.

Most Effective versus Least EffeCtive. elenthe children pointed.out

the first year, it is Potlhe age that makes the difference in effeottve-

nese. Of the first sixteen-counselors on the Effectiveness.Hierarchy llit,

eight were seniors'and:eightt were youth, bethAroUps With a mean score of

8.5. -What mattered more than age wei.the'totalpeesen, the level of

personal developmehtitiand the willingness and ibility of the counselor to

-continue in the growth.propps and help others do:the same.

fN WhenicoMpar'in5g the top three senior paraecounselort with the loWest

ranked three senior's, the IPAT personality profile depictatd substantial

mean differences. The most effeei)ve seniors scored lower in egoesuoere'*

ego, and adventurousness, and Heber 3n i 'Illation, forthrightness, and

eoontaneity. The mere,effettjye 'Seniors were effected "Mdre by the program

stress because of their involveTent; they were lesterigid-in moral concerns,

less impulsiveo and more careful and,easy going around the children. They

were also more trusting, genuIne,
gregarious¢ easileeinvolvad e:motionally,

spontaneous, natural, serf-confident cheelitl, and given to simple action,
.

while being less worried, eneioue and sensitite to rejece.!on or disapprovahm

. The profile for the most effective geuth,pareecountelors, when compared

to the least effectpe, indiceped higher l'etelligence,lOwer ego, higher

;independence and assertiveness, more eeriousnees and concern, more fatigtie,

more resourcefulness and self-sufficiency, and-lees control or preciseness

in sotial,interection..

Combining the most effective youeh and senior. scores for comparison
.

againtt the combined -least effective )ieth and senior seores preduced

3313
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significantly higher scores for the most effective para-counselors in

,assertiveness, independence, sensitivity, unconventionality, gentleness,

kindness, self- sufficiency, resourcefulnesa, and a preference for making

their own decisions. The more effootive,counseIors else scored signifif
'cantly higher in creativity and salt-direction./

Recommendations.

The short term results from the two year project-gave 'support Lto the

concept of primary prevention and the use of para-professionals to help

childrewwith problem behaviors. '01 order to make any further conclusions

concernIng the prevention of drug abuse, a longitudinal follow-up project

is needed. at is recommended for research purposes alone, that a five to

- ten yeir research program be funddd to obtain data which is critically

needed in thii field.

At the same time, a primary prevealtitina pare-professional, Mental
,

health orogremashould be implemented in'this,c9mMunity, offering lovecost

assistance to the schools, agencies, parents:, and children. A team of

professionals and para-professionals could be supported bythe involved

agencies.if each egency:would provide the funds necessary'for hiring one

person to work within, a community wide primary prevention team: Using

available aohool,and agency resources, and Oroviding.complementay alter-
,

alatives,' thi6 team could develop Para - professional groups to work in the

schools, nursing homes, and any 'agency -concerned' with maintaining healthy

development. Parents, teachers, peers, seniors, businessmen, and anyone'

else could be trained in pars - counseling, offering a positive way to

improire.self and to learn how to help others,do'the same. Lobel agencies

having dtfficultievin research ora in creating positive alternatives could.

contactthe team for consultation seride.

0
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A shift in problem solving approaches on both:the lotal and-national

scenes is recommended. The,band-ai=d "solution" ,Ofcovering 'up the problem

after it develops is not working. Primary prkyentto6has too-long been

ignored as a valid method. for helping others. To beeffecttve,'howeVer,'

it must become a major efforot, combining research and Counseling. It must

be supported.with funds and a unified community and national effort. ,A. ,

transition must occur, from evel-two funotionfing toward level-three'
4

fulfillment. The lrger environment must focus' on the developnfental levels

of healthy growth rather 'than coping and crisis. The transformation

demanded is radical, and it is massive in scope. But,'as the "us". project

has shown, it can be done:,
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ADJECTIVE CHECKLIST

DIRECTIONS: Place a check mark. within the set of parentheses at the point

ti

on each scale which Most:accurately
describet your evaluation',

of your child. ',For example, number oneisoptimistic
versus pessimistic. If you see your child as very optimistic,
ypu would put a checkmark in the set'of'parenthesesunde3"
right next to the word, "optimistic"; ,ifyou see yoUr childas being in between, optimistic

and'Pessimistic, you would put
a checkfnark under the "0".

Optimistic
He

Fluctuating
Ineffective
Interesting
Bored
Dominant
Intoverted
Fearful

'Responsive
So fable
Withdrawn
Adult-like .

AdVenturous
Independent
Strong- willed
Clinging
Controlled
Relies on Others
Cooperative
Easily Disciplined

.

- Excitable

Impatient
Irritable

. Obedient
'Prone to-Anger
Warm

3 2 1 O. 3

H,H
HParticipating

Pes'simistic
NofHelping.
Stable

'Effective
Boring
,Interested

,Submissive

_EXtreierted
'Not Fearful
Aloof (

Unsociable

r

Loving
Neat HHJHtH
Self-centered

)
Happy.

Responsible
Tense
Trusting

CHILD'S NAME:

4 PARENT S NAME:
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InfaKtile
TitiAd

'Dependent
Weak- willed

NotClinging
Self Sufficient
Self Reliant
Obstructive
Difficult to Discipline
Calm
Patient
Easy-going
Disobedient

IlO .M.Prone to Anger

°
Outgoing
Depressed
Not Loving
Disorderly
Organized

( Irresponsible
Relaxed
Distrusting' .
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BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION MANUAL (Summary)

Behaviorardata on the counselors and counselees is taken weekly. Data
collected on each observed person shallbe for four minutes, from two, two
minute observation periods. Each counselor and counsele% shall be randomly
observed twice during the observation day. Several indices will be observed.
This method of.behavioral observation is based on the assumption' that the
four minutes Of obServed.behavior is a random and accurate representation.

Counselors

The behaviors being observed from counselors are those relating to
counseling and communication skills. The following behaviors will be observed:

Positive Interactions may be of two types, verbal' or physical. A.
verbal positive is recorded when a counselor makes a verbal, approval of some
aspect of the counselee's behavior, appearance, or work. A physical positive
is. recorded whenever a counselor touches a child in a friendly or affectionate
manner.

Negative Interactions will be predominantly verbal. If any negative
physical interactions are observed, they should be written as a special
comment for case study conference and immediate feedback given.' A verbal
negative is a verbal punishment or negative reinforcement. .This may be
an expression of disapproval about the child's behavior,,appearance, or work.
Threatening commands, humiliation, and malicious teasing are all verbal
negatives. AlsO marked as verbal negatives are counselor remarks that are
neutrality word content, but of a tone which demonstrates disapproval and
tends to cut off further communication.

,On- ff Task behavior is recorded at ten-second iVerva-l-s (counted by
a tape-recor er , and is defined by the counselor- ending (or not) to the 0

,counselee. The counselor must be in physical proximity to the counselee to
be on ta5k,-working with, talking to, or observing the child. If the counselor
is in the same room as the child but is talking to other counselorS, looking
out the window, or unresponsiVe to the child, he is qff task. This classifi-
cation of behavibr is decided by which mode the majority .o each ten-second
period i$ spent.

Counseler
App oach Behaviors are to be noted when a counselee elicits the attention,

assistance, or,approval of the counselor.

. Target Behavior is the main problem behavior as speci led by the referral
source. This behavior is idiosyncratic and cannot be totapy*delineated in
a manual, TWo common target behaviors.are: (1) aggressivebehaviors, usually
a physical negative, including biting,; kicking, slapping, spanking, taking
an oblec roughly away from another person, teasing, humiliation, and destruc-
tiveness and (2) dependency behaviors, when the child requests assistance
in atas he is capable of doing, manipulates, others to do work for him or
make dec sions, or whines,

Beh vior Classifications break the two-minute observation period into
ten - second segments, classify each segment according to the mode of behavior
most used in that period. The classifications are: (1) maladaptive, includ-
ing behaviors that disrupt, hurt, destroy, annoy, prevent others from parti-
sipating'in the milieu activities, or.humiliate, and are specifically behaviors
such as disruptive running ancLjutriping, biting, shoving, pinching, crying,
screaming, and teasing, (2) adaptive,Ancluding behaviors that show approval,
attention, compliance to a request, laughter, non-verbal interaction, physi-
cal positives, or behaviors that help the milieu move toward completion'of
an activity, and,(3) neutral, -including non-deviant, non-socialvnon-parti-
cipating behaviors which do not fit in either of the other two categories.

3



BUDGET PROPOSAL
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Program Director Part Time
Project' Coordinator Full
OfficeManager/Sec. ,Full
Bookkeeper Half
Psychiatric Soc. Wrkr. Half

1,500
13,500
6,000
2,640
.6 000 (01) (02)

29,640x15% fringe 34,086 (35,790)Consultant Costs
9,500 9,500)Equipment (Office)
1,300 500Supplies
2,050 2,550)Staff Travel
3;000 , 3,000)Rent.

2,400
Utilities & Phonu

1,260
Insurance

120Audit
250Janitor
240

4;270 4,270 ( 4,270)Stipend: Para-Professionals
@ 200 pe'r month

48,000 (60,000)Trainee Travel
4,1800, 14000)

TOTAL
f07,006 121,110

344
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COUNSELEE'S INVENTORY OF COUNSELOR

The statements below refer to th_ way you feel about your counselor and theway your counselor acts around you. Your counselor will never see this, soplease answer truthfully. Answer by putting a number, 1 through 5 (whichare explained below), in the blank in front of the statements.
'

5 = always, 4 = usually, 3 = sometimes, 2 = seldom, 1 = never
1. My counselor levels with me.

2. My counselor gets the drift of what I am trying to say.

3. My counselor interrupts or ignores my comments.

4. My counselor accepts me for what I am.,

5. My counselor feels free to let me know when I bug him/her.

6. My counselor does not understand things I say or do.

7. My counselor is interested in me.

8. My counselor lets me be myself.

9. My counselor keeps things to himself/herself to spare my feelings.

10. My counselor sees what kind of person I really am.

11. My counselor includes me in what's going on.

12. My counselor acts, judgmental with me.

13. My counselor is completely frank with me.

14. My counselor notices when something is bothering me.

15. My counselor respects me as a person, apart from my skills or status.
16. My counselor ridicules me or diSapproves,if I show similarities.

YOUR NAME

YOUR COUNSELOR'S NAME

Questions: 1), 5, 9, 13 provide a genuine score; 2, 6, 10, 14 an understanding
score; 3, 7, 11, 15 a valuing score; and 4, 8, 12, 16 an
acceptance score.

Questions: 3, 6, 9, 16 are point reversals and should be subtracted or
inverted on the scale.

315
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YEAR 01 - FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
a

Yes Answers Percentage:

1. Was it hard to talk openly with
your counselee ?.

2. Should the age requirement for
the Youth Counselors be older?

3. Should the age limitation for
Senior Counselors be younger?

4. Should physical handicaps and
limitations be a factor for
counselor selection?

5. Should sex be a factor in
pairing counse 1 ees ?

6. Do you feel you have increased
in awareness of:
a. feelings for others?
b. other people's problems

and how to deal with them?
c. yourself and your problems?
d. Ways of solving problems?

7. Did you feel your counselee
really opened up to you?

'..)
.

.

8. Did your personal problems
interfere with the ,project?

9. Were there features of the
program that made age differences
not as important?

10. Was your job fully understood?

11,' Would you like more meetings with
fellow counselors?

12. Did you find contact with your
counselee's parents helpful?

13. Did you discuss with your, counselee
his relationship with:
a. parents?
b. siblings?
c. outside friends?
d. other counselees?
e. t4c* eachers?

Senior Youth Young Total
Adult
.% %

17 30 OM .1 ,25

33 40 . 83 57

67 20 0 21

33 . 50 50 46

0 40 50 36

100 90 190 96

100 90 100 96'
100 90 100 96
100 100 100 loo

100 60 .... 75

17 33 iq

1 p

83 60 100 82

67 40 25 39

83 60 100 82

,..,

67 SO 42 50

..

100 80 88
83 70 75
0 90 56

50 60 -- 56
0 70 4; 44

346 ,
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Senior Youth 'Young Total
Adult

Yes Answers Percentage:

14. Did you discuss problems you were
having with your counselees with
the staff? 83 80

15. If you were planning the program
would you use a contract? 67 70

16. 'Did you feel physically comfort-
' able and capable with the

counselees? 100 100
r

17. Did you reach a point of ease in ,

human interaction with the
counselees, rapping without roles? 83 90

18. Were sexual questions ever posed
by the counselees? 50 40

19. Was training adequate for the'
job required? , 67 60

20. V ould you have wanted continued

training after pairing with the
counselees? 83 60

21. Would you have wanted direct

supervision after pairing? 50 20

22. WOuld you.like a more structured

67 60

2

program?

. Was staff available to you when.
needed? 50 20

24. Have you met with your counselee
on your own effort 'since the end
of the program? 17 50

25. Have any of your friends
expresSed interest in working
with "us"? 83- 90

26. Did you receive enough feedback? 33 50

27. Do you feel you would reach out -

and help others easier and more
because of this program? 66 100

28. Were drug questions ever posed
by the counselees? 50 20

..... 81

83 75

92

a

96

92 89

75 54

0 36

92 79

0 18

83 71

,75 46

,
.... 38

83 85

33 39

100 93

75 50
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Youth Young Total
Adult

Yes Answers Percentage:

29. Were there personal conflicts in
your age group Which'hindered
counseling? 50 30 42 39

30.. Did your counselee call you
outside the program? 33 .50 44

31. Do you feel the program let-
you down? 17 10 42, 25

32. A e there counseling techniques
yo wish you were more familiar
wit'? 83 60 75 71

33. Were\there undercurrents in the
prograM that made you uncomfortable? 83 50 100 79

34. Did you resolve any of your owns,
personal problems during the
program? 67 90 83 82

35. Were there fellow counselors in
the program.you think shouldn't
have been? 50 50 83 64

36. Do you feel you could have been
helped more in being prepared
as a counselor? 83 30 50 50

37. Do you think more types of
activities should be offered
in the program? 50 70 75 68

38. ooou feel you were committed \

to this program and working with

POPle? 100 100 100 100

39. Did you make contact with the
child's family? 50 70 42 46

40. Did you meet with'your
counselees outside the program,
hours? 50 50 50

41. Was there an age difference or,

similarity problem. . 50 20 50 39

42. Did the program interfere with
home and friend activities? 33 60 75 57

43. Did you "grow" through the program? 100 100 100 100



Yes Answers Percentage:

44. Did you feel your capabilties
were properly used?

45. Did you notice positive changes
in counselee behavior since the
program?

46. Did you feel counselees wer4\
exposed to any negative/nom- \
healthy habits through contact\
with counselors?

47. Did you reach out and touch, hug,
or physically show love to the
children? ,

48. Did your counselee.touch, hug,
or physically show love to you?

339

Senior Youth -Young
Adult

Total

50 100 50 68

83 90 100 89

50 90 83 79

100 70 92 86

33 50 92 64

34 9



CHILD'S NAME

HOME AND SCHOOL PROGRESS REPORT

1. Have you noticed any positive changes in the child's behavior since
joining the "us" program?

'Yes No

Have you noticed any negative changes in the child'
joining the , "us" program?

Yes No

-behavior since

3. Has the' child been showing MORE, THE SAME, or LESS (ftrole one)
disruptive behaviors since joining the "us" program?,

4. Has the child been showing MORE, THE SAME, or LESS (circle one)
responsibility around home/school since joining the "us" program?

5.4' Has the child been showing MORE, THE SAME, or LESS (circle one)
positive interactions (for example,.smiling, touching,rencouragin
good vibes) since joining the "us".program?

340

'PLEASE GIVE US FEEDBACK REGARDING THE CHILD'S PARTICIPATION IN THE PROGRAM:

350



I. NORMATIVE STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

us %
Pre

...1. I am a happy person,
-. (c) 92 :'

2. I give up.easily. (c), 17
3. Both my parents live at home. (p). 72
4. I am an important member of my cl s . (c) 33
5. I worry a lot. (c) , 22 .

6. Filters'maketigarettes safe. (k) 17
7. My best friends sometimes smoke

cigarettes. (a) .
,

198. I sometimes smoke cigerettes. (u) 14
9. I may smoke cigarettes sometime,in the

next year. Cu) 17
Drinking coffee makes it easier to go toi0.

341

School % us %..

Post

97 '94
11 , 16
81 68
53 32
35 19
20 16

13 36
.8 19

7 29

sleep. (k)
$ 17 .6

. 11. I sometimes drink coffee. (u) 64, 44 fi512. There is alcohol' (wine, beer, whiskey)
..around my house. (a) 56 64 6113. I sometimes drink wine or beer with

dinner. (u) 25 19 2314. I have been drunk. (u) 28 13 2915., Some of my friends have been drunk. (a) 42. 33 6116. Marijuana (pot, grass) comes from a
plant. (k) 92 88 9417: I know of some people my age who have

.

tried marijuana. (a) . 28 24 4818. I have tried marijuana. Cu) 14 . 4 2619. At this time I am taking drugs on . .

doctor's orders. (u) 19 19 2920. Amphetamines are nicknamed ."speed" .

because they give quick pain relief. (k) 30 31 3621. I know of some people who have taken
speed. (a) 28 13 4222. Barbiturates are sometimes calld .

pep-pills. (k) 58 56 74723. Some people I know have taken goof- ,

.

balls (reds, downers). (a) 22 10 1924. 1 like being the way I am. (c) 72 '. 91 .9425. I am a leader in games and sports. (c) 36 40 2626. I have. many friends. (c) 64 87 6827. I am different from other people. (c) 67 75. 74
28. I have 'good ideas. (c) 80 81 81,29. When I.grow up, I will be an important

person. (c) 61 71 5830. I Cause trouble to my family. (c) 19 20 3631. I am well behaved in school. (c) , 58 82 . 58'32. I have some problems. Th may family. (p) 47 37 5233. I have some problems in school. (p) . '; 78 47 6134. I have some problems with friendships. (p) 39 38 48

C = self concept; p . problems; k knowledge; u ...use; a = availability

f
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342OUTINGS LIST -- SUMMER ACTIVITIES

Rogue River Two large rafts -take the tour of the
Rogue River via the rapids from Shady Cove to Dodge Bridge.
This is strictly for those who passed their swimming tests
with ease.

Fishin Tri to A ate Lake: for those who don't want the
excitemen of the rap 3s utwould like to get near the
water and do some fishing.

,Rogue River Rafting: repeat of the May 31st trip for the Sun-
day milieu.

MotorTour of Shale City: ',.for those who don't want or can't
goon the. raft trip. Shale City is a ghost town -- Oregon's
big land development rip-off. ,

10 JUne Lava Beds & Ice Caves: a bds trip to Lake View over. the
GreenspringS stopping to explore Captain Jack's Stronghold
where the Mod& Indians fell to the American soldiers, the
Lava Beds and Caves, and the Ice Caves,A

11 June Flying; .a, brief aerial view, of the Rogue Valley in a small
olane--enoUgh room ,at one stime for one counselor and two.
Jodnselees.

.
13-14 June HAEgySmit: an overnight camping trip near Happy Camp on A

tributary stream of the Klamath River in. Northern California-.
The whole Sunday milieu will hopefully be there. .A side trip
to a hibh mountain rake called Kelly Lake, Lots of hiking and

16-17 June Howard Prairie Lake: This is the trip the Saturday milieu
fishermen askeefor. An overnight camping trip to the lake.
There will be a taft,and some small boating lessons. A trip
to the dam for those who want to go.

/

20 June. Table Rock: on top of the flat rock mountain where the Indians
plunged to their deaths, possibly meet some buffalo. We'll
take a swim at Tod Velle Park. Motorcycle ride on top of the
mountain.

2327 June .Rogue River Trail: a back-packing trip: for.ten counselors and
counselees. 40 miles of rugged wilderness.trail-for those
hardypeople of the program.

27 June Rogue RiversTrail Day Trip: counselors and counselees can
spend a day On the Rogue River Trail and meet the tired
hardy group on their way out.,

,

30 June - Coast Tri : to the. Oregon coastkfor three days .and two nights.2 July, -stowat the Smith River on the way for a,great swim at a great
swimming hole.

30
4,

r %I



7-9 July

.11 July

15 July

17 July

22 -24 July

July

30 July,

1 .August

4 August

4,5 August,

7-8 August

11 August

13-15 August
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'OUTINGS LIST -, SUMMER ACTIVITIES

t- Coast Trip: for the Sunday milieu this time, To Harris,Beach
with stops on the way there and back at the great Smith River
swimming. hole.

Lake of the Woods: a day of hiking and swimming at this large
mountain like.

Mt. McLaughlin: a long day's climb to the top of this huge
mountain. Bring your lunch to seat. at the I top--if you make it
all the way. Beware of the snow banks. A serious challenge
of a climb.

Applegate River: an awareness day devoted to learning about
the environment you live in. A professionat painter and his
family will sharp their home with you for a day. Afterwards
swimming for a hot day. Pan for gold.-

Sky Lakes, Basin: "one. of Southern Oregon's finest wilderness
areas. Access to severaTflmountain lakes and -their clear
streams. This as a back-pack trip for those who couldn't...
make the difficult Rogue River Trail but who'like to hike and
swim away from the crowds.

Smith River: a day trip for all those who want 'to go swimming
1B hiking. A beautiful spot, for a long day., Everybody's

favorite. ;

A Day Trip: this one hasn't been determined yet--everyone who
wants to 'go sore where, for a day gets to help decide where to go.
Come with some good ideas.

,

Flying: repeat of,the June 11th Flying Trip for th* who
didn't get to go brut want' to..

'

Rogue Gallery Art Show and Reception: by now alyo'f'you must
know that we have a faMous Artist in our family/ She will be
displaying her2fabric 'hangings and weavings. Afterwards there
is a reception. For all of you who will be here, go and give
her lots of moral support and encouragement.

Back to the Coast! the earlier coast trips were so successful i
bringing,everyone together for a beautiful. experience that we
are,l'epeating two more trips to different areas.

A ,

Mill. Creek Falls: a rock-jumping hike up a rushing river to
a ,fine swimming hole. Another long day.

Katydid; thts is a required trip for everyone. Our final event
of the program'. ,Reflection of experiences in the program and
individual sharing of, growth changes. A lot of open discussion.
Side trips scheduled.
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PERSONALITY FACTORS FOR THISPQ, HSPQ, 16 PF,.*

A+: Warmhearted, outgoing, participating, Cooperating, attentive to` people,casual, trustful, affect-feeling, develciped, natural joiner,A-: Reserved, detached, critical, aloof, objective, precise, distrustful,
,skeptical, rigid, cold, flatness ofmqod, prefers things over people,Intellectual. j

B +: High general mental ability, insjghtful, learns fast, adaptable, betterjudgment, higher morale; persevering.
Dull, low mental capacity,

abstract inability, less organized, poorerjudgment, lower morale, ,quits.
C+: Emotionally stable, mature, face reality, calm, constant, adjusts to

facts, unruffled, ,better morale, leaders.
C-: Affected by feelings,, emotionally less stable, easily hurt, changeable,emotional when frustrated, easily perturbed, gives up, evasive of,

responsifsility, worrying, unable to cope, fatigued or under-stress,
DA.: Excitable, impatient, demanding, unrestrained, overactive, attentiongetting, jealous,, egotistical-self assertive, nervous, distractable,

irresponsittle, insecure.
D-: Undemonstrative, deliberate, inacttve, stoical, complacent, self effacing,not restless.

Asertive, aggressive, competitive, .stubborn, independent, hostile,
unconventional, rebellious, dominant,,headstrong.E-: Submissive, obedient,,mild, accommodating, considerate, expressive,
diplomatic, conventional, humble, follower.

F+: Enthusiastic, happy-go-lucky, talkative, cheerful, quick, alert, creati6,open environment background,reflects the.group.
F-: Sober, serious, silent{, introspective, full of cares, ,concerned, innervalues, uncommunicative, cautious, "load of caring."G+: Conscientious, persistent, moralistic, persevering, responsible, disci-plined, duty; moral rules.
G-: Disregards rules', eipedient, quitting, self-indulgent, indolent, unde-pendable, disregards.aligatiOns.
H+: w.Adventurous, socially bold, active, interested in opposite sex, genial,friendly, impOsivec artistic.
H-: 'Shy, timid, restrained, withdrawn', threat sensitive, cautious, ,rulebound, 'restricted interests, inferiority,

°,1+: Tender minded, sensitive, dependent, overprotective,expects attention,insecure, clinging; gentle, kind', artistic, imaginative, intuitive.
Tough.minded, rejects'iYlusions, expects-little, unsentimental, responiible,self-reliant. practical, logical, keeps to the point, generates groupsolidarity."

flJ+: Individualism, reflective, guarded, obstructive, fatigued, cold.J-: ZeStful, group action input, attention, puts personality into groups,vigorou, accepts common standdrds.
L+: Suspkting, jealous, dogmatic, suspicious of interference, frustrated,irritable, projects inner tensions, tyrannical, over corrects people.L-: Trusting, accepting, personal unimportance accepted, changeable, readyto forgive, tolerant, permissive, understanding, lack of ambition

Imaginative bohemian, absent minded, unconventional, absorbed in ideas,interested in art-theory, inner creatiity, enthused, subjective, swayedfrom' judgment.
M-: Practical, down-to-earth, conventional, prosaic, avoids the far fetched,

objective, dependable, concerned, steady.
4
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PERSONALITY FACTORS FOR THE CPQ, HSPQ, 16 PF.*
, 7

N+: Astute, Worldly,' socially ,aware, exact, detached, artful ,
ambitioUs, insecure; intelligence, cuts Corners, group leader.N-: Forthright; unpretentious, genuine, vagUe, gregarious, warm,-natural',spontaneous; lacks self-insight, non-analyzing, content.0+: APprehenSive, insecure; worrying troubled, depressed, needs approval,' fussy, inadequate, lonely.

0-: Self-assured, complacent,
confidenfi,cheerful, Oacid,.expedient,

insensitive, doesn't care, no fears, active, acting out:
Experimenting, liberal, analytical; tree thinking, well informed*,
experimental, questioning

Q1 -: Conservative;
traditional; resNcts established ideas:less challengingor questioning.

Q2+: Self sufficient, resourceful Peers own decisiOns, associates witholder friends.
Q2 -' Group dependent, joiner sound follOver../'
Q.,+: Controlled; will 'power,' socially preeiseicompulsiye, follows self-3

image, effective leader, fits'in.
Q,z-: Uncontrolled, laxfollows own urges, careless of social rules.Q4 +: Tense, frustrated,

driven, fretful-, high ergic tension, high. energy.Q4 -: Relaked, tranquil, composed.

(* Taken from'IPAT Wandbooks.

rIrr,
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL OBSERVATION,- EXAMPLE. .

Based on being involved in the process, examining and discussing
their feelings, thoughts, and 'perceptions, and yours. is not simplya behavioral observation made by someone who is an outside waTEFer. Tryto desCribe the set and setting (mental state of the person and physicalenvironment), the activities, the reactions/actions-, and most importantlythe vibes. Examine how you feel, how you act and how these affect the,

.other person.

Capture only key moments which emerge from thiprocess-relating these ,as expressions of the person concerning what is happening. Don't relateor use endless space givjng bare'bahavioral.dita. See'the human aspect,not the mechanical.

Pretend you are writing, in your diary for later years. How would yourelate what happened so you can catch the,mood and Memory by reading yourentry later? Use analogies, examples, methphors, or'any,other clarificationmethods. Write it at soon as possible., after it happens, but don't stop theprocess to write. Stay involved, in touch, and later put it on paper.

Write a story abo,ut a life: a person you are beginning to know; a.story aboutsomeone you care about,

Example: -Tuesday Night Meeting.

Set: Soul searching, low to high mood shift, eye searching, scattered,
holding back feelings, reaching out for strength, challenged to regainenergy, relieved feelings,

more positive understanding of love,

Setting: Insiders now outsiders, purging, crack in structure, outside
threat, questiohing of pelf and group, outside negative energy.,

Phenomenological-Writing: Tonight the "us group discussed the fecent
change in staff and the loss of a senior counselor. The set was one of
questioning, self and group soul searching. The mood started low and the
sharing was hesitant and scattered. There was a feeling of hurting commonto many and a need to reach out. As'the discas'sion continued around thisfeeling of powerlessness and weaknes against the seemingly endless odds
produced,by,an almost static culture or Societyl a change of "us=' energy
began. People risked, invested, reached out, bridged the gap, pulled
themselves upward and focused on the positive (transcended the, negative).
From it'all came a deeper feeling and understanding about the concept of
loving and compassion. The group feels, stronger, relieved that the
issue was met antd worked through.
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REFERRAL BEHAVIORS CHECKLIST

INSTRUCTIONS: The following list consists of behaviors that are often
problems in homes and schools. Behind each behavior, please
perk what extent it has been a problem.

1.

4.

3.

2.

Never Seldom

Aggressiveness ( ) ( )

Complaining
Bed-wetting

((

)) (C(

Arguing' ( )

Very
Ovtasionally Often Frequently

1

) )( )

5. Crying
6. Defiance
7. Destructiveness ( ) ( )

H
)8. Fearfulness

\(unreasonable) , { y 1
9. Fighting with 5ibs ( )

11. Hyperactiveness ( ( )

12. Irritableness ( H H
10. Hitting others ( )

14. Negativism
15. ,Non-complying ,

H16. Pouting
H

)

11.

13. Lying
( )

17. Running away (

18. Sadness/Unhappiness( ) (

)

(
19. Stealing

'?

;

(

( ) H H
21. Temper tantrums
22. Threatening

C)a

20. Teasing
c. )

23. Whining' ,( ) ( )

24. Yelling {

H
25. Secretiveness

)

( /
26. Truancy
27. Feelings easily

28., Chronic anxiety

(

') k .(

hurt 7

29. Inability to relax
30.. Self-consciousness O
31. Inferiority

feelings
( )

32. Shyness/
Bashfulness ( )

33.. Social

34. Easi y flustered
with rawal

135. Smok ng

37. Alcohol use ( )

36.' Drug use
( )

38. Poor personal
hygiene

( )

39. Sexual misconduct ( )

40, Excessive.
daydrearft ( )

41. Learning '

disabilities
)

( ) ( ) (

( ) (`) .A

( ) ( .)

C(

( )

(

((. ((

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

) ( )\

( )./ )



4 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

CONCEPT

348

1. NOISY
QUIET (A) I

2. HOT
COLD (E)

3. DULL-MINDED SMART (P)

4. HAPPY
SAD (E)

5. HARD
EASY (P)

6. TRUSTING
ww... DISTRUSTING (E)

7. SLOW
FAST (A)

8. ACTIVE
NOT ACTIVE (A)

9. INTERESTING - BORING (A)

10. JANGRY
NOT ANGRY (E)

11. LOVING
NOT LOVING (P)

12. IMPATIENT PATIENT (A)

13. NEAT
MESSY (E)

14. ADULT-LIKE
CHILD-LIKE (P)

15. FEARFUL
NOT FEARFUL (P)

16.' GOOD BAD (E)

17. STRONG WEAK (P)

18. NOT HELPING HELPING (A)

.41*44.

NAME

DATE
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SOCIOGRAM

(1) If you were troubled who would you pick to talk with?

(2) Who wouldou pick to help form a social event (party)?

(3) If you were to form a corporation, who would you pick as a leader?

(4) In this corporation, who would you pick as Public Relations Person?

(5) If you wanted to share a moment of "self" to "self", with complete
disclosure and trust, who would you choose?

(6) Who do you feel the most comfortable with?

`(7) Who comes across, in your perception, as being the most "real"-(honestly,
openly, no games, human being)?

(8) If you had a ten year old problem child needing love, friendship, and
someone to care for and communicate with, who would you choose?

(9) Who would yOu choose as a friend?

(Questions 1,
Questions 2,

6, 7, 8, 9 were considered relevant and therefore scored.
and 4 were "dummy questions%)

'350
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TENTATIVE CRITERIA FOR SELECTION

Please complete a sheet_on each para-counselor (applicant). Score each item
on a basis of 1 (low) to 7 (high).

A. Self-acceptance

B. Self-c9ngruence or genuineness

C. Seriousness of intent

D. Sensitivity to people's problems

E. Ability to communicate with a wide range
of people

F. Awareness of personal biases

G. Lack of conflicting interests

AbilitY'to listen

I. Willingness to, get involved

J. rlingness to do what needs to be done

K. Openness.to learning

3 0

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 3

1 2

1 2 3

2 3

2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2

4 5 6

4 5 6 7

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5

4

.5

6

7

4 5 6 7

4

TQTAL SCORE'



December 1, 1973

January 1, 1974

February 1, 1974

February 15, 1974

February 18, 1974

May f5, 1974

June 1, 1974

August 15, 1974

September 30, 104

October 15, 1974

November 1, 1974*

November 30, 1974

December 30, 1974°

January 1, 1975

February 1, 1975

August 15 1975

September 30, 1975
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TIME LINES -- PROPOSED.

Program Director hired.

Staff selection.

First Year designed.

Program in community.
Para-counselors selected.

Training starts, pre-testing paras.

Mid-testing paras.

Establish program milieus.
Selection of 5th and 6th graders.
Counseling begins.
Pre-testing of children.

Post-testtnq paras and children.
Counseling ends. ,

Analysis of 'data complete.

Staff and Consultant selection.

Selection of parat-counselors.

Pre-testing, training starts.

Grant update & redesign completed.
,

Re-establish progrkn in community.

Establish program milieus.
Selection of 5th and 6th'graders starts.
Pre-test parents-and schools.

Mid-test paras, training complte.
Pairing, counseling begins.
Pre-test children.

Post-testing paras and children.

Analysis.of data - evaluation.

361
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TRAINING LEVELS AND OBJECTIVES: YEAR 02

The training objectives are organized into five different levels:(1) Knowledge, (2) Comprehension, f3) Application, (4)'Analysis, and(5) Synthesis ani Evaluation. These levels concern such areas as groupsynergy, counseling competencies, research and paper work, skills, crafts,and general knowledge.

In odder to reach a point of being paired with a 5th or 6th grader, youwill need to fulfill the objectives listed in Levels and III. You donot need to spend any selected amount of time on'each level. Oen you feelyou are ready to move from Level I or any other level, submit documentationto the staff stating your reasons. Your request will be evaluated and alevel testing/observation
procedure will be started with you.

There is a lot to learn and you will hake/to help each other in manyof these areas. Become aware of how others are doing, the levels they areoperating on, and ways in which you could help them, such as feedback.

Helping in training will become a major part of your learning anddemonstration of Level III dr more attainment.

Level I: Knowledge

Knowledge: A counselor knows and can recall basic information aboutcounseling, research or data collection, and behaVioral-sociallearning; and:

1. Attends regularly most training sessions (allowed to miss 5 hours/month).
2. Attends groups, observes, answers when questioned, follows group pro-cedures, shows interest, learns basic body lapguage, and does requiredactivities and experiences.

3. One-to-one, will stiare when approached.

4. Has read over training material on levels and attends all didacticinstruction (or learns what was missed).

5. Listens to. didactic information and can answer objecttveduestions, readsliterature around program house.

6. Makes a behaviora "self" contract.

7. LearnsibaSics ofskills or crafts when at' training sessions.
8. Begins learning counseling techniques by modeling and -roleplaying, Maketattempts at copying counseling behavior under supervision, given feedback.
9. Learnt to set up video equtpMent and record basics

10; Does journal, teats, questionnaires and hands them in when asked.

11.- Shows basic.responsibility for prograth resources and rightS for others.Does work when asked.
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Level II: Comprehension

Comprehension: The counselor is able to grasp meaning and show understanding,'
and is able to fulfill all Level I functions plus:

1. Attends regularly (allowed to miss 3 hours/month).

2. Normally contributes some input or feedback to the group and others,
Listens and can reflectively repeat the message of another. Helps othersremain involved in activities and experiences.

3. One-to-one, begins to reach out toward others (of all ag s) t6 share and
communicate with. (Makes the initial contact..)

a

4. Is able to express verbally or in writing the basic concepts of the
training levels and is able to identify the level of operation of "self"
and others during role playing or actual counseling situations.

5. Listens and asks questions about didactic information and can answer
essay questions. Begins reading counseling literature outside program.

6. Graphs behavioral management plan for "self", evaluates the contract
fulfillment, and' understands basic principles of reinforcement.

7. Learns one craft tired /,or skill enough to continue learning alone.' Asks
qu6tions when needed. Can teach basics of this craft/skill.

B. Knows and can explain counseling methods.or techniques, giving examplei
in role playing situations (e.g. behavioral contracting, Gestalt,
reflection, etc.). 'Counseling behavior established when required
(empathy, genuineness, listening with positive regard, and respect-

'caring) under supervision.

9. Can make a.phenomenological observation over a short period of action.

10. Can design a role-playing situation, record it on video, and play it back.

II. Has done a satisfactory case study. Hands in journals bi-weekly-42n.time.
Expresses feelings in journal as well as thought. Does all 'required paper,.
work when asked.

12. Shares spontaneously in program resource upkeep and respect for the rightsof others; Has read the basic guidelines and ethics for counselors.

Level III: Application

Application: The counselor can use or 'apply knowledge learned.("I hear and
I forget, I see and I remember, .I do. and I understand.").

.

Levels I and II plus:

1. Attends meetings with counselors and staff regularly. Makes own meeting
*times with counselee for abodt ten hours a week. -`Can use community
resources with staff assistance.
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Level III: Application (Continued)

2. Contributes input and feedback, with emotional relevancy, to the groupsand others. Listensreflects, and can assist another during in-depth
investigation of problems, alternatives, and positive solutions.
Facilitates group interaction.

3'. One-to-one faciliation,makes initial contacts.

4. Can commun4'cate and understand the levels from training, being able to
determine levels of "Self" and others during actual experiences. Can
give and receive feedback on levels.

5. Can teach'(didactically) basic training concepts to others. Is reading,
counseling literature outside the program.

6. -Can make'a behavioral management plan for others (able to pin-point
specific problems, plan, set up contingencies, make observation, and
eyaluate). Can explain basic principles of reinforcement.

7. Knows a skil) and craft good enough to teach another.

8. Can teach basict of at least two counseling methods or techniques, and
knows at least three. To be aware of his or her own individual style
of counseling and can use this during on-the-job training supervision
(or when necessary).

9. Can make a behavioral. observation and a phenomenological observation and
knows/the difference.

46,

10. Does all paper work adequately and on time. Expresses mostly personal
feeling and growth in journal.

U. Can design, record, and analyze role playing situtaions.

12. Models spontaneous sharing of.progra resource upkeep and respect for,
the rights of others. Knows the basic guidelines and ethics for counselors.

Level IV: Anal sis

Analysis: Breakdown of'whole into parts AP ability to preceive and under-
stand relationships of the parts, Levels 1, II, III, and:

. ,

1. Maps out ones own work schedule and plans own teetingsand related outside
activities. Knows community resource possibilities and can use them.

2. Can organize, facilitate, and give feedbaCk to agroup proceSs. Cap
disclose in-depth, personal feelings and thoUghts and assists others in
doing so. Can intuitively facilitate inner searching of others.

3. One-to-one in-depth relationships anion;; significant others. Makes initial
contacts to facilitate others bekinning-self-growth./

364
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, Level IV: Analysis (Continued)

4. Can teach levels of communication and feedback from training. Brings
outsidegliterature for others to share.

5. Knows the differences between, behavioristic and humanistic psychology-
and can explain basic,principles from each.

'6. , Knows more than two'skillsand crafts enough to teach others.

7. tan teach at least three counseling methods or techniques and knows at
least six. Has developed an individual style of counseling and can
evaluate another's style, compare, give fJedback, and assimilate new
approach possibilities. Can do on-the-job supervision in some counseling
areas...

8. Can teach behavioral and phenomenological .observation

9. Begins implepenting own collection of data for research.

10. Can use video, role playing, and editing to create an associated dOcumenta-
tion of counseling and growth, process.

11. Actively enhances others along the principle guidelines and-ethics for
counselors.

Level V; S nthesis:and Evaluation.

Synthesis and Evaluation: Taking elements and form a whole.where the sum
equals more than the parts: tombines concepts
and principles and evaluates.according to quali-
tative and quantitative judgments.

Works effeCtively in community, with others, and has a "self" management
and growth program in operation.

2. In group' facilitation can reach spontandous in-depth searching, disclosure
of persdnal feelings.of movt'members, and synergistic positive potential
development (helping oneself will help 'the others. and enhancing others in
the groups will also help' "self" develop).

One-to-one in-depth relationship with significant others. Openness to,
the process of self-growth in others. Non-jUdgmental, allowing others
to ask for assistance and knowing i'ow to facilitate the reaching out.

. Creates own levels of communication with others, training methods, and
literature for counseling.

5. Can unite behavioristic and humanistic psychology in principle, method,
and theory:

6. Learns new 'crafts and ,skills and can teach them.

3 6
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Level V: §ynthesis and Evaluation (Continued)

7. Can teach numerous counseling/methods or techniques, learning new ones
from literature, schools, or others. Individual counseling style can
be evaluated,. compared, and demonstrated to others. Can help others
develop their own style.

8. Can unite observational techniques and have started inner "self"'
observation -(e.g. meditation, se. }f- hypnosis, etc.).

9. Research implementation of design, data collection, analysis, and
reporting to evaluation of own style of counseling,

10. Can use video to create "impact" film which will facilitate the .growth
process in others.

.11. Has developed own guidelines aid ethids which synergistically enhance
self and others.
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